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ABSTRACT 

The dissertation focuses on scientific understandings of genetic variation in view of the 

Human Genome Project's (HGP) aim to map the estirnated 50,000 to 100,000 genes and 

to sequence the approximately three billion nucleotides of the haploid human nuclear 

genome by the year 2005. There is legithate concem that the "presurnably 

representative" composite DNA reference sequence that is produced may institute a 

standard of genetic nomality that mats departues from the sequence as at least 

potentiaily pathological and fails to appreciate the prevalence and propriety of genetic 

variation. Consideration of how the human rnitochondnd DNA reference sequence has 

been used in different areas of biomedical research since it was published in 198 1 reveals 

that it operates both as a statisticd and a functional norm. 1 explore the evolutionary and 

clinicai contexts that surround how genetic mutation. genetic variation, and genetic 

nomality are understood in human molecular genetics. Evolutionary biologists and 

phiiosophers of biology have criticized the HGP for king anti-evolutionary in its 

treatment of genetic variation as deviation from a norm rather than simply as  difference. 

I argue that these cnticisms are mistaken in that the classical and neutralist theones of 

population structure authored by H. I. Mulier and Motoo Kimura respectively present 

similarly normative treatrnents of genetic variation. From the clinicd perspective, the 

question is whether genetic variation constitutes deviation from an objective biologicai 

norm or culturaily constructed deviance. 1 argue that Georges Canguilhem's two-part 

thesis that knowledge of the pathological is antecedent to and constitutive of knowledge 

of the normal and that clinical judgements of health and disease precede theoretical 

judgements of biological normality and abnomality can be extended from physiology to 

human molecular genetics. Departing fiom Canguilhem, I conclude that judgements of 

genetic nomality and abnomality, like judgements of health and disease, incorporate 

aesthetic, mord, social, and cultural, as well as biological, n o m .  Genetic explanations 

are influenced by extrascientific vahes in the additiond way that they involve a pragmatic 

pnvileging of genetic over non-genetic factors that refiects social, economic, and clinical, 

as well as scientific, airns. 
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Chapter One 

The Human Genome Project and Twentieth-Century Eugenics: 
The Meaning(s) of Genetic Variation 

The cenniry that opened with rediscoveries of Gregor Mendel's studies on the patterns of 

inheritance in peas is closing with a research project in molecdar genetics that promises 

to be the initial, and necessary, step in attaining a complete understanding of the 

hereditary nature of humankind. The Human Genome Project (HGP) is a multi-billion 

dollar undertaking that aims to map the some 50,000-100.000 genesl and to sequence the 

approximately three billion nucleotide bases of die haploid human genorne by the year 

2005. The HGP is both basic science project and raw technological feat. Justifications 

for the project range from the esoteric to the practical. At the esoteric end of the scale 

are outcomes such as the development of a wholly theoretical biology (Giibert 1992. p. 

92). the self-understanding that will corne with locating "those genes that make us 

uniquely human" (ibid., p. 94), and even "the total understanding of life itself' (Watson 

1993, p. 3 12). Practically speaking. foreseen benefits include: improved understandings 

of human diseases, a twenty-first century "rational" "DNA (dioxyribonucleic acid)-based 

medicine" that tailors treatment regimens to individuals according to their genetic 

makeups (Caskey 1992; Hood 1992). and the ability to insen new favourable genes into 

the human gem-line. These optimistic outlooks are not shared by many who are 

concemed about ethical, social. and political issues surrounding the project. For example, 

Dorothy Nelkin and Laurence Tancredi (1989) and Ruth Hubbard and Eiijah Wald (1993) 

point to other likely outcomes of the HGP: genetic discrimination in education, 

employment, and insurance; the resurgence of eugenics; support for genetic detemiinisrn; 

' The total number of human genes remains a matter of much dispute. Taking a narrow 
definition of 'gene* as a segment of (not necessarily continuous) DNA that codes for a protein. 
ment estimates by Ieading rnolecutar biologists include: 60.000-70,000; no more than 60,000; 
8O.O- 100,000; "a lot more than" 100.000; and 120,000- l5Q,ûûû (Cohen 1997, p. 769). In one 
scientist's words: "any number anyone gives you is just a wild g u ~ s "  (ibid.). 



the individuaiization of health and disease; and disputes over patenting and profiteering 

by biotec hnology companies. 

It is my aim in this dissertation to contribute to these cntical discussions of ethical, 

social, and political issues surrounding the HGP and human molecular pnetics research 

more generally. Specifically, 1 am interested in the potential for the HGP's penultimate 

product, "the complete sequence of a presumably representative human genome" (Maddox 

199 1, p. 1 l), to serve as a normative standard that treats intraspecific genetic variation as 

abnormal and unwelcome deviation and encourages and facilitates the development of 

biotechnological interventions that restore the nom. It is likely, though, that in d l  of 

human history no two individuals who are not monozygotic siblings have ever had 

identical DNA sequences. Can meaningful use therefore be made of a single DNA 

sequence as a reference for cornparison with other sequences in view of the vast number 

of differences that will be encountered? Does finding sequence differences of likely 

functionai significance constitute a directive to action that favours biotechnological 

intervention at the level of the genome? These questions indicate the two main 

components of the dissertation. First, in Chaptee Two, Three, and Four, 1 analyze the 

concepts of genetic variation, genetic normality, and genetic mutation, focusing especially 

on the distinctions between normal and abnormal genetic variation and normal and mutant 

genes. Second, in Chapter Five. I tum to a phenornenon epidemiologist Abby Lipmann 

(1991) refers to as "geneticization" - the increasing tendency to undentand human 

variation in terms of genetic variation. I approach the question of geneticization from the 

directions of genetic causation and genetic explmation: how is it that genes - whether 

n o d  or abnormal - can be said to cause or to explain traits? Chapter One provides 

a brief historical introduction to the HGP and considea contemporary research in hurnan 

molecular genetics and the developrnent of the new genetic technologies within the 

context of twentieth-centuy eugenics. The dissertation's concluding remarks examine the 

theoretical content contained in the concept of a "normal" genome and address the 

question whether such "normal" genomes actually exist, as well as the significance of any 

possible gap benireen idea and reality. 



1.1 The Human Genome Proiect: Historical Background 

The aim of the HGP is "to construct cornmon cesources for the study of human genetics" 

(Watson and Cook-Deegan 1990, p. 3322) by mapping and sequencing the entire human 

genome. The project will "create an encyclopedia of the human genome - a complete 

map and sequence" (McKusick 1989, p. 913) to serve as "a comprehensive source book 

for biology and medicine" (ibid., p. 914). The project has been conceived as a three-part 

plan: fmt, the creation of geneùc maps; second, the production of physical maps; and 

third, the detennination of the complete DNA sequence. The genetic, physical, and 

sequence maps are tools to be used to pcoduce an additionai rnap - the human gene rnap 

- that, at least at the beginning, was not explicitly part of the HGP. This comprehensive 

catalogue of the sequence and location of al1 human genes is expected to be ready at the 

sarne time as sequencing is completed. It is predicted that the molecular genetic 

knowledge that wili arise from researchers' abilities to access map and sequence data will 

shed light on human disease: "There are over 4000 known human disorders inherited in 

a ~Mendelian fashion, and the outcornes of virtually al1 human degenerative and infectious 

diseases are influenced by the genetic make-up of the individuai" (Gottesman and Collins 

1994, p. 591). Another practical spinoff foreseen for the HGP is its consolidation of the 

United States' cornpetitive edge in the international biotechnology industry - this aspect 

helped to convince the U.S. Congress to support the project (Macer 1991, p. 187). 

Three scientists - Robert L. Sinsheimer, Renato Dulbecco, and Charles DeLisi 

- are credited with the idea of initiating a project to sequence the entire human genome. 

In May 1985, Sinsheimer, who was then chancellor at the University of California at 

Santa Cruz (UCSC), met with an expert group of scientists with backgrounds in DNA 

mapping and sequencing about the feasibility of setting up scch a project at Santa Cmz, 

an idea he had begun to entertain the previous year. The impetus was Sinsheimer's desire 

not to see the university be forced to retum a $36 million pnvate donation.* The 

donation had been made to support the building of a telescope but the remaining 

necessary monies for the telescope were unavailable if it was to be named for the original 

AI1 cost estimates in the dissertation are in United States dollars. 



donor (see Cook-Deegan 1994, chapter five). It was Dulbecco who brought the idea of 

sequencing the human genome to a wide audience of scientists with his March 1986 

cornmentary in Science where he urged a national sequencing effort of "comparabIe 

significance" and "canied out with the same spirit" as "the effort that led to the conquest 

of space" (p. 1056). Dulbecco had already presented the idea at two t a s  in 1985: in 

September at Cold Spring Harbor and in October at an Italian-American meeting in 

Washington, D.C. (Dulbecco 1993, p. 259). He believed that sequencing offered the best 

approach to studying cancer. as well as other pathologicd conditions and problems of 

physiology, development. and the nervous system generdiy, because it would make 

available any DNA probe that might prove usefhl to mapping genes and to identiQing 

cells in which genes are expressed. 

Around the time that Sinsheimer was contemplating a human genome sequencing 

initiative for UCSC, scientists associated with the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) 

began to talk about doing the same. The DOE's interest in genome sequencing reflects 

its long term research into radiation-induced heritable genetic damage sustained by those 

who s w i v e d  the atomic bombs dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki by the U.S. at the 

close of the Second World War. At a December 1984 DOE-sponsored meeting in Alta, 

Utah, the idea of sequencing the human genome arose in discussions about the difficulties 

researchers face in detecting hentable and inherited mutations in atomic bomb suwivon 

and their children, as well as in other DOE programs charged with monitoring genetic 

darnage due to low-level exposure to radiation and other environmental hazards (Cantor 

1990, p. 49). Having a DNA reference sequence would make it possible to detect 

mutations directly - at the level of the genome. Subsequent to bis, the October 1985 

preliminary draft of a congressional Office of Technology Assessrnent (OTA) report 

concerning technologies to measure heritable mutations in humans, prepared by a project 

director who had k e n  present at the Alta meeting, came across the desk of the newly 

appointed director of the DOE's Office of Health and Environmental Research, Charles 

DeLisi. DeLisi thought that it might be feasible for the DOE to take on a project to 

sequence the entire human genome. By the end of the caiendar year, he had drafted a 

proposal for a Human Genome Initiative. A workshop was convened at Sante Fe in 

March 1986 for scientific discussion on the proposal. In May, DeLisi issued a funding 
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request to the DOE for a two-phase Human Genome Initiative that would begin by 

producing physical maps for each chromosome while working on the development of 

high-speed automated sequencing technologies and more advanced rnethods of cornputer 

analysis before proceeding to large-scale sequencing. The M3E genome program 

commenced in 1987 with reprogrammed intemal fun& totalling $4.5 million; however, 

continued hnding was contingent on obtaining the support of the Senate and Congress 

(see Cook-Deegan 1994, chapter seven). 

Sorne prominent molecular biologists Iike Walter Gilbert and James D. Watson 

supported a genome initiative from the beginning - Gilbert had been sold on the idea 

at Sinsheimer's May 1985 meeting and had subsequently taken on the task of gamering 

support for the project from other molecular biologists and the public. At a Iune 1986 

conference at Cold Spring Harbor titled "The Molecular Biology of Homo sapiens," 

sequencing the human genome was a matter of much discussion. At an informai session 

held on the topic, some biologists supported the idea of a project dedicated to mapping 

and sequencing the human genome but expressed concerns about the DOE, rather than 

the NationaI Institutes of Health (NIH), k ing  at the helm. Others opposed the idea 

altogether, fearing a move to "Big Science" that would see the diversion of research funds 

from traditional single researcher-led projects to a s m d  number of large laboratories 

geared to large-scale mapping and sequencing (Watson 1990, p. 45). In subsequent 

rnonths, however, controversy over "[wlhether to start a genome project gave way to what 

it encompassed, how best to do it, and who should lead it" (Cook-Deegan 1994, p. 125). 

This transition was facilitated by a public forum hosted by the Howard Hughes Medical 

Institute in Iuly 1986 and a scientific review of the proposed genome project carried out 

by a panel appointed by the National Research Council (NRC) of the National Academy 

of Sciences that began to meet in December 1986 (see Cook-Deegan 1994, chapters nine 

and ten). The NRC committee was a mix of those who supported and those who opposed 

the project but, in the end, there was unanhous agreement. The NRC report, issued in 

Febniary 1988, recommended a fifieen-year program to map and to sequence the genome. 

The total price tag estimated for the project at completion was three billion dollars. 

Genetic and physical maps would be completed fmt with large-scale sequencing 

beginnùig in earnest only when the development of new sequencing technologies had 



iowered sequencing costs substantially. The project would expand to include the mapping 

and sequencing of the genomes of several nonhuman "model" organisms. International 

cooperation was aiso emphasized. These modifications placated many of the molecular 

biologists who were initially opposed to the project. 

It aiso helped that the NIH began planning its own genome program in the fa11 of 

1986. Discouraged by the slow pace of progress, Gilbert attempted in 1987 to found a 

private Company, Genome Corporation, dedicated to mapping and sequencing the human 

genome. However, uncenainties in the financial market at the t h e  prevented the 

corporation fiom getting beyond the planning stages (see Cook-Deegan 1994. chapter six). 

Public monies were forthcorning: in 1988, the NM received $17.2 million and the DOE 

received $12 million. From 1986 to 1988, the NIH and the DOE engaged in a leadership 

mg-of-war. Although the 1988 NRC report did not specify which govemment agency 

should take charge of the overail project, an OTA report commissioned by the House 

Committee on Energy and Commerce in 1986 and released in Apnl 1988 recommended 

that an inter-agency task force coordinate the efforts of the two separate genome programs 

(Cook-Deegan 1994, p. 153). However, if the programs were to be united into a single 

project with only one agency in charge, the report recommended that it be the NM (ibid., 

p. 160). Faced with the prospect of legislation to force their cooperation. a rnemorandurn 

of undestanding was signed by the two agencies in the faii of 1988 and a joint NIH-DOE 

advisory group was appointed (ibid., p. 167). At about diis tirne, James Wyngaarden, 

director of the NIH, announced chat Watson would serve as the fmt  director of the Office 

of Human Genome Research that he had created at the NIH earlier that year. 

From 1988 to 1990, the NM and the DOE had genome research programs that 

operated independently of one another. The NM received the Lion's share of the funding: 

in 1989, $28.2 million went to the NM: and $18 million to the DOE; in 1990, these 

amounts increased to $59.5 million and $26 million respectively. Accompanying this 

increase was a change in status for the NM's Office of Human Genome Research. As 

a "Center" - the National Center for Human Genome Research (NCHGR) - it had the 

authonty to administer its own research grants. A joint five-year plan was released by 

the NIH-DOE subcommittee in A p d  1990. In conformity to the M C  report, priority in 

the first five years was to be given to the creation of genetic and physical maps with 



large-scale sequencing waiting until sequencing efficiency was improved and the cosr per 

base lowered. The plan established specific goals to be accomplished by 1995. Genetic 

linkage maps were to be completed with a resolution of 2 to 5 centimorgans (CM). 

Physical maps were to be completed with sequence-tagged site (STS) markers spaced 

approximately 100 kilobases (kb) apart and 2-megabase (Mb) contiguous overlapping 

clones ("contigs") assembled for large sections of the genome. Sequencing costs were to 

be reduced to $0.50 per base and ten million bases of contiguous DNA (0.3 percent of 

the genome) were to be sequenced. Watson announced the "official" Human Genome 

Project start date to be October 1990, the beginning of the 199 1 fiscal year (Cook-Deegan 

1994, p. 168). 

Although the HGPTs inceptions were in the U.S., it did not take long for it to 

become an international venture. Many European countries sponsor genome prograrns. 

Itaiy's genome program began as a pilot project in 1987 under the leadership of Dulbecco 

(Dulbecco 1993, p. 259; Cook-Deegan 1994, p. 187). Russia's genome program began 

in 1988 in the old U.S.S.R. (Cook-Deegan 1994, pp. 194-195). France began to fbnd 

genome research in 1988 and had developed a more centrdized, although not very well- 

hinded, program by 1990 (ibid.. pp 195-196). Private sector initiatives in France have 

been more significant. Daniel Cohen and Jean Dausset founded the Centre d'Etudes du 

Polymorphisme Humain (CEPH) in 1983. CEPH subsequenily undertook to coordinate 

a combined effort by several international research groups to construct a complete genetic 

linkage map of the human genome (ibid., pp. 43, 197). In 1991, Cohen and the French 

muscular dystrophy association (MM) launched Généthon as an industrial-sized mapping 

and sequencing operation where a group led by Jean Weissenbach set out to create genetic 

marken for the en& genorne and a group led by Cohen took on the task of compiling 

physical maps of a i l  the chromosomes (ibid., pp. 196-197). Great Bntain's genome 

program received its officia1 start in 1989 although Sydney Brenner had commenced 

genome research at the Medicai Research Council (MRC) laboratory several yem before 

this. The British genome program was funded at the outset with public funds from the 

MRC and private monies from the Imperia1 Cancer Research Fund and, later, the 

Wellcome Trust (ibid., pp. 188-189, 21 1). Gennany, haunted by its Nazi past, Lagged 

behind other European countries. Although individual researchers received govemment 



fun& for genome research in the late- 1980s and participated in the European Community 

(E.C.) initiative, no actual national genome program was undertaken untii 1995 (Kahn 

1996, p. 570). 

The E.C. began to coordinaie multinational efforts to map and to sequence the 

genomes of several "model" organisms in 1988 and tabled a research proposal for the 

human genorne that sarne year. The proposal was modified following recornrnendations 

from Denmark and Germany and was adopted in 1990 (Rix 1991). The major genorne 

player outside the U.S. and Europe is Japan. Led by Akiyoshi Wada. Japan began to fund 

the development of automated DNA sequencing technologies in the early 1980s. This 

five-year lead time over the U.S. in the research and developrnent of sequencing 

technologies was instrumental in encouraging mernben of the U.S. Congress. concemed 

about U.S. global competitiveness in biotechnology , to support the NIWDOE genome 

projects. The U.S. has since been critical of the Japanese govemment for inadequately 

hnding genome research - especially basic scientific, as opposed to technological, 

research. At one point, in 1989. Watson threatened to withhold sequence data from the 

Japanese if they failed to increase their efforts (see Cook-Deegan 1994, chapter 15). 

Canada began a four-year genome program in 1992 with funding by government gram 

agencies and the National Cancer Institute (ibid., pp. 204-205). Because of federal budget 

cuts. funding has not been renewed (Kaiser 1997, p. 303). In September 1988, scientists 

formed an international body - Human Genome Organization (HUGO) - for the 

coordination of mapping and sequencing efforts in these (and other) countries with the 

goals of facilitating the m s f e r  of information, assisting with international workshops. 

providing a forum for the discussion of ethical, social. commercial, and legal issues, etc. 

HUGO. descsibed as a "U.N. for the human genome" (Zinder in McKusick 1989. p. 9 13), 

began to receive funds in 1990 from two pnvate foundations: the Welicome Trust in the 

U.K. and the Howard Hughes Medical Institute in the U.S. (Cook-Deegan 1994, p. 209). 

In 1990, UNESCO began to contribute funds toward fostering international cooperation 

in genome research that would include less wealthy nations from Eastern Europe and the 

"Third World" (Cook-Deegan 1994, p. 206). 

Molecular biology's current focus on gene mapping and DNA sequencing reflects 

the importance that twentieth-century biology attaches to the gene's influence on 



organismal development and behaviour as well as the physical reductionisrn that has 

shaped biology since the mid-nineteenth cenniry. Suppositions that the gene's nature is 

chernical and that cellular activities and whole organisrns are under genetic control date 

at least to the frst  quater of this cenniry (see Muller 1922). Until the early 1950s, 

molecular biologists believed that proteins were the oniy molecules of sufficient 

complexity to account for the properties of genes. Severai experiments. beginning with 

Oswald T. Avery's work on the transfonning principle in the early 1 9 4 0 ~ ~  showed DNA 

to be the more likely candidate (see Avery et al. 1944; Chargaff 1950; Hershey and 

Chase 1952). With the 1953 discovery of the double-helical stnicture of DNA by James 

D. Watson and Francis Crick and, eventudy, success in "cracking" the genetic "code" in 

the 1960s (the complete genetic code was finalized in 1966)' the attention of molecular 

biologists had long been fastened on the importance of nuclear DNA. But if the 

"conquest" of the genome was an idea whose time had corne for molecular biology in the 

mid- 1980s, this was only because of the technological developments that had occurred in 

the field from the early 1970s and on. As Crick remarked. reflecting back on the exciting 

early days of molecular biology in an address at a conference celebrating the fortieth 

annivenary of the discovery he shared with Watson: "if I had been asked if it would ever 

be possible to sequence the entire human genome, 1 would have predicted that this would 

take at least another hundred years" (1993. p. 18). 

An impressive collection of tools began to be amassed by molecular biologists 

around 1970. Two different techniques for DNA sequencing were developed in the mid- 

1970s. Frederick Sanger. already a Nobel prize winner in 1958 for the protein sequencing 

method he developed in the 1940s and used in his nearly decade long project to determine 

the structure of bovine insulin, shared a second Nobel prize in 1980 for DNA sequencing. 

Sanger's method was fxst published in a 1975 paper CO-authored with Alan Coulson. 

DNA polymerase is used to initiate complementary base pairing in solutions containing 

single-stranded DNA and free nucleotides. Four different reactions are set up: in each, 

one of the four nucleotide bases is missing and replication is incomplete. Since the base 

that would have been added next in the chah is known, the nucleotide base at each 

position in the sequence can be identified when gel electrophoresis is used to separate the 

fragments by length (Cook-Deegan 1994; Judson 1992). Sanger's modified "c hain- 
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terminator" method, published in 1977, nther than "starving" the replication reaction, uses 

radioactively labelled dideoxy nucleotides which substitute for each of the four nucleotide 

bases during DNA replication and cause replication to cease (ibid.). Around the same 

tirne, Allan M. Maxam and Walter Gilbert introduced an aiternate DNA sequencing 

method. Their method involves the use of a controlled chernical reaction which is 

capable of directly fracturing DNA at the sites of specific nucleotide bases. By 

comparing the length of fragments, as in Sanger's method the nucleotide at each position 

in the sequence is identified (Cook-Deegan 1994). Pulsed-field gel electrophoresis, 

introduced by David Schwartz and Charles Cantor in 1984, improved the feasibility of 

large-scale sequencing because it permits large segments of DNA (up to ten million bases 

long as opposed to segments of up to thkty thousand bases with standard gel 

electrophoresis) to be sorted by length (Judson 1992, p. 74). In 1986, Leroy Hood and 

associates at Caltech and Applied Biosystems rnodified and automated Sanger's method. 

The automated DNA Buorescence sequencer labels each type of dideoxy nucleotide with 

a fluorescent, radier than radioactive, label. As the fragments are separated by 

electrophoresis, the fluorescent labels are excited by a laser and the information is stored 

in a cornputer (Cook-Deegan 1994, p. 66; Judson 1992, pp. 76-78). 

Physical maps are necessary precursors to large-scde sequencing of the 

chromosomes. These maps order the DNA ftagrnents to be sequenced by identiQing 

unique physical markers (sequence-tagged sites or STSs) at regular intervals dong each 

chromosome. Physicai maps order DNA Libraries, which are collections of DNA clones 

that permit DNA to be produced in the quantities necessary for sequencing. Severai 

developments in the early 1970s made DNA cloning possible. In 1970, bacterial 

enzymes, caüed restriction enzymes, were discovered that cut DNA at specific sites (in 

nature, these enzymes protect bactena from infiltrating vinises). When it was 

subsequently found that some restriction enzymes lefi fragments with "sticky ends" that 

would easily recombine and that the ceil uses other enzymes for DNA repair. molecular 

biologists became able to cut and paste DNA and to combine DNA from different 

sources. Also, in the early 1970s. it was discovered that plasrnids couid be extracted from 

bacteria and then retumed with an insert of foreign DNA. The bacteria would continue 

to multiply and replicate its own, as well as the foreign, DNA. In 1973. Herbert Boyer, 



who had worked extensively with restriction enzymes. together with Stanley Cohen, who 

is credited with developing efficient methods for plasrnid reinsertion, managed to use 

plasmids to carry animal genes into bacterial cells. As the bacteria multiplies, so do 

quantities of the gene (Judson 1996). With this, recombinant DNA technologies and the 

lucrative biotechnology industry were bom. In situ DNA hybndization, invented in 1980, 

assists in physical mapping by allowing particular stretches of DNA to be located on the 

chromosomes. The relevant bit of DNA is produced in adequate amounts by cloning and 

a radioactive label is attached to fashion a DNA probe. Chromosomal position is revealed 

by observing where the probe hybridizes with separated strands of chromosomal DNA 

from genomic libraries (Judson 1992, p. 71). Early on, bacterial plasrnid libraries were 

used for physical mapping. Yeast artificial chromosomes (YACs), in which DNA is 

attached to a much-reduced yeast chromosome and reintroduced into a yeast ceil. were 

introduced in 1987 by Maynard Olson (ibid.) and bacterid artif~cial chromosomes (BACs) 

were developed in 1992 (Rowen et al. 1997). The advantages of YACs and BACs over 

bacterial plasmids is that much larger segments of DNA c m  be ordered and stored for 

sequencing. 

Those who fust conceived of a massive human genome mapping and sequencing 

project focwed on constructing the physical maps that would make it possible to obtain 

the "ultimate" map: the cornplete DNA reference sequence. However, as planning 

proceeded, the importance of genetic linkage maps was increasingly emphasized because 

of their usefulness for gene mapping. Bacterial restriction enzymes have contributed to 

genetic. as well as physical, mapping. By 1980, researchers had discovered that the sites 

at which different restriction enzymes cut DNA are suficiently variable among 

individuals that these restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs) could serve as 

DNA markers for the construction of human genetic linkage maps (Watson 1993, p. 3 10). 

Using W s .  the private Massachusetts-based Coilaborative Research group led by Helen 

Donis-Keller. in a race with Raymond White's group at the University of Utah, published 

the fmt  genetic linkage map of the entire human genome in 1987. The mapping and 

cloning of disease genes proceeds more readily as the density of markers placed on 

genetic maps increases and the HGP sought to improve the resolution of these early maps. 

It was also hoped that dense genetic maps would contribute to the identification of genes 



involved in "complex" or non-Mendelian traits (Lander and Botstein 1986). In 1989, a 

new class of genetic markers, microsatellite repeats, was identified. Microsatellites are 

sets of tandem repeats of shon (either dinucleotide, trinucleotide, or tetranucleotide) DNA 

sequences. Microsateliites quickly replaced RnPs  as the markers of choice for genetic 

linkage mapping because they are more highiy polymorphic and are detectable by the 

polyrnerase chain reaction (PCR). In 1992, Jean Weissenbach's group at Généthon 

published a global genetic map that used microsatellite markers exclusively. 

Several other technological developments have bolstered and redefined aspects of 

the genorne mapping and sequencing initiatives. The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 

was invented by Kary Mullis in 1985. With PCR, DNA can be rnultiplied in vitro instead 

of by cloning. The two strands of the DNA are separated by heating. Two bits of DNA 

are synthesized to be complementary to a specific short sequence at one end of the DNA 

sequence that is k ing  amplified. These bind to the complementary sequences and serve 

as primers for polymerase enzymes to initiate DNA replication. As the reaction repeats. 

now beginning with two DNA molecules instead of one, an exponential amplification of 

the target sequence is initiated (Guyer and Koshland 1989). In only hours. a sequence 

of DNA can be amplified a rnillionfold and lots of material generated for sequencing. It 

was Marvin Carruthers in early 1980s who devised the rnethod of synthesizing DNA 

strands of any desired base sequence, as is used io create primers for PCR. Carruthen' 

procedure was later automated by Leroy Hood. PCR has also k e n  combined with reverse 

transcription to produce a powerful technique for mapping expressed genes. Reverse 

transcription was discovered independently in 1970 by David Baltimore, and Howard 

Temin and Satoshi Mizutani. These biologists discovered that transcription does not 

proceed only in one direction, from DNA to RNA, as per Francis Crick's Central Dogma. 

Sorne viruses use their RNA as a template to synthesize DNA. Reverse transcriptase. the 

enzyme that initiates this reaction, can be hamessed to produce DNA from &As 

isolated fiom body tissues. The resulting complementary DNA (cDNA) diffen from 

regular genomic DNA because. k ing  complementary to mature mRNAs, it lacks introns 

that are transcribed into RNA but then edited out as well as regulatory regions that are 

not transcribed. Separate genomic and cDNA clone libraries are maintained. cDNA 

libraries are tissue-specific, for the liver. heart, kidney, etc. 



The original NIHlDOE five-year plan was updated in 1993. The new Bve-year 

plan (in effect through 1998) accommodated progress that had been made in mapping, 

sequencing, and technological developrnent since the first plan was foimulated (Collins 

and Galas 1993). The original goal of a 2- to 5-CM genetic map was expected to be met 

by the 1995 target date. Indeed, Généthon's 1994 genetic linkage map, with more than 

2000 microsatellite markers and an average spacing of 2.9 CM and only one gap larger 

than 20 CM. accomplished this one year early (editorial in Nature 1994). The 14 iMarch 

1996 publication of comprehensive genetic maps of "man and mouse" in Nature marked 

the end of the genetic mapping phase of the project. The 1996 human genetic linkage 

map has 5264 microsatellite markes located to 2335 positions with an average spacing 

of 0.7 CM (Jordan and Collins 1996, p. 11 1). Since the original goal of a physicai map 

with STS markers at intervals of 100 kb would not be met by the 1995 target date - 
instead. an STS-based map with intervals averaging 300 kb was expected by 1995 or 1996 

- the deadline was extended to 1998. In 1995, a prelirninary global physical map was 

published as well as another physicai map with 94 percent coverage from 15.000 markers 

(ibid., p. 1 12). Francis Collins, who took over as director at the NCHGR early in 1993 

following Watson's April 1992 resignation, predicted in 1996 that physical maps would 

be completed in 1998 (ibid.). The 1993 five-year plan estirnated that the projected goal 

of cost of sequencing of $0.50 per base might be met by 1996 but that the rate of 

sequencing would rernain inadequate to meet the 2005 target date. The updated gosl was 

to build up to a collective sequencing capacity of 50 M b  per year by the end of 1998 and 

to have 80 Mb of DNA (fiom both humans and "rnodel" organisms) sequenced. This 

would be achieved by increasing the number of groups working on large-scale sequencing 

and heightening efforts to develop new sequencing technologies. By 1996, only one 

percent of the human genome had been sequenced. In 1995, the Wellcome Trust 

launched a $75 million seven-year concentrated sequencing project at the U.K. ' s Sanger 

Center and, in 1996, the NCHGR awarded grants totalling $20 million per year for large- 

scale sequencing at a small number of laboratories in the U.S. (Marshall and Pennisi 

1996). At the close of 1997, Collins proposed raising this contribution to $60 million per 

year (Wadman 1998). Other large-scale sequencing projects hinded by govemments or 

non-profit foundations are being caaied out in France, Germany, and Japan. There are 



also several corporate initiatives underway in the U.S. Although, in late 1997, only about 

two percent of the genome had been sequenced with the longest contiguous stretch of 

sequenced DNA in a public database at less than 1.5 million base pairs (Rowen et al. 

1997, p. 605). the HGP's goal to sequence the entire human genome by 2005 is still 

believed to be attainable. 

The 1993 five-year plan added a couple of new goals, both of which reflected 

technological changes as weil as activities in the pnvate sector. The identification of 

genes, and their incorporation onto physical and DNA sequence maps, becarne an explicit 

goal of the HGP. PCR with reverse transcription had been discovered to provide a rapid 

new method of gene identification- In the early 1990s, Craig Venter, at the time working 

for the NM, had the idea of sequencing short regions of cDNAs - expressed sequence 

tags or ESTs - as a quick rneans of identifj4ng and mapping individual genes. Watson's 

1992 resignation from the NCHGR resulted from a conflict with NIH director Bemadetîe 

Healy concerning the NMTs application for patents on thousands of ESTs that Venter, 

who subsequently left the NM for the private sector, had identified (Marx 1993; 

Thompson 1993). By 1993, serious efforts were undenvay in the private sector to 

partially sequence ail cDNAs and to apply for patents on these ESTs. This had resulted 

in the withholding of private collections of ESTs from other researchers (Roberts 1993, 

p. 21). The inclusion of gene identification in the second five-year plan indicated the 

NM's aim to compete with the private sector in gene mapping although many researchers 

believe that HGP funds should be confined to the provision of genetic and physical maps 

as the necessary infrastructure that allows others to pursue the genes (ibid., pp. 20-21). 

A second new god in the 1993 five-year plan was the development of 

technologies for the rapid genotyping that is necessary for medical research into complex 

non-Mendelian diseases and genetic "susceptibilities" to disease. This connects with a 

proposd made by Collins in the fa11 of 1997 that federal agencies. with possible private 

sector involvement, begin a systematic cataloguing of human sequence variation using 

single-nucleotide polymorphisrns (SNPs). SNPs are common alterations in a single 

nucleotide in a stretch of DNA. They are better markers for genetic maps and for 

automated genetic scans than are microsatellites (Marshall 1997b). Genome variation 

could be catalogued, Collins suggests, by compiiing SNP variants for individual genes 



and/or by constructing a dense genome-wide SNP map to be used in identiQing genes 

that contribute to complex traits. As he had for gene identification using ESTs, Collins 

expressed concern that private interests were collecting up SNPs and, with patents 

pending, withholding them from the public domain. The federal effort would place as 

many SNPs as possible in public databases where they can be accessed by researchea 

(Collins et al. 1997). Again. Collins' initiative has been criticized by some leading 

researchers who argue that the NHGRI' should concentrate HGP funds on sequencing the 

genorne (Wadman 1998). 

Collins' proposal to catalogue human genetic variation overlaps somewhat with 

the aim of the Human Genome Diveniq Project (HGDP). This initiative was first 

proposed by Luigi Luca Cavalli-Sforza and others in a 1991 letter to Genomics. Their 

plan cails for DNA to be sampled frorn various isolated populations worldwide in order 

to be able to reconstruct human evolutionaq history. The project targetted indigenous 

peoples and ethnic minonties and was proposed with sorne urgency because, as isolated 

populations increasingly merge with their neighbours. they begin to lose their distinct 

genetic identities (Cavalli-Sforza et al. 1991). HUGO took on responsibility for the 

HGDP early in 1994 (Knoppers et al. 1996, p. 272). But the project never got off the 

ground. The Ottawa-based Rural Advancement Foundation International (RAFT) alerted 

indigenous peoples' groups in early 1993 and the World Council of Indigenous Peoples 

(WCIP) unanimously denounced the project in December 1993 (Kahn 1994). Criticisms 

centre on the risks of commercial exploitation and "genetic colonization" implicated in 

the patenting of ce11 lines, the potential for genetic discrimination, the failure to appreciate 

non-western cultural values that view genes as sacred. and the lack of concem over the 

forseen extinction of these groups (Butler 1995). In 1995, UNESCO's International 

Bioethics Cornmittee (IBC) failed to endorse the project (ibid.). The MH and the NSF 

are currentiy prepared to hnd only human genetic divenity research that originates in the 

U.S. until ethical. legal, and human nghts issues are settled (Macilwain 1997b). 

' In January 1997, the NCHGR became an "Institute" and was renamed the National Human 
Genome Research Lnstitute (NHGRI) with yet additional control over research graiits (Macilwain 
1997a. p. 283). 



1.2 Human Molecular Genetics and Twentieth-Centurv Eugenics 

The acceleration of research in hurnan molecular genetics means the identification of a 

constantly increasing number of genes and genetic markers associated with disease and 

dysfunction for which it will be possible to test individuals or screen populations. Since 

we al1 possess several genes that would be associated with senous diseases were they 

present in double rather than single dose, there is a huge potentiai market for carrier 

screening tests. Once couples "at-Nk" for an affected offspring are identified, on the 

basis of their family histories or genetic tests, fetuses can be tested NI utero and aboned 

if a genetic "defect" is found. Because knowledge of how genetic and environmental 

factors interact in the development of particular diseases Iags far behind molecular 

genetics' successes in identiQing disease-associated genes and genetic marken, 

prospective parents facing positive test results may perceive few alternatives to a decision 

to terminate the pregnancy. Social and econornic factors may further constrain available 

choices. Alternately, embryos cm be tested pnor to implantation in in vitro fertilization 

(m. Where there is risk of hereditary disease, and especially if the individuals 

concerned (physicians and/or prospective parents) are opposed to aboaion. IVF may be 

perceived to be an attractive option even if no infertility is involved. In the not-so-distant 

future, it rnay be possible to replace "defective" genes with "normal" genes or "normal" 

genes with "enhanced" genes in the early embryo or in the germ cells (ova and 

spermatozoa) pnor to fertilization. Genetic manipulation of the gem-line in this way will 

affect not only the individuai in whom the procedure is carried out but her or his future 

descendants. Of course, sometimes what counts as a "defective" genotype or a 

"defective" child rests in the eyes of beholdea: quite apart f?om diseases that involve 

severe pain andor early death, prospective parents might choose to abort a fetus or 

discard a preimplantation embryo that is likely to become a child who is insufficiently 

brilliant or of the wrong sex. 

This impending scenario raises questions about the relationships of the HGP, and 

of molecular genetics research generally, with the history of eugenics. As we draw to the 

close of the twentieth century, what have the lessons of this cenniry taught us? The early 

part of the century saw widespread public and scientific support for eugenic programs that 



sought to control human breeding and the genetic characteristics of future generations. 

Contributions to future generations by such "undesirables" as the "feeblerninded" and 

other mental "defectives," criminais, rnernbers of the lower classes, and members of racial 

and ethnic minori ties were discouraged through such measures as education, immigration 

quotas, institutionalization, and involuntary stedization. The "biologically fit" Anglo- 

Saxon rniddle and upper classes were encouraged through education, government financial 

incentives, and their senses of civic duty and entiflement to reproduce. Although support 

for eugenics in countries like England and the United States had waned by the eve of the 

Second World War, in part because of evident race and class biases, the tide of public 

opinion against eugenics fully tumed once the horron of the eugenic activities of the 

Third Reich becarne known. Physicians and leading scientists at Gernan universities, 

propounding the theories of Mendelian genetics and evolution by naturd selection, were 

complicit in Nazi measures that included the Lebenrborn, mass sterilizations, and the 

exterminations of the handicapped, the rnentaliy iU, homosexuals, Gypsies, and Jews. 

It was inevitable that ethical discussions surrounding the HGP would at ieast in 

part be cast within the context of the past century of eugenics. Proponents of the HGP, 

as one might expect, emphasize the discontinuities between early and late twentieth- 

century eugenics. In announcing the creation of the ELSI program to study the ethical, 

legal. and social implications of the HGP out of NIH funds earmarked for genome 

research, Watson (1990) refers to "the terrible misuses of the incomplete knowledge of 

human genetics that went under the name of eugenics during the fmt part of this century" 

(p. 46) and the "vivid rerninders" from Nazi Gexmany that "science in the wrong hands 

can do incalculable h m "  (ibid.). Watson characterizes scientists who complied with the 

aims of the Third Reich as not just "bad guys" but bad geneticists, "servants of political 

and social masten" who practised pseudoscience (in Koenig 1997, p. 892). Historian 

Daniel J. Kevles (1995) similarly emphasizes the discontinuities between the eugenics of 

yesterday and of today. "Mainiine eugenics" early this century was "fiawed science" that 

incorporated race and class biases and inadequately undeatood the complexities of 

heredity. However, subsequent developments in human genetics, beginning with the 

"refom eugenics" movement of the 1930s and continuhg after the war, have been 

favourable. Human genetics has been "ernancipated" from previous race and class biases, 
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the science is "solid," its airns are medical not social, and interventions are justified in 

terrns of the needs of individuais and individual families instead of their effects on such 

"abstractions" as the "race," "population," or "gene pool." Kevles believes not only that 

"scientific objectivity " has triumphed over "social prejudice" but that the contemporary 

social and political context with its emphasis on civil rights and civil iiberties and its 

opposition to state-sponsored programs, as weli as the existence of lobby groups 

representing mernbers of minorities and those affected by disease and disability. will 

operate to prevent human molecular genetics from being tunied to "eugenic ends." 

Those who are critical of the HGP and wary of the biotechnological future are 

more likely to focus on the continuities of past and present efforts in human genetics and 

eugenics. Biologist and cntic Ruth Hubbard, in her (1993) book wntten with Elijah 

Wald, points out that the eugenic belief that some people should have children and others 

should not penists; for example, surveyed physicians support sterilization more often 

when a woman is on welfare than when she is not, particularly if she has illegitirnate 

children. Sociologist Troy Duster (1990) argues that aithough it appears progressive to 

have replaced studies of decreased intelligence in American blacks with those of increased 

genetic "susceptibiiities" to multifactorial diseases such as lung cancer, heart disease, and 

mental illness, the effects are similar. Blaming genes draws society's attention away from 

unhealthy environments and weakens its cornmitment to address factors such as poverty, 

cigarette smoking (and tobacco advertisements), exposure to pollutants, and racism that 

contribute to these diseases. Hubbard (1990) rerninds us that the Nazis uied out their gas 

chambers in hospitals before transfemng them to the death camps, euthanizing the 

physically handicapped, the mentally ill, and homosexuals and then moving on to Gypsies 

and Jews. Phage geneticist Salvador Luria (1989) also does not shy from cornparisons 

to the Nazis; Luria wonders if the HGP is not just a "kinder gentler program" than what 

the Nazis carried out - a program "io 'perfect' human individuals by 'correcting' their 

genomes in conformity. perhaps, to an ideal, 'white, Judeo-Christian, econornically 

successful' genotype" (p. 873). Hubbard and Wald question the likelihood of genuine 

reproductive autonomy. First, the range of possible choices is constrained by the social 

supports that are avaiiable to persons with disabilities and their families. Second, many 

attending physicians will regard certain choices - the refusal of prenatal tests or the 
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refusal to abort following a positive test - as irrational or unacceptable. Third, the 

economic costs of caring for disabled individuals may mean that women find themselves 

pressured or mandated by their insurance companies or govemments to undergo prenatal 

tests and abortion. 

It is important to try to situate current developments in human molecular genetics 

within the context of the history of eugenics in the twentieth century. Scientists today 

have unprecedented convol over hereditary material. The technological capacities to 

discem the genome's fine structure, to manipulate DNA, and to modiQ genes are powers 

that their predecessors could only dream about. And, despite movernents away from 

"eugenics" afier the Second World War, at no time dunng this cennuy has the majority 

of geneticists veered from the conviction that genetic differences contribute significantly 

to individual differences in both mental and physicd traits; that racial and ethnic groups 

differ in relative gene frequencies; and that human control over heredity and evolution 

is a desirable aim. But whether analysts conclude, with Watson and Kevles, that human 

molecuiar genetics is innocent of the taint of eugenics and contributes to the common 

good by fîghting against disease, or. with Hubbard and Luria, that clinical genetics is just 

a "gentler and kinder" eugenics, there are problems in how exactiy we are to understand 

the term 'eugenics.' As political scientist and historian of genetics Diane B. Paul so well 

points out: "'Eugenics* is a word with nasty connotations but an indeterminate meaning" 

(1994a, p. 143). Disagreements exist over whether to characterize eugenics according to 

a program's intentions or effects, its use of coercive rather than voluntary means. or its 

appeais to social and political aims that extend beyond the immediate concerns of 

individual f d l i e s  (Paul 1994a,b). In view of the difficulties of reaching a historicaliy 

appropriate, sufficiently nuanced, and value-neutrai definition of 'eugenics,' Paul (1 994b) 

suggests that, if society is to grapple effectively with the eugenic implications of the HGP, 

the best approach may be to consider the likelihoods that certain scenarios people fear to 

be eugenic wili arise. 

1 believe that Paul is right to question the usefulness of the label 'eugenics' - 
whether claimed or disavowed - in today's political debates over human molecular 

genetics and genetic medicine. Where history is used as "a weapon in a war over social 

policy" (Paul 1995, p. 134), it c m  indeed be a bludgeon. 1 believe that Paul is also 



conect in ernphasizing important discontinuities between applications of knowledge in 

human molecular genetics today and eugenics fifty years ago. Writing from a U.S. 

perspective, she concludes that eugenics is far Iess Iikely to be associated with 

govemment coercion, as it was early this century, than to result from the forces of a 

market economy - consumer demand for "better babies" in the case of positive eugenics 

and the economic interests of health management organizations (HMOs), insurers, and 

biotechnology companies, as weii as physicians' litigation fears, in the case of negative 

eugenics (1994a, 1994b. 1995). Nevertheless, 1 will paint two broad strokes. in the next 

few pages and in the remaining dissertation, that highlight basic continuities in the 

relationships between genetics as theory, genetics as practice, and social values, over the 

course of this century. The fiat broad stroke targets assumptions that geneticists just 

discover "the facts" and that values enter only when scientific knowledge is applied in the 

practical domain. 1 argue that basic genetics research is not undertaken in the absence 

of practicd aims and that extratheoreticai values inform knowledge claims. This is true 

of human genetics and eugenics early this century; it remains m e  in human molecular 

genetics and clinical genetics today. The second broad stroke focuses on the judgements 

of the relative worth of different human lives that occur in formulating coercive 

govemmental eugenic policies as well a s  in rnaking individual reproductive decisions. 

Often such judgements are justified in ternis of theoretical distinctions between "nomals" 

and "mutants" and "healthy " and "defective" genes. 

Watson and Kevles rigidly differentiate facts from values and science from its 

applications in distinguishing today's clinicai genetics from yesterday's eugenics. They 

do so in several ways. One way is to treat eugenics as "flawed" or value-laden science 

and scientists complicit with Naziism as "bad" geneticists. Human genetics earlier this 

cenhiry was "bad" science insofar as it incorporated race and class biases that lent support 

to antimiscengenation and restrictive immigration laws in the U.S. and, most extremely, 

the "Final Solution" in Germany. Kevles considers human molecular genetics' focus on 

traits of clinical, rather than social. importance to demonstrate its "ernancipation" from 

such biases. hother  way is to regard past knowledge in human genetics to be 

" incomplete. " Failures to recognize the complexi ty of gene-gene and gene-environment 

interaction and the "polygenic" basis of low intelligence were responsible for 



"misinformed" eugenic practices like the segregation and forced sterilizations of the 

" feebleminded." Today ' s science is "solid" and the molecular approach promises a (soon 

to be?) complete knowledge of genetics: Gilbert (1992) envisions a wholly theoretical 

biology deduced from "axiomatic" DNA sequence data that predicts and explains al1 

human development and behaviour. Yet another way is to w m  of the dangers of letting 

"good" science fd1 into the "wrong" hands of hose who will "rnisuse" it - we must 

maintain "vigilant" guard to prevent knowledge in human genetics from falling into the 

"wrong" han& ever again, says Watson. The HGP places knowledge in the "right" hands 

of molecular geneticists and clinicians who will use it to relieve suffering and to benefit 

humanity . 

There are three sets of problerns with this account. First, the historical 

reconstruction is itself "incornplete." As early as the 1910s. geneticists like T. H. Morgan 

and H. I. Muiler had stressed the complex - many-one and one-many - relationships 

between genes and traits. R. A. Fisher understood very well, even in 1918, that 

intelligence is polygenic and yet still supported sterilizing the "feebleminded." That 

James F. Crow. wnting in 1972, would urge genetic counsellors to discourage parents of 

low intelligence ("polygenic" in origin) who already have a child of low intelligence from 

reproducing shows that efforts to restrict reproduction in the "feeblerninded" from the 

1910s to the 1930s were not an aberration resulting from the inadequate knowledge of the 

time. Nor can Fisher or Crow, two extremely well-respected mathematicai geneticists, 

be charac terized as scientifically rnisguided ! Second, that human rnolecular genetics 

focuses on clinical, rather than social, traits represents no guarantee that social values do 

not rernain influentiai. A point of clarification is warranted at the outset. Although it is 

m e  that "single gene" diseases were initially found rnost tractable by the new molecular 

techniques, with more refined methodologies and increasingly powerfil techniques. the 

molecular "dissection" of complex traits such as intelligence is possible. But, even so, 

it cannot be assumed that social values do not influence clinical judgements of disease 

and disability. Many traits considered previously to be moral or social are now regarded 

as rnedical- alcoholism and drug abuse, for example. Thus, Kevles' distinction between 

a social eugenics and a medical molecular genetics is as much a reflection of the 

territorial expansion of medicine as of geneticists' new social sensitivities. There is also 



an implicit assumption that judgements of disease and disabiiity are wholly based in a 

value-neutrai biology. Insofar as diseases and disabilities represent departures from 

normal hinction, clinical interventions that seek to restore what is natural are justified. 

1 argue in Chapter Four that mord, aesthetic, social, and cultural values are dso 

implicated in judgements of normal and abnormal biologicai function and health and 

disease. Third, I am a great deal less confident than Watson that we so easily distinguish 

"right" from "wrong" hands. My major criticism, though, concems the implied separation 

of differeat sets of pairs of hands - not those that would apply knowledge in human 

genetics "rightly" or "wrongly" but those that "do" science and those that "apply" science. 

This is the conceptuai foundation that underlies the HGP's ELSI program. The program 

is dedicated to the ethical, legal, and social implications of the HGP and knowledge in 

human molecular genetics. The term 'implications' suggests that al1 significant questions 

of value arise consequent to the science and that values neither shape nor constrain 

science, nor are constituted in the doing of science. Are we really to believe that 

geneticists operate in a cultural vacuum in a way that is devoid of practicai purpose? 

Desires to understand heredity and desires to control heredity to fulfil certain ends 

have aiways been inseparable. The scientific snidy of heredity received its start in a 

practical setting driven by econornic interests: the agriculturd breeding of plants and 

animais. The scientific study of human heredity arose alongside and was itself directed 

by practical social and economic aims. Francis Galton is the founder of both human 

genetics and eugenics? In 1883, Galton coined the term 'eugenics' which derives from 

the Greek word for "well-boni." While the idea of a eugenic society goes back at least 

to Plato's Republic, and humans have no doubt exercised their preferences for offspring 

with some qualities rather than othen by controlling marriages and selecting mates for 

even longer, with Galton it became scientific. Galton quantified traits, collected data, 

traced famiIy pedigrees, developed statistical tools of analysis, and proposed the "law of 

Here 1 use 'huma. genetics* understood in a broad sense as the scientific study of human 
heredity. More narrowly construed. 'human genetics' represents the discipline that was founded 
in 1930 in the U.S. and in the U.K. to study the genetics of human diseases and behaviours. 
Although human genetics presented an alternative to a racist and classist eugenics. their 
memberships overlapped considerably (see KevIes 1995 and Paul 1995). 



ancestral heredity." Since Galton, across vast changes in methodological approaches to 

the s tudy of heredity , understanding and controlling heredity have remained intimately 

tied to one another. One needs only to recall Mendel and his peas to appreciate that the 

study of heredity has never been a strictly observational or theoretical science. It is 

difficult to identiQ prominent geneticists who have had no interests in the practical 

applications of their research, whether in agriculture or in human society. 

An awareness of the potential for genetics to contribute eventually to human 

bettement has been in the back of the min& of many geneticists studying nonhuman 

organisms. Experimental organisms like peas, guinea pigs, Drosophila, Neurospora. E. 

coli, and bactenophage that are considerably more tractable to study than humans have 

made it possible to uncover the basic laws and mechanisms that underlie hereditary 

transmission and gene action. Admittedly, there are biologists who are drawn to genetics 

solely by their desires to understand nature in and of itself. As well, some laboratory 

geneticists harbour great attac hments to " their" experimental organisms widi nary a 

thought to the significance of their research for humans. But there are many prominent 

examples of geneticists who have been motivated in their research with nonhurnan 

organisms by the eventual importance the science of heredity would have for humans - 
for example, Theodosius Dobzhansky and H.J. Muller, both of whom spent their careers 

studying Drosophila, state this explicitly. According to Evelyn Fox Keller, after World 

War II, and the tuming of the tide against eugenics. 

there was not tdk  about human genetics. All discussion of genetics was cast in 
the tenns of basic science. and scientists were looking at organisms that are very 
far from human beings. You can't get much funher than E. d i .  Yet even in the 
early days of molecular biology it was clear that there was nothing distinctive 
about E. coli. They were studying E. coli as a model organism for al1 organisms. 
Monod's remark about "What's true of E. coli is m e  of the elephant," if it had 
been said at another time, would have been "What's true of E- coli is true of the 
human king. " 

They were interested in genetics - we always have been interested in 
genetics - not just out of abstract interest in how the world works but very much 
out of self-interest in how we work. This is now explicit in the talk about the 
Genome Project. (interview with Casalino 199 1, pp. 1 13- 1 14) 

With the HGP, a selection of experimental organisms have become "model" organisrns. 

If early molecular biologists studied "E. coli as a model organism for aU organisms." 
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many molecular geneticists today study E. coli, one of the HGP's "model" organisms, as 

a model specificaily for humans. Organisms serve as "models" for humans in severai 

ways. Homologous regions in sirnpler organisms often help researchen to determine the 

hinctionai significance of sequence data in humans. Human genes can be isolated and 

inserted in the genomes of "model" organisms to anempt to elucidate their functions and 

patterns of expression. Recombinant rnice offer experimental models to study specific 

human diseases such as cancer. 

The constant and ongoing relationships between geneticists' desires to understand 

heredity and their desires to control heredity, especially human heredity, Ieave me 

sceptical about another of Kevles' distinctions between medical genetics and eugenics. 

1 agree that there is an important - conceptual as weli as histoncal - distinction to be 

made between eugenicists who sacrifice individual well-king for the good of die whole 

by focusing on the "race," "population," or "gene pool" and medical geneticists who 

attend to the hedth of prospective individuals and the needs of famüies. But Kevles goes 

beyond this. He believes that medical genetics is to be embraced over eugenics because 

it embodies sociaily progressive tendencies. To understand the transfer of the locus of 

intervention from society to individuai to be a transparent good. however, is just to prefer 

one political ideology to another. The liberalism that takes the rights and freedoms of 

individuals to be paramount coincides with, as Paul (1995) notes, the "remarkable 

transfomation in public attitudes toward reproductive responsibility" that took place 

during the L960s and 1970s (p. 129). Reproduction became pnvate, a matter of individual 

rights to be protected from state intrusion, and genetic counselloa redirected their 

attentions from the long term effects of individuai reproductive choices on the "gene pool" 

to the immediate desires of their clients for normal healthy children. Important 

technological developments in the areas of reproductive physiology and molecular and 

clinical genetics also occurred dunng these two decades: amniocentesis accompanied by 

prenatal genetic tests and the option of abortion; genetic engineering and cloning; 

recombinant DNA technologies; in vitro fertilization. These technologies made an 

entirely new locus of intervention in clinical genetics possible: the individual genome. 

Over the course of the century, the site of intervention in eugenics/clinical genetics 

has shifted from population to family to individual in a way that parallels technical and 



methodological changes in experimental genetics. Early twentieth-century eugenicists 

sought to intervene at the level of the population to restrict breeding within and between 

different "types" or "races" of humans. Classical geneticists, during this penod, similarly 

sought to control breeding between mutant strains or "races" of Drosophila in order to 

discover basic mechanisms of hereditary transmission by tabulating the frequencies with 

which traits appeared in the progeny. In the 1950s, ciinical geneticists began to be able 

to offer carrier screening tests for a limited number of conditions to prospective parents 

considered at-nsk for an affected child due to their family history. Thus, the site of 

intervention moved from the population to the family. Screening tests that detect 

heterozygosity at a gene locus due to the presence of both normal and mutant forms of 

a protein in the blood of an apparently healthy individual became possible after 

biochemists began to develop the technical means to identify variations in protein 

strucnire in the late-1940s. Amniocentesis was developed in the 1960s and by the rnid- 

1970s. with the availability of abortion, had become routinely used in prenatal screening. 

The site of clinical intervention became the individual: diseases could be "prevented" by 

the selective elimination of affected fenises. Initially, prenatal screening involved 

biochemical tests and karyotyping; today, an ever-increasing number of genetic variants 

associated with disease can be tested for directly at the level of the genome. The 

availability of techniques such as chorionic villus sampling (CVS) and IVF increase the 

range of prenatai options avaiiable to women. Successes with recombinant DNA 

technologies over the past twenty-five years in the laboratory and in agriculture suggest 

that the genome as the preferred site for clinicai intervention may not be far off. 

In 1969, just as the technological revolution in molecular biology was beginning, 

Robert Sinsheimer, the molecular biologist who, as we have seen. was one of the 

originators of the idea to launch a massive human genome sequencing project, envisioned 

a "new eugenics" quite cüfferent from that of Galton. Sinsheimer conceived that the 

power of technology wodd make this "new eugenics" far superior to the old. Galton's 

eugenics relied for its success on the social control of breeding in successive generations 

and was limited in what it could accomplish. It could do no more than to improve the 

relatiuefrequencies of afready exisring traits in the population. The "new eugenics." on 

the other hand, can be carried out in individuals al1 of whom it is possible to conven, at 



least in theory, "to the highest technological level" (in Kevles 1995, p. 268). Wholly new 

genes and traits can be fashioned. By taking technological conuol of their hiture 

evolution, humans no longer have to settle for what nature has corne up with. This is not 

a new vision. As early as 1916, Drosophila geneticist H. J. Muller foresaw that one day 

humans would be able to control evolution by leaming how to control mutagenesis. 

Developing an analogy between biology and physics, Muller wrote: "Mutation and 

Transmutation - the two keystones of Our rainbow bridges to power! l' (in Keller 1990, 

p. 397). Keller (1990) argues that rnolecular biology's current "technological prowess" 

was not only anticipated in predecessors like Muller but is the consequence of "the foms 

of knowledge that biology, following physics, has taken as its nom" (p. 408). These 

"forms" include: "belief in the absolute adequacy not simply of materiaiïsm, but of a 

particdar kind of (linear. causal) mechanisni; belief in the incontrovertible value of 

simplicity; beiief in the simultaneous equations between power and knowledge, and 

between virtue and power" (ibid., p. 407). A medicd genetics that has abandoned "gene 

pools" for individual genomes is the not very surprising outcome of rnolecular biology's 

commitments to methodologicai and metaphysical reductionism. And if there is any truth 

at al1 in the thesis that eighteenth century liberal individualism and capitalism influenced 

modem science's adoption of a reductionistic metaphysics (see Lewontin 1993, pp. 10- 

12). it is not surprising that the practicd applications of a molecular biology committed 

to understanding whole organisms only as the sum of their parts would reniain consonant 

with these political and economic values. 

1 referred eariier to a second broad svoke 1 wish to paint. This concerns 

judgements that occur in applied areas of genetics - whether we cd1 these eugenics, 

clinical genetics, or medicai genetics - to distinguish between health and disease and 

favourable and unfavourable traits. As Paul notes, any new eugenics, positive or negative, 

is likely to be the result of market forces rather than govemment coercion. For instance, 

consumen may well demand such genetic services as carrier screening and prenatal 

genetic tests in order to ensure "normal," "healthy," or "better" babies. The desires of 

prospective parents for "normal1' "healthy" babies are likely to be reinforced (if not 

forced) by physicians who wish to avoid malpractice suits and public or pnvate insurance 

companies that prefer the cheaper cost of an abortion to the long-term support of a person 
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with a disability. Troy Duster ( IWO) refen to a "back door eugenics" and Robert Wright. 

writing in the New Republic, to a "homemade eugenics" (in Paul 1994b, p. 152) in their 

warnings that the parental decisions associated with the type of mode1 that KevIes lauds 

- with its focus on the prevention and treatment of disease in individuals and private 

reproductive choices - cernain eugenic since they are guided by aims to eliminate 

"defective" fetuses (Duster 1990, p. 128). Paul (1994a-b) argues that fears of a "back 

door" or "homemade" eugenics treat questions of eugenics in terms of consequences - 
the population-level effects of individual reproductive choices. But others believe that 

prenatal diagnosis means that eugenics is aiready with us since, as Philip Kitcher (1996) 

writes, "[e]ugenic practice begins with an intention to affect the kinds of people who will 

be bom" (p. 193). Similarly, according to Abby Lipmann (1991): "prenatal diagnosis 

necessarily involves systematic and systemic selection of fetuses, most frequently on 

genetic grounds .... Prenatal diagnosis presupposes that certain fetal conditions are 

intrinsically not bearable" (pp. 24-25). 

1 am interested in the theories and values that inform, and provide justifications 

for, choices conceming what constitutes a "better" baby and what kinds of "fetal 

conditions are intrinsically not bearable." Although more momentous. these are sirnilar 

in kind to decisions that lead us to seek medical advice, for ourselves and for our 

children. Theoretical medicine defines health in ternis of normal biological function and 

disease in terms of abnormal biological function. The distinctions between health and 

disease and normal and abnormal function, that coincide also with the Iine between 

positive and negative eugenics, are often appealed to in order to provide ethical 

justification for genetic interventions. For example, prenatal genetic screening, whether 

of preimplantation embryos in TVF or of in utero fetuses where abortion is an option, is 

justified when the aim is to prevent the births of children with hereditary diseases. 

Similarly, gerrn-line manipulation is justified if the aim is to eliminate mutant genes 

associated with disease or dyshinction from a family or population. The Iegitimacy of 

the distinctions between normal and mutant genes. healfh and disease, and positive and 

negative eagenics is frequently taken for granted. For example, bioethicist Burke K. 

Zimmerman (199 1) argues that "[tlhe object of germ-line therapy should ... be to restore 

an 'original' healthy genetic topology to the treated individual, such that future 



procreation would proceed as  if one's progenitoa had never carried a genetic lesion" (p. 

599). Along the same lines, Alex Mauron and Jean-Marie Thévoz ( 199 L) support germ- 

line intervention that has "bona fide therapeutic purpose" and "merely aims at restoring 

an order of things that obtained previously, but was disturbed by genetic mutation" (p. 

656). 

This uncriticai acceptance by ethicists of concepts such as "'onginal' healthy 

genetic topology" and "genetic lesion" or "genetic mutation" is criticized by Camille 

Limoges (1994). Limoges argues that ethicists who fail to question the separation of 

scientific knowledge from its applications by placing themselves "downstream" of science 

ignore the ethical content of concepts like normality and mutation that arise "upstream" 

where they are "contrived and put to use" by scientists. If such concepts are to be subject 

to cntical examination. philosophers concemed with ethical and social issues surrounding 

the new genetic technologies rnust move "upstream": 

it would seem that some issues of considerable social and ethical relevance are to 
be examined far upstrearn from where most ethicists intervene .... It ... underscores 
the lirnited effectiveness of a downstream biùethics conceived of as a rational 
discussion to help delineate a course of action regarding the suffenng individual, 
or regarding the use of a technology. Key questionings occur. and ought to, 
upstream, while and where the science is being done. (p. 124) 

Limoges is right to find bioethicists fimily ensconced on the "downstream" side of science 

on the value side of the fact-value divide. More often than not, bioethicists leave biology 

to the biologists, and even medicine to the medicai doctors. Value theory provides the 

resources for rational decision-making most often concerning specific aspects of clinical 

practice and the applications of medical technologies - for example, regarding the new 

genetic technologies, questions about consent, aboaion, access to genetic technologies, the 

potential for genetic discrimination, etc. But bioethicists are not the ody  group of 

philosophers vulnerable to Limoges' criticisms. Any approach that maintains rigid 

distinctions between facts and values, theory and practice, and science and technology, 

fails to engage in the "key 'upstream' questionings" that Limoges urges. If there is a 

tendency for bioethicists to remain "downstrearn." there is a reciprocal tendency for 

philosophers of science to situate thernselves " upstream." Empincai facts and abs trac t 

scientific theones are their preferred Company; they are quite happy to cede questions 



surrounding the applications of science to ethicists or social theorists. However. akhough 

siniated "upstream," insofar as philosophy of science adheres to traditionaily rigid 

demarcations between facts and values and "upstream" science and "downstream" 

applications, many types of "key questionings" do not occur. The possibility that 

fundamental scientific concepts rnay incorporate normative, even culturaily-laden. content 

is not entertained if the philosopher's accepted (and acceptable) project is to guarantee 

the objectivity of the science by securing its foundations in theoretical or empirical 

definitions of such concepts. Objectivist philosophers of medicine take a similar 

approach, seeking to hirnish value-neunal foundations for medicd practice in a theoretical 

medicine that is itself founded in theoretical definitions of the concepts of health and 

disease in terms of the empincai concepts of normal and abnomal biologicai functions. 

Clinical interventions are justified, in this sense, if they seek to eliminate disease and 

dysfunction and to restore nature's proper order. 

My goal in the dissertation is to examine the distinctions between normal and 

abnormal genetic variation, "original" and "disnubed order," and normal or heaithy and 

mutant or defective genes by engaging. as Limoges recornmends, in "key questionings ... 
upstream, while and where the science is being done." This means adopting an approach 

that engages conceptuai issues in human molecular genetics from both historical and 

philosophicai perspectives and at the same time maintains sensitivity to ethical, social. and 

political contexts that may inform this andysis. Many traditional philosophical 

approaches, whether taken by bioethicists, philosophes of science, or phiiosophers of 

medicine, are inadequate to this task. My project recognizes that, in human molecular 

genetics, the concepts of normal and abnormal genetic variation and normal and mutant 

genes are of central theoreticai importance and are also profoundy ethical insofar as they 

implicitly or explicitly justiQ genetic interventions in the practical realm. Consequently, 

for the purposes of the dissertation, 1 take conceptual anaiysis to be a critical project in 

which the boundaries that separate facts from values, theory from practice, and science 

from its applications are themselves at issue. 
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1.3 Genetic Variation: Difference. Deviation. or Deviance? 

The title of the dissertation. Generic Variation: Difference, Deviation, or Deviance?, 

ailudes to three different possible vaiuations of genetic variation: value-neutral statisucai 

difference; deviation from an adaptive biological nom (a "weakly normative" valuation); 

and deviance from nonbiological moral, aesthetic, social, or cultural n o m  (a "strongly 

normative" valuation). This is one way in which the dissertation engages the fact-value 

distinction. Genetic variation is sometimes regarded simply as difference. as neutral fact. 

Statistically nomai genes rnay be considered to be those aileles that aiready exist in a 

population. Abnormal or mutant genes arise when the existing gene structure is in some 

way modified. Statistically normal genes rnay also be considered to be those alleles that 

are found frequently in a population. The normal gene need not be the most frequent 

allele at a given locus; rather, allelic variants at the same locus rnay be considered to be 

normal if they are frequent enough. Abnormai or mutant genes, then. are statistically rare 

aiieles. Genetic variation rnay instead be considered as deviation from a biological 

(functional) norm. Functionai noms can be understood in several different ways. The 

functional norm rnay be the "proper" function for which a gene was favoured by natural 

selection in the past or it rnay be a function of the gene that contributes positively to an 

organism's present fitness, that is, its relative abiiity to swive  and to reproduce. Present 

organismal fitness rnay be conceived either in ternis of average fitness (a typical genotype 

in the population) or superior fitness (the best genotype in the population). The functional 

nom rnay also be understood as a theoretical ideal that would optimize fitness given 

certain genetic and environmental parameters. Conversely, mutant or abnomial genes rnay 

fail to perform the function for which they were selected in the past, rnay have a fitness 

inferior to the av3rage fitness of aileles at the locus, rnay have a fitness that is less than 

the best allele at the locus, or rnay have a fitness that is less than what would be ided or 

optimal for an allele at the locus given a particular genotypic and environmental 

background. Lastly, understanding genetic variation as deviance rather than as deviation 

involves the recognition that the biological values of suniival and reproduction are not the 

only n o m  that guide judgements of what counts as heaith or disease and normal or 
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mutant genes. Moral, aesthetic, social, or cultural values may also be implicated in such 

judgements. 

Chapter Two, "Defining Genetic Normality and Denying Genetic Variation: The 

Hurnan Genome Project's 'Presumably Representative' Human Genome," addresses the 

question of whether the HGP defines a standard of genetic normality that denies the 

presence, prevalence, or propriety of genetic variation. Fit, I consider the three types 

of maps that the HGP aims to construct - genetic rnaps, physicai maps, and the sequence 

map. 1 argue that, for the most part, genetic and physical maps are tools for mapping 

genes and sequencing genomes and are not thernselves standards of genetic normality that 

deny the presence, prevaience, or propriety of genetic variation. The sequence map, 

however, does have this potential. Second, 1 assess the Iikelihood that the completed 

nuclear DNA sequence map will represent a standard of genetic normality by investigating 

how the human mitochrondnal DNA (mtDNA) reference sequence has fared since it was 

produced in 1981. Third, 1 present two twentieth-century concepts of genetic normality 

- the concept of wild-type that dates to the early days of classical genetics and the 

concept of consensus sequence that is associated with contemporary human molecular 

genetics - in an effort to elucidate the nanire of the normativity that is likely to attach 

to a human genome reference sequence. I emphasize the different senses of 'norrnality' 

expressed in the concepts of reference sequence, wild-type, and consensus sequence: 

statistical notions of normality with the n o d  conceived temporaily & the already- 

existing or original value or spatidy as the frequent, common, usual, or typical value; 

the nomal or Gaussian distribution curve and the mesures of central tendency it 

supports; functional notions of normaiity as "what works" and what contributes to 

organismal fitness (survival and reproduction); and the normal as  the ideal. 1 place these 

functional and statisticai notions of biological noimality within the context of nineteenth- 

century developments that are associated with Claude Bernard, Adolphe Quetelet, and 

Francis Galton. 

Conflations of these different senses of 'nomality' in the concepts of reference 

sequence, wild-type, and consensus sequence would, in reaims apart from biology, 

indicate senous semantic confusion. However, because biological entities have evolved 

by natural selection, it is understandable that statistical, fûnctional, and even ideal notions 
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of norrndity would intersect. Chapter Three. "The Evolutionary Context : 1s Gene tic 

Variation Difference or Deviation?," concems different evolutionary understandings of the 

concepts of genetic variation, genetic normaiity, and genetic mutation. 1 argue that human 

molecuiar genetics' typologid treatrnent of genetic variation as deviation from a nom 

is not anti-evolutionary, as some critics have suggested, but rather is consistent with a 

particular set of evolutionary beliefs. To illustrate this. 1 focus on two key controversies 

in evolutionary theory regarding the genetic structure of populations: the classical-balance 

debate and its historical and conceptual successor, the neuualist-selectionist debate. The 

classical and neutralist positions are in agreement that genetic variation is either 

selectively neutral or harmfbl and very rarely beneficial, that genetic mutations are almost 

always deletenous, and that it makes sense to talk of a normal gene or genome because 

constant selective values can be assigned to individuai alleies regardless of their genetic 

and environmental backgrounds. The balance and selectionist schools, on the other hand, 

agree that genetic variation is very seldom of neutrai selective value, that genetic variation 

is beneficid to a population in both short and long terrns, that constant selective values 

cannot be assigned to individual alleles because of the prevdence of gene-gene and pne-  

environment interactions, and that there is an array of normal genes and genomes. 1 

conclude the chapter by arguing that a "bean bag" approach to population genetics cannot 

furnish evolutionary support for clinical applications of human molecular genetics because 

of the importance of gene-gene and gene-environment interactions in individuals. 

Human molecular genetics tends to forget not only the evolutionary, but also the 

cultural, contingency of any standard of genetic normality. Chapter Four, "The Clinical 

Context: 1s Genetic Variation Deviation or Deviance?," considers the relationships 

between human molecular genetics, chnical medicine, and culture. Functionalist theories 

of health and disease define these concepts objectively in te= of normal and abnormal 

biological functions. Chnical interventions are justified where the aim is to restore what 

is "natural." In this way, it is assumed that the normal is epistemically pior to the 

pathological and that theoretical knowledge in biology precedes practical action in 

medicine. In The Normal and the Pathoiogical, Georges Canguilhem argues just the 

reverse: that practical action in the c h i c  precedes theoretical knowledge in physiology 

and that the pathological is epistemicaliy prior to the normal. I argue that the situation 



is similar in human molecular genetics. Without disease phenotypes, it would be 

impossible to identiQ normal gene stmcnire and function. Consequentiy, to the extent 

that judgements of health and disease are value-laden and incorporate, besides biologicd 

values, moral, aesthetic, social, or cultural values, so too are judgements of genetic 

normality and genetic mutation. The scientific legitimacy of a disease designation cannot 

be verified by identiQing a corresponding genetic mutation because what counts as 

normal or abnomai genetic variation and as a nomal or mutant gene follows frorn an 

antecedent normative judgement about what counts as a disease. Disease judgements, I 

contend, are irreducibly cultural. As a result. designations of normal and abnormal 

genetic variation and normal and mutant genes do not funllsh scientifically objective, 

acultural grounds for clinical intervention. 

Chapter Five, "What's in a Cause?: The Pragrnatic Dimensions of Genetic 

Explanations," departs from the concerns of the preceding three chapters over what counts 

as normal or abnomal genetic variation to consider the question of genetic causation 

generdly. What is it to Say that genes, whether normal or mutant, cause a trait? How 

are we to understand the phenomenon of geneticization - the increasing frequency with 

which differences among individuals are attributed to genetic differences? Chapter Five 

argues for a pragmatic account of genetic expianation. This is to Say that when a disease 

or other trait is termed 'genetic,' the reasons for singling out genes as causes over other, 

aiso necessary, genetic and nongenetic conditions are not wholly theoretical but include 

pragmatic dimensions. Whether the explanandum is the presence of a trait in an 

individuai or differences in a trait among individuals, genetic explanations are context- 

dependent in three ways: they are relative to a causal background of genetic and 

nongenetic factors; they are relative to a population; and they are relative to the present 

state of knowledge. Criteria like causal pnonty, nonstandardness, and causal efficacy that 

purport to distinguish objective1 y between genetic causes and nongenetic conditions ei ther 

incorporate pragmatic elements or fail for other reasons. When the pragmatic dimensions 

of genetic explanations are recognized, we corne to understand the cwent  phenomenon 

of "geneticization" to be a reflection of increased technological capacities to manipulate 

genes in the laboratory, and potentially the clinic. rather than theoretical progress in 

undentanding how diseases and other traits arise. This c a s  into question the value of 



the search for theoretical definitions of designations like 'genetic disease' or 'genetic 

susceptibility' as directives for action. 

This. then, is an overview of the content of the dissertation but, before moving on to 

Chapter Two. it is necessary to clear up some possible sources of terminological 

confusion. Thus far, 1 have referred to concepts like genetic variation, genetic nomality, 

and genetic mutation in very generai, potentialiy more or less evduative. ways. These 

three concepts are closely related: genetic variation arises only as a result of genetic 

mutation (change) in the normal (preexisting) chromosomal structure; a gene is normal 

(functional) if it contains no mutations (defects); al1 normal genes have at some time in 

their evolutionary pasts been mutants; genetic variation and the mutations responsible for 

generating that variation make evolution through natural selection, and therefore the 

development of the adapted (normal) genome, possible; genetic variants may be 

considered to be normal, abnomal, or adaptively neutrai. The dissertation as a whole 

look at genetic variation and Chapter Two focuses on concepts of geneùc normality and 

the senses of 'normal' that they express. The concept of mutation, however, is dealt with 

less extensively. Hence, it may be helphil to clarify 'mutation,' in somewhat more 

technical language before proceeding further. 'Mutation' has thus far been used in two 

ways: to refer to a change in chromosomal structure that may be beneficial, harmful, or 

adaptively neutral; and, to refer to a harmful allelic variant of a "gene." 

'Mutation' was introduced to the study of heredity in 1901 by Hugo de Vries (Die 

Mutationstheorie) who was studying evolutionary mechanisms in Oenothera lmarckiana 

(evening primrose). De Vries used the term 'mutation' to describe sudden changes that 

arose in the plant's appearance, changes which he believed represented the formation of 

a new species and supported a theory of saitatory evo~ution.~ However, with the sudden 

appearance of a white-eyed fly in one of T. H. Morgan's culture bottles in 1910. and the 

discovery that the mutant could be bred with normal flies, the concept of mutation came 

to include spontaneous heritable changes within a species. It was A. H. Sturtevant in 

' It was later discovered that most of de Vries' "mutations" were actually genetic 
recombinants. 



19 13 who conceived that mutation could be responsible for producing a number of variant 

forms of a gene and gradually it was accepted that variant alleles are responsible for 

quantitative as well as qualitative variation in traits. In the early 1920s, H. J. Muller, who 

was successh>l in using radiation to induce mutations, came to understand these changes 

in terms of chernical alterations or physicai damage to the chromosome (Bowler 1989). 

With today's knowledge of the mechanisms underlying DNA replication and conceptions 

of a genetic "code," 'mutations' as changes to chromosomal structure are understood 

largely as copy "errors" that occur accidentally in DNA replication (Ridley 1993, p. 32). 

For example, one base rnay be substituted for another or there rnay be an insertion or 

deletion of a single base. Changes that involve larger segments of chromosomes or even 

entire chromosomes rnay also be referred to as mutations: these include translocations 

(exchange of chromosomal material within a chromosome or between chromosomes), 

inversions, deletions, chromosomal fusions, and chromosomal duplications. Insertions of 

mobile genetic elements also yield changes in chromosomal structure. A definition of 

'mutation' in 1976 as "any hereditable [sic] nucleotide base change, deletion, or 

remangement in the primary structure of DNA" (Siminovitch in Collins 1996, p. 256; 

italics mine) has been broadened today to include nonheritable changes, that is, changes 

in the DNA of somatic, as weil as reproductive, cells. 

Mutations can be beneficial, harmful, or neutrai in their effects. Variation at the 

level of DNA rnay or rnay not be associated with variation at the protein level; variation 

in proteins, in tum, rnay or rnay not be associated with variation at the level of gross 

organismal phenotype. Point mutations may be synonymous (no change in the amino acid 

coded for) or nonsynonymous (change in the amino acid coded for); they rnay also be 

transitions (base substitution of a purine for a purine or a pyrimidine for a pyrimidine) 

or transveaions (base substitution of a purine for a pyrimidine or vice versa). Insertions 

rnay or rnay not represent frameshift mutations that interfere with protein synthesis 

(Ridley 1993, pp. 73-74). Mutant aileles that are deleterious in their effects tend to be 

kept at low levels in populations due to negative selection. Mutations that are neutrai or 

of fluctuating selective vaiue rnay accumulate in populations. Consequently, an allele's 

frequency in a population rnay indicate its selective value. Aileles that occur at 

frequencies less than one percent are referred to as 'mutations' and are considered to be 



deleterious; aileles that occur at frequencies greater than one percent are referred to as 

'polym~rphisms.'~ Polymorphisms rnay be maintained in a population by different foms 

of balancing selection such as heterotic selection, frequency-dependent selection, or 

diversifying selection. Polymorphisms may instead be selectively neutral or slightly 

deleterious. Or, due to founder effect, a rnoderately or even severely deleterious variant 

may appear at a higher frequency in a small isolated population than it would in a large 

interbreeding population. 

The distinction between mutations and polymorphisrns is sometimes made instead 

on the bais  of the effects of aileles in individuals rather than on their frequencies in 

populations. For example, the author of a textbook on "molecular medicine" writes: "If 

the presence of an abnormal aliele causes the individual to have a disease, we Say that the 

allele has a mutation. If an unusual allele does not cause any abnormality, we cal1 the 

altemate form of the allele a polymorphism" (Ross 1992, p. 79). However, it is important 

to emphasize that the selective value of a particular variant depends on its genetic and 

environmental backgrounds. In Theodosius Dobzhansky's words: "A gene need not be 

unconditionally good or bad, usefd or harmfûl. adaptive or unadaptive. If the 

environment chmges, some genes that were favorable in the old environments may 

become unfavorable, and others may become favorable" (1962, p. 125). Nevertheless, 

some mutant genes are considered to be unconditiondy bad. Such a belief inspired 

geneticist Herbert Spencer Jennings, in 1927, to wnte: "A defective gene - such a thing 

as produces diabetes, cretinisrn, feeblernindedness - is a frighcful thing; it is the 

embodiment, the material realization of a demon of evil; a living self-perpetuating 

creature, invisible, impalpable, that blasts a human being in bud or leaf. Such a thing 

must be stopped wherever it is recognized" (in Paul 1995, p. 69). 

6 Specificaily, Kimura (1982) writes: "polymorphism means coexistence of two or more 
allelic forms in a species, usually excluding the situation where the frequency of the most 
prevalent allele is higher than 99%" (p. 35). 



Chapter Two 

Defuiing Normality and Denying Variation: 
The Human Genome Project's "Presumably Representative" DNA Sequence 

[qhe sequence of the hurnan DNA is the redity of our species. (Dulbecco 1986, p. 1056) 

The population geneticist, or the cIassicai biologist, in defining the species. cm point to a type 
specimen, an organism, and Say that it exemplifies the species. The molecuIar bio1ogist's view 1s 
that this organism is defined by its DNA, That DNA molecule can be sequenced to reveal the 
essentid information that defines the type organism and hence the species. (GiIbert 1992, pp. 84- 
85) 

The Hurnan Genome Project. which will create a stereotype of human genetic structure, is in a 
sense history's greatest exercise in pfatonic essentialisrn. (Weiss 1996, p. 1 )  

The Definition of Man recited itself in my head: '... and each leg shall be jointed twice and have 
one foot, and each foot five toes. and each toe ....* And so on, until finally: 'And any creature that 
shall seem to be human. but is not formed thus is not hurnan. It is neither man nor woman. It is 
a blasphemy. (Wyndharn 1958. p. 13) 

Human divenity is immense. People corne in ail sorts of shapes and sizes, in a multitude 

of hues of hair, skin, and eye colour. in different gender configurations, of varied 

personalities, and with wide ranging abilities. While this is a surprise to no one, it is 

often forgotten that such diversity is not restricted to humans but is characteristic of much 

of the organic world. Arnidst al1 the diversity, it is biology's task to search for uniwing 

principles. Some biologists study variation itself, attempting to discem the relative 

importance of determùiistic and chance factors in evolution or the processes by which 

speciation occurs. Evolutionary and population geneticists study variations in gene 

frequencies within and between populations, in space and over time. Other biologists 

ignore variation, seeking instead basic cellular and subcellular mechanisms universal to 

al i  living things. The laboratory approach of molecular genetics (and its classical and 

biochemical predecessors) seeks to discover univenal principles that underlie hereditary 

transmission. gene action, and the structure and function of DNA. 

When mice, fiies, yeast spores, bacteria, or viruses are studied by laboratory 

geneticists, differences that appear irrelevant to the task at hand are ignored. The 



particular is discounted in the search for the universal: "a" fly becornes "the" fly: the 

data collected on the laboratory population of flies is taken to represent flies everywhere; 

the "laws of heredity" discovered by studying flies are interpreted to hold for (at l e s t  

diploid) organisms generaliy. A single fly potentidly represents ali flies in the strain. all  

f ies  in the species, ai i  flies, al1 insects, aU animais, or ail organisrns. The assertion of 

French molecular biologist Jacques Monod that "what was true for E. coli would be true 

for the elephant" (in Judson 1996. p. 592) exemplifies this approach. Evolutionary 

biologists and ecologists have long been critical of the "typologicai" and "essentialist" 

treaunents of interspecific and intraspecific variation by their laboratory colleagues. 

Evolutionist critics of the HGP believe that its goal to produce, by the year 2005, "the 

complete sequence of a presumably representative human genome" (Maddox 199 1, p. 1 I )  

epitomizes such "typological" and "essentiaiist" thinking. That "the" genomes of several 

"mode1 organisms" (E.coli. C. elegans, yeast. mouse) will also be sequenced only 

cornpounds the problern. 

Walter Gilbert. HGP proponent. Harvard rnolecular biologist, and CO-developer of 

a major sequencing technology. makes no apologies for this approach: "Molecuiar 

biologists generaily view the species as a single entity, sharply defined by a set of genes 

and a set of hinctions that makes up that entity" (1992, p. 84). He believes that we will 

corne to undeniand ounelves as a species by identifying those DNA sequences in which 

we differ from nonmammals, nonprimate mamals ,  and nonhuman primates: 

At the end of the genome project, we will want to be able to identiQ al1 the genes 
that make up a hurnan being. For example, we will compare the sequences of the 
hurnan and the mouse and be able to determine the genes that define a mammal 
by this cornparison, because the regions of DNA that code for protein are very 
well conserved over evolutionary time whereas the regions that do not have 
important functions are not well conserved. So by comparing a human to a 
primate, we will be able to identiQ the genes that encode the features of primates 
and distinguish them from other m d s .  Then, by tweaking Our computer 
programs, we WU finally identiQ the regions of DNA that differ between the 
primate and the human - and understand those genes that make us uniquely 
human. (ibid., p. 94) 

Closely associated with this typologicai and essentialist approach to species definition is 

the treatment of intraspecific variation as deviation from the species nom. The HGP 

assumes that "al1 the genes that make up a human being" can be defined in their "nomal" 
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or "healthy" forms. The "representative" human genome represents not a typical or 

average human who differs in some finite number of DNA nucleotides from other 

primates or mammals but a normal or healthy hurnan. For instance, it is claimed that the 

human genome sequencing project will dlow "[tlhe rapid and sure identification of 

genetic diseases" when DNA sequences of affected individuals are compared with the 

reference sequence (Maddox 199 1. p. 12). James D. Watson. CO-discoverer of the 

molecular structure of DNA. director of the Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, and previous 

director of the National Institutes of Health's Genome Project. is eager for the sequencing 

project to be completed because he has spent his career "trying to get a chemical 

explanation for life, the explanation of why we are hurnan beings and not monkeys" 

(1992. p. 164) and believes that "the genetic messages encoded within Our DNA 

molecules will provide the ultimate answers to the chemical underpinnings of human 

existence" (1990, p. 44). Watson's yearnings are not existentiaiist. These "uItimate 

answers" encoded in the DNA concem questions of health and disease: "They will not 

only help us undentand how we function as heaithy human beings, but will explain. at 

the chemicd level, the role of genetic factors in a multitude of diseases" (ibid.) 

In this chapter. 1 evaluate the HGP's goal to produce, by 2005, "the complete 

sequence of a presumably representative human genome" in terms of how such a sequence 

may operate to define (perhaps, quite arbitrarily) a standard of genetic normality while 

denying the presence, prevaience, and propriety of genetic variation. The KGP aims to 

produce a single DNA sequence that is understood to represent not a mapped and 

sequenced human genome but the mapped and sequenced human genome; it is referred 

to as a representative. standard, or reference sequence. This is problematic in two, 

related, ways. First. it seems an implicit denial of the genetic variation that characterizes 

all biological species. In humans. we know that no individual is homozygous at al1 pairs 

of loci, that no two individuals except for monozygotic twins are identical at al1 loci. and 

that there is extensive genetic heterogeneity both within and between populations. As 

Theodosius Dobzhansky once noted: "the potentially possible genetic endowments are 

inexhaustible and a vast majority of them can never be realized .... It is, therefore, in the 

highest degree unlikely that any two persons (other than identical twins) ... have ever had. 

or will ever have, the same constellation of genes" (1962, pp. 30-31). Second, the 



sequence may serve as a normative standard that treats variation as deviation, a situation 

with obvious medical and social implications. Although variation is typically treated as 

deviation from a n o m  by molecular and other laboratory geneticists, population 

geneticists, as the following passage frorn Walter Bodmer illustrates, are not immune: 

Analysis of nonnai human variability in facial features, character, and mental 
abilities is surely one of the real challenges of human genetics .... Knowledge of 
the total human genome sequence has profound implications ... for the better 
understanding of nomal variation, and through that, hopefùlly making a 
contribution to solving the wider problerns of society. (Bodmer 1986, pp. 12- 13) 

Bodmer is confident that normal and abnormal variation can be readily distinguished: 

abnormal variation is that which is associated with disease. However, ail normal variation 

- in facial features, character, and mental abilities - does not appear to be equally 

acceptable. Bodmer's remark that a better understanding of normal variation could 

conaibute to solving "the wider problems of society" leads one to conclude that "normal 

variation" c m  itself be parcelled into variation that is, if not "normal" or "abnomal." at 

least "good" or "bad." 

1 begin the chapter by investigating the HGP's treatment of genetic variation. 1 

point out that genetic linkage mapping and physical mapping do not themselves deny the 

presence, prevalence, and propriety of genetic variation. Genetic maps, with their 

thousands of polymorphic marken, are, in fact. testaments to the vast extent of genetic 

variability within the species. As is consistent with the history of laboratory genetics. 

human molecular genetics uses variation as a tool to elucidate "nomal" structure and 

hnction. Guided by the hypervariable markers displayed on genetic maps, gene mappen 

locate disease genes; armed with probes and supplied with DNA from the genornic 

libraiies organized by physical maps, gene hunters clone normal and disease genes alike. 

Chapter Four addresses questions surrounding gene maps and the distinctions between 

normal and abnorrnai genetic variation and normal and mutant genes. In this present 

chapter, 1 am concerned with the maps specific to the original aims of the HGP: the 

production of genetic linkage maps, physical maps. and the "ultimate" sequence map. The 

presence, prevalence, and propriety of human genetic variation appears to be ignored or 

denied. if not by the genetic and physical maps, then certainly by this "ultimate" goal - 
a single human DNA reference sequence against which other sequences will be compared. 



In an attempt to grasp how a single DNA sequence might represent humanity in d l  of its 

diversity, 1 look at how bioiogists have used the human mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) 

reference sequence over the past fifieen years. This reveais an evident tendency for 

researchers to treat the mtDNA reference sequence as a standard of genetic normality in 

both statistical and functional senses of 'normal.' "Wild-type" and "consensus sequence," 

the prevalent concepts of nomality in twentieth-cenniry genetics, similarly convey both 

of these senses. Although different notions of "normal" - what is typicai, functiond, or 

ideal - are ofien conflated in everyday usage, these have been distinct concepts in 

biology since the nineteenth century. I discuss this with reference to the writings of 

Claude Bernard, Adolphe Quetelet, and Francis Galton, as well as to the quite extensive 

recent literature on the rise of probabilistic thinking in nineteenth-cennuy science. 

2.1 Genetic M a ~ s ,  Phvsical Maps, and the "Ultimate" Sesuence Map 

As outlined in Chapter One, the scientific goals of the HGP are to produce: first, a 

genetic map of the human genome; second, a physical map of the human genome; and 

third, the complete DNA sequence of the human genome. 1 argue in this section that. of 

these three, oniy the sequence map has the potential to serve as a standard of genetic 

nomality that denies the presence, prevaience, or propriety of human genetic variation. 

Genetic and physical maps are properly regarded as tools for use in gene mapping and 

genome sequencing. They are not themselves representations of the normal and the 

pathological. Genetic maps, in fact, are testaments to "normal" human variability. I 

begin this section by explaining genetic and physical maps: how they are compiled; 

what they represent; and how they are used as tools in gene mapping and genome 

sequencing. I attempt to undestand how the HGP's "representative" genome sequence 

may. taken as a reference sequence, serve to institute a standard of genetic normality. 

2.1.1 Genetic Maps 

The genetic maps associated with the HGP continue the tradition of chromosome linkage 

mapping established early this cenniry by T. H. Morgan and his outstanding student A. 
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H. Sturtevant. In 19 10, Morgan discovered that white eyes in Drosophila melanogaster 

is a "sex-limited" (what is now called a "sex-linked") trait. In 1913, Sturtevant 

consmcted the first genetic linkage map, ordering six traits dong the X-chromosome by 

rnarking them with horizontal lines across a vertical line (representing the chromosome) 

according to the relative distances separating them. Linkage mapping makes use of the 

frequency of crossing-over of alleles that occurs betwcen matemally and patemally 

inherited chromosomes during meiosis. The likelihood that two genes will be inhented 

together is proporiional to their proximity to one another on the chromosome since this 

proximity makes recombination Iess iikely to occur. Conversely, the probability of their 

separation is proportional to their distance apart. Therefore, the frequencies with which 

different genes do recombine provide an estirnate of the distance between them. This 

distance is not actual but relative; whereas distances on physicai maps are expressed in 

number of nucleotide bases, distances on genetic maps are expressed in centiMorgans 

(CM). One CM is equal to a one percent chance that two genetic markers will be 

separated during rneiosis by recornbination. 

Genetic linkage mapping can be carried out only if variation is present at the 

relevant gene loci. Classical geneticists could discem genetic variability o d y  at the level 

of gross organismal phenotype - eye colour or wing shape in Drosophila, for example. 

The first human trait was mapped in 191 1 when E. B. Wilson located colour-blindness 

on the X-chromosome by discovenng that colour-blindness and male sex are phenotypes 

that segregate together (McKusick 1986). It was not until 1968 that a human trait was 

assigned to a specific autosome. Researcher R. P. Donahue discovered a heteromorphism 

of chromosome-1 in his own famlly and found it to segregate with the Du- blood group 

( ibd) .  Since the days of classical genetics, technologicd developments have permitted 

genetic variability to be discerned at more basic levels than gros  organismai phenotype. 

Molecular phenotypic traits such as blood protein types becarne accessible to gene 

mappen using the techniques of chromatography and electrophoresis from the rnid- 1950s 

on, allowing linkage between gross phenotypic traits and molecular traits to be 

determined. In 1970, chromosomal staining techniques that reveal characteristic banding 

patterns for each human chromosome becarne available (Judson 1992, p. 69). Gross 

structural chromosornai variations due to large inversions, translocations, deletions, and 



duplications could be identified and sometimes linked to phenotypic traits of interest. 

Chromosomal staining, combined with the technique of somatictell hybridizaion 

published by Mary Weiss and Howard Green in 1967. meant that proteins detected in ce11 

cultures containing hybrid mouse-human cells could be mapped to specific chromosomes 

or parts of chromosomes (ibid., pp. 68-69). This permitted a molecular trait to be mapped 

directly to a chromosome without needing to rely on its linkage to another phenotypic 

trait, whether molecular or gross organismal. 

The advent of molecular techniques capable of detecting structural variation at the 

level of the genome has made it possible for linkage mapping to proceed even where 

genetic variation is not associated with gross changes in chromosomes or variation in 

molecular or gross organismal traits. A phenotypic trait of interest that segregates with 

a defined genetic marker can be mapped to a specific region of the genome. Genetic 

rnarkers are hypervariable loci, chosen for the likelihood that they wiU differ, or be 

heterozygous. in any two copies of a chromosome, whether in the sarne or in different 

individuals. The polymorphisrns used in genetic mapping tend to be situated in regions 

of the genome subject to minimal functional constraint. Extensive amounts of genetic 

rnaterial believed to be nonfunctional or redundant are present in eukaryotic genomes. 

This "junk" DNA, which is believed to comprise 90-95 percent of the human genome, has 

proved to be of great assistance in the construction of dense genetic maps. The more 

densely that genetic markers cover a genetic linkage map, the more likely it is that a 

marker will be found which demonstrates close linkage to a disease gene ihat is being 

sought. The 1996 Génethon map is anticipated to offer linkage rnapping for "monogenic" 

diseases to be canied out to the centiMorgan level in most cases (Dib et al. 1996). It is 

also hoped that dense genetic maps will convibute to the identification of genes involved 

in "cornplex" or non-Mendelian patterns of inheritance - quantitative traits as well as 

qualitative traits that involve genetic heterogeneity, incomplete penetrance, and gene-gene 

and gene-environment interactions (Lander and Botstein 1986). 

Genetic linkage maps, influenced by technological developments dong the way, 

have been constmcted using a variety of types of genetic markers. The first global human 

genetic map, published in 1987 by Helen Donis-Keiler's group at Collaborative Research, 

used restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs) as rnarkers. R n P s  arise due 



to single base differences that either create or eliminate recognition sites when sample 

DNA is exposed to a variet- of restriction enzymes. RFLPs are detected by a technique 

called Southem blot analysis. The 1987 Collaborative Research map comprised some 400 

RFLPs covenng an estimated 95 percent of the genome (Namre Genetics 1994 editorial). 

R n P s  subsequently came to be replaced as genetic markers by polymorphisms that are 

detectable using the polymerase chah reaction (PCR) and can serve as landmarks for both 

genetic and physical maps. Jean Weissenbach's Généthon group published the fint 

genetic map using oniy PCR-detectable marken in 1992; this was a precursor to their 

comprehensive genetic map of the human genome that was published in the 14 March 

1996 issue of Nature (Dib et al. 1996). The Généthon genetic maps use a type of 

microsatellite marker (aiso calied variable number of tandem repeat polymorphisms 

[VNTRs], simple sequence length polymorphisms [SSLPs], or short tandem repeat 

polymorphisms [STRs]): specifically, polymorphisms that are higNy variable with respect 

to the number of dinucleotide repeats - (ACRG), - that are present. Microsatellices 

are preferable to R n P s  as markers for genetic maps, not only because they c m  be 

detected by PCR, which is easier and quicker than the detection of RFLPs using Sourhen 

blot analysis, but because they are more polymorphic than RFLPs, ubiquitous in 

eukaryotic genomes, and found abundantly throughout the genome (every 50,000 base 

pairs. on average) (Neilan et al. 1994). Very recently, mearchers have begun to compile 

single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), which are comrnon alterations in a single 

nucleotide dong a stretch of DNA, in order to consvuct a genome-wide SNP map that 

will be useful in identiqing genes that contribute to complex traits (Collins et al. 1997). 

As representations, the genetic maps associated with the HGP do not deny the 

presence, prevdence, or propriety of human genetic variation. These genetic maps are 

tools to be used for gene mapping. Since Sturtevant's first rnap in 1913, genetic maps 

have served in this role. As increasing numbers of trait loci are mapped, the markers on 

the rnap become increasingly dense, and there is an increasing likelihood that additional 

trait loci will be successfuily identified. It is something new, though, for genetic linkage 

maps to be developed for the sole purpose of being used as tools for gene mapping, as 

is the case for the HGP. Past genetic linkage maps have also served as representations 

of the normal and the pathological. To be more accurate, they have ovenvhelrningly been 



representations of the pathological. As rnentioned aiready, Iinkage mapping cannot be 

carried out unless variation is present at the relevant genetic loci and the technical rneans 

exist to detect that variation. Until recently. gene loci could be mapped only if variant 

alleles at these loci were associated with phenotypic variation. For the most part. it has 

been "mutant" or disease phenotypes that are mapped. Linkage maps therefore have been 

"mutant" or "morbid" maps: "from the start the genetic map of any species - molds or 

flies, rnaize or humans - has been primarily the map of defects" (Judson 1992. p. 47). 

By contrast, as representations, the genetic linkage maps associated with the HGP are 

testaments to the "norrnality" - the presence. prevalence. and propriety - of geenetic 

variation in the human species. Each of the 5264 markers located to 2335 positions on 

the 1996 Généthon genetic map (Jordan and Collins 1996. p. 1 1 1) represents a site in the 

human genome that is highiy variable within and between individuals. 

Although the genetic maps associated with the HGP have been characterized as 

"a basic description of the structure of the human genome" (White et al. 1986, p. 29). 

they are generally regarded as tools to be used in gene mapping. The polyrnorphic loci 

represented on genetic maps are unlikely themselves to be functional, although it is 

possible that some smail number of them may be found to influence variation in 

quantitative or complex phenotypic traits. But as tools for gene mapping. as "basic 

structural descriptions of the genome," as testaments to human genetic variation, the 

question arises whether genetic maps are variable enough. The genetic rnateriai used to 

create the maps cornes from a limited number of individuals of particular ethnic 

backgrounds. The 1996 Gbnéthon genetic map (Dib et al. 1996) uses material from the 

collection rnaintained at the Centre d' Etudes du Polymorphisme Humain (CEPH) in Paris. 

Specificdy. DNA from eight CEPH families (134 individuals) was used for al1 of the 

chromosomes except the X-chromosome for which the DNA of 20 farnilies (304 

individuals) was used. CEPH was set up in 1984 to act as a depository of cellular 

material. The material couid be used by any international group of researchen provided 

that groups share findings that are then stored in a public database rnaintained by CEPH. 

As of 1994, cell lines nom sixty large farnilies fiom France, Pennsylvania. Utah, and 

Venezuala were stored at CEPH (Willcie 1994. p. 90). The CEPH families are well- 

characterized with extensive pedigree information available to researchers: included are 
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the Utah Mormon families studied by Raymond White's group at the University of Utah, 

Amish famiiies from Pennsylvania in whom genetic studies of manic-depression have 

been carried out, the Venemelan families used CO map the Huntington's gene to 

chromosome4, and the French f d e s  who have contributed to efforts to map the 

muscular dystrophy gene. It is not so much a concern for genetic maps that these 

families were of interest to researchen because of the incidence of specific hereditary 

diseases in their families; rather, since hypervariable genetic marken, not genes, are 

being mapped, the important issue is whether DNA has been sarnpled from an adequate 

number of families of diverse ethnic and racial backgrounds for the genetic Linkage maps 

to be useful tools for gene mapping woddwide. 

2.1.2 Physical Maps 

Physical maps order collections of actual genomic fragments by chromosome. These 

collections are called "libraries." Genornic libraries an "built" by using restriction 

enzymes to fragment many copies of a single genome into chromosornai fragments. The 

complete physical map of the human genome will consist of a collection of ordered 

overlapping large fragments of recombinant (cloned) genomic DNA for each chromosome. 

Any individuai nucleotide base would be contained in at l e s t  one clone (Little 1990, p. 

61 1). These contigs - contiguous overlapping fragments - are attached to virai 

"vecton" or othemise inserted into the chromosomal machinery of a variety of 

microorganismal hosts. Phage libraries contain bactenophage (virus) clones with attached 

human DNA; cosrnid libraries contain inserts of human DNA in bactenai plasmids; 

yeast artificial chromosome (YAC) or bacteriai artificial chromosome (BAC) libraries 

contain yeast or bacterial ceiis with fragments of human DNA attached to the rernaining 

nub of a yeast or bacterial chromosome. Genetic maps assist in the ordering of these 

fragments by providing rnarken as the frarnework or "ordered scaffold" upon which 

physical maps cm be constructed. Techniques such as restriction mapping and in situ 

hybridization are used to order clones by determinhg which fragments have overlapping 

segments. 

Physical markers are chosen, not for the likelihood that they will Vary within and 

between individuals as for genetic markers. but for their uniqueness. the likelihood that 



they occur only once in the genome of any individual. Useful physical markers include 

expressed sequence tags (ESTs) from cDNAs and sequence-tagged sites (STSs). STSs 

are generated by PCR primers and ampli@ just a single chromosomal site (Rowen et ai. 

1997, p. 605). It is possible to convert microsatellite markers on genetic maps into STSs 

which permits the integration of physical and genetic maps. Markers are localized using 

genetic mapping, fluorescence in situ hybridization. and radiation hybrid mapping (ibid.). 

Physical maps are useful for gene identification in several ways: once genetic mapping 

localizes a gene to a region of a chromosome. physicai maps locate possible candidate 

genes and appropriate clones for sequencing; cDNA obtained by reverse transcription 

from rnRNAs can be physically mapped by in situ hybridization of a cDNA probe to a 

genomic library; genes can be discovered by sequencing cloned DNA fragments ordered 

by physical maps. With STSs and PCR technology avaiiable, researchers are able to 

ampli@ DNA from laboratory samples and no longer need to maintain DNA clone 

libraries. Hence, STS markers, if they are to be usefui across numerous individuai 

genomes, should not be highly variable in a population. However, high resolution 

physical maps of the genome and genomic clone libraries are absolutely necessary for 

large-scale DNA sequencing and the eventual compilation of the "ultimate" sequence map. 

One recent physical mapping effort (Chumakov et al. 1995) uses yeast artificial 

chromosomes (YACs). The rnap is estirnated to cover about 75 percent of the genome 

using 225 contigs that have an average size of about 10 Megabases. The framework for 

the physical rnap is provided by STSs from the Généthon 1993-94 linkage map. YAC 

clones of an average length of one Mb from a large collection ("library") were screened 

to establish "links" or potential overlaps between them. Several screening procedures 

were used: STS screening (using STSs from GCnéthon's genetic rnap), screening by 

hybridization, and fingerprinting. Using these three types of "links," contigs could be 

assembled spanning the intervals between adjacent genetic STS markers. The 1995 

CEPH-GCnéthon physical rnap was made available on the htemet and primary copies of 

the CEPH YAC library were sent to eight genome research centres worldwide in order 

to permit the distribution of clones. It appeared that the CEPH-Généthon physical rnap 

and the CEPH YAC library would fumish the rnap landmarks and the source materials 

to generate a significant portion of the sequence map. The CEPH YAC library is 
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composed of 98,208 YAC clones that represent about 17 genome equivdents in total. 

These were derived from a single hurnan male lymphoblastoid ce11 line, Boleth 

(Chumakov 1995, p. 176). Thus. the "ultimate" DNA sequence map produced early next 

cenniry would be a composite of sequenced DNA taken from a fairly small number of 

individuals, the Boleth donor among them. However, recently, a mandate was issued by 

the NM and DOE instructing centres involvecl in large-scale sequencing to use only clone 

libraries obtained from anonymous donors who gave proper consent. This is in order to 

prevent the possibility of future genetic discrimination against the donor and her or his 

relatives. It means that sequencing centres must replace almost di of the existing clone 

libraries and physical maps (Rowen et al. 1997, p. 606). 

2.1.3 Ihe "Ultimate" Sepence Map 

The genetic and physical maps are the fxst two steps in the three-part HGP plan that 

culminates in the "ultimate" rnap: that of the complete sequence of "the" haploid human 

genome. Physical maps are a key step in producing the complete sequence; they break 

the genome into "manageable chunks" which can then be sequenced (Little 1990, p. 61 1). 

Sequence-tagged sites (STSs) are markers on the physical map that serve as "replicable 

milestones in otherwise unknown territory" (Maddox 199 1, p. 14). Typically, 40- to 200- 

kilobase segments of DNA, each represented by a single bacterial or yeast clone, are 

prepared and subcloned. A large centre will have 500 such clones in intermediate stages 

of the sequencing process at any given time. Completed consensus sequences are 

annotated and subrnitted to the public database. Annotated information may indicate 

possible erron or include functiond information - the presence of a gene, regulatory 

region, etc. There exists an intemationally agreed upon aim that the hurnan genome 

sequence will be f i shed  to a high degree of accuracy (99.991) (Bentley 1996). 

To aim for a DNA reference sequence that is 99.99 percent accurate refers only 

to accuracy in the sequencing process. It means that there is no contamination by non- 

human DNA. for example, yeast or bacterid DNA from the cloning process. It means 

that the sequence is ordered correctly and that there are vimiaily no errors with respect 

to the actual DNA sample that was sequenced. There are few strictures, however, placed 

on what constitutes a suitable or acceptable reference sequence. A reference sequence 



may be a sequence derived from a single individual or it may be a composite denved 

from the DNA of multiple individuals. A reference sequence may or may not be a 

consensus sequence; a consensus sequence is obtained by cornparing multiple DNA 

sequences and assigning to each nucleotide position the base that occurs most frequently 

among these sequences. There are two different senses of 'consensus sequence' 

implicated here. In the 1s t  paragraph, I wrote: "Completed consensus sequences are 

annotated and submitted to the public database." 'Consensus sequences' in this sentence 

refers to the generation of a single sequence from the cornparison of multiple sequences 

all of which derive from the same individual. The aim is to ensure accuracy in the actual 

DNA sequencing procedure. On the other hand, when a consensus sequence is obtained 

by cornparing the DNA sequences of a multiple number of differenr individuals, the aim 

is to produce a reference sequence that is accurate with respect to the population it is 

supposed to represent. 

The HGP's "presumably representative sequence" will not be a consensus sequence 

of this latter type. It will be a composite sequence that is compiled from sequence data 

obtained frorn a relatively srnall number of individuals. The sequence in a particular 

region of the map is lilcely to have been obtained from a single individual. The 

significance of this depends on what we undentand the reference sequence's 

representational statu to be. If the reference sequence is to represent merely some typical 

human individual, presumably, DNA sampled from any random individual would do. 

Humans are not easily confused with members of species that are Our closest primate 

relatives. We are ail more or less healthy, more or less intelligent, more or less attractive, 

more or less able-bodied etc. A composite genome reference sequence that is constructed 

by connecting together partial genome sequences from a number of individuals is 

warranted on this view because it represents some average individual who could feasibly 

exist without belonging to any actual individuai. This appears to be Victor McKusick's 

position: 

The question often asked especiaily by jounialists, is "Whose genome wi11 be 
sequenced?" The answer is that it need not, and surely will not, be the genome 
of any one person. Keeping track of the ongin of the DNA that is studied will 
be important, but the DNA can corne from different persons chosen for study of 
particular parts of the genome. Such an approach is consistent with that of most 



biologic research, which depends on a few. and even on single individuals, to 
represent the whole, and with the fact. well recognized by geneticists, that there 
is no single normal, ideal, or perfect genome. ( 1989, p. 913) 

Although geneticists may recognize that "there is no single normal, ideal, or perfect 

genome," the HGPTs "presumably representative sequence" is also a "presumably" healthy 

one. If the reference sequence is to serve as a genetic standard of normal functioning and 

health, the source of the material that is sequenced and how the sequence is cobbled 

together becomes more important than were it merely to represent some typical or average 

genome. There is no guarantee, for instance, that "representative" individuals presumed 

to be heaithy may not at a later date be found to suffer from some hereditary illness. The 

particular alleles represented by the sequence wiiI be a function of their frequency in the 

population and will therefore depend on the ethnic and racial backgrounds of the 

individuals whose genornes are sequenced. 

This notion of a reference sequence as a genetic standard of normal functioning 

and health is consistent with how reference sequences for individual genes are cunently 

undentood in biomedical research. Take, for example, one research group's attempts to 

establish the normal nucleotide sequences of the a- and P-chains of pyruvate 

dehydrogenase (E,), which is an enzyme that acts in the liver to break down pyruvate (Ho 

et al. 1989; Ho and Patel 1990). Individuals with depressed levels of E, activity suffer 

[rom lactic acidosis and varying degrees of neurological impairment. These researchers 

were fnistrated in their attempts to identify mutations in either E,a or -P mRNAs taken 

from such individuals because reliable reference sequences were unavailable. Hence, they 

undertook the task of establishing "authentic" and "unambiguous" cDNA/mRNA E, 

reference sequences. The E,a cDNA reference sequence was obtained by sequencing a 

1423 base pair cDNA clone from a human liver cDNA library (Ho et ai. 1989). The 

"authenticity" of the sequence was "validated" in several ways. The sequence was found 

to be identical in its 1362 bp overlap with a smaller E,u cDNA clone from the same 

cDNA library that had been sequenced previously (Wexler et al. 1988). Since these DNA 

clones originated in a single individual, this represents a test of the accuracy of the actud 

sequencing procedure. Additionally, the sequence was identical to those of three 

overlapping cDNA clones covering its entire length that were generated using reverse 



transcriptase and PCR amplification applied to Liver and skin fibroblast mRNAs from 

several different sources. This. then, is a test of the validity of the reference sequence as 

a representation of the population generally. The E,CX cDNA reference sequence is a 

consensus sequence - ail of its elements are shared by more than one cDNA clone from 

different individuals. The EIP cDNA reference sequence, on the other hand, is a 

composite sequence derived from two cDNA clones from the sarne human liver cDNA 

library that did not overiap in their entirety (Ho and Patel 1990). For E , a  and -B 
reference sequences alike. the authors were confident that they had taken the necessary 

measures to ensure accurate resuiu. They explained differences between the E , a 

reference sequence and three previously published sequences, and between the E,B 

reference sequence and one previously published sequence, as due to: tissue specificity 

since mRNAs were obtained from skin fibroblast as weli as liver ceiis; "peculiarities" of 

other samples; and cloning or sequencing artifacts in other labs. 

But is there a single sequence that characterizes a "normal" gene or a "normal" 

genome and justifies these researchers' search for a completely "unambiguous" and 

"authoritative" sequence and their presumption that each and every nucleotide of the 

sequence c m  be known with accuracy and is othenvise an "error?" 'Error' here has two 

senses: it represents either our failure to discem the correct nucleotide or a mutation to 

that nucleotide. What is being sought, after dl ,  is "the unarnbiguous reference sequence 

needed for the characterization of genetic mutations in pyruvate dehydrogenase-deficient 

patients" (Ho et al. 1989. p 5330), that is. sequences that "accurately represent normal 

human E,a and -p rnRNAs" (Ho and Patel 1990, p. 298). The availabiiity of normal 

DNA and RNA sequences wili help not only to detect mutations in the clinic but to 

provide the means for learning about normal structure-function relationships in the 

laboratory. Likely, there is a great degree of functional constraint exercised on 

transcribed regions of the genome, as represented by these cDNA clones. Yet, studies of 

amino acid polymorphisms in different proteins have revealed that many variant sequences 

are fuuy hnctionai. Add to this silent nucleotide substitutions that do not result in any 

amino acid changes and it becomes even more evident that there is not a single nomal 

sequence for a given transcript. Apart from transcribed regions of the genome there is 

additional variability in regdatory regions and, especially, in areas of indiscemible 
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hinction. insofar as it is questionable whether an individuai gene can be characterized 

by a unique reference sequence, how are we to understand the HGP's aim to produce a 

composite reference sequence for the entire genorne? What kind of standard will such 

a reference sequence represent? A look at how "the" human mitochondnal genome 

reference sequence has been used since it was produced in 1981 rnight be useful. 

2.2 The Human Mitochondriai DNA Reference Sequence: A Case Smdv 

"The" mitochondrial genome was completely sequenced in 1981 by Frederick Sanger's 

group at the Medical Research Council (MRC) Laboratory of Molecular Biology in 

Cambridge. U.K. (Anderson et ai.). Sequencing was carried out on mtDNA obtained from 

two sources: the placentai tissue of a single (white European) individual and the HeLa 

ce11 line. Apparently, in severai places where sequencing difficulties were encountered, 

sequence data from bovine mtDNA was substituted. The single mtDNA sequence 

produced by these researchers is now commoniy referred to as the "Cambridge sequence" 

or the "Cambridge reference sequence (CRS)." Compared to the estimated three billion 

nucleotide base pairs present in the human nuclear haploid genome. the mitochondrial 

genome (which is haploid because it is inherited only from the mother) is a paitry 16,569 

base pairs. The mitochondrid genome reference sequence, when fmt pnnted. filled three 

ciosely printed pages of Nature. Printing the complete nucleotide sequence of a single 

haploid nuclear genome, by contrast, would require the equivalent of about 13 sets of the 

Encyclopedia Britannica (McKusick 1986, p. 24).' 

1 Besides size, rhere are significant differences between nucfear and mitochondrial genomes. 
Most of these 1 do not think interfere with an anaiysis of the b e a ~ g  of a published reference 
sequence on Our understandings of genetic variation and genetic nomality. Mitochondrial DNA 
(mtDNA) has a higher mutation rate and is more rapidly evolving than nuclear DNA; rntDNA 
is present in the cytoptasm and therefore matemally inherited; there is no meiotic recombination 
between materna1 and patemal chromosomes as for nuclear DNA; since cells contain thousands 
of mtDNA molecules there can be a mixture of normal and mutant foms present (heteroplasmy) 
to varying degrees within different tissues of the same individual, as opposed to the limited 
qualitative options of homoygosity or heterozygosity in nuclear DNA; the genetic code in 
mtDNA differs fiom the so-called "universal" code. mtDNA's high mutation rate and the 
consequent better odds on encountering sequence polyrnorphisms, may even facilitate finding out 



Mitochondrial genome sequence data is used by researchers in many different 

ways and to investigate al1 sorts of different biologicai, medical, and anthropological 

questions. Sometimes the sequence merely hirnishes the coordinates that permit 

nucleotides to be numbered so that the sequences of different genomes can be cornpared 

and the results cornmunicated to othen. Knowledge of the characteristic sequence of 

nucleotides in a region also allows prirners to be made so that specific segments of 

different genomes can be cloned, sequenced, and compared. In addition, the known 

locations of restriction sites for the reference sequence facilitates the construction of 

unarnbiguous restriction maps and the comparison of restriction fragment length 

polymorphisms (RFLPs) in different individuals. In these cases. the sequence and RFLP 

data of sampled individuais are compared amongst each other, and not to the reference 

sequence. For example, in some disease studies, the mtDNA of affected family members 

is compared to that of unaffected members, or mtDNA from tumour tissue is compared 

to that of healthy tissue (Heerdt et al. L994), or the mtDNA of those with a disease 

suspected to be of mitochondnal ongin is compared with that of a healthy control group. 

In population studies, mtDNA variation may be compared within and between populations 

to make inferences about the evolutionary past - for example, the "Out of Africa" 

hypothesis, that postulates a single Afncan woman who lived 200,000 yean ago as the 

last common ancestor of modem human mtDNA ( C m  et al. 1987). 

Frequently, the reference sequence is used not just to provide coordinates. primers, 

and RFLP sites, but for direct comparison with sample sequences. This occun in two 

different ways. One way is by treating the Cambridge sequence as just one of the many 

how a single sequence of nucleotides can be representative of an entire species and yet 
accommodate the genetic diversity that is characteristic of al1 species. I do have reservations, 
however, concerning three aspects. The first is that the mitochondrial genome is compactly 
organized; compared with the nuclear genome, a vastly pater  percentage of it is functional. 
Except for the D-loop region, there are no or very few noncoding bases found between adjacent 
genes (Anderson et ai. 198 1. p. 457). Whereas over 90% of the mitochondnal genome codes for 
proteins, at l em  this much of the nuclear genome is noncoding. The second is that thete are 
relatively few genes compared with the nuclear genome, and therefore phenotypic complexity is 
much less. The third is that since mtDNA is maternd1y inherited and there is no recombination, 
siblings (even hdf-siblings with the sarne mother) will differ in mtDNA sequence only as a result 
of mutations that arise in the oocyte or during development, or due to varying amounts of 
heteroplasmy . 



available mtDNA sequences stored in databases. Forensic investigations may estimate the 

significance of a match between samples of mtDNA taken from hurnan remains and from 

those suspected to be maternal relatives by cornparhg the haplotype to a large number 

of sequences, the Cambridge sequence among them (Stoneking & Melton 1995, p. 10). 

Evolutionary studies have used the Cambridge sequence, dong with the published 

sequences of other humans as well as nonhuman primates, to estimate the date of the 

deepest root of the mtDNA tree for humans (Hasegawa & Horai 199 1). This phylogenetic 

approach may take the Cambridge sequence to be a representative European sequence that 

can meaningfdly be compared to representative African and Asian sequences and those 

of nonhuman primates to establish the African origins of modem humans (Horai et al. 

1995), or even to be a representative human sequence that can be compared with the 

sequences of other primates and nonprimates to resolve the Afncan ape trichotomy into 

two evolutionary lineages leading separately to gorillas and to humans and chimpanzees 

(Ruvolo et ai. 1991; Horai et al. 1992). 

The other way the Cambridge sequence is used for direct cornparison with sample 

sequences is not just as one sequence among rnany, but as the baseline reference against 

which aU othee are compared. Forensic identification rnay proceed by using the 

Cambridge sequence as the basis for identifying polymorphisms in mtDNA samples 

obtained from the available remains and from suspected matemal relatives, and then 

establishing the frequency of such a match in the population (Ginther et al. 1992, p. 137; 

HoIland et ai. 1993, p. 549). Divergences from the Cambridge reference sequence also 

define the maternal lineages and haplotypes that are used in population studies to make 

inferences about the evolutionary relationships among hurnan ethnic groups (Horai and 

Hayasaka 1990). the patterns of migration of early humans (Sykes et al. 1995), and the 

genetic diversity and iikely origins of local populations (Ward et al. 199 1; Côrte-Real et 

ai. 1996~). as  weli as to identiS the ethnic backgrounds of individuals (Torroni & 

Wallace 1994). Clinicai studies of diseases of possible rnitrochoncirial origin usually 

* The Côrte-Real et al. study calculates the percentage of "Cambridge Reference Sequence 
(CRS)" haplotypes (for a 302 bp region of the control region) found in each of severai populations 
of the Iberian peninsula and finds it to be the most prevalent, ranging from 13.3% in Andalusia 
and Northern Spain to 26.28 in the Basque (1996, p. 334). 



begin by comparing mtDNA taken from affected individuais to the reference sequence. 

Any variants identified in affected individuals are then investigated to find out if they are 

linked tu the disease. Variants are Iabetled mutations, and added to the clinicai mutations 

data set, if they are present in subjects with the disease but not in conwl subjects; if 

nucleotide differences are associated with amino acid changes in highly conserved coding 

sequences; or if matemally related family members, whether affected or unaffected. are 

found to be heteroplasmic, that is. a mixture of both mutant and wild-type mtDNA is 

present (Nishino et al. 1996). If none of these eventualities holds, the identified variants 

are suspected to be neutrai and are added to the List of known polymorphisms (Heerdt et 

al. 1994). However, where a polymorphisrn is present in both disease and control 

subjects, but the incidence is higher in the former than in the latter. it may be considered 

to be a milcüy deletenous mutation that. in combination with other factors, increases 

susceptibility to disease (Nakagawa et al. 1995). Haplotype analysis may aiso contribute 

to disease studies. It is easier to determine whether variants identified by comparing the 

mtDNA sequences of affected individuais with the reference sequence are disease 

mutations or population-specific polymorphisms if the unaffected individuals in the 

control group are of similar ethnic background (Jun et ai. 1994; Torroui & Wallace 1994). 

In the reference sequence's various uses, in what ways is variation denied and 

normaiity defined? In no way, 1 think, is the presence and prevdence - the fact - of 

genetic variation denied. Forensic identification is possible only because individuals are 

geneticaIly similar to their relatives and dissirnilar to others. Likewise, both similarities 

and differences in mtDNA haplotypes contribute to evolutionary, anthropological, and 

disease snidies. The Cambridge sequence has k e n  used with other sequences to estimate 

the extent of nucleotide diversity (Aquadro and Greenberg 1983). MIToMAP,) the 

human mitochondrial database avaüable to the general public on the World Wide Web, 

maintallis a database compiied from al1 published research on mtDNA that includes two 

types of variants alongside the "standard" sequence: the "clinical mutation data set" and 

the "population variation data set" (Kogelnik et al. 1996, p. 177). The clinicai mutation 

' It is hoped that MITOMAP will serve as a mode1 for the development of information storage 
and retneval systems for the rest of the human genome. 



data set provides information on the nucleotide base substitutions (point mutations) and 

the rearrangements (deletions and insertions) associated with disease. The population 

variation data set identifies known polymorphisms and their distributions in different 

populations. Hence, the availability of a reference sequence need not deny variation: the 

sequence may even function as a tool by means of which the full extent of variation can 

be elucidated. The problem instead concems how genetic variation is to be regarded - 
its value. 1s variation to be understood as difference or as deviation? This depends, at 

l e s t  in part, on the authority that attaches to the reference sequence in its various uses. 

In each of these uses, the authority of the reference sequence can be minimal; the 

sequence regarded as being standard. normal, or representative in the purely descriptive 

sense. Where the Cambridge sequence is used to provide coordinates, pnmers, and RFLP 

locations, it is a reference only in the sense that it provides a convenient shared 

framework, that in itself has littie meaning. It is merely a structure or grid adopted by 

convention to permit numbers to be attached to nucleotide positions so that researchen 

can communicate their fmdings to one another and a data base of these findings 

maintained. Where the Cambridge sequence is one of many sequences available for pair- 

wise cornparison, it is accorded no special statu since al1 of these are being used as 

reference sequences. Evert when it is taken to be "representative" of the entire human 

species (or of European humans), this can be understood in the most basic arbiirary way 

in which a sequence obtained from any human would be representative merely in virtue 

of this individual king  human (or European). This perspective characterizes phylogeny 

and population studies where there is worry about chimeric sequences contaminated by 

another species or subspecies, and sequences established from one individual are therefore 

preferred: The Cambridge sequence is criticized because, although most of it was 

obtained from a single (European) individuai's placental tissue, mtDNA from the HeLa 

ce11 line derived from an Afican-Arnencan was also used, and some ambiguous 

nucleotides were designated to be the sarne as for bovine mtDNA that had been 

sequenced by the sarne group (Ozawa 1995, p. 182). 

A group who sequenced the mtDNA of a single gonlla writes: "The sequence was 
established from one individual and thus nonchimerie" (Xu & Arnason 1996, p. 691). 



Where the Cambridge sequence is used as a baseiine reference against which other 

sequences are cornpared, differences need be only that, not deviations or abnormalities. 

Here, the reference sequence is taken to be "representative" in a somewhat more stringent, 

but still descriptive, sense, in that it is typical of the population or species. For this 

reason, some researchers have emphasized the importance of establishing whether 

nucleotides in the Cambridge sequence that have rarely or never been otherwise observed 

are errors or infrequent variants (Howell et ai. 1992) and others have used an "edited" 

version of the Cambridge sequence in their work (Horai et al. 1995). WhiIe haplotypes 

defined by the Cambridge sequence do seem to occur frequendy in European populations. 

there was no guarantee that this would be the case and there is no ba i s  for assuming the 

Cambridge sequence to be typical of all. especidiy non-European, populations. For this 

reason, M d  et ai. (199 1, 1992) propose that a "consensus sequence" replace the 

Cambridge sequence as the "best reference base for the study of human mtDNA variantsr' 

(1991, p. 142). Although the Cambridge sequence has been useful, they fault it for being 

a "composite" of human placental and HeLa ceU mtDNA rather than k i n g  a "consensus" 

of rntDNA sequences taken from different individuals. Consensus sequences aim to be 

standard, normal, or representative in the descriptive sense of these terms. Consensus 

sequences are established by comparing sequenced DNA taken from two or more 

individuds and including, at each position in the sequence, the nucleotide that occurs 

most frequendy at that site. A consensus sequence may be for the entire genome, an 

individual gene, or even a nonfunctiond repetitive DNA sequence. Statistical 

significance, of course, depends on the number of genomes sampled and the range of 

populations from which the samples originate (the Mamki consensus sequence was 

denved from thirteen unrelated mtDNA sequences). 

However, either of these reference sequences, whether the Cambridge sequence 

or a consensus sequence that replaces it, seems destined to arnass authonty in the slide 

from descriptive to evaluative senses of 'standard,' 'normal,' or 'representative.' 

Although the Cambridge sequence nurnbering himishes a grid researchers share, it is also 

the authoritative reference on mitochondrial genome size. Very seldom does an author 

wrîte: "Human mitochondrial DNA lis] a circular molecule of about 16,500 base pairs" 

(Wainscoat 1987, p. 13). Rather, one usually reads: "the mitochondrial genome is 16.569 



base pain." with the 1981 article provided as reference. The authority extends further. 

The Cambridge sequence ofien determines what counts as a mutation: "When the 

different sequence from the published one was observed, the frequencies of the mutation 

both in the whole patients and controls were screened" (Nakagawa et al. 1995. p. 6 6 ~ ) ~ '  

It may be suggested that the Cambridge sequence is a standard only by convention and 

has no normative conlent, that is. it in no way indicates what is frequent or functionai. 

But insofar as the Cambridge sequence determines what counts as an insertion or deletion 

in other sequences, it defines the normal length of mitochondrial genornes. Mutations. 

whether deletions, insertions, or substitutions, are never properties of the reference 

sequence, but only of those sequences compared to it. To insert, to delete, to substitute: 

all of these term express the modification of some preexisting structure; indeed, that is 

ai l  'mutation' means, a change. If the reference sequence is to designate variants as 

mutants in this purely descriptive sense, it must be the original mode1 from which 

imperfect copies arise. But this is obviously not me, whether we consider the Cambridge 

reference sequence or a replacement consensus sequence. 

The mtDNA sequence of some arbitrary individuai that is taken to be 

representative of a species or subspecies just in virtue of class membership readily 

becomes a "type" that characterizes that class. In one study, single Afncan and Japanese 

sequences were selected, neither arbitrarily nor for their "averageness," but due to their 

presumed phylogenetic distance from each other and the European sequence (Horai et al. 

1995). Reference sequences used to detect variation in sample sequences are often 

assumed to represent not just an "average" human, but a healthy one. Consensus 

sequences are beiieved to have functional significance; they are no& idle statis tical 

5 There is occasional, but relatively infkequent, recognition in research papes that the 
identification of mutations relative to the Cambridge reference sequence is one of convention. 
One papa  specifically notes that two identified polymorphisms were "polymorphisms with respect 
to the published sequence of Anderson et al." (Holland et al. 1993, p. 549). In another, it is 
written: "Nucleotide changes are s h o w  in the direction from the reference sequence (Anderson 
et al. 198 1) to the sequences compared. The numbering system of Anderson et al. (198 1 ) has 
been adopted" (Horai & Hayasaka 1990. p. 841). A third paper refers to "differences" (a 
bidirectional relation) rathet than to "mutations" (a unidirectional relation): "Differences in nt 
sequence were identified in each of the cloned rntDNA fragments when sequences were compared 
between individuals, and with the published human mtDNA sequence {Anderson et al.. 1981). 
Al1 of these nt sequence differences consistai of single-nt substitutions" (Monnat & Reay 1986). 



inventions. The aim of Marzuki and his colleagues, in proposing that the Cambridge 

sequence be replaced as a reference by a consensus sequence supplemented by a data base 

of normal variants, is to "provide a solid foundation for the definition of disease-related 

mutations in human mtDNA" (1991, p. 139). 'Normal' here does not mean average or 

typical. but healthy or functional. We find senses of the normal as unmutated original 

and the normal as heaithy or functional to be conflated in one scientist's attempt to 

establish the authenticity of the reference sequence as an ancestral sequence. Ozawa 

(1995) argues that since it is of modem European origin, the Cambridge sequence cannot 

serve as the "normal standard mtDNA sequence" and suggests instead the sequence of 

rnitochondrial Eve (mtEve). the Afncan woman who is posnilated to have lived about 

200,000 years ago and to be the last common ancestor of modem h ~ m a n s . ~  Interestingly, 

Ozawa is rnotivated to find a better standard, not for population studies where it seems 

most appropriate, but as "the normal standard sequence for studies on mitochondrial 

diseases" (1995, p. 182). Hence, mtEve is assumed to represent a state of perfect health. 

From the original purity of the Garden of Eden has followed the disease and aging 

associated with mtDNA mutations. 

2.3 Intersecting Notions of Normalitv 

We have seen that the human mtDNA reference sequence is treated as "representative" 

in different ways in different contexts. The Cambridge reference sequence is sometimes 

considered to be a statistically nomai or typical human mitochondnal genome that is 

likely to be found among members of a population. At other times, the Cambridge 

reference sequence is conceived to represent a standard of normal functioning or health 

against which the functional status of other human mitochondrial genomes can be 

assessed. The Cambridge reference sequence may even be used to represent a racial or 

ethnic "type." That these distinct notions of normality - statisticai. hinctional, and 

Since Eve is no longer around to help us out, her rntDNA sequence is king  estimated by 
sequencing the mtDNA of 48 individuals - Japanese, Ametican-Irish, Australian-English, and 
Australian-Greek (Ozawa 1 995). 



typological - intersect in this way is not peculiar to the idea of a reference sequence as 

an expression of genetic normality. We find that statistical and functional notions of 

normaiity intenect and are conflated with one another in two other prevalent twentieth- 

century concepts of genetic normality: wild-type and consensus sequence. Yet, both 

inside and outside of biology, these are conceptually quite distinct senses of 'nomal' that 

need not inteaect: what works well may be infrequendy found; racial or ethnic 

categorizations need not appeal to functional cnteria; a "type" exemplar may rarely 

occur. 1 discuss these intersecting notions of normality withh the context of the nse of 

probabilistic thinking in nineteenth-century biology. 

2.3.1 Wild-Type Sequences and Consensus Sequences 

As we saw with the mtDNA case study, a reference sequence, as a standard of 

cornparison, can have more or less authority and more or less normative force. Since the 

Cambridge reference sequence became available over 15 years ago, there have been 

attempts to improve it - as a standard both of statistical and of functional normality. 

Two different conceptions of genetic normality are available to lend understanding to the 

notion of a reference sequence: wild-type and consensus sequence. "Wild-type" has long 

been the dominant conception of genetic nomiaiity, arising early in the twentieth century 

with the "Drosophilists. " More recently, the techniques of "reverse gene tics" have created 

a new conception of genetic noxmality, that of "consensus sequence." Despite these 

different ongins, the concepts of wild-type and consensus sequence, like that of reference 

sequence. incorporate both statisticd and functionai senses of 'nomal.' For example. 

'wild-type' is defmed by one author as "the predominant phenotype (appearance) in a 

population for any given trait" (Allen 1978, p. 149) and by another as "the original line 

of normaily hinctioning individuais" (Judson 1996, p. 276). 

The concept of wild-type arose in Drosophila genetics early this cenniry. In the 

beginning, 'wild-type' really did mean wild. Drosophika rnelanogaster entered T .  H .  

Morgan's lab at Columbia University in the fali of 1907 through Morgan's graduate 

student Fernandes Payne who had collected the fies, on Morgan's advice, by leaving ripe 

fruit out on the windowsill (Men  1978, p. 147). These flies collected from the wild were 

then maintained in laboratory culnues. Early in 1910. a single white-eyed mutant male 
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appeared in one of Morgan's culture bottles (Morgan 19 10, p. 149). In his 19 L O paper, 

" Sex Limited hheritmce in Drosophila," Morgan contrasts the white-eyed "mutant" or 

"sport" with the "nomal flies [that] have brilliant red eyes" (p. 120). Thus, wild-type 

organisms became undentood as non-mutants. Morgan defines a reference in the paper 

to a "wild, red-eyed male" to mean "an individuai of an unrelated stock" (p. 12 1). What 

Morgan no doubt was indicating by this is that the male to which he was crossing a 

white-eyed female descendent of his original white-eyed male was unrelated and would 

be of the "normal" type or pure stock and not harbouring a white-eye mutation. The 

results of his crossing experiments led Morgan to conclude that "wild" or "normal" males 

are heterozygous for red eyes and "wild" or "normal" females are homozygous for red 

eyes (pp. 121-122). He assumed there to be both genotypic and phenotypic uniformity 

in wild populations of Drosophila as wel1 as in his wild-type stocks. 

This assumption that Drosophila in the wild are genetically homogeneous was 

challenged by studies of n a d  populations carried out in Russia by Sergei S. 

Chetverikov and tris students at the Kol'tsov Institute from 1922 to 1926 (Adams 1968). 

Laboratory geneticists, like Morgan, tended to think of the mutants that they rnaintained 

in culture bottles as abnormal variants that occur in nature but do not survive. Some 

naturalists, on the other hand, believed that mutant Drosophila strains were not merely 

abnormal but unnaturai - that is. artifacts produced by artificial laboratory environments. 

Both these views were put to rest. Chetverikov's group captured Drosophila 

melanogaster and other Drosophila species in the wild and then brought them into the 

laboratory where they established inbred lines and found that a great deal of genetic 

varîability underlies the appearance of phenotypic uniformity. In an important L926 

article, Chetverikov argues that the mutations observed in the laboratory also occur in 

nature but are hidden from view because most are recessives: "a species. Iike a sponge, 

soaks up heterozygous mutations while remaining ... extemally (phenotypically) 

hornogeneous" (in Adams 1968, p. 34). Should environmental conditions change. 

Chetverikov believed that the hidden variants may prove "decisive" for evolution (in 

Adams, p. 35). For Theodosius Dobzhansky, who drew upon Chetverikov's work in 

beginning his own studies of natural populations of Drosophila pseuùoobscura. natural 



populations ought to be regarded as genetically heterogeneous and "wild-type" fiies ought 

to be conceived of as heterozygous at a large percentage of their loci and for a large 

number of different alleles. 

Another assumption of classical geneticists was that there is a single wild-type 

allele at each locus and a variety of mutant forms. This view was adopted as early as 

1913 when A. & Sturtevant proposed the concept of multiple alleles - since several 

mutants seemed to occur at the same location on the Linkage map, he believed that there 

might be an "original wild-type gene" that mutates to various forms (in Allen 1978. p. 

181). The notation system that developed in Morgan's lab named genes for mutant. 

usually recessive, alleles and considered the wild-type to be "a standard of reference. 

usuaily symbolized as '+"' (Sturtevant 1965, p. 53). Biochernical and early molecular 

geneticists continued to use this notation in their work on microorganisms. Wild-type 

became undentood explicitly in terms of a normal or onginai function. The 

"Drosophilists," although they recognized the inferior viability of the vast majority of their 

mutants, discerned and labelled mutant and wiid-type organisrns by phenotypic 

appearance. By contrast, wiid-type Neurospora are able to grow on a minimal nutritive 

medium in the laboratory whereas mutants need a particular enzyme that they are unable 

to synthesize added to the medium. The abnorrnal state arises due either to spontaneous 

or radiation-induced mutation. However, the assumption that there is a single functional 

wild-type allele came into question as a result of protein electrophoretic studies of natural 

populations beginning in 1966. It became apparent that variant protein structure may in 

some cases have littie or no effect on function. Due to the redundancy of the genetic 

code, even more variation at the level of genome might be expected to be functionally 

equivalent. Whether there is a single ailele that might be called wild-type came into 

question. 

Hence, many of the original assumptions about wild-type - for exarnple, 

phenotypic uniformity, genotypic uniformity, original, functional nom, singular, "wild" 

or naniral - are no longer credible. Yet, the term is used freguently: it appears 3 112 

times in a recent six month period (July 1997 to December 1997) in Biological Abstructs. 

'Wild-type' in today's vemacular is understood to refer to an identified strain of a type 

of organism that has been standardized for research purposes. Robert E. Kohler (1 994) 



argues that experimentai organisms are not merely biologicai creatures; they c m  also "be 

undentood as technological artifacts that are constmcted and embedded in cornplex 

material and social systerns of production" (pp. 5-6). For example, "the 'standard' 

organisrns - Drosophila, white mice and rats, maize, E. coli or Neurospora - ... have 

been reconstructed genetically through generations of selection and inbreeding into 

creatures whose genetic makeup and behavior are quite different from their naturai 

ancestors" (p. 6). Ecological parameten such as activity and feeding are standardized to 

laboratory, not nanuai, environments. Natural variation is removed from laboratory 

strains of an experimental organism such as Drosophila melanogaster such that it is 

"domesticated" and becomes a "standard laboratory instrument" in order to standardize 

results. Preferable laboratory wild-type strains are not only genetically homogeneous but 

are highly caoalized with their physiologies dismpted minimally by changes in 

environmental conditions. Nonetheless, for the laboratory geneticist, wild-type strains are 

stiii regarded as normai in both statisticai and functional senses. Gene functions are 

discerned in expenmental comparisons of wild-type with mutant or "knockout" organisms 

and laboratory results are presumed to be generalizable to nonlaboratory populations. 

It is on the basis of normal (whether statistical or hnctional) organismai 

phenotypes that genotypes, genes, and nucleotide sequences are identified as wild-type. 

For exarnple, in clinical studies, normal and mutant genes are distinguished from one 

another depending on whether they are found in healthy or diseased individuals. 

Consensus sequences, on the other hand, are identified from the bottom up. 'Consensus 

sequence' arrived on the scene in the late 1970s when DNA sequence data first became 

available. Despite its youth, the term is used in several different ways. Standard Oxford 

dictionary definitions of 'consensus' are helpful in trying to son these out. The first 

d e f ~ t i o n  given is: "General concord of different organs of the body in effecting a given 

purpose." This functional sense of 'consensus' corresponds with the meaning of 

'consensus sequence' as  it fist appears in the late 1970s and early 1980s. The focus is 

on the structure-hnction relationships of various genomic elements. What researchers are 

seeking to identiQ is particular DNA sequences that have characteristic functions and that 

are shared by different species (are homologous) andor occur in different parts of the 

genome. Structural similarities are identified in areas of the genome that are expected to 



share certain functions. For example, consensus sequences are identified for RNA splice 

sites (Rogers and Wall 1980). chromosomal "hotspots" for transposon insertion (Halling 

and KIeckner 1982). progesterone-receptor binding sites (Mulvihill et al. 1982). promoter 

regions in E. coli (Navre and Schachman 1983). the TATA box in eukaryotes (Weaver 

et al. 1982). translationai start sites in mRNA (Kozak 1986). and glucocorticoid regulation 

of gene expression (Hardman et al. 1984). The structural similarities that characterize 

particular consensus sequences are temed "sequence motifs. " The Oxford dic tionary 

defines 'motif as "a distinctive feature or element of a design or composition in art and 

literature." Hence, the idea of functional design is integral to the concept of a consensus 

sequence. Consensus sequences are aiso studied experimentaily to see if they are 

necessary andfor suffcient for the panicular function - for example, heat-induced 

transcription - to be carried out. Altered functions are understood in terms of deviations 

from the "perfect" consensus sequence. For example, there is closer conformity to a six 

base-pair consensus sequence for transposon insertion at "hot spots" than at other insertion 

sites and the sequence tends to be absent from areas of the genome where transposons do 

not insert. In al1 of these cases. it is expected that functional elements will be subject to 

simila. structural constraints and, therefore, that these structural elements will occur 

frequently - that is, the functionai and statistical notions of normality will coincide. 

The second definition the Oxford dictionvy lists for 'consensus' is: "Agreement 

in opinion." This statistical sense of 'consensus' corresponds to a second way in which 

the term 'consensus sequence' occurs in biology. Consensus sequences are statistical 

averages: a consensus sequence includes at each nucleotide position the nucleotide base 

that occurs most frequently at that position when multiple sequences are compared. 

Sometimes these sequences derive from the same individual's DNA. As we saw in 

section 2.1.3, the "agreement of opinion" here involves ensuring that technical errors are 

not made in the large-scale sequencing of DNA by sequencing overlapping DNA clones 

from the same individual. The sense of 'consensus sequence' we encountered in the 

mtDNA case study refers instead to the production of a sequence based on the cornparison 

of DNA samples taken from different individuals. Here, the consensus sequence 

represents a statistical average; it is, in a sense, an "agreement in opinion" reached by 

a democratic sarnpling of individuals. The representation may be purely statistical. In 



a recent patent application for the "normal" BRCAl gene, one genetic testing Company 

argued for the supenority of its proposed BRCAl consensus sequence (based on a 

cornparison of the gene's sequence in five "normal" individuals without family histories . 

of breast or ovarian cancer) over the wild-type sequence offered in a rival company's 

application because it is "the most likely BRCAI sequence to be found in the majority of 

the normal popuiation" (Manhall L997a, p. 1874). Consensus sequences have also been 

used to defme mutations as deviations from the statistical average. For example. a 

consensus sequence was derived from six of a "family" of repetitive DNA sequences. 

called R sequences, with an estimated 10-),000 of these distributed throughout the haploid 

mouse genome with possible functional roles: "The individual R sequences have an 

average divergence from the consensus sequence of 12.5%, which is largely due to point 

mutations and, arnong those, to transitions" (Gebhard et al. 1982, p. 453). "Tentative 

human consensus sequences" (THCs) are being compiled for gene transcripts by 

sequencing portions of cDNAs that are produced by reverse transcription from mRNA 

samples that originate in diverse individuals. THCs are contigs that are assernbled from 

ESTs to approach full-length transcnpts of expressed genes using a computer algorithm 

that ensures that oniy ESTs that meet "stringent overlap cnteria" are included (Adams et 

al. 1995, p. 7). Sometimes, considerations of function are explicit. A consensus sequence 

might identiQ positions where nacleotide substitutions can occur without loss of function 

(Zyskind et al. 1983). Or, an already-identified consensus sequence might be evaluated 

to see if it is the "optimal" sequence from a functional standpoint by determining what 

happens w hen individual base substitutions are made (Kozak 1986). 

Hence, iike "reference sequence," "wild-type" and "consensus sequence" are 

concepts of genetic nomiality that convey both statisticd and fbnctional notions of 

normality and often conflate these. 

2.3.2 Conceptions of Nondity in Nineteenth-Century Biology 

Although statistical, functional, and even typologicai notions of normaiity intenect and 

become conflated wiih one another in concepts of genetic normality such as  reference 

sequence. wild-type, and consensus sequence. the distinctions between these senses were 

central to developments in nineteenthsentury biology. It is Adolphe Quetelet, astronomer 



tumed "social physicist," who is credited with initiating the probabilistic revolution in the 

sciences by introducing the statistical method to the social sciences early in the nineteenth 

cenniry. in this, he was opposed by philosopher Auguste Comte who held that the social 

realm, no less than physics, astronomy, chernisay, and physiology, requires predictive 

laws based on observations - an impossibility if observations arise due to chance (Cohen 

1987). Similarly, Claude Bernard rejected the validity of statistical reasoning in 

physiology because he sought to establish physiology as a causai science for which an 

underiying determinism must be assurned (Coleman 1987). Francis Gd ton's efforts to 

introduce statistical thinking to biology were stimulated by Quetelet's use of the error Iaw 

to study human variation (Poner 1986, pp. 135ff). 

Bernard was vehemently opposed to the use of statistics in biology and medicine. 

As he wrote in An Introduction tu the Study of e e B m e n t a l  Medicine, "scientific law c m  

be based only on certainty, on absolute detemiinism, not on probability" (1957, p. 1 3 6 ) ~ ~  

Statistical methods yield "conjectural," and not "hue" or "sure," sciences (p. 139). 

Biological science exists only because "[a]bsolute determinism exists ... in every vital 

phenomenon" (p. 65). Bernard viewed organisms as "living machines": "a living 

organism is nothing but a wonderful machine endowed with the most marvellous 

properties and set going by means of the most cornplex and delicate mechanism" (p. 63). 

Experimental study analyzes the organism as one takes apart a machine in order to 

discover the conditions or "hidden springs" that are necessary for a givên phenomenon 

to occur. in the same way in which inanimate machines are fouad to function normally 

or to malfunction, organisms exist in either heaithy or diseased States: "in nature there 

can be only order and disorder, harmony or discord" (ibid.). The laws of mechanics apply 

to inanimate machines whether these are or are not working properly; similarly, whether 

organisms are healthy or diseased, their physiological processes are govemed by the same 

"vital" laws: "Since all these phenomena [physiological, pathological, and therapeutic] 

depend on laws pul iar  to living matter. they are identical in essence and Vary only with 

the various conditions in which phenomena appear" (p. 193). Altered conditions, 

' The original French version of Bernard's text was published in 1865 and fint translated into 
English in 1927. 



especialiy with respect to organisms' intemal environments, explain the manifestations of 

health and disease: "By normal activity of its organic units, life exhibits a state of heaith; 

by abnormal manifestation of the same units. diseases are characterized" (p. 65). Diseases 

occur where the normal regdatory mechanisms of the intemal environment have been 

disrupted and the harmonious interdependence of parts is Iost. Bernard also 

acknowledged that nonpathological physiological differences could &se in members of 

the same species and race due to differences in intemal environments; he referred to 

these as individual "predispositions" or "idiosyncracies." Statisticai averages, Bernard 

believed, served to obliterate these differences and to discourage their scientific (causal) 

explmation. 

In contrast to Bernard, Quetelet and Galton were concerned with properties of 

individuals only insofar as these individuals are conceived to be members of a population 

or race. It was as an astronomer that Quetelet was f i t  introduced to the theory of 

probability in the 1920s by Laplace who encouraged him to apply statistical methods to 

the study of society (Diamond 1969, p. viii). Quetelet began this analysis by tabulating 

averages of physical measures (for example, height or weight) or frequencies of social 

occurrences (for example. marriage or criminal behaviour) and determining their 

relationships to various parameters. Upon findiing these relationships to be stable from 

one year to another and one country to another, Quetelet becarne convinced that he had 

discovered "laws" that could sustain the study of "social physics" (Lécuyer 1987). Hence, 

from the beginning, Quetelet assurned an underlying detenninisrn. He believed that Iaws 

operate at the level of society that are analogous to those that govem the solar system 

although individuals, iike planets, rnay be disturbed in their movements by "perturbing 

forces" (Diamond 1969, p. viü). In his (1835) Sur L 'Homme, et le Développement de ses 

Facultés, Quetelet introduced his conception of "l 'homme moyen" or the "average man." 

In Sur L'Homme, Quetelet initially presents "l 'homme moyen" as a statistical abstraction 

- a pretend-individual who instantiates the properties of an entire population. This 

aliowed him to ignore the peculiarities of actual individuals and to focus on generalities 

that emerge when many individuais are studied: 

The social man ... ressmbles the centre of gravity in bodies: he is the centre 
around which oscillate the social elements - in fact, so to speak, he is a fictitious 



k ing ,  for whom every thing proceeds conformably to the medium results obtained 
for society in general. It is this being whom we must consider in establishing the 
ba i s  of social physics, throwing out of view pecdiar or anomaious cases. 
(Quetelet 1842, p. 8)' 

In this way, Quetelet's "l'homme moyen" is descnbed as a "statistical composite of the 

physical, moral, and intellectual traits of the entire society" (Daston 1987, p. 303) and as 

the fictive recipient of dispositions or numencal propensities (called "penchants" and 

"tendencies" by Quetelet) that cannot belong to actual individuds (Krüger 1987, p. 74). 

"L'homme moyen" could be no more than a mathematical abstraction insofar as it is based 

on properties that belong propedy to populations and not to individuais. 

However, even in 1835, Quetelet's "l'homme moyen" represented more than a 

descriptive device: when considered abstractïy, Quetelet believed his "average man" to 

exhibit sorne "remarkable properties" ( 1842, p. 96). "L 'homme moyen" represented, for 

Quetelet, not just a statisticai average but a type that is characteristic of a given race or 

nation, or humankind generally: "Every race has its peculiar constitution, which differs 

from this [human type] more or less, and which is determined by the influence of the 

climate, and the habits which characterize the average man of that particular country" (p. 

99). "L'homme moyen" also represented a standard of physical health for Quetelet: 

if the average man were completely detemiined, we might ... consider him as the 
type of perfection; and everything differing from his proportions or condition, 
would constitute defonnity and disease; everything found dissimilar, not only as 
regarded proportion and fonn, but as  exceeding the observed limits, would 
constitute a monstrosity. (ibid.) 

Quetelet recognized that physicians' reliance on such a standard would inevitably 

introduce error because "general laws refemng to masses are essentiaily imperfect when 

applied to individuals" (ibid.). However. he also believed such cornparisons would be 

helpfd in most cases and that physicians, who usually do not see their patients except 

when they are sick, have no other basis for making clinicai judgements. "L'homme 

moyen" served as a moral and intellectual, as well as physical, ideal - not absolutely, 

because huma.  nature progresses. but for a given tirne and place: "in the circumstances 

in which he is found, [the average man] should be considered as the type of al1 which is 

1842 is the date of the fust English translation of Quetelet's Sur L'Homme. 



beautiful - of al1 which is good" (p. 100). Quetelet explained genius in terms of the 

degree to which üterary, scientific, and artistic greats approximate "l'homme moyen" - 
"great men" are the "best representatives" of an age (p. 101). Quetelet recognized that 

his "average man" exists neither as a statistical abstraction nor as an ideal type: 

an individud who should comprise in himself (in his own person), at a given 
period, ai i  the qualities of the average man. would at the same time represent al1 
which is grand, beautiful. and excellent. But such an identity c m  scarcely be 
realised, and it is rarely granted to individual men to resemble this type of 
perfection, except in greater or less number of points. (p. 100) 

However, the "is" and "ought" had become entangled: individud peculiarities are not just 

statistically rare but deviations from an ideal physical, moral, and intellecnial racial type. 

It is argued that, after 1840. Quetelet began to focus less on a trait's mean value 

in a population and more on its distribution (Lécuyer 1987). ln 1843, he advanced the 

theory that al1 human traits are distributed according to the "law of accidental causes" 

(Diamond 1969. p. xi). Ian Hacking (1990) argues that, at this time. "l'homme moyen" 

was transformed from an abstract property of a population that expresses various 

statistical regularities to a real property that is produced by genuine causes - a natural 

kind, in other words. "L'homme moyen" became "l'homme type," ideal not as a statistical 

abstraction or "golden mean" but as nature's essential type. As each copy of a statue is 

imperfect, so to is "every real man ... an imperfect replicate" of "l'homme type" (Porter 

1986, pp. 106-108). This development in Quetelet's thought amounted to a reversa1 of 

the way in which astronomes construed the observational "law of errors." Astronomers 

understood the normal curve to refiect repeated measurements of a constant value (the 

position of a pla.net, for example) confounded by observationai errors. Quetelet atvibuted 

mean values to the operation of constant causes and deviations from the rnean to 

perturbations of constant causes by accidentai causes which compensate for one another 

in direction and degree over the long m. In other words, Quetelet lent an ontologicai 

interpretation to what had been an epistemological one (Sober 1980, p. 365): 

it was as if nature had aimed at au ideal value but only obtained somewhat 
disturbed results. The carrier of the ideai values could then be interpreted as the 
type nature had aimed at. In this case the man (or mean man) turned out to be 
"l'homme type." The distribution appeared as a law of nature that serves to 
preserve the species. (Krüger 1987, p. 75) 



hsofar as nature operates to preserve the mean and the distribution about the mean, 

hurnan variability is itself undersiood to be law-like and "naturai" although produced by 

"accidental causes" (Kniger 1987). In Quetelet's words: nature "confen an infinite 

variety to everything that breathes, without impairing its principles of preservation" (in 

m g e r ,  p. 76). That deviations fall within a regular pattern of distribution shows that 

they arise from interferences with natural laws but do not lie outside these laws (Porter 

1986, p. 100). With additional knowledge. it would be possible to explain each deviate 

value in terms of these "accidental" causes (ibid., p. 105). 

The error c w e  is arrived at in two different ways. The fmt route, the 

astronomes' "law of errors" taken by Quetelet, has already been noted. The second route 

is through the binomial distribution of values that is associated with repetitive coin tosses. 

On the binomial interpretation, population data are n o d l y  distributed because multiple 

interacting independent causes are responsible for the development of traits in individuais. 

This seems to be Galton's interpretation? Hacking (1990) argues that, with Galton. 

statistical laws becarne autonomous. By 'autonomous,' Hacking means that although the 

laws may, in principle, be reducible to underlying causes, such a reduction is unnecessary 

for them to be explanatory (pp. 18 1 - 182). What Hacking believes to be Galton's original 

contribution is his insight that the distribution of a trait in a population can be explained 

in t e m  of its distribution in the population in preceding generations without a 

concomitant (deterrninistic) need to appeal to underlying causes (p. 186). However. as 

Galton worked out these statistical laws, he was also formulating a mechanistic model of 

heredity that helped to explain the population-level parameterdo 

In his (1869) Hereditary Genius. Galton offered support for his cousin Charles 

Darwin's identification of hereditary particles called gemmules the previous y ear. 

Gemmules are transmitted from generation to generation; some of these will be "patent" 

and some of these will be "latent" in given individuais. Galton stressed that "the theory 

Hacking ( 1990) however argues that Quetelet interpreted his "discovery" that al1 human traits 
are normdly distributed in t e m s  of the binomial distribution, a movement resisted by Galton. 

'O Hacking does note that Galton's treatment of statisticai laws of heredity as autonomous does 
not mean that he "gave up his belief in some underlying detenninism, nor even that he gave up 
the model of petty independent influences" ( 1  990, pp. 185- 186). 



of Pangenesis bnngs dl the influences that bear on heredity into a form, that is 

appropriate for the grasp of mathematical analysis" (p. 373). Pangenesis makes sense of 

the "stability of types" and the transmission of variation from parents to offspring 

Individuality is understood as "a segregation of what already existed [in the "stock" of 

nature], under a new shape, and as a regular consequence of previous conditions" (p. 376). 

For Galton, gemmules, like balls in a un, account for the regularity of the normal 

distribution curve as they are inherited from one generation to the next: 

It remains that I should Say a very few words on the pnnciple of the law of 
deviation from an average, or. as it is commoniy called, the law of Errors of 
Observations, due to La Place. Every variable event depends on a number of 
variable causes. and each of these, owing to the very fact of its variability, 
depends upon other variables, and so on. ... Also, by the very fact of each of these 
causes k i n g  a variable event, it has a mean value, and, therefore, it is ... an even 
chance in any case. that the event should be greater or less than the mean. Now, 
it is asserted to be a matter of secondas, moment to busy ourselves in respect to 
these minute causes, further than as to the probability of their exceeding or falling 
short of their several mean values, and the chance of a larger or smaller number 
of them doing so, in any given case, resembles the chance, well known to 
calculators, of the results that would be met with when making a draw out of an 
um containing an equal number of black and white balls in enormous numbers. 
(p. 382) 

Galton later rejected elements of Darwin's theory of pangenesis. adopting a theory of 

"hard heredity" in which the genninal matenal is conflned to the reproductive organs 

(Porter 1986) and "transmitted unchanged from one generation to the next." (Bowler 1989, 

p. 64). He further elaborated his theory of hereditary transmission in 1873. Statistical 

sampling of gemmules happens twice. First, of the gemmules transmitted from parents 

to offspring, only a s m d  percentage become the genetic material or "stirp" that 

determines the development of the individual; the remaining gemmules remain latent. 

Second, only a percentage of the total gemmules - both active and latent - are passed 

from each parent to the offspring and the remainder perish (see Porter 1986, pp. 283-4). 

Various commentaton note that whereas Quetelet had focused mostly on mean 

vaiues, Galton was interested in the entire distribution of values. With Galton, variation 

within a population became r d  and legithate: "To most persons Variability implies 

something indefinite and capricious. They require to be taught that it. like Proteus in the 

old fable, can be seized, securely bound, and utiiized; that it can be defined and 



measured" (1907, p. 16). Variation was no longer. as it was for Quetelet, "error" or 

deviation from an optimal type. Since the constancy of the normal distribution of a trait 

in a population from one generation to the next is indicative of its hereditary basis, there 

is a sense in which the entire beU-shaped distribution of values is "normal." Galton did, 

however, believe that means define specific types of individuals - such as criminal or 

consumptive types - as well as racial types (Porter 1986, pp. 139-140). For example, 

he held that "the average abiiity of the Athenian race is, on the lowest possible estimate, 

very nearly two grades higher than our own - that is, about as miich as Our [Anglo- 

Saxon] race is above that of the African negro" (1869. p. 342). "Ideal rnean types." in 

this way, characterize families and races and denote their relative worth: 

The processes concemed in simple descent are those of Family Variability and 
Reversion .... By farnily variability is meant the departure of the children of the 
same or similarly descended farnilies from the ideai mean rype of ail of them. 
Reversion is the tendency of that ideal mean type to depan from the parental type, 
"reverting" towards what may be roughly and perhaps fairly descnbed as the 
average ancestral type. (1 877, p. 5 13) 

"Ideal mean types" do not represent, though, as they did for Quetelet, ideal values from 

which memben of the charactenzed population deviate. Whereas Quetelet had focused 

on how social forces might be manipulated in order to decrease deviatiùn about the mean, 

Galton was interested in the "exceptionai man" and how heredity might be manipulated 

to increase the relative frequencies with which "exceptionai" traits such as high 

intelligence would appear in the population." In Hereditary Genius, Galton adopted 

Quetelet's use of the error law specifically to demonstrate how the rarity of exceptionally 

talented individuals and the prevalence of mediocre individuals is to be expected (Porter 

1986, p. 142). 

This bnef excursion into the nineteenth century demonstrates that statistical, 

functional, and typological notions of normality are conceptually and historically quite 

distinct from one another. Bernard's view of the organism as "living machine" attributes 

to it goals that it either manages or fails to accomplish. Although machines continue to 

" It should be noted that. in 1848. Quecelet M e r  disthguished between "stationary" 
(physical) and "progressive" (mental) qudities in order to recognize that above average intellect. 
for example, ought not be regarded as a defect (Diamond 1969, p. xii). 



work when a functionally equivaient part is substituted for another, if they are well- 

designed. most substitutions of parts will be damaging. Hence. on Bernard's strictly 

detednistic conception of nomality as proper functioning at the Ievel of individuals, 

variation is invariably, at l e m  potentidIy, harmful deviation. We will see in Chapter 

Four that functionai notions of normaiity continue to dominate laboratory sciences such 

as physiology and molecular genetics which aim to discover the universal laws and causai 

mechanisms that govem the behaviours of individuai organisms and their component 

P m *  
Statisticd notions of normality concem the distributions of traits in populations 

and not their presence or absence in individuais. If the normal distribution of values is 

given a wholiy statistical interpretation. it is possible to treat the entire bell-shaped curve 

itself as normal. Although values that lie close to the tails of the distribution occur far 

less often than values that lie close to the mean, they are abnormal only in that they are 

infiequent; they are not deviations from anything other than a statistical norm. This 

represents the trend that was initiated but not completed by Galton. With contributions 

between 1902 and 1918 fiom G. Udney Yule. H. Nilsson-Ehle. Edward M. East, and R. 

A. Fisher, it was finally recognized that the approaches of the biometricians (Galton and 

his successors) and the Mendelians were compatible.'* Continuously varying traits in 

a population can be explained in texms of multiple Mendelian factors segregating in a 

population. This is how quantitative geneticists understand continuous variation today, 

with nongenetic factors recognized to contribute to the distribution as well. Variation is 

simply difference. There is no a priori expectation that unlikely or unusual values require 

explanation. In a sense, they are "certain" to occur just as, given an adequate number of 

trials in which a coin is tossed ten times, there is "certain" to be an occasion upon which 

aii ten tosses corne out as heads. On the statistical view, the definition of normai and 

abnormal based on numbers of standard deviations from the mean is recognized to be 

purely arbitrary and of no necessary functional significance. 

On Bernard's functionai conception of biological normality, vimiaiIy al1 variation 

between individuals is deviation. Given a purely statistical interpretation of the normal 

'* See Provine (1971) for a complete history of this period. 



distribution of traits. for which Galton's thought was transitional, variation in a population 

is simply difference. Quetelet's approach falls midway: variation is harmfùl deviation, 

but deviation that is expected because deterministic forces operate at the level of the 

population, not the individuai. Once the normal distribution curve is interpreted in 

entirely probabilistic tenns, the illegitimacy of Quetelet's concepts of "1 'homme moyen" 

and "l'homme type" is M y  appreciated. Yet. these concepts were criticized even in 

Quetelet's tirne. Cournot objected to the statistical conception of "l'homme moyen" on 

the grounds that the mean values of ai i  traits would be incompatible if combined (Lécuyer 

1987). Similady, it was argued that "l'homme moyen" is a "mathematical fiction" from 

which it is impossible to infer anything about the properties of actual individuals (Porter 

1987). Bertillon argued that "l'homme moyen" would represent mediocrity, a "type de 12 

vulgarzlé," and not a moral or inteilectual ideal (Lécuyer 1987, p. 330). Associated with 

the rejection of Quetelet's views in Germany was a challenge that Theodore M. Porter 

(1987) portrays as centering on the question of ontological priority. Quetelet's German 

cntics argued that variation ought not to be considered as "mere error." It is because 

society is composed of heterogeneous individuais that statistics are necessary in social 

science. Where these heterogeneous individrials are similar, regularities emerge at the 

higher level. This runs counter to Quetelet's assumption that individuals are alike because 

they are acted on by constant social forces and kffer only by accident. Despite these 

long-standing critiques of Quetelet's concept of "Z'homme moyen." we find in molecular 

biology's recent concept of consensus sequence a similar notion of a statistical average 

that is in some way authoritative for the population. 

From the mtDNA case snidy, it is clear that when the complete nucleotide sequence of 

"the" human genome is obtained early next cenhuy, researchers in different fields of 

biology will make use of the available reference sequence in various ways. Its 

representationai meaning will be neither univocal nor futed. Meaning will accrue to the 



reference sequence as it is used, according to the ways in which it is used. Cenainly, 

evidence is suong that the reference sequence. likely with revisions over time, will serve 

as a normative standard. Insofar as functional and statistical notions of normality intersect 

in concepts of genetic normaiity such as wild-type and consensus sequence, the reference 

sequence is likely to be considered nomai in multiple ways as well. Slippage from 

descriptive to evaiuative senses - from what is usual, to what works, to what is desirable 

- ail too easily occurs: an arbitrary sequence becomes the essential sequence; variation 

is viewed as deviation, not simply as difference; mutations are understood not as changes 

but as structural damage. 

Part of the conhision may lie in the fact that words like 'normal, 'representative,' 

'standard,' and 'reference' are "waffle words" in everyday language as well as in biology. 

These terms are similar in that they are used, often synonymously, both to descnbe and 

to evaluate. However, the intersection and conflation of descriptive and normative notions 

of genetic nomality, genetic variation, and genetic mutation cannot, for the most part, be 

attributed to ignorance or semantic confusion. As we wiIi see in Chapters Three and 

Four, the reasons that the "is" and the "ought" intenect in human molecular genetics are 

basic to the concepnial foundations of the discipline itself. It would therefore be 

unreasonable to assert that the conflation of the "is" and the "ought" lies with the failure 

of biologists to be cognizant of the concepnial and historical discontinuities between 

statistical, functionai. and typological notions of nomality that date to the nineteenth 

century. Nor can it be mled by decree that oniy statistical n o m  are scientifically 

objective or that only functional n o m  are biologically meaningful. This would centre 

on extrascientific concems about what counts as science and what ccunts as biology's 

proper object of study. Rather than any attempt to sweep away blindly the conceptual 

cobwebs in which biological understandings of human genetic variation are entangled, the 

necessary foray is one that traces dong the fibres of these webs to try to discover the 

sources of their entanglements. 

This path leads to the evolutionary and clinicai contexts of research in human 

molecular genetics. Chapters Three and Four focus on whether genetic variation is to be 

understood as value-neutrai statisticai difference. deviation from a biological (functionai) 

nom, or deviance from nonbiological aesthetic, mord, social, or culturai noms. As 



Dobzhansky's widelyquoted saying attests: "Nothing in biology makes sense except in 

the light of  evolution" (1973). Evolutionary theory legitimizes the confiation of what is 

usual with what works because it assumes that what is usual has worked in the past and 

was therefore favoured by naturd selection. Chapter Three, "The Evolutionary Context: 

1s Genetic Variation Difference or Deviation?," by situating the concept of a DNA 

reference sequence within a dynarnic evolutionary context, recognizes its contingency as 

a nom. Chapter Four, "The Clinical Context: 1s Genetic Variation Deviation or 

Deviance?," situates the concept of a DNA reference sequence within its clinical and 

cultural contexts. uisofar as clinicai judgements of health and disease incorporate 

nonbiological aesthetic, moral, social, and cultural values, any genetic standard of normal 

functioning and health that follows from such judgements is not just evolutionarily but 

aiso culturally contingent. 



Chapter Three 

The Evolutionary Context: 1s Genetic Variation Difference or Deviation? 

The essential quaiity of Iife is living; the essential qudity of living is change; change is evolurion: 
and we are part of i~ (Wyndham 1958, p. 196) 

a mature physicist, acquainting hirnself for the first time with the problems of bioIogy, is puzzled 
by the circurnstance that there are no 'absolute phenomena' in biology. Everything is time-bound 
and space-bound. The animal or plant or micro-organism he is working with is but a link in an 
evolutionary chah of changing foms. none of which has any permanent vaiidity. (Delbrück in 
Mayr 1961, p. 1502) 

To the extent that living beings diverge from the specific type, are they abnormai in that they 
endanger the specific f o m  or are they inventors on the road to new forms? One looks at a living 
k i n g  having some new characteristic with a different eye depending on whether one is a fixist 
vU,isre] or a transformis~ (Canguilhem 1989, p. 141) 

But Iife is change, that is how it differs from the rocks, change is its very nature. Who, then, were 
the recent tords of creation, that a e y  should expect to remain unchanged? (Wyndharn 1958, p. 
182) 

In Chapter Two, we saw that it is possible to distuiguish several logically distinct notions 

of normality: what is fiequent, original. functional, or ideal. These different senses of 

'normal' are often confiated, in bioiogy as well as in everyday parlance. This was 

illustrated in the 1 s t  chapter's look at snidies which compare sampled mitochondrial DNA 

(mtDNA) sequences to the human mtDNA reference sequence. However. in biology. this 

only sometimes amounts to semantic confusion. The phenotypes encountered most 

frequently tend to be those that have k e n  most successful in evolution through naniral 

selection. And if an organisrn is well-adapted to its environment, random departures from 

this state are unlikely to represent improvements to function. What is frequent and what 

is "original" are, for the rnost part, what functions optimaiiy. Adaptive evolution. through 

natural selection among available variants. often provides the justification for what in 

nonbiotic universes of discourse might constitute poorly chosen language. This chapter 

places the Human Genome Roject's goal to estabLish a human DNA reference sequence 

in its evolutionary context - specifically. within the context of two important 



controveaies in twentieth-cenniry evolutionary genetics: the classical-balance and 

neutralist-selectionist debates. 

Despite the fact that adaptive evolution justifies the intersection of several possible 

senses of 'genetic normality.' evolutionary biologists and philosophen of an evolutionary 

bent have been critical of the HGP's aim to obtain the complete sequence of "the human 

genome." The irnplicit assumption that there exists some ideal "species-type" genome 

instantiated, if imperfectiy, by particuiar individuais is a throwback, they Say, to pre- 

Danuinian, Platonic, essentialist, and typological thinking. This thinking sees mutations 

as abnormai changes in genetic structure and not simply as changes. Such changes are 

abnomal, not only in that they are rare, but because they represent "errors" in the genetic 

code or "damage" to the proper genetic structure. Hence. the genetic variation within a 

species or subpopulation. the ultimate source of which is mutation. is not simply 

difference, but deviation from some adaptive nom. What this forgets, Camille Limoges 

writes, is that "[glenetic variation is the source of evolution .... it is genetic 'erron' that 

made us as a biological species" (1994, p. 124). David Hu& in a similar vein, argues that 

typological thinking ignores the fact that " [tlhe essence of a species is to have no essence" 

(1994, p. 215). That the HGP's composite genome h a  k e n  narned "Linnaeus" after the 

18th century systematist who believed untii dose  to the end of his life in the immutability 

and divine creation of species does littie to deflect such criticism (ibid.). 

Although the HGP's mandate is unabashedly molecular. James Griesemer ( 1994) 

stresses the need to resolve these interdisciplinary theoretical differences; after dl,  

molecular and evolutionary geneticists deai with the same organismslgenomes/alleles and 

have interdependent explanatory frameworks. In this chapter, 1 take a different tack. 1 

argue that the apparent gap between the molecular and evolutionary approaches can best 

be understood in terms of molecular biology's assumption of a particular set of 

evolutionary beliefs, rather than its ignoring of evolutionary considerations altogether. 

For example, it makes perfect sense to speak of aileles or genomes as "nomal" or 

"deviate" and to underscore the hannfulness of mutations or "genetic load" if one believes 

that adaptation, not chance, is the predominant mechanism of evolutionary change and 

that natural selection acts primariiy to eliminate. rather that to preserve, variation within 

populations. Bets are off. however, once these assumptions are contested. And contested 



they are. 1 agree with Griesemer that it is desirable to aim to achieve theoretical 

consistency within biology. However, it is misleading to oppose evolutionary and 

rnolecular genetics, as Griesemer, Hull, Limoges and othen do. as if evolutionary genetics 

is itxlf monolithic and in possession of a unified theoretical structure. 

Ever since R. A. Fisher, J. B. S. Haldane, and Sewail Wright laid the foundations 

for the discipline early this century, theoretical population geneticists have failed to 

achieve a consensus on some key conceptual issues. Three important debates 

characterize, and have shaped the course of, twentieth-century developments in 

evolutionary genetics. These are the drift-selection debate associated with Wright and 

Fisher, the classical-balance debate between H. 1. Muller and Theodosius Dobzhansky. 

and the still-ongoing neutralist-selectionist debate. In this chapter, 1 focus on the latter 

two of these three controversies, and refer to the drift-selectionist debate only to clarify 

its historical and conceptual continuities with the others. The chapter is divided into three 

sections. First, 1 visit the classicai-balance debate which centred on many of the same 

issues implicated in today's evolutionary criticisms of the HGP: 1s there a "normal" 

genome? Are mutations "bad"? 1s variation deviation? Second, I look at the current 

neutralist-selectionist debate and examine its conceptual continuities with ifs classicai- 

balance predecessor. 1 focus on issues that remain unresolved in our understandings of 

evolutionary meanings of intras pecific gene tic variation. Third, 1 summarize the 

evolutionary beliefs that an consistent with the HGP's approach to genetic variation and 

consider reasons that might account for molecular genetics' subscription to such beliefs. 

1 evaluate evolutionary cnticisms of the HGP's goals to map and to sequence "the" human 

genome as a throwback to pre-Darwinian, Platonic, essentialist, and typological thinking 

in view of Dobzhansky's similar criticisms of Muller. 

3.1 The Classical-Balance Debate 

The rather acrirnonious Muller-Dobzhansky debate was initiated by Muiier' s 1 949 

presidenûai address to the American Society of Human Genetics entitled "Our 



Mutations"' and penisted until his death in 1967. The labels "classical" and "balance" 

follow Dobzhansky's charactenzation of the two opposing positions in his Cold Spring 

Harbor address of 1955.' My interest in retuming to the scene of this controveny lies 

in the similuity of Muller's conceptions of a "normal" genome, and the harm posed by 

mutation and genetic variation. to those of today's molecula. biologists. Reminiscent of 

Hull's and Limoges' cnticisms of the HGP, Dobzhansky had accused Muller of pre- 

Daminian, Platonic, essentialist, and typological thinking. 1 begin this section by 

providing an outline of the tems of the classicai-balance debate. 1 then examine more 

specifically Muller's and Dobzhansky's differing views on "genetic normality," the 

harmful effects of mutations, and the adaptive value of intraspecific variation. 

3.1.1 The Tenns of the Debate 

From the outset, it is important to recognize that Muller and Dobzhansky shared a 

common theoretical framework in that both were committed neo-Darwinists. As neo- 

Darwinists, they held evolution to be a slow, graduai process, the result of the action of 

naturai selection on the variation in quantitative traits that is furnished by randomly 

occurring mutations and, in sexuaily reproducing species. recombination. Like other 

geneticists of their time, they ignored the possibility that genetic mutation couid occur 

without any impact on phenotype. They believed that phenotypic variation, even where 

it appears to be of no adaptive significance, is unlikely to be neutral with respect to 

selection. Although both supported a role for drift in detemiining the genetic composition 

of small isolated populations, on balance, Mulier, and Dobzhansiq by this time, were 

proponents of strongly adaptationist views of evolution.' Organisms evolve as a result 

of the incorporation by their genomes of the very infrequent mutations 

beneficial, most often "under rare conditions or in rare combinations 

' Subsequentiy published as Muller ( l95Ob). 

' Subsequentiy published as Dobzhansb (1 955a). 

Although Dobzhansky înitiaily favoured a predominant role for random drift 

that prove 

with other 

in evolution 
(and, indeed, popularized Wright's shifting balance theory), he played a major role in what Gould 
(1983) refers to as the "hardening of the evolutionary synthesis" and came to attribute increased 
relative importance to adaptation. 



mutations" (Muller 1950a, p. 174) as rnight happen in the event of environmental change. 

Aithough Muller and Dobzhansky were both adaptationists, they emphasized different 

dynamics of selection. It must be suessed that their disagreements centred on the relative 

weight that each was prepared to attach to a particular mode of selection, and not whether 

the mode is at al1 operative? Holding adaptive evolution to be the result of the 

incorporation of very infrequently occumng beneficial mutations into the genome of a 

species especidy should the environment change, Muller and Dobzhansky agreed that 

positive or directional selection is "the most important agency in bringing about long-term 

evolutionary changes" (Dobzhansky 1962, p. 156). Where they disagreed was over the 

relative importance of the more prevalent nondirectional fomis of selection. 

Muller believed that naturai selection is predorninantly negative or "puriQing" and 

acts to preserve the adaptive norm by eliminating genetic variation in a population. This 

type of selection is referred to by 1. 1. Schmalhausen (1949) as "stabilizing" (as opposed 

to "dynarnic") and by C. H. Waddington (1957) as "normalizing." Muller defends this 

view especially in his 1950 article, "Evidence of the Precision of Genetic ~daptation,"~ 

where he argues that organismal traits are well-adapted for their circumstances not only 

in type, but in degree. That almost complete saturation of normal alleles and dosage 

compensation for sex-linked traits in Drosophila have evolved shows that even very small 

phenotypic d e p ~ r e s  from the norm that are imperceptible to us must detract from the 

organism's f i tne~s .~  Naniral selection gradually "whittles" away at these slight, but 

evidendy disadvantageous differences, to maintain the trait at its optimal value. As a 

- 

4 Beatty (1987) notes that this is a feature that characterizes most disputes in biology: What 
is contentious "is not whether nature aLwuys follows this course or that, but rather the relative 
imporïance of the various courses that nature followsn (p. 293). 

The lecture, as part of the Harvey Lecture Series, was delivered on February 19. 1948. 

Normal alleles are observed to operate at close to full saturation in that in most cases normal 
genes are dominant to their mutants and there is Iittle difference between the homozygote with 
two normal alleles and the heterozygote with only one. Muller surmised that this functions to 
protect the n o d  characteristic from variability due to differences in environmentai and genetic 
backgrounds. This goes a long way to compensate the male for having only one copy of any 
allele camed on the X-chromosome, and yet a system of dosage compensation that permits sex- 
linked traîts to be expressed to a sirnilar degree in both male and female has also evolved, 
demonstrating once again, the adaptive significance of even "subliminal" differences. 



result. stabilizing selection maintains structures that would othenvise degenerate due to 

"mutation pressure": "nanual selection [is] a process which not only leads, sometimes, 

to further adaptations but which is everywnere actively at work in maintaining al1 rhings 

biological that merely continue in existence" (1973a, p. 190). 

Dobzhansky agreed that stabilizing selection is an important negative evolutionary 

force that protects the adaptive n o m  by eliminating poorly adapted mutants. However, 

unlike Muller, he considered baiancing selection to be the more important evolutionary 

force, at least for sexual outbreeding organisms. Whereas "puriQing" or stabilizing 

selection operates to eliminate genetic variation in populations. baiancing selection creates 

stable polymorphisrns that guarantee its maintenance. Balancing selection is of two types: 

heterotic and nonheterotic. Dobzhansky tended to emphasize heterosis but adrnitted that 
Y 

the relative proportions of each form of balancing selection remained an open question. 

Heterotic balancing selection operates where the fitness of heterozygotes is superior to 

that of homozygotes for any of the relevant alleles. Such loci are referred to as 

overdominant. A familiar example in humans is the superior fitness of carriers of the 

d e l e  for sickle-cell anemia in malaria1 environrnents. Dobzhansky interpreted 

experimental data from Drosophila to show that the superior fitness of heterozygotes lies 

in their "versatility." or ability to "live well in a wider variety of environrnents." The 

"normal" homozygote dernonstrates superior fitness only within a narrow range of 

environments. Frequency-dependent selection is one form of non-heterotic balancing 

selection: an example is the selection of mimetic polymorphisms in butterflies. 

Nonheterotic balanced polymorphisrns c m  also be generated by the fluctuating selection 

coefficients associated with seasonal changes or diverse habitats; Dobzhansky referred 

to this as "divenfiing" selection (1962, p. 288). 

Mulier accepted that balancing selection maintains polymorphisrns at a smail 

number of loci. In humans. he held short-sightedness to be an example of a stable 

frequency-dependent polymorphism like mimesis (1950a' p. 220).' He agreed that 

heterosis explains the high fiequency of deles for sickle-ce11 anernia in Africa. However, 

7 Muller's rationale was that short-sightedness would have been rnaintained in primitive 
societies for its advantage in the performance of fine work by some of their members. 
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believing these to be exceptional cases. he contended that Dobzhansky's experiments in 

Drosophiia had failed to control adequately for ordinary heterosis, that is, the concealing 

of deleterious recessives in the heterozygote. Muller understood overdorninance to be a 

stop-gap evolutionary mesure in the face of recent environmental change or unusual local 

conditions and believed that, over the long terni, aileles that confer supenor fitness only 

in heterozygotes would be replaced by those that exert similar effects in homozygotes: 

"this pnce [heterosis] is sometimes worth paying, when it gives us quickly what is much 

needed, and thus helps to tide the stock over until the gene in question can be "buffered," 

or until a more reliable one can be substituted" (1950b. p. 168). Dobzhansky conceded 

that, all things k i n g  equal, it is indeed advantageous for populations to contain alleles 

that confer maximal benefits to homozygotes, not heterozygotes. However, since al1 

things are seldom equal, and, in panicular, the constancy of environments cannot be 

assumed, it is advantageous for populations to be genetically heterogeneous and able to 

adapt to a wide range of environments. 

3.1.2 Classical and Balance Conceptions of Genetic Mutation 

Muller and Dobzhanskmy agreed that the vast majority of mutations - more than 99 

percent according to Muller (L973c, p. 76) - that aise will be harmfil to their bearers 

and eliminated through "negative" or "purifying" selection. Neither Muller nor 

Dobzhansky were bothered by what Muller referred to as "the seeming contradiction" that 

mutations furnish the "building blocks" of evolution and yet are harrnfid in the 

ovenvhelrning majority of cases (ibid.). It is to be expected that most mutations would 

be h a d l  because organisrns, as products of miliions of generations of natural selection, 

are usually optimally adapted to their environments. "Random changes in any complex 

mechanism. such as a watch or an automobile. are more likely to injure than to improve 

it" (Dobzhansky 1955b, p. 107). Muller and Dobzhansky also agreed that beneficial 

mutations are exceedingly rare: "Consistently useful mutants are like needles in a 

haystack of harmful ones," wrote Dobzhansky (1962, p. 139). Muller estimated the 

occurrence rate of such mutations to be less than one in 10,000; he considered the one 

in 1 0  figure he used to calculate genetic load to be "very conservative" (1973b. p. 2 1 1). 

AIthough adaptive evolution depends on the occurrence of these exceedingly rare 



beneficial mutations, this process is facilitated by changes in the environment because. 

once organisms are no longer optimally adapted for their environment, there is increased 

chance that a new mutation might prove beneficial. Over miilennia, just as "watches and 

automobiles are changed for the bener, step by step" (Dobzhanslq 1955b, p. 107) with 

time, so too do organisms evolve. Dobzhansky, at Ieast after the early 1940s, was 

scepticai that mutations could be neutrai. Any change to the genetic structure was Iikely 

to have phenotypic effects and any phenotypic variation was likely to have effects on 

fimess. Muller, even arch-adaptationist that he was, allowed that mutations "of virtual 

indifference for survivai" might arise, aibeit at a very low frequency. Despite their low 

rate of occurrence. these could account for much of the "superficial genetic 

polymorphism" in human populations because, invulnerable to selection pressure, they 

accumulate over many generations ( 1950b. p. 142).' 

Although Dobzhansky and Muller agreed that mutations are hannful in the v a t  

majority of cases and only very rarely beneficial, Dobzhansky believed that Muller was 

wrong to consider mutation to be an "evil" that is necessary for the possibility of future 

evolutioa in a species. Due to the ubiquity of heterotic selection, Dobzhansky argued that 

mutation promotes the present fitness of a population: 

According to the balance hypothesis, the role played by mutation in the life of 
Mendelian populations appears in a new light. ln order to preserve a high degree 
of fitness a population must contain a variety of deles  of many genes. This is 
m e  not only because mutation supplies the raw materials from which evolutionary 
changes can be compounded by naturd selection. The role of mutation is 
important for present as well as hiture fitness. It is needed to maintain the species 
as it is today. If the fitness of a species depends to any appreciable extent on the 
presence of heterotic gene aileles ... there must be a source of supply of new alleles 
to replace those that becorne lost by chance or othewise from the gene pool. 
Mutation is, then, not only the pnce for evolutionary plasticity; it is also the tax 
levied in order to preserve the status quo. (Wallace and Dobzhanse 1959, p. 
165) 

Associated with this specific disagreement over the relative importance of heterosis, 

Muller and Dobzhansky differed in their general willingness to label individual alleles as 

' This mention of neutrai mutation and "superficial genetic polymorphism" is very rare in 
Muller's writings which ovenvhelmingly emphasize the deleterious effects of even slight 
departures fiom the norm. 



harmful, neutral, or beneficial across the board, that is, regardless of context. ~Muller 

stressed additive gene effects and the ubiquity of partial domuiance (incomplete 

recessiveness): "Most mutant genes have a certain degree of dorninance, usually enough 

to be 'effective"' (1950b, p. 173)? This makes it (approximately) twice as good or bad 

to have two copies of a gene than to have just one. For example, where two alleies are 

segregating at a locus, heterozygote fitness fails midway between the fitnesses of the two 

homozygotes. Although a particular genetic or environmental background may induce a 

strengthening or weakening of a gene's effects, its polarity remains constant. A "good" 

d e l e  is always "good" and a "bad" aiiele is always "bad." 

In contrast, with his emphasis on the prevalence of heterotic loci, as well as the 

significance of gene-gene and gene-environment interactions, Dobzhansky emphasized 

context. He considered gene effects to be nonadditive and the adaptive values of 

individual aileles always to be context-dependent. Dobzhansky ' s phrase "consistently 

usef'ul mutations" is key to the source of his disagreement with Muller conceming the 

harmhilness of mutations. The "needle in the haystack" mutation that is advantageous in 

ai i  genotypic and environmental backgrounds will be positively selected and becorne fixed 

in the population. Less infrequently, Dobzhansky believed, a mutation will be 

advantageous given some genotypic and environmental backgrounds and disadvantageous 

given others. Compouent parts of a system have properties ody  in vimie of the positions 

they occupy in the system. It is the "total constellation of genes" - at the same locus. 

in the rest of the genorne, and across the population - that deterrnines the adaptive value 

of any single allele. An allele never has value in itselE "every gene is potentially 

heterotic and potentidy deleterious" (Wallace and Dobzhansky 1959. p. 164): 

we will not be justified in assuming (without sufficient evidence) that a mutant 
which is harmful or heterotic in certain combinations of genes will behave 
similarly in ail genetic constitutions it encounten; some genes are known to 
interact favorably with some but unfavorably with other genes. (ibid., p. 162) 

9 To argue for the prevalence of partial dominance, Muller appeaied to the phenomenon of 

dosage compensation. In the presence of complete dominance, there would have been no stimulus 
for the evolution of a system that compensates for the different dosages of sex-linked genes 
received by mides and fernales: one dose would have been good enough for d e s  (1950b, p. 
129). Less detrimental mutants are even more likely than lethals to be partially dominant because 
they confer less impenis for complete dorninance in the normal d e l e  to evolve. 
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In a population that is genetically very heterogeneous, the "combining ability" or "co- 

adaptability" of an allele begins «> matter more: "A genetic good mixer becomes superior 

to a genetic mgged individualist" (Dobzhansky 1955a. p. 3). 

3.1.3 Classical and Balance Conceptions of Genetic Variation 

Mutation is the ultimate source of genetic variation in a population, although, in sexually 

reproducing diploid species. new combinations of alleles arise through recombination. 

Not surprisingly, Muller and Dobzhansky viewed the adaptive significance of genetic 

variation in a population or species differently with respect both to the present and to the 

future. Muller's "classical" hypothesis on the genetic structure of populations predicts 

that, in a population under selection pressure, diploid genomes will be homozygous for 

the "normal" or "wild type" allele at almost ali loci and the weii-adapted population will 

therefore be genetically hornogeneous. With ubiquitous partial dominance, naturd 

selection is not only precise, but effective and rapid. At equilibrium, dominant deleterious 

aileles are eliminated from the population at twice the rate as recessives, yielding 

significantly Iess variation due to recurrent mutation, or mutational load, than would be 

the case if most deletenous mutants were completely recessive. We have see that. for 

Muller. even small degrees of variance in continuous traits have an impact on fitness. 

Mulier believed the disadvantage conferred to be "roughly proportional" to the extent to 

which the trait deviates in an individuai from the population mean: "there is no actuai 

threshold amount of difference which suddenly emerges as disadvantageous" (1950a, p. 

198). Hence, v h a l l y  ail genetic variation in a population represents a "load" for the 

species. Fortunately. since at genetic equilibrium deleterious mutations are eliminated by 

natural selection at the same rate as that at which they occur, the "genetic load" placed 

on the species or population by recurrent mutation is maintained at a constant, tolerable 

leve~!~ 

Dobzhansky's "balance" hypothesis on the genetic structure of populations predicts 

that, in a population under selection 

heterozygous at most of its loci and 

pressure, the typical diploid genome will be 

a weU-adapted population wili be genetically 

'O The genetic load principle originated with J. B. S. Haidane in a 1937 paper. 



heterogeneous. Dobzhansky held that the supenor fitness of individual heterozygotes 

reflects their abilities to adjust to a wider range of environmenu than homozygotes. He 

believed that his Drosophila research had dernonstrated that heterozygotes exhibit better 

homeostatic regulation of development under variable environmental conditions than flies 

homozygous for "wild type" aileles. Since no single geootype, heterozygous or 

homozygous, is advantageous in al1 environments that a population encounters, fit 

populations will include a variety of genotypes (1955a. p. 10). In his emphasis on the 

adaptive benefits of heterozygosity for individuals and populations alike, Dobzhansky was 

influenced by 1. Michael Lemer's (1954) Genetic Homeostaris." Lemer considered 

homeostasis to be a property of both individual organisms (developmental homeostasis) 

and Mendelian populations (genetic homeostasis). Lerner defmed genetic homeostasis as 

"the property of the population to equilibrate its genetic composition and to resist sudden 

changes" (p. 2). He believed heterozygosity to be responsible for the homeostatic 

properties exhibited by both individuals and populations. Heterozygosity offers 

individuals "superior buffenng capabilities" (p. 6). The "buffering" of individuals results 

in the "buffering" of populations: "This property of populations emerges h m  stabilizing 

[baiancing] selection operating on individuals" (pp. 1 18- 1 19). 

Lemer argued that heterozygosity fosters the "successful existence" of Mendelian 

populations in two ways (p. 1 18). First, in the short term, under usual environmentai 

conditions, heterozygosity ensures the stability of populations because "it permits a large 

proportion of individuals to exhibit combinations of phenotypic properties near the 

optimum" (p. 108). Second, in the long term, should environmental conditions change, 

heterozygosity provides populations with plasticity because the genetic variability that 

underlies phenotypic unifodty functions as "genetic reserves." Dobzhanslq agreed with 

Lemer on both counts. Since mutations occur randornly with respect to their adaptive 

value. Dobzhansky considered it advantageous "for the species to possess at al1 rimes a 

Lewontin (1987) argues that Dobzhansky was influenced by Lemer in changing his position 
regarding heterosis from a view that considered it Co be a relatively uncornmon phenomenon 
associated with the chromosomal inversions that he had observed in natural populations of 
Drosophila pseudoobscura to a view that embraced it as a phenomenon ubiquitous in nature (p. 
345). 



store of concealed, potential variability" in order to accommodate future environmentai 

changes (in Beatty 1987, p. 282). An d e l e  neutrai or hamiful under present 

circumstances may well prove adaptive should circumstances change: 

This store will presumably contain variants which under no conditions will be 
useful, other variants which rnight be useful under a set of circumstances which 
may never be realized in practice, and still other variants which were neutral or 
harmful at the tirne when they were produced but which will prove useful later on. 
(ibid.) 

Muller's opinion seerns to have been that, despite the randomness with which mutations 

occur, the natural mutation rate is adequateiy high to sustain future evolution and that 

maintaining stores of deletenous mutations as "the price for evolutionary plasticity" levies 

too high a cost to the fitnesses of present populations. Muller admitteci that, in the event 

of sudden environmental change, "genetic reserves" might "act as a damper to prevent a 

merely temporary selection frorn altering the population too hastily and so doing long- 

term damage greater than the short-term good" (1973a. p. 194). This is consistent with 

his belief in absolute fitness values for individual alleles: an allele once deletenous could 

never prove advantageous except in the short tem. 

These disagreements between Mulier and Dobzhansky over the adaptive value of 

intraspecific genetic variation, the hannfulness of mutations, and the relative importance 

of partial dominance versus overdominance and "purifying" venus "baiancing" selection 

are manifested in the "genetic ioad" controversy. Muller was exuemely concerned about 

the threats to the "health" of the gene pool posed by the mutagenic effects of exposure 

to radiation as weil as the long standing effects of civilization - improvements in 

medical c m  and sanitation, for example. At genetic equilibnum, deletenous mutations 

are eliminated fiom the population at the same rate as that at which they occur and 

remain, therefore, at a constant level. When natural selection is relaxed, or the mutation 

rate increases, equilibrium is upset and an excess of deleterious afleles accumuIates in the 

gene pool. Muller estimated that "the average individual is probably heterozygous for at 

least 8 genes. and possibly for scores, each of which produces a signifiant but usually 

slight detrimentai effect on him" (1950b, p. 170) "adding up tu at least a 20% natural 

disadvantage" (ibid., p. 144). The effects of these partidiy dominant mutations are 

withstood only because, having evolved in primitive conditions, the gexm plasm is on the 



whole quite hardy and where it is deficient it can be propped up by modem technologicai 

and medical ad van ce^.'^ Muller stressed that one day the debt must be repaid and 

equilibrium restored. Maintaining faith that medical and technologid progress will keep 

sufficient Pace to accommodate an ever-increasing accumulation of mutations is like 

believing in the possibility of "push[ing] back the flowing waters of a river with one's 

bare hands" (ibid., p. 146). He painted an extremely grim picture of what lies ahead if 

society does not take action by lirniting exposure to radiation and replacing natural with 

artificial selection. Early on, "people's time and energy ... would be devoted chiefly to 

the effort to live carefully, to spare and to prop up their own feeblenesses, to soothe their 

imer disharmonies and, in general, to doctor themselves as effectively as possible" (ibid.). 

Eventually, because natural selection is responsible for the maintenance of traits and not 

just their evolution - "it is, in a sense, only selection that holds the body in shape" 

(1973b, p. 227) - like animals living in caves who have lost the ability to see, our 

"naturd biological organizatioo" would yield to "mutation pressure" and disintegrate to 

be replaced in our descendants by "complete disorder" (1950b, p. 146). 

Dobzhansky was not in entire disagreement with Muller's analysis. He believed 

tie load principle itself to be correct. He rejected Muller's term 'genetic death' for the 

elimination of individuai mutant alleles at a rate equal to that of their occurrence in 

populations at genetic equilibrium, but not the concept it expresses, affixing the "less 

ciramatic" label 'genetic elimination' (1962, p. 290). Dobzhansky also recognized the 

importance of stabilizing (normalizing) selection in the maintenance of species form: 

"Nonnalizing selection opposes the spread in the populations [sic] of detrimentai 

mutants .... It is obviously important in humans and other populations. since it prevents 

them from becoming arrays of fieaks" (ibid., pp. 155-156). Dobzhansky took specific 

l2 The complete passage reads: 
[Tt is] so fortunate for al1 of us in this generation, that our germ plasm was selected, in 
our more primitively-living ancestors, for a world without central heating or refrigeraton, 
without labor-saving devices in the home. in industry or in agriculture, without sewers or 
bathroorns, and without knowledge of contraceptives, asepsis, antibiotics, calories, 
vitarnins, hormones, surgery or psychosomatic treatment. And so now for the fmt time, 
with the newly found aid of al1 these devices and methods, the average Arnerican, in spite 
of his eight or more inbom disabilities, adding up to at least a 20% naturd disadvantage. 
manages to get by for almost the ... "normalw [Iife] span. (Muller 1950b, p. 144) 



issue with Muller over the calculations and dire prognostications that follow directly from 

Muller's assumptions that partial dominance and stabilizing selection prevail in nature. 

With his own money placed on overdorninance and balancing selection. Dobzhansky 

believed that further knowledge was essentiai before policy initiatives concerning radiation 

exposure and eugenics were implemented. It was not opposition to policies in these areas 

per se that accounted for Dobzhansky's reluctance. Like Muller, he held that unnecessary 

increases in radiation exposure should be avoided and sought human control over 

evolution. For effective policies. however. better understandings of the genetic structure 

of populations and the significance of "genetic load" for species were necessary. For 

example, if the balance hypothesis is true, "instead of making everybody aiike. possessing 

some one optimal genotype, [eugenics] will have to engineer a gene pool of the human 

population that would maximize the frequency of the fit and minimize that of the unfit" 

(ibid., p. 127). Dobzhansky also believed Muller to be mistaken in contrasting "genetic 

loads" in human and naturd populations. According to DobzhansQ, nahuai and human 

populations bear similar "loads": "Man cannot blame his genetic load on his civilization, 

although civilization may well change its composition" (Wallace and Dobzhansky 1959. 

p. 159). Evolution in humans has not ceased; rather, it has become a product of both 

natural and cultural forces. For example. alielic variants that confer susceptibility to 

certain dmgs are subject to increased selection pressure under conditions of civilization. 

Additionally, since the late 1920s, evidence had k e n  convincing that nanird populations 

of Drosophila. uniformly "wild-type" in appearance, actuaily conceal a great deal of 

genetic variation." Ries that appear "wild-type" are "rarely, if ever" "free of deletenous 

genes of all sorts." This should, on Muller's view, represent an "enormous" genetic load 

and yet the species is "flourishing" (ibid., p. 117). 

3.1.4 Classical and Balance Conceptions of Genetic N o m l i t y  

Muller believed that stabilizing selection maintains a single optimal or "normal" allele at 

" This research was carricd out by Chetverikov, Timoféeff-Ressovsky. and Dubinin and his 
coiIaborators h m  the mid-1920s to the early 1930s. The method was to capture Drosophila in 
the wild and then cross thern in the laboratory to reveai the presence of hidden recessive mutations 
(Dobzhansky 1955a, p. 4). 



almost aU loci and preserves a "normal" species-type: "in the great rnajority of cases it 

is after al1 valid to speak of a 'nomial gene' and a 'normal type.' This gene or type can 

vary only within very narrow limits of effect without a significant reduction in the 

average over-ail fitness of the organism" (Muller in Crow 1987, p. 377). Since there is 

a single optimal or "normal" allele at each locus, a single optirnal or "normal" genotype 

underlies the "type" specimen. As complete dominance is rare and overdominance is 

aberrant and temporary as well as rare, the ideal diploid genotype is composed of two 

identical haplotypes with the optimal or "normal" allele present at each locus. Given a 

single optimal genotype for a species or population, normally distributed values for 

continuously varying organismal traits corne to be understood in a specific way. 

Stabilizing or normalizing selection maintains contiauousfy varying traits at their optimal 

values by eliminating alleles associated with increased variance of a trait due to the non- 

directional forces of evolution - random mutation, migration, and drift. Sirice even 

slight departures from the nom are maiadaptive, says Muller, 

we become aware of the faisity of the assumption so often made, by both 
biologists and medical men, which holds that variants within the so-called "normal 
range" (i.e. those falling within, Say, the middle 80 or 90 per cent of the area of 
the curve of variation) are in effect "nomals," possessing no or negligible 
disadvantage. ( lgSOa, p. 2 1 8). 

Under selection pressure, the mean value for a trait represents its optimal value and 

deviation from the mean indicates the presence of inferior alleles at relevant loci. 

Muller essentialiy undentood the normal distribution of values for continuously 

varying traits to represent the cumulative expression of the interplay of two types of 

alleles at each locus: a single optimal allele and a number of inferior mutant variants. 

He did not conceive the normal distribution of values for a trait in terms of the interaction 

of numerous aitemate but acceptable alieles at a collection of loci, al1 with varying 

degrees and directions of effect on the trait's expression. The familiar bell-shaped normal 

distribution curve for continuously varying traits is maintained because mutations of small 

effect both occur at higher rates than those of large effect and, since they are elirninated 

more slowly by natural selection, accumulate to higher fiequencies in the population. 

However, because stabilizing selection maintains the frequencies of mutant alleles at 

significantly Iower Ievels than normal alleles, "the average grade of the character, the 



nom, [is] rather weli defined and comparatively stable" (ibid.). Should selection pressure 

decrease and mutation pressure increase - due to the effects of civilization and exposure 

to radiation, for example - the distribution c w e  will flatten and variance will increase. 

leaving the n o m  less well defined. 

For Dobzhansky, unlike Muller, variation is not deviation from an adaptive nom; 

rather, variation is the adaptive norm. Just as Dobzhansky was less willing than Muller 

to refer to alleles as beneficial, neutral. or harmful regardless of context, he was also less 

inclined to designate normal alleles or to delineate a normal species-type. Dobzhansky 

claimed that no single genotype can be considered to be nomai for a species. Studies 

of naturai populations of Drosophila beginning with those of Sergei Chetverikov and his 

feUow Russian researchers in the 1920s had revealed the presence of a great deal of 

conceaied genetic variation in flies un i fody  wild-type in phenotypic appearance. 

Dobzhansky extended these studies in his own work on chromosomal inversions in natural 

populations of Drosuphila pseudoobscura and was led to conclude that the concept of 

" wild-type," taken to re fer to genotype not phenotype, is invalid: " Wholly homozy gous 

and mutant-free men, or cats, or mice, or Drosophilae, have never existed in nature" 

(Wallace and Dobzhansky 1959, p. 159). 

hstead, Dobzhansky adopted the concept of a species adaptive norm that 

represents "a great array of genotypes, not just one or a few genetic complexes" (1962, 

p. 127). This "array" consists of "related genotypes consonant with the demands of the 

environment" (1955a, p. 3). The genotypes worthy of inclusion in the species adaptive 

norm can be identifleci on the basis of theu " n o m  of reaction." " N o m  of reaction" 

express the range of phenotypes that a given genotype exhibits in different environments. 

Dobzhansky granted that "the boundary between the adaptive norm and the genetically 

handicapped sector of the population is not sharp" (1962, p. 127): 

One possible def~tion of the adaptive norm might exclude only those persons 
who, because of their genetic defects, must be pemanentiy hospitalized or cared 
for in speciai institutions; another definition would exclude even those whose 
genetic handicaps require attention or special regimens at any time in their lives. 
(ibid.) 

DobzhansQ emphasized that normality and abnomaiity are statistical ternis that are 

properly used only in reference to a genotype's frequency in the population. As a result 



of natural selection. the relative fitnesses and frequencies of individual genotypes do tend 

to coincide. aithough this is m e  only in the usual environmental conditions. The "nom 

of reaction" provides a better indication of the adaptive value of a given genotype than 

does its frequency because it is a functional measure that ranges across different 

environments. A similar relationship between frequency and fitness does not hold for 

individual alleles, however, because there is no consistent correlation between their 

fitnesses when homozygous and when heterozygous (19551, p. 5). 

Muller and Dobzhansky differed also in their views on the relationship between 

individual and population genetic n o m .  Muller rejected Lerner's account of genetic 

homeostasis, considering it to be "an essentially mystical doctrine, representing a revival 

from pre-Mendelian times" when the particdate nature of the gene was yet unknown 

(1973b, pp. 225-226). Muller argued that properties that attach to gene loci, genotypes, 

and Mendelian populations merely reflect the additive effects of their component parts - 
the individuai alleles - and not how these parts are arranged. For Muller, ternis like 

" homeostasis." "adapted," and "adaptable" properly descnbe individual organisrns. not 

entire populations. For Dobzhansky, on the other hand, it makes sense to taik about 

populations, and not just organisrns, as adapted or adaptable. These properties may not 

coincide. At heterotic loci, for exarnple, the fitness of individual homozygotes is 

sacrificed for the fitness of the population as a whole. Dobzhansky, like Lemer, 

emphasized the emergent properties of populations. The Mendelian population represents 

"a level of organic integration," Dobzhansky wrote. "which obeys its own laws and 

contains its own regularities" (1955a. p. 14). Populations have properties that emerge 

from the arrangements of their parts: 

A gene system may be likened to a mosaic picture, and the genes to the 
component stones. The nature and quaiity of a mosaic picture are determined 
obviously by the pattern in which the stones are placed, as well as by the 
charactea of the separate stones. (Dobzhansky 195%. pp. 175-176) 

Evolutionary change involves "a re-patternhg of the gene pool" (Dobzhansky 1955a, pp. 

3 4 ) .  This "corporate genotype" (ibid.. p. 12) comprises individual genotypes, not 

individual alleles. This is because of the prevaience of nonadditive interactions between 

alleles at the same, and at different, loci. In Lemer's words: the "totaiity of interaction 



between al1 components of a genotype forms a more important selection criterion in 

nature than the additive properties of single genes" ( 1954, p. 1 19). 

3.2 The Neutralist-Selectionist Debate and " Non-Darwinian" Evolution 

When Motoo Kimura introduced the neutral theory of molecular evolution in 1968, he did 

so in opposition to what he perceived to be the prevailing neo-Darwinian panselectionist 

"consensus" reached by the 1960s tiiat "every biological character cm be interpreted in 

the light of adaptive evolution by natural selection" and that "alrnost no mutant genes are 

selectively neutral" (1982, p. 4). One year later, J. L. King and T. H. Jukes published 

their own account of neutral evolution under the title "Non-Darwinian Evolution." These 

characterizations are rnisleading, however, because, in the Ongin of Species, Danvin 

allowed for neutral variation in traits as well as the possibility that such variation could 

one day become adaptive. He also indicated that once-adaptive traits would become 

increasingly variable when selection ceases (Crow 1985, p. 3). During the 1920s-1930s, 

genetic drift, also called the "Sewall Wright effect," was believed responsible for many 

subspecies and species differences, especiaiiy arnong systematists and evolutionists in the 

United States. However, it is certainly the case that, during the 1940s and early 1950s. 

there was a "hardening of the evolutionary synthesis" (Provine 1986, p. 404; Gould 

1983). EmpVical evidence became available that traits regarded ody a few years earlier 

as selectively neutrai (for example, chromosomal inversions in Drosophila and the human 

blood groups) were adaptive. It is at this molecular level that Kimura's challenge rests. 

The neutralist-selectionist debate concerns the selective value of molecular, and not gross 

phenotypic, characteristics. It is generaiiy agreed that substantial morphological variation 

is correlated with fitness. 1 begin this section by outlining the terms of the debate. I then 

compare neutralist and selectionist outlooks on genetic mutation, genetic variation, and 

genetic normality . 

3.2.1 The T e m  of the Debate 

Like the classical-bdance debate, the neutrahst-selectionist debate concerns the relative 



importance of different evolutionary forces, and not whether they occur at dl .  The 

question at issue in the neutralist-selectionist debate is whether namal selection or penetic 

drift predominates in evolutionary changes at the molecular level. 'Molecular' here refers 

to proteins and DNA and the variability in their respective amino acid anà nucleotide 

sequences. At the level of gross phenotypic changes in form or function, Kimura was as 

ardent a selectionist as any. Like the neo-Darwinists, he accepted that phenotypic 

evolution is adaptive and proceeds through the positive selection and gradua1 

incorporation of very rarely occurring beneficial mutations. What the neutral theory of 

molecular evolution did was to drive a wedge between moIecuIar and phenotypic 

evolution. These becarne viewed as distinct processes governed by different "laws." 

Detenninistic changes at the level of the organism result from natural selection. 

Stochastic changes at the molecular level are due to genetic drift, their rate determined 

by "the structure and function of molecules and not by environmental conditions" (Kimura 

1979b, p. 104): 

The laws goveming molecular evolution are clearly different from those governing 
phenotypic evolution. Even if Darwin's principle of naturai selection prevails in 
detemiining evolution at the phenotypic level, down at the level of the intemal 
structure of the genetic material a great deal of evolutionary change is propelled 
by random drift. Although this random process is slow and insignificant in the 
time frame of man's  ephemerai existence, over geologic time it makes for change 
on an enonnous scaie. (ibid., p. 106) 

Only at the molecular level. therefore, was Kimura extending ~right's 'theory of drift 

from smaH to large populations. 

Kimura identified two parts to the neutrai theory. The fmt part concems the 

substitution of nucleotides (or amino acids) in evolution. Kimura contended that "a 

majority of nucleotide substitutions in the course of evolutioa must be the result of 

random fixation of selectively neutral or nearly neutral mutants rather thm positive 

Danvinian selection" (1982. p. 7). For support, he appealed to two main observations: 

the approximately constant rate of evolution in t e m  of amino acid substitutions per year 

in different Lineages - in the hemogobh molecules of humans and carp. for example - 
and the higher rate of evolution in molecules or parts of molecules subject to less 

functional constraint (19794 pp. 102n). The second part of the theory concerns 

molecular variation within as opposed to between species. Kimura believed intraspecific 



DNA and protein polymorphisrns to reflect the transient manifestation of the random 

drifting of neutral alleles on their way either to eventual fixation or loss from the 

population: "many of the enzyme polymorphisrns are selectively neutral and maintained 

by the balance between mutational input and random extinction" ( 1982, p. 7). Hence, this 

second aspect of the neutral hypothesis, intraspecific polymorphism, is embedded in the 

fist, the molecular differentiation of species. 

Kimura's neutrai theory was motivated, in part. by the 1966 discoveries of high 

levels of protein polymorphism in natural popu~ations.'~ These studies using gel 

electrophoresis were carried out in Drosophila by .J. L. Hubby and R. C. Lewontin ( 1966) 

and Lewontin and Hubby (1966) and in humans by Harry Harris (1966). It had been 

beiieved that such determinations would resolve the classicai-balance debate which 

centred, as  we have seen, on the amount of genetic variation that is present in natural 

populations. However, when field data were f m d y  obtained, the fmdings did not entirely 

resolve the classical-balance debate but instead presented additional new problems. The 

observed levels of protein polymorphism far exceeded the predictions of the classical 

scho01.'~ This meaat that partial dominance could not be ubiquitous. The observed 

variability could not reflect the retenùon of deletenous mutant alleles because this 

"mutational load" would place too rnuch strain on a population's fitness. Were the 

balance position truc. given the amount of genetic variation, populations would still face 

an intolerably high "load" - in this case, a "segregationai load due to the infenor fitness 

of homozygotes. Nor could the polymorphisrns be explained in tems of the gradual 

incorporation of new advantageous alleles by directional selection since the "substitutional 

load" ("cost of selection") associated with the elimination of their predecessors would also 

be too great (Kimura 1968). Kimura presented a solution that was unanticipated by 

players on either side of the classical-balance debate. If the protein polymorphisms 

'' See Dietrich (1994) for a broader historical overview of the origins of the neutrai theory. 

lS Cmw (1987) States that, in 1966, although the amount of heterozygosity found in naturd 
populations fell somewhere between the values expected by both the classical and balance camps, 
the data were, on the whole, more consistent with Dobzhansky's position. Crow argues, however, 
thaî improved methods since 1966 have brought estimates of heterozygosity in natural populations 
doser to the levels Muller's hypothesis predicts. 



observed in natural populations are selectively neutral, their frequencies govemed neither 

by "puriQing" nor balancing selection but by drift and mutation alone, there is no "load" 

of any type to be borne by the p~pulation.'~ 

Selectionists contend that variability in protein and DNA structure is prirnady 

adaptive, both between and within species. Nucleotides and amino acids are substituted 

in the evolution of a species because they are selectively advantageous. Selectionists are 

scepticai that variation in proteins, in untranslated regulatory DNA and introns. in 

translated but "silent" nucleotide substitutions, and even in the large proportion of the 

genome often referred to as  "junk" DNA that has no known codïng or regulatory function, 

makes no difference to fitness. On this view, intraspecific polymorphisms are not 

transient manifestations of passiveiy drifting neuual alleles but are actively maintained 

by balancing selection. Several different bdancing mechanisms are possible: 

heterozygote advantage, frequency-dependent selection, cyclical fluctuations in selection 

coefficients due to environmental conditions that Vary over tirne (especially over the life- 

cycle), geographically diverse environmental conditions, habitat selection, etc. 

Selectionists have challenged Kimura's interpretation that the high levels of protein 

polymorphisms observed in natural populations can only be explained by their selective 

neutrality because of the high mutational, segregational, and substitutional loads that they 

wouid otherwise present. One way has been to explain the observed levels of protein 

polymorphisms in terms of nonheterotic forms of bdancing selection that do not present 

similar problems of segregational load - for example, frequency-dependent selection. 

Another way has k e n  to appeal to truncating selection. Several authors (King 1967; 

Milkrnan 1967; Sved. Reed, and Bodmer 1967) responded independently to the 

presentation of the problem of segregational load in Lewontin and Hubby (1966) to point 

'' Lewontin (1987) considers the failure to resolve the classical-balance debate on the basis 
of the evidence of extensive genetic variation in natural populations and its subsequent 
transformation into the neutraiist-selectionist debate to be the result of a conflation of two 
questions as the result of a missed premise. One question concerned monornorphism and 
potymorphism and whether the production of new mutations or existing genetic variation serves 
as the rate timiting factor in evolution. The othet question addresseci the classical and balance 
positions on the relative importance of "purifying" and balancing selection. The missed premise 
is that selection operates on the genetic variation present in a population. Kimura challenged this 
assumption shared by both Muller and Dobzhansky. 



out that Lewontin and Hubby's calculation that the maximaily fit completely heterozygotic 

female Drosophilu in a population that is maintaining its present size would have to lay 

1v3 eggs assumes multiplicative selection where an individuaïs total fitness is the 

product of the fitness coefficients at each loci considered separately. If. as in tnincating 

selection, a threshold for selection is assumed instead, segregational load poses less of a 

problem. 

Although Kimura's neutral theory is about molecular evolution through random 

drift, his appeai to functional constraints on genome evolution forces attention to natural 

selection's effects at the molecular level and how these relate to phenotypic changes in 

evolution. Kimura disùnguishes between positive and negative selection. Positive 

directional selection is responsible for the evolution of phenotypic fonn and function; 

however, because the incorporation of a newly favourable mutant d e l e  is such a rare 

event, a theory of rnolecuiar evolution can easily afford to ignore positive selection's 

effects on the genome. The neutral theory assumes that, where natural selection operates, 

it is a stabilizing force that preserves phenotypic form and function through the 

elirnination of deletenous mutations: "It is known, since the great work of Muller in the 

early days of Drosophila genetics, that negative selection is the most comrnon form of 

natural selection," writes Kimura (1982, p. 12). In functionally important areas of the 

genome. mutations are likely to be deletenous and eliminated by negative selection. As 

a result, these regions will be highiy conserved in evolution and Vary little either within 

or between species. In functionally unconstrained regions of the genome, selection 

pressure is eased and mutations are likely to be neutrai or nearly neutrai in their effects. 

Molecular evolution is overwhelrningly due to the chance fmation of nucleotides in such 

regions. 

3.2.2 Neutralist Conceptions of Genetic Mutation 

Kimura diverges fiom both Muller and Dobzhansky in emphasizing the prevalence of 

selectively neutral alleles. It is important to clarify what Kimura meant by selective 

neutrality. Although it is sufficient for neueality that alleles not contribute to function 

- as may be the case for "junk" DNA, for instance - it is not necessary: "The neutrai 

theory ... does not assume that neutral genes are functionless but only that various alleles 



may be equally effective in promoting the survival and reproduction of the individual" 

(Kimura 1979b, p. 100). Neutrality is therefore a comparative notion. Physiologically , 

at die level of the individual organism, a neutral de l e  is a variant that is indistinguishable 

from the "wild-type" aiiele in terms of its phenotypic effects. In other words, aileles with 

fùnctionally equivalent effects are neutral. A nucleotide substitution that is "silent" and 

results in no amino acid substitution in the encoded protein because of the redundancy of 

the genetic code is likely to be neutral. A nucleotide substitution that does result in the 

substitution of an arnino acid, but one that is similarly charged or in a hnctionally 

unimportant area of the protein, may also be neutral. However, dthough functional 

equivalence is sufficient for neutrality, it is not necessary. For the population geneticist, 

at least if she or he is a neutralist, "this equaiity need not be perfect" (Kimura 1982, p. 

11). Neutra1 deles  are those whose differentiai effects on fitness are sufficiently small 

that their behaviour in a population depends on chance and not on naturai selection: 

The essentiai part of the neutral theory is not that the alleles involved are 
selectively neutral in the strict sense. Rather, the emphasis is on mutation and 
random drift as explanatory factors in molecular evolution because the selection 
intensity involved is exceedingly srnail. (ibid., p. 49) 

Neutrality depends on population size as well as on fitness coefficients. An ailele that 

is neutral in a small population may be subject to selection, positive or negative, in a 

large pop~lation.~' 

When Kimura introduced the neutral theory in 1968, he emphasized the high rate 

of occurrence of neutral and near-neutral mutations. He suggested that such mutations 

represent the greatest proportion of mutations that arise: "the very high rate of nucleotide 

substitution which I have caiculated," Kimura wrote, "cm only be reconciied with the 

limit set by the substitutional load by assuming that most mutations produced by 

nucleotide replacement are almost neuval in natural selection" (1968, p. 625). In 1979, 

Kimura modified his original theory. The new "effectively neutrai mutation model" 

" Estimates of the relationship between fiaiess and population size range from a neutral allele 
having a difference in fitness "much smaller, such as, less than 10% of the reciprocal of the 
effective population size" (Kimura 1982, p. 11) to "Iess than the reciprocal of four times the 
effective population number" (Crow 1981, p. 5) to "smaller than the reciprocal of  the effective 
population nurnber" (Crow 1972, p. 307). 



emphasized deleterious over neu td  mutations and assumed "that molecular evolution and 

polymorphism are caused by random drift of very slightiy deletenous but effectively 

neutral mutations" (1979% p. 3444).18 This revision was inspired by Tomoko Ohta's 

1973 model in which she proposed that the majority of "neutrai" alleles are not strictly 

neutrd but very slightly deleteno~s. '~ Whereas Ohta's model entails that al1 mutations 

in very large populations would be in mutation-selection balance, Kimura's model 

accommodates mutations that are neutral regardless of population size. This leaves room 

for neutral molecular evolution to occur in large and small populations alike." Kimura 

estimated that neutral mutations occur at 14 percent of the total mutation rate. although 

the exact rate would depend on the degree of functional constraint operating at a locus 

(1983a). That the majority of mutations are harrnful is to be expected because organisms 

are already well-adapted to their environments. Unless only mildly deleterious, these 

mutations are eliminated by negative selection and do not accumulate in the population. 

The neutral theory of molecular evolution excludes entirely the class of beneficial 

mutants: "Advantageous mutations may occur, but the neutrai theory assumes that they 

are so rare that they may be neglected in Our consideration" (Kimura 1991, p. 5). 

As in the classical-balance controversy, dissension among neutralists and 

selectionists involves neutralists' wiliingness to label alleles good, bad, or indifferent in 

a way that seerningly disregards context. Bruce Wallace (1991) argues that neutralists 

have abandoned a strict, though admittedly "overly stringent" and "unvenfiable," notion 

of neutrality as physiological indistinguishability for a pragmatic one: "in their view, a 

neutral allele is one that behaves as ifit were neutrai" (pp. 146, 152; my italics): 

'* Takahata (1994) notes that. in post-1986 publications. Kimura no longer mentions the 
"effectively neutrai model" but rerurns to the original neunal theory and its dichotorny between 
"completely neutral" and "definitely deleterious" mutations (p. 562). 

19 These "slightly deleterious" and "effectively neuaal" models pennitted resolution of a 
problem for the neutral hypothesis: that observed Ievels of heterozygosity in large populations, 
at 0-208, were significantly Iower than predicted. 

" Kimura modifed Ohta's model by assuming a gamma distribution of selection coefficients 
for mutants, rather than an exponzntial distxibution. He defmed effectively neutrai mutants as 
those with selection coefficients less than 142N) and selective neutrality as the Iirnit in which "the 
selective disadvantage becomes indefinitely small" (1979% p. 3440). 



[Alleles] are neutral if their average fitnesses are equal (in large populations) or 
nearly so (in srnall populations). They are neutral if their fitnesses fluctuate with 
frequent reversals either through time. within patchy environments, within different 
background genotypes, or any combination of these three factors. (p. 146) 

However, once neutrality in the strict sense is abandoned. as Wallace notes. ir cannot be 

taken for granted that selection is not operating: "Selection pressures that fluctuate 

through time or that Vary depending upon the individuai's situation result in apparent 

neutrality" (p. 152). But "randomness does not imply an absence of selection (i.e., 

neutrality in a sîrict sense); on the contrary, it may imply a multiplicity of selections that 

in toto generate effects that appear to be random" (p. 147). 

Whereas seiectionists like Waiiace stress that the fitness coefficients of alleles 

fluctuate depending on their genetic and environmental backgrounds. neutralists recognize 

context-dependence only due to population size: a siightly deleterious mutant allele 

behaves us if it is neuad in a small population, but responds to selection in large 

populations. As we have seen, the neutraiist discounts the importance of al1 forms of 

balancing selection. Hence, the selective value of a particular genotype does not depend 

on its relative frequency in the population as is the case for frequency-dependent 

selection. Nor does the selective value of a given allele depend on other aileles that are 

present at the sarne locus as is the case for heterotic selection. Neutralists also dismiss 

the significance of variable environments on the fitnesses of individual alleles and 

genotypes in a population by appealing, as did Muiler, to the canalizing effects of 

stabilizing selection: "In higher organisrns particularly, homeostasis counteracts extemal 

environmental changes just as it does interna1 physiologicai changes; fluctuations in the 

environment do not necessarily imply comparable fluctuations in the Danvinian fitness 

of mutant genes" (Kimura 1979b, pp. 100. 102). The neutraiist treats selection 

coefficients for individual alleles as f sed  even across geological time: estimates of 

species divergencz times based on the neutral molecuiar dock assume that amino acid 

substitutions have occurred at a constant rate and that selection pressures and 

environmental conditions cm be ignored. 

3.2.3 NeurraZist Conceptions of Genetic Variation 

The neuaalist understands the adaptive value of genetic variation to be a function of the 



specific region of the genome in which it is found. Kimura's original neutral theory 

divides the genome into regions of two types: fùnctionaily constrained and functionally 

unconstrained. The smaü amount of variation found in functionally constrained regions 

reflects the presence of harmful mutant alleles in mutation-selection balance that are 

awaiting elirnination by negative selection. The large amount of variation found in 

functionaily unconstrained regions reflects selectively neutral mutant alleles, the 

frequencies of which depend on mutation rate and random drift. Genetic variation is 

therefore also of two types: harmful deviation ("genetic load") and selectively neutral 

difference (Mayr cdied this "evolutionary noise"). In Kimura's subsequent "effectively 

neutral" model, there is a less dichotomous treatment of variation. It is assurned that 

negative stabiliùng selection operates continuously and to varying degrees across the 

genorne and that the entire genome is therefore more or less functionally constrained. 

Consequently, strictly neutral mutations are assumed to be rare. The vast majority of 

mutations are deleterious, with chance prevailing over negative selection as degree of 

deleteriousness and population size decrease. 

These shifts in the neutral theory from "strict" to "pragmatic" neutrality, neutral 

to slightly deleterious mutant alleles, and discontinuously to continuously acting selective 

forces on the genome resuit in changes in the neutralist's understanding of the adaptive 

value of genetic variation. It contributes to reconciling the neutral theory's divergent 

treatments of evolution at the phenotypic and molecular Ievels; as Kimura adrnits, the 

question "why natuai selection is so prevalent at the phenotypic level and yet random 

fixation of selectively neutral or nearly neutral alleles prevails at the molecular level" 

cannot be ignored (1982, p. 48). Were all mutant alleles either stnctly neutral or 

definitely deleterious, adaptive phenotypic evolution would be entirely dependent on the 

occurrence of new beneficiai mutations, likely in novel environmentai circurnstances. 

With the change from "strict" to "pragmatic" neutrality, the continuously varying 

phenotypic traits that underlie much neo-Darwinian evolution find a genetic bais in 

nearly-neutral polymorphisms. Like Muller, Kimura emphasued the "stabilizing" or 

"noxmalizing" aspects of negative selection that preserve population mean values for 

continuously varying traits by eliminating deviate phenotypes. Unlike Muller, Kimura 

held substitutions and polymorphisms at quantitative trait loci to be the result of drift and 



not positive selection given that, "if a large number of segregating loci or sites are 

involved in a quantitative character, the average selection coefficient per mutant under 

stabilizing selection may be exceedingly srnall" (ibid.). 

Kirnura's "effectively neutral" mode1 undentands the genetic variation that 

underlies continuously varying phenotypic traits as harrnfid deviation, as Muller did, 

rather than as innocuous difference. This is because the "new neutralism," as it is 

descnbed by James F. Crow, is "a theory of substitution of mildly deleterious alleles, 

especially in smaller populations" ( 198 1, p. 9). These "rnildly deleterious" alleles are 

subject to stabilizing selection but, as population size decreases, chance effects 

predominate. That "effectively neutral, but, in fact, very slightly deleterious mutants 

accumulate continuously in every species" (Kimura 1979a, p. 3444) suggests that, over 

time, the genetic quality of a population gradually deteriorates. Kimura's estimate of the 

rate of loss of fitness per generation is IO-' (ibid.). Although Kimura expressed optimism 

that this deterioration would in the long term be offset by the very rare "adaptive gene 

substitutions that must occur from time to time (say once every few hundred generations)" 

(ibid.), Crow (1972) points to its eugenic significance over the short term. Crow 

maintains Muller's focus on the importance to human welfare of continuously varying 

phenotypic traits and slightly deleterious alieles. Like Muller, he stresses that mutations 

of s m d  effect arise more frequently and are found at higher levels in the population than 

mutations of large effect. Again, like Muller, Crow emphasizes the additivity of these 

"slightly deletenous" or "nearly neutral" alleles and their partial dominance in 

heterozygotes: "their effect on the population and on individuals in the population is one 

of mild weakening, which becomes important as the number of such genes increases" (p. 

314). Society can ili afford to ovedook the effects of the "slightly deletenousfnearly 

neutrai" alleles that are responsible for variation in the quantitative (polygenic) traits that 

constitute the buik of hurnan variability. 

Generally, for the neutralist, therefore, genetic variation is ovenvhelmingly bad (at 

l e s t  slightly), occasionally indifferent, and rarely, if ever, good. However, from the 

perspective of Kimura's "effectively neutral" mode1 that assumes "pragmatic" rather than 

"strict" neutrality, existing genetic variation in a population is recognized to be cf 

potential adaptive value in the present as well as in the hiture. Should environmental 



conditions change, genetic variation may become redisaibuted in order to "track" the 

change: 

From time to time, the position of the optimum of a phenotypic character shifts 
due to change of environment, and the species tracks such a change rapidly by 
altering its mean. During this short period of change, extensive shifi of gene 
frequencies is expected to occur at many loci. (Kimura L982, p. 49) 

Kimura did emphasize that directional selection of this type is infrequent and seldom 

causes gene substitutions: "most of the tirne. stabilizing selection predominates, under 

which 'neutrd evolution' or random fixation of mutant aileles occurs extensively" (ibid.). 

He also allowed, however, that a population's "store" of neutrai variants rnay prove useful 

for fbture adaptive phenotypic evolution. In novel environments, previously "neutrai" or 

slightiy deleterious alleles may prove beneficiai and so alleviate the need to await for a 

rare beneficial mutant to &se: 

Sometimes, it is remarked that neutral aileles are by definition not relevant to 
adaptation. and therefore not biologicaily very important. I think that this is too 
short-sighted a view. Even if the so-called neutral alleles are selectively 
equivalent under a prevailing set of environmental conditions of a species, it is 
possible that some of them. when a new environmental condition is imposed, will 
become selected .... 1 ... believe that 'neutral mutations' can be the raw material 
for adaptive evolution. (1986, p. 345) 

3.2.4 Neutralist Conceptions of Genetic Nonnaliiy 

Kimura's two neutralist models make different assumptions about genetic nomality. His 

early model, which ailows for a significant rate of occurrence of "strictly neutral" 

mutations. assumes that more than one allele at a given locus can be functionally 

"normal" or "optimal." But because it takes a very long time for a selectiveiy neutral 

mutant d e l e  to accumulate to an appreciable frequency in a population. polymorphic 

alleles at a locus are likely to be very old, perhaps older than the age of the species 

(Kirnura 1983b, p. 215). In such cases, it is impossible to distinguisn the mutant from 

the original aliele at the locus (ibid., p. 217). Kimura's later "effectively neutral" model 

assumes that there is a single optimal allele at each locus. Insofar as "selective neutrality 

is the limit when the selective disadvantage becomes indefinitely small" (ibid., p. 241), 

stnctly neutral alleles, absolutely equivalent to the original (optimal) allele at the locus, 

do not exist. In the "effectively neutral" model, deleterious mutant alieles are increasingly 



iikely to behave as if neutral as population size, degree of deletenousness, and amount 

of functional constraint d l  decrease. Both versions of the theory assume that adaptive 

substitutions are so rare that they can be completely ignored. Hence, the "original" allele 

is assumed :O be optimal. On the early version of the theory, it may have selectively 

equivalent successors; on the later version of the theory, ail succeeding alleles are 

inferior. 

To Say, as Kimura does, that a mildly deleterious aiiele behaves as v i t  is neutrai 

assumes that there is an arena other than the population in which the allele exhibits 

selective neutraiity where its "true" selective value - its deletenousness - can be 

identified. In other words, as John H. Gillespie (1991) points out, there exist absolute 

fitnesses from which relative fitnesses are derived (p. 265). The arena of absolute 

fitnesses is not actual; rather, it is the finite but very large population idealized in the 

theoretical population geneticist's mathemetical models. These absolute theoreticai 

fitnesses must, however, have empficd content if we are to take seriousiy the possibility 

raised by Kimura that the continuous accumulation of "effectively neutral. but, in facr, 

very slightiy deleterious mutants ... [may constitute] a k a t  to the survival and welfare 

of the species" (1979% p. 3444). M a y  "optimal" (and "original") human alleles will be 

shared in comrnon with related species because of functional constraints. Kimura notes 

that the molecules that the neutral theory is concemed with "must have had their essential 

designs perfected veiy far in the past" (1983b, p. 115). However, this leaves us facing 

a scenario eloquently captured by Crow: "It is as if evolution were steadily mnning down 

hiil, as if gene functions were k ing  successively inactivated. It is hard to think of 

oneself as an inactivated amoeba" (198 1. p. 9). The neutral theory completely ignores the 

molecular changes that underlie the evolution of phenotypic form and function and deds 

only with neutral nucleotide and amino acid substitutions that have nothing to do with 

why we are humans and not amoebae. 

Although adaptive evolutionary changes lie outside of the domain of Kimura's 

theory, the neutral theory, with its emphasis on stabilizing selection, does explain the 

maintenance of phenotypic form and function in species. RecaU Kimura's argument that 

substitutions and polymorphisrns at quantitative trait loci are the result of drift because, 

where a number of loci constribute to a trait, individual selection coefficients are low. 



This is the basis for Roger Milkman's (1985) definition of the "mature species" as one 

where "the phenotype is at equilibriurn, and the genotype is in a steady state" (p. 66): 

Phenotypically. the species rernains constant, as intermediate values are favored. 
A balance is struck by the tendency of phenotypic variance to increase on one 
hand due to recombination and mutation, and to decrease on the other hand, due 
to selection. But the genotype is not stabilized. in the mature species, al1 the 
accepted alleles at a Locus are Iiberated from selection. They become neutral. 
(pp. 67-68) 

Millunan believes that the "mature species" can serve as a "reference standard" although, 

he adrnits, "we may not always know whether a given component of an optimal genotype 

is one of the very alleles favored by directional selection when the present phenotype 

evolved, or whether it is a recent substitute" (p. 80). Therefore, on Milkman's 

interpretation, the "optimal" genotype comprises aileles that were positively selected for 

early on in a species' evolutionary history or neutral substitutions that have since arisen. 

This does not accord fully, however, with Kimura's "effectively neunal" mode1 where a 

mutant substitution will always be at least siightly infenor to the original ailele at the 

locus. The "optimal" genotype. on this view, would comprise only alleles that were 

positively selected for early on in a species' evolutionary history or in an ancestral 

species' evolutionary history. Gillespie (1991) argues that Kimura can legitimateiy 

assume that ail mutations will be slightly deleterious only if "selection has proceeded for 

a very long time - at least tens of millions of years - in a constant environment so that 

the most-fit d e l e  has had an opportunity to displace the othen" (p. 268). In any case, 

the "optimal" genotype is very old indeed. 

3.3 The Human Genorne Proiect and Its Evolutionaw Context 

In this final section of the chapter, I evaiuate the evolutionary critique of the HGP as a 

throwback to pre-Daminian. Platonic, essentialist, and typological thinking. 1 begin by 

summarizing the evolutionary beliefs that are implicit in the HGP's approach to genetic 

variation. 1 do so in reference to the differing conceptions of genetic mutation, genetic 

variation, and the "nomal" genome implicated in the classical-balance and neutralist- 



selectionist debates. I argue that the HGP shares a set of evolutionary beliefs that one 

would associate with the classical and neutraiist sides of each of the respective debates 

and briefly discuss this continuity in ternis of R. C. Lewontin's characterization of the 

neutrai theory as "neoclassical." Finally. I present Dobzhansky's criticisms of Muller's 

classical approach to the genetic structure of natural populations as pre-Daminian, 

Platonic, essentidist. and typological and address the question whether and why sirnilar 

criticisms rnight apply to the HGP. 

3.3.1 The Evolutionary Asswnptions of the Human Genorne Project 

Recall, frorn Chapter Two, Walter Gilbert's (1992) characterization of molecular 

biologists' views on species. For Gilbert and his fellow molecular biologists, there is a 

"type organism" that exemplifies or defines the species which can itself be defined by its 

DNA. 1s the DNA of the "type" organism an example of a sequence that is typicai of the 

species and could realistically belong to some existing member of the species? Or is the 

DNA of the "type" organism exernplary of the species - that is, does it define a 

functional or ideal nom? If, as Gilbert contends, differences in genes define genus, 

family, and species groups, it seems that for cross-species cornparisons the DNA sequence 

of any typicat hurnan would do. This definition of the human species by contrast to 

nonhuman primates involves a small proportion of total DNA - for exarnple, it is 

estimated that humans and chimpanzees differ in oniy one out of every 60 nucleotide 

bases. If we are to accept with Gilbert that a "type" organism is "defmed" by its DNA, 

this "definition" will have to include fat more than simply nucleotides that are "unique" 

to the species. The DNA "de finition" of an organism of one species "type" must include 

DNA that is shared by species of al1 types. ranging from "E. coli to the elephant." In this 

way, Gilbert's characterization of a sharp boundary between species is misleading: 

"Molecular biologists generally view the species as a single entity, sharply defined by a 

set of genes and a set of functions that makes up that entity" (1992, p. 84). Molecular 

biologists tend to be interested in all physiologicdy relevant genes and cellular processes 

and not just in some smali "definitive" set of them. The reference sequence for the 

human genome is expected t~ represent a functionally normal or healthy genome that is 



helpfùl for within-species, more so than cross-species, comparisons. Clinical researchers 

use reference sequeoces for specific genes to identiQ mutations that are associated with 

disease. As we saw in Chapter Two, in its use, the mtDNA reference sequence has 

received authontative status as a representation of what is healthy or proper and not 

rnerely what is typical. As we will see in Chapter Four, there is less of a split in the aims 

of basic and clinical researchers than one might imagine. The discovery of normal gene 

functions is dependent on knowledge of their maihnctions, that is. their role in disease. 

Both basic and clinical researchers are interested in a reference sequence that represents 

a functionaily nomal genome - a prototype of human health, in other words. 

Given that a single reference sequence is authoritative for the species as a whole, 

al1 human genetic variation is suspect. Any divergence from the reference sequence calls 

for assessrnent in order to determine its significance. Insofar as the reference sequence 

represents health and normal functioning, divergence falls into two possible, mutually 

exclusive, categories: the divergence constinites either functionally irrelevant difference 

or deviation that is indicative of abnormal (impaired) hinction or disease. Since there is 

a single hinctional nom, were sorne divergence from the reference sequence be found to 

represent a deviation that improves upon function. the reference sequence is likely to be 

modified to reflect this. The question under consideration is: what sort of evolutionary 

assumptions are embedded in molecular biology's cornmitment to a single reference 

sequence that represents heaith and normal functioning for al1 humans? 

Certainly, the notion of a single functional n o m  is consistent with Muller's 

classical theory of the genetic structure of populations. On Muller's view, at virtually al1 

loci, there is a single optimal or "wild-type" allele. That the reference sequence is 

composed of the DNA of 24 chromosomes - the 22 autosomes as well as both X and 

Y sex chromosomes - and therefore (essentiaily) represents a haploid genome is also 

consistent with Muller's account. The assumption is that the normal or "wild-type" 

diploid genotype is made up of identical haplotypes with the optimal or "wild-type" allele 

present at each locus. Homozygosity is the n o m  - for aU gene loci and the diploid 

genome as a whole. Heterozygous gene loci represent h d  deviations from the nom. 

This is consistent with Muller's emphases on partial dominance/incomplete recessiveness 



and negative stabilizing selection and ignores the possibility that heterozygotes may 

exhibit equivalent or superior fitness compared with homozygotes - equivalent at loci 

where "deleterious" recessive aileles are completely recessive and superior at loci that are 

overdominant (heterotic). The HGP's adherence to a single functional genotypic norm 

also ignores. as did Muller, the possibility that populations may contain equally fit 

altemate genotypes that are supported by other forms of balancing selection such as 

frequency-dependent selection or diversiQing selection. For Muller. as for the HGP, in 

the ovexwhelming majority of cases, variants are inferior deviates awaiting elimination by 

natural selection. The optimal or "wild-type" ailele will almost always be the one that 

is found most frequently at each locus with the only exceptions king the small number 

of loci that are subject to heterotic or frequency-dependent selection and the very rare 

occasion upon which a new beneficial mutant de le  is in the process of spreading through 

the population on its way to replacing its no longer optimal predecessor. The fitness of 

a population is maximized by the extent to which individual genotypes approach this 

single functional norm. Genetic variation is invariably hamiful deviation or "genetic 

load. " 

Since Muller's tirne, we have become aware of the vast extent of genetic variation 

in natural populations. Consequently. it would be unsatisfactory to rest here in a 

cornparison of the HGP's goal to produce a single DNA reference sequence with Muller's 

conception of a "normal" genome. However. the account can easily be updated. To 

retain the notion of a single functional norm that embodies genornic health, divergences 

from the reference sequence need either to represent differences that are wholly irrelevant 

to function or deviations that denote abnormal function or disease. This fmds support in 

Kimura's neutrd theory, particularly in its earliest formulation. R e c d  that Kimura 

sharply divided the genome into regions of two types: functionaily consaained regions 

and hinctionaily unconstrained regions. Functionally constrained regions are those of 

functional importance. These areas tend to be highly conserved in evolution and show 

little intenpecifc or intraspecific variation in nucleotide sequence because they are 

subject to negative stabiluuig selection. Departures fiom the reference sequence in 

functionaily constrained regions faii into two classes: "defects" that impair function and 

functionaliy equivalent differences, such as silent nucleotide base substitutions. 



Functionally unimportant areas that are govemed by drift exhibit a much greater degree 

of both interspecific and intraspecific variation. In these areas, the reference sequence 

loses its authority as a normative standard indicative of health and normal functioning. 

For molecular biologists, divergences from the reference sequence are "evolutionary 

noise"; the reference sequence is just one sequence among many. For evolutionary 

biologists and biological anthropologists. on the other hand. DNA sequences in such 

regions are helpful in reconstructing evolutionary histories. The human nuclear DNA 

reference sequence is likely to be partitioned for use into hinctionally more and less 

constrained regions as the human mtDNA reference sequence has been. where 

evolutionary biologists and biological anthropologists focus on variability in the less 

constrained "D-loop" region of the genome and molecular biologists interested in normal 

function. and dinicians interested in mitochondnal diseases, focus on protein-coding 

regions. 

To draw this connection between Muiier and Kimuni may seem surprising: Muller 

emphasized the role of natural selection in evolution whereas Kimura's theory focuses on 

the importance of chance factors, at least at the molecular level. However, in his 

influential(1974) The Genetic Basis of Evolutionary Change, Lewontin refen to Kimurn's 

theory as "neoclassicai" in order to ernphasize the historical and concepnial continuities 

between Muller's classical theory of the genetic structure of populations and Kimura's 

neutral the~ry.~ '  The conceptual continuity lies in Muller's and Kimura's shared 

emphasis on negative "purifj4ngW selection and their belief that natural selection acts to 

eliminate genetic variation and not to preserve it: 

the so-called neutral mutation theory is. in reality, the classical Danvin-Muller 
hypothesis about population structure and evolution. brought up-to-date. It asserts 
that when natural selection occurs it is almost aiways purifying, but that there is 
a class of subliminal mutations which are irrelevant to adaptation and natural 
selection. (1974a, p. 198) 

'' This chapter focuses on conceptual. as opposed to strict historical. continuity. See Dietrich 
(1994) for a chailenge to "Lewontin's Hïstoncal Thesis." 



Dobzhanslq agreed with Lewontin' s analysis:" 

The classical rnodel is false. Its former partisans have made a clever about-face. 
The enormous amount of genetic variation now discovered in natural populations 
is biologically and adaptively insignificant It is neither useful nor harmful; it is 
neutral. ( 1976. p. 102) 

Kimura and Muller aiike down-played the importance of balancing selection. both 

heterotic and nonheterotic. Intraspecific genetic variation is either seIectively 

neutraYfunctionally irrelevant difference or harniful deviation that contributes to "genetic 

load." Genetic variation is virtually always in either mutation-dnfi or mutation-selection 

balance and oniy very rarely (and Likely temporarily) contributes to fimess. 

Thus far, I have argued that the HGP's goal to establish a single DNA reference 

sequence - representing a haploid human genome - as a standard of health and normal 

functioning is consistent with a set of evolutionary views s h e d  by Muller and Kimura, 

at l e s t  with respect to functional regions of the genome. Both models predict that, in a 

population under selection pressure, little genetic variation will be found in functionally 

constrained areas of the genome. On this view. at least for functionally important regions 

of the genome. it would not seem unreasonable to expect that a composite DNA reference 

sequence compiied from a srnail number of presumably healthy individuals might provide 

a reasonable standard of health and nomai functioning. These individuds. if typical 

rnembers of the population, would carry normal or "wild-type" alleles, or their selectively 

neutral equivalents, at the vast majority of their loci. Likely, the most useful reference 

sequence to be used as a standard for cornparison is one that includes, at each locus, the 

d e l e  that occurs most frequently in the population. tnfrequent neutral variants and 

deleterious mutants could be catalogued separately. as we have seen done for the mtDNA 

data base. Since the bulk of variation is expecied to be neutraI, improvements to the 

- - -  

Dobzhansky believed, however, that Lewontin's designation of the "new panneutralist 
model" as "neodassical" is misleading because of the different ways in which genetic variation 
is treated by the ckssical and neutralist positions: 

The prefix "neo" does not do justice to the basic difference between the classical and the 
panneutralist models. The keystone of the former was the assumption of the prevalence 
of genetic unifonnity and of normal or wiIdtype chromosomes and genotypes. 
Panneutralists do not deny the prevalence of polymorphism and heterozygosity; they 
merely assume it to represent a kind of noise in the genetic system. (1976, p. 102) 



reference sequence would involve, fcr the most part, the replacement of relatively rare 

polymorphisrns with more frequentiy occurring alieles and, far less often, the routing out 

of deletenous mutant alleles. DNA sampied from an average individual is likely to result 

in a useful reference sequence with relativeiy few modifications necessary, the majority 

of which would be of the "bookkeeping" variety associated with including the most 

frequendy occumng allele at a locus, insofar as most individuds in a population are 

believed to have norrnally functioning or "healthy" genomes. The (updated) classical 

account of the genetic strucnire of natural populations seerns to fumish credibility to what, 

admittedly, appears to be an unlikely venture: the sequencing of parts of genomes from 

a srnall number of average or typical humans to compile a composite DNA reference 

sequence ihat is CO be used as a species-wide genetic standard of normal functioning and 

health. 

However, Muller would have been opposed to this conclusion. As outlined earlier 

in the chapter, he believed that the health of the human "gene pool" has long been 

detenorating due to the effects of civilization and of increased mutation rates due to 

radiation exposure. He estimated that the average human f d s  at least twenty percent 

below the adaptive n o m  because of the effects of being heterozygous for at least eight. 

and "possibly scores," of deleterious alleles. A reference sequence compiled from the 

DNA of average individuals would not, therefore, provide an adequate genetic standard 

of normal fimctioning or health. For Mulier, though, such a standard is theoretically 

possible, even if no achial genome c o n f o m  to it. Muller believed, in fact, that in the 

human evolutionary past, before the advent of civilization and its corrupting forces, the 

"normal" or optimal genotype prevailed among members of the species. This relates to 

the researcher mentioned in Chapter Two who suggests that the best mtDNA reference 

sequence would be that of "rnitochondrid Eve" because her sequence would predate the 

species' accumulation of deleterious alleles. Evolutionary rationde for such a premise 

is found in the theones of Muller and Kimura. Muller considered the glory days for the 

human physique to have k e n  those of the hunters and gatherers, in whom rnillennia of 



harsh selective forces permitted nature to carve out a resilient genome." On Kimura's 

"effectively neutrai" model, since al1 mutations are at least slightiy deleterious and 

approach absolute neuaality ody in the limit, the species is constantly deteriorating ever 

so slightly. Kirnura's "optimal" genorne is older even than Muller's hunter-gatherer 

genome - it comprises the rare beneficial mutations from which the species was built. 

Hence, for Muller and Kimura alike. the "normal" genome is the "original" genome that 

is unblemished by mutation and prevailed in the distant evolutionary past. Since 

mutations are virtudly always at least slightly deleterious, the "original" genome dso 

represents a standard of normal or optimal functioning. Although many of the "original" 

and "optimal" alleles that contribute to this "original" and "optimal" genotype continue 

to exist in the population, the "healthy" genotype itself exists in no actual individual. 

Hence, it is an ideal in the senses both that it does not exist in reality and that it 

represents a normative standard to which ail existing genotypes are infenor. 

The cornmitment that Muller and Kimura share to the (theoretical) existence of a 

single optimal genotype follows from a set of basic theoretical assumptions about 

population structure that they hold in common. Both subscribe to models that attach affix 

intrinsic and fmed properties to individual alleles. A particular allele is "good," "bad," 

or "neutral" regardless of cootext: no matter what allele is present at the same locus on 

the opposite chromosome, no matter what alleles are present in the remainder of the 

genome, no matter what is the composition of alleles in the population, no matter what 

are the environmental conditions. This is exactly what was at issue in the "bean bag" 

genetics controversy. The "ban bag" label arose with Ernst Mayr in his 1959 CoId 

Spring Harbor address titied "Where Are We?" Mayr argued that the mathematical 

tradition in population genetics that is associated with Fisher, Wright, and Haldane 

wrongly annbutes absolute selective values to individual genes and ignores that selective 

values are relative to genetic and environmentai backgrounds in individuals and 

populations alike: "Evolutionary change was essentiaily presented as an input or output 

of genes, as the adding of certain bans  to a beanbag and the withdrawing of others" (p. 

* Muiier believed that physical fitness is the product of naniral selection but that mental 
fitness is the product of cultural evolution. The glory days for the latter lie ahead, therefore. and 
not behind. 



2). It would be wrong to infer from Mayr's critique that mathematicai approaches ignore 

the relativity of genic effects. Selective values for individual alleles are mean, not 

absolute, values. An allele's mean fitness is its average effect across the range of genetic 

and environmental backgrounds which it encounten. Mayr dso overlooked the fact that 

Wright's mathematical models assume mean selective values for whole genotypes, not 

individuai aileles, and thus incorporate the effects of genic interaction at the level of 

individual organisrns (Provine 1986, p. 482). 

However, for our present purposes, Mayr's dismissal of "bean bag" genetics raises 

several important points. The "good," "bad," or "neutral" allele is always found in sorne 

population with some kinds of genetic and environmental backgrounds, and Muller and 

Kimura share certain assumptions about these parameters from which Dobzhansky and 

other selectionists depart. For Muller, populations are large and randomiy breeding; 

Kimura and Crow's (1964) " in f i t e  alleles" model, upon which their introduction of the 

possibility of neuval aileles was based, assumes a finite but very large number of alleles 

in the population (Dietrich 1994, pp. 38-41). Muller and Kimura alike considered 

environments to be relatively constant across time and place and believed that individual 

organisrns are protected from random environmental fluctuations by developmental 

homeostasis. Each assumed that the genetic health of the human species is gradually 

deteriorating over time, although for different reasons. Muller believed this to reflect a 

deteriorating environment - he considered the "harsh" and "naniral" hunter-gatherer 

conditions to represent the ideal environmeut. Kirnura, who assumed the constancy of 

environments over geological as weil as generational time, conceived this gradua1 genetic 

deterioration of the species in terms of the depamires in size of actual populations from 

the ideal, very large but finite, population of his mathematical models. As population size 

diminishes and the effects of drift become more pronounced, it is increasingly likely that 

deleterious mutant aileles will increase in relative fnquency and eventually become frxed 

in the population. 

Besides these idealizations of the "normal" or "optimal" genotype as the "original" 

species genotype, an altemate approach exists that attempts to improve the ability of a 

single reference sequence to serve as a suitable genetic standard of normal functioning 

and health: the replacement of a composite reference sequence with a consensus 
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reference sequence. In Chapter Two. we saw that this has been suggested with respect 

to the mtDNA reference sequence. Recall that a consensus sequence, at each nucleotide 

position. displays the nucleotide base that occurs most frequently among DNA sequences 

sampled from a number of individuals. The notion of a consensus sequence. at fint 

glance, conveys a statistical sense of normality. Indeed, a recent patent application for 

a consensus sequence of the "nomal" BRCAl gene argues that this version is a superior 

reference sequence for the gene because it is likely to be the sequence that will be found 

most frequently in the population (Marshall 1997a). Aside from the fact that the sarnple 

on which the consensus sequence was based included only five individuals, and the 

unliketihood that these individuals were of diverse ethnic origins, there is no guarantee 

that a sequence comprishg the most frequently occumng nucleotides at each nucleotide 

position will itself occur most frequently in a given population, not to mention in the 

species as a whole. Nor is there any parantee that a consensus reference sequence 

represents a functionally normal or heaithy gene and is not just an idle statistical 

invention. To draw these conclusions - that is. that a consensus sequence represents 

both statistical and functiond n o m  - additional evolutionary assumptions are required: 

specificdy, that evolutionary forces operate at the level of individual nucleotides. This 

would mean. for example, that individual nucleotides are equally likely to be separated 

in recombination and that natural selection operates consistently at a given nucleotide 

regardless of genetic and environmen ta1 backgrounds. 

Evolutionary grounds do exist for using a consensus reference sequence as a 

genetic standard of normal functioning and health. These are to be found in Kimura's 

"effectively neutral" version of neutralism in which he assumes that hnctional constraints 

operate continuously across the genome and that all mutations are at least slightly 

deletenous, approaching absolute neutrality only in the limit. If al1 individual nucleotide 

base substitutions. insertions, and deletions are at least slightly deleterious. even if these 

occur in regions of the genome that are under minimal hinctional constraint, it c m  be 

inferred that absolute fitness values attach to individual nucleotides and not just to 

individual aileles. Consequently, it makes as much evolutionary sense to refer to the 

"nomal" or optimal nucleotide base at each of the approximately three billion nucleotide 

positions of the haploid genome as it does to speak of "normal" or optimal deles. As 



1 have already argued, on the "effectively neutral" model. since d l  mutations are at least 

slightly deleterious and approach neutrality only in the lirnit. the "normal" or optimal 

genotype is the original genotype. Any consensus reference sequence that is cornpiled 

by sampling an actuai population wiil fall short of this ideal to the extent to which the 

population has deviated in size at any time throughout its evolutionary history from the 

very large but finite population of Kimura's mathematical models. 

Of course. the selectionist who emphasizes the evolutionary importance of pne-  

gene and gene-environment interactions, and the genetic composition of individual 

populations and the local environmental conditions that these populations experience, is 

hardly likely to grant fixed selective values to individual nucleotides that individual alleles 

do not themselves possess. For the selectionist. only individual genotypes that belong to 

an actual population with a particular genetic composition and a specific set of local 

environments can properly be assigned fitness coefficients. There is no ideal environment 

and there is no ideal population that determine absolute fitnesses of individual genotypes. 

alleles, or nucleotides. The selectionist emphasizes the "continuous changes" that occur 

in physical. biotic, and genetic environments (Mayr 1959. p. 6) and concludes that 

different genotypes are likely to prove adaptive in altemate sets of circurnstances. Such 

fluctuations in genetic and environmental backgrounds are believed to contribute to the 

maintenance of genetic variation in a population through different forms of balancing 

selection. Consequently, on the balancelselectionist account, no single DNA reference 

sequence cm represent a genetic standard of normal functioning and heaith - whether 

for the species as a whole or for individual populations. Divergences from the reference 

sequence need not be either irrelevant to hinction (because these are functionally 

equivalent or because they occur in nonfunctional regions of the genome) or abnormal 

deviation that is indicative of rnalhinction or disease. Multiple different modes of 

functioning may be similady viable. Genetic variation need not constitute deviation from 

a single adaptive nom. 

Any standard of normal functioning and health that the HGP's DIVA reference sequence 

is purported to represent must be recognized to be contingent with respect to evoiution 

in three ways: ontological, metaphysical, and epistemological. First, a standard of 



genetic normality is evolutionarily contingent in an ontological sense. As Max Delbrück 

writes in one of the quotations that lead off the chapter, "there are no 'absolute 

phenornena' in biology. Everything is time-bound and space-bound" (in Mayr 1961, p. 

1502). From the perspective of evolution, it is compietely arbitrary to designate a single 

DNA sequence as representative of "the" human type. Such a representation c m  be no 

more than a snapshot taken at a single moment in the flow of evolutionary time: it is 

"time-bound." It is also "space-bound"; it ignores the local contingencies associated with 

the unique evolutionary histories of diverse human groups. 

Second is the contingency associated with one's metaphysical stance toward 

change and diversity in the biological realm. As Georges Canguilhem notes, this stance 

depends "on whether one is a fixist @xiste] or a transformatist" ( 1989, p. 141). We have 

seen that Muller and Kirnura are "fixists" who treat "living beings [that] diverge from the 

specific type [as] abnormal in that they endanger the specific fom" (ibid.) and emphasize 

the constancy of environments over time and space. Genetic variation is harmful 

deviation from an onginal optimum. Those who adhere to balance and selectionist 

positions, on the other hand, are "~ansformatists" who focus on the dynamic aspects of 

evoiution and emphasize the diversity of environrnents over time and space. Genetic 

variation is beneficial to the species in the present as well as in the future. 

Third, from an epistemological standpoint, distinct theoreticai bases support these 

diffenng - "fixist" and "transformatist" - attitudes. The HGP's aim to produce a single 

DNA reference sequence that can serve as a standard of normal functioning and health 

fin& a theoretical basis, as we have seen, in the classical and neutralist accounts of the 

genetic strucnire of populations. Although the classicaVneutralist and baiancelselec tionis t 

positions understand genetic variation, genetic mutation, and the "normal" genome in such 

divergent ways, the empirical evidence has been inadequate to decide between them. As 

Crow (198 1) notes, the distribution of genetic polymorphisms found in population studies 

is consistent with both hypotheses. In addition. experiments to determine selective 

neutrality can only measure selective differences to within three to five percent which, 

according to Crow, is far from neutral in a large population. Therefore, there is no way 

to discriminate between hypotheses of neutraliq and of weak selection. The controversy 

is still ongoing; as one population geneticist recently writes: "Whether the amount of 



genetic variation in a population is rnaintained by n a t d  selection or by random genetic 

drift of neutral mutants is one of the rnost important issues in population genetics" 

(Tajima 1997, p. 149). Insofar as the extent to which genetic variation is selected for or 

selected againsr remains unknown, generally and for specific regions of the genome, any 

standard of genetic normality that the HGP's DNA reference sequence is purponed to 

represent m u t  be recognized to be evolutionarily contingent from an epistemologicd, as 

weii as metaphysical and ontological, perspective. This is something quite different, 

though, from regarding the HGP's rnapping and sequencing goals to be "anti- 

evolutionary . " 

3.3.2 Typological Thinking and the Human Genorne Projecf 

As 1 outlined in the introduction to this chapter, evolutionary biologists and philosophes 

of biology have cnticized the thinking that informs the HGP as pre-Darwinian, Platonic, 

essentialist, and typologicai for its treatment of genetic variation as deviation from a nom 

and mutation as "error" or "damage." Since 1 have argued that the HGP's airns are 

consistent with classical and neutralist accounts of the genetic structure of natural 

populations, it is not surprising that Dobzhansky similarly accused Muller of pre- 

Darwinian, Platonic, essentialist, and typological thinking for his adherence to the notion 

of a "normal" genome. Nor is it surprising that Lewontin refers to Kimura's neutral 

theory as "neoclassical": "the so-caüed neutral mutation theory is, in reality, the classical 

Damin-Muiler hypothesis about population structure and evolution, brought up-to-date" 

(1974a, p. 198). In this final part of the chapter, I attempt to delineate exactly what 

charges of pre-Darwinian, Platonic, essentialist, and typological thinking involve. I assess 

possible ways in which the HGP may be guilty of such a charge with reference to 

Dobzhansky's analogous criticisrns of Muller. I conclude by considering possible reasons 

why molecular biology's implicit evolutionary assumptions might coincide with Muller's 

account. 

The typological-population distinction dates to Dobzhansky and Mayr. The 

distinction is said to have k e n  fist fully articulated by Mayr in 1959 (Sober 1984b, p. 

14). It centres on how biological variation is conceptualized. Typological thinking 

assumes that it makes sense to speak of a "type" that is representative of an entire class 



of organisrns - whether at the level of genus, species, or race. On this view. there are 

definite, and more or less fmed, qualitative differences that distinguish one genus, species, 

or race nom another. Variation within a genus, species, or race is undentood as 

deviation from type. Population thinking refuses this notion of a normal type. Various 

genuses, species, and races are recognized to differ in degree and not in kind. The 

boundaries that separate them are understood to be contingent products of evolution in a 

state of ongoing flux. htragroup variation is understood simply as difference and not as 

deviation from type. 

Much rhetoric surrounds Dobzhansky's and Mayr's promotion of population 

thinking in theû writings. Typologicai thinking is descnbed as pre-Darwinian, static, 

essentialist, Platonic, a priori, rnorphological, prescriptive, and idealist. Population 

thinking is described as  Dwinian, dynamic, individualistic, statistical, empirical, and 

genic. The following passage is typical of Dobzhansky's criticisms of Muller's adherence 

to the concept of a "normal" genotype and his classicd theory of the genetic structure of 

populations as typological: 

It is legitimate to use the concept of "nom" to facilitate the description of mutants 
and of genetical and environmentally induced aberrations that occur from time to 
t h e .  Unfortunately, some biologists have gone beyond this, and came to regard 
the "nom" as a sort of ideal prototype of which the actudly existing individuals 
are imperfect copies. This typological thinking, the roots of which go down to the 
Platonic philosophy, is basicaiiy anti-evolutionistic, and has produced much 
confusion in biological thought. (Cordeiro and Dobzhansky 1954, p. 83) 

To assess the validity of Dobzhansky's criticisms of Mulier, it is necessary to try to figure 

out the meanings of some of these descriptions. 

Mayr argues bat, unlike po pulationists, typologists fail to appreciate t hat natural 

selection is a statistical phenomenon: 

The typologist interprets natural selection as an allsr-none phenomenon. He 
assumes that one type is beîter and therefore survives, whde the other type is 
inferior and is therefore w ipd  out. Naturai selection in this interpretation is 
immediate, absolute, and final. (Mayr 1963, p. 184) 

Typologists, in addition, emphasize selection's negative effects: "Natural selection .... 
either selects or rejects, with rejection king by far more obvious and conspicuous" (Mayr 

1984, p. 17). Au expectation for "every population to consist uniformly of perfect 



individuals" (Mayr 1963. p. 184) results. The populationist, on the other hand, "does not 

interpret n a W  selection as an dl-or-none phenornenon" (Mayr 1984, p. 17): 

Every individual has thousands of traits in which it may be under a given set of 
conditions selectively supenor or inferior in cornparison with the mean of the 
population. The greater the number of supenor traits an individual has, the greater 
the probability that it wili not only survive but dso reproduce. But this is merely 
a probability. (ibid.) 

The population approach emphasizes the importance of variable environmental conditions 

in naturd selection and shifts attention away from the relative fitnesses of different 

morphological "types" to an operationai understanding of fitness in terms of probable 

changes in gene frequencies from one generation to the next Mayr considers typological 

thinking to be "pre-Danvinian" not only because it ignores the statistical treatment of 

naturd populations presented in Danvin's theory of evolution by natural selection but 

because it is "essentialist": species are conceived of in terms of fixed unchanging 

essences with "coqlete discontinuities" between al1 types (1963, p. 5).  Danvin's 

conception of evolution by natural selection as a gradual process is completely 

incongruous with species essentialism. Mayr reaches the conclusion that the typologist 

who is also an evolutionist must believe in saltatory evolution: "Since there is no 

gradation between types, gradual evolution is basically a logical impossibility for the 

typologist. Evolution, if it occun at dl, has to proceed in steps or jumps" (1984, p. 15). 

Other characterizations of the typological-population distinction found in Mayr and 

Dobzhansky centre on the treatment of variation within a population, race, or species. 

Plato's theory of the forms is appealed to in order to illustrate the differences between 

typological and population thinking: "Plato's concept of the eidos is the formai 

philosophical corncation of [typological] thinking" (Mayr 1963, p. 5) ;  typological 

thinking "regardrs] the 'nom' as a sort of ideai prototype of which the actually existing 

individuals are imperfect copies" (Cordeiro and Dobzhansky 1954, p. 83). Mayr and 

Dobzhansky emphasize that, for populationists like themselves. definitions of species and 

subspecies categones are not real but only ideas. Rather, it is the observed variability of 

nature that continually defies containment in these categories that is real. Plato, of course, 

believed that empirical properties only imperfectly approach the true, etemal, and 

unchanging ideal Forms. In Dobzhansky's words: "Plato was not a biologist ... but 



following him we would have to conclude that the mice or the aies we catch are only 

imperfect copies of the one ideal Mouse or the ideal Fly" (1962, p. 42). In contrast to 

this tie between typological thinking and philosophical Platonism, Dobzhansky held that 

population thinking shares philosophical existentiaiism's focus on the importance of 

individuality: "the populational approach ... considers the differences arnong people and 

the variations among individual animals and plants to be very red and important, not just 

appearances or accidents or imperfections" (ibid., p. 43). Mayr similarly points to the 

stress population thinking places on "the uniqueness of everything in the organic world": 

not only are no two individuais alike but each individuai changes throughout its life cycle 

and when confronted with different environments (1984, p. 15). 

Although Muller did emphasize negative "purif'ying" selection. he cannot be 

considered a typologist of the sort Mayr describes as a "pre-Danvinian" and "essentialist" 

adherent of saltatory evolution or evolution-sceptic. Dobzhans@'s claim that Muller's 

thinking is "basically anti-evolutionistic" is entirely unfair. Muller was a tireless advocate 

of neo-Darwinism who, even as a student, tangled with T. H. Morgan over Morgan's 

support for saltatory evolution and mutation as the sole basis for evolutionary change. 

To accuse Muller of "Platonism" is not entirely fair either. Muller did not believe that 

there is "one ideal. perfect, and inconceivably beautifd man" of which the "[pleople 

whom we meet are ... only more or less defective and distorted images" as Dobzhansky 's 

caricature suggests (1962, p. 42). Muller's "ideal type" is the product of Nature; it does 

not reside in Plato's heaven. Muiler also stressed that, because natural selection lacks 

foresight, "[tlhe organism is not perfect in any absolute sense" but "relative only to the 

possibilities more imrnediately around it." 

Where Dobzhansky's criticisms of Muller ring vue are in Muller's conception of 

the normal. The typologicai-population distinction that opposes "types" to "individuals" 

represents differing conceptions of biological n o m .  As Mayr writes: "For the typologist 

everything in nature is either "good" or "bad," "usefui" or "detrimental" (1984, pp. 16- 17). 

In other words, biological variation is always deviation from an adaptive nom. 

Populationists, on the other hand, prefer statistical n o m :  "Al1 organisms and organic 

phenornena are composed of unique features and c m  be described collectively only in 



statistical terms" (ibid., p. 15), that is, in terms of the arithmetic mean and variance for 

the population: 

Averages are merely statistical abstractions; only the individuals of which the 
populations are composed have reality .... For the typologist, the type (eidos) is 
real and the variation is an illusion. while for the populationist the type (average) 
is an abstraction and only the variation is real. NO two ways of looking at nature 
could be more different. (ibid., p. 16) 

The typological-population distinction written this way is one that we are familiar with 

from Chapter Two's cornparison of the statistical approaches of Adolphe Quetelet and 

Francis Galton. 

Galton undentood the mean values of traits to be, in Mayr's words, "statistical 

abstractions." For Quetelet, on the other hand, the constancies in mean values of traits 

refiect the operation of biological (or social) laws or "constant causes" whereas variation 

foLlows from "accidental causes." Mean values are "ideal types," variation from which 

constitutes harmful deviation. This is the basis of Elliott Sober's undentanding of the 

distinction between essentiaiist (typologicd) and population thinking in his (1980) article, 

"Evolution, Popul2tion Thinking, and Essentiaiism." Sober characterizes essentialism in 

terms of the approach to biologicai variation that was taken by Aristotle and Quetelet. 

Aristotle's "Naturd State ModeI" holds that "there is a distinction between the nattrral 

state of a kiod of object and those States which are not natural. These latter are produced 

by subjecting the object to an interfering force" (p. 360). Variability in nature is thus to 

be understood as "deviation from what is natural" (ibid.). Similarly, for Quetelet, 

"variation in a population ... is the result of interferences confounding the expression of 

a prototype" (p. 367). Sober argues that this conception of variation as deviation became 

no longer tenable with the rise of statistical population thinking in the late-nineteenth 

century in the work of Galton and Darwin. 

Yet. just as Quetelet opposed constant to accidental causes. Muller, a comrnitted 

foilower of Darwin, opposed deterministic to random forces of evolution - negative 

stabilizing selection to mutation and drift. His conception of a single genotypic nom that 

is homozygous for the "wild-type" allele at ail loci is andogous to Quetelet's "ideal type" 

from which variation represents harmful deviation. Muller's "normal" genotype is 

vulnerable to the same criticisms faced by Quetelet's "average man": the "ideal type" 
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does not exist. Dobzhansky charged that Muller's "ideal Man - or man-as-he-rnight- 

have ken"  has never existed (1959, p. 158) and Mayr writes: "An individual that will 

show in aii of its characten the precise rnean value for the population as a whole does 

not exist. In other words. the ideai type does not exist" (1984, p. 16). Yet, neither 

Muller nor Quetelet was misled on this count: Muller considered his "dl-normal man" 

to be "fictitious" and Quetelet viewed his "average man" as "an identity [that] can 

scarcely be realised." The important issue, 1 would argue, is not whether the "ideal type" 

actually exists but what it is understood to represent as an ideal. For Muller, the "ided 

type" is sornewhat like Plato's forms because, although it cannot be perfectly attained, just 

as perfect knowledge of the forms is impossible, analogously, through reason, it is 

possible to corne close. Humans can l e m  to control mutagenesis and to direct evolution. 

By decreasing the spontaneous mutation rate and by instituting negative eugenics, it may 

be possible to restore, at l e s t  in part, the optima for physical traits that belong to our 

"noble savage" past. Mental perfection remains an ideal to smve for in the future. That 

Muiler's "ideal type" does not, and even may never, exist in reality does not, by itself, 

impugn its status as a nom. 

As with Muller. the charge of "typologicai" thinking sticks to the HGP in some 

of its aspects and not in others. The HGP is not anti-evolutionary or pre-Danvinian; 

rather, the HGP's aim to produce a single DNA reference sequence that represents a 

genetic standard of normal functioning and health is consistent with a panicular set of 

evolutionary assumptions - elements of which are shared by Muiier and Kimura. On 

the other hand, like Muller, the HGP exhibits a typological conception of genetic variation 

as deviation from an adaptive nom or "genetic load." Elof Axe1 Carlson, Muller's former 

student and biographer, contends that "~u l l e r ' s ]  theoretical contributions to genetics and 

evolution provided, in large measure, the world-view which molecular biology has 

adopted" (1973, p. vii). While 1 believe that Carlson is right that molecular biology 

shares Muller's evolutionary world view, the reasons for this are not transparent. Perhaps, 

as well, it would be more accurate to Say that evolutionary assumptions like Muller's are 

implicit in the theones and practices of molecular biology. Certainly, the Muller- 

Dobzhansky debate had littie impact on molecular biology during the 1950s and 1960s. 

The controversies over genetic load and radiation dangers had very much to do with the 



genetics of human populations. and, while they drew on the extensive data on Drosophila 

that was available, these issues were remote from the genetics of the rnicroorganisrns that 

molecular biologists studied. By this t h e ,  molecular biology was well off and running 

under its own s t e m  with its own set of problems. 

Nevertheless, there are severai other possible reasons for this appearance of 

conceptuai continuity. The fmt obvious one is that most biologists, other than naturalists, 

hold evolutionary views similar to Muller's: adaptation as directional, mutations as good, 

bad, or neutral regardless of context. Certainly, the scant references to evolution and 

mutation found in the Fust molecular biology texts (wntten in the 1960~)~  as well as the 

more extensive wntings on evolution found in molecular biologists' more popular works, 

express views sirnilar to Muiler's." However, whereas Muller's beliefs about evolution 

unde~note his conceptions of normality and variation, it is likely that questions about 

evolution and populations are, and can be, completely ignored by molecular biologists. 

Their questions about structure and function couched in terms of the nomal and abnormal 

are not inforrned by, but merely consistent with. an evolutionary scheme that is similar 

to Muller's. 

Another reason why the views of Muller and rnolecular biologists coincide is their 

shared indebtedness to the concepts and mechanisrns of "classical" genetics. It seems that 

Dobzhansky fixed the "classical" label to Muiler's position in reference to its tie to the 

mutant-wild type distinction, in writing that his cwn balance position renounces the 

validity of the "[tlhe classicai concept of the 'wild-type,' and the distinction between 

'normal' deles ... and mutant alleles, [which] arose in Drosophila genetics" (1955a, p. 

4). There is no doubt that the bridge biochemicai and bacterial genetics provided from 

"classical" genetics to molecular biology preserved and reinforced the mutant-wild type 

'*niese are, in short: Due to evolution by natural selection. organisms are extremely well- 
adapted to their environments and function efficiently within them, the products of the 
accumulation over millions of generations of very infrequently occumng fitness-enhancing 
mutations. Hence. the vast majority of mutations that occur are derrimental to the organism and 
involve the loss or impairment of protein hinction. These are eliminated from the population by 
natural selection. The only mutations that wiIi persist in the population are those rare ones that 
are neutral (such as eye colour in humans) or. mer yet, beneficial with respect to protein and 
organismal function. Where a mutant allele confers an advantage, natural selection rapidly leads 
to the dimination of its predecessor fiom the population. 



distinction, and provided a chemicai basis to several of the key concepts in "classical" 

genetics that support Mliller's evolutionary views. The one gene-one enzyme hypothesis 

of George Beadle and Edward Tatum. and its subsequent incarnation as the one gene-one 

polypeptide model, as well as the definition of the gene as a functional unit (a cistron) 

as opposed to a unit of recombination or mutation, reinforce the notion of the "wild type" 

as hinctional nom. The normal or wild type gene produces a hinctionai enzyme or 

polypeptide; the mutant gene produces a functionaily deficient enzyme or polypeptide. 

"Forward" and "backward" mutations are identified on the basis of whether some 

biochemicai function is lost or restored (Freese 1963, p. 210). Thus, the "classical" 

concepts of dominance and recessiveness and the laboratory experiences of "classical" 

geneticists that the vast majority of mutations are recessive and involve loss of function 

(vestigial wings, for example) are understood in biochemical terms. Muller's belief in the 

ubiquity of partial dominance is vindicated: the heterozygote appears "wild type" only 

if there are sufficient amounts of normal protein present. 

The normal-abnormal distinction is cenaal to molecdar biology, not just because 

it arose specifically out of the laboratory approaches of classical, biochemical, and 

bacterial genetics, but because these fields alike share the interventionist approach of 

expenmental biology. Abnormalities are induced in order to study normal function. 

There are two features of this approach consistent with that of Muller to evolution. The 

fust is that the existence of the normal organism, trait. or gene, is assumed from the 

outset. The statuses of the mutant and nomal gene are never doubted in experirnental 

genetics because mutations can be discerned as sudden hentable changes in a 

characteristic, whether the modification is perceived at the level of a gross phenotypic 

characteristic, a gene product, or a nucleotide base. The "normal" or "wild type" 

organism/characteristic/gene/allele is uncontested: it is that which was dready present. 

Mutation is a tool in the laboratory; its responsibility for generating divenity in nature 

can easily be ignored. The second consequence is that expenmentea must control for al1 

other possible confounding variables. One inbreeds or clones organisms and maintains 

the external environment constant. Hence, just as for Mulier, there is no interacting 

system; context is denied, the organisrn and its environment are effaced. 



By maintaining genetic and environmental backgrounds constant in the Iaboratory, 

it is possible to attribute to individual alleles absolute selective values and constant 

functional effects. In this way. the laboratory geneticist shares the "bean bag" approach 

to population genetics that was parodied by Mayr (1959). Indeed, Wallace (1991) 

associates the "classical" label for Muller's views on the genetic structure of populations 

with the mathematical evolutionary genetics of Fisher and Haldme, rather than with the 

mutant-wild type distinction of Drosophila genetics as suggested by Dobzhansky's 

writings. This presents a challenge to Sober's (1980) argument that the essentialist and 

typological approach to biological variation found in Aristotle and Quetelet "has been 

discredited by modem evolutionary theory" (p. 365). Sober concludes that. although "our 

'modern* conceptions of heaith and disease and our notion of nomality as something 

other than a statistical average enshrine Aristotle's model" (p. 363), this cannot be 

justified by modem evolutionary theory. In other words, essentialism is a problem that 

persists in medicine and molecular biology but not in population genetics. In a footnote, 

Sober remarks that he sees no basis for Mayr's assertion that "essentialist errors continue 

to be made in population biology in the form of the distortions of 'bean-bag genetics"' 

(p. 353). However, as I have argued in this chapter, the population approaches of Muller 

and Kimura take typological and essentialist approaches to genetic nomality and genetic 

variation that assume that individual alleles have intrinsic and fixed selective vaiues and 

that there is an "original" and "optimal" genotype. Supposing that the fimesses of alleles 

are independent of their genetic and environmental contexts and that the effects of alleies 

are strictly additive, the "normal" organism becomes conceived as the " b a n  bag" bearer 

of aii normal, and no mutant, aiieles. 

In this chapter, 1 have argued that molecular biology and the HGP are not anti- 

evolutionary. Rather, their approaches are consistent with a particular set of evolutionary 

assurnptions. In correspondence with Kimura's early formulation of the neutral theory. 

the gemme tends to be divided into functional and nonfunctional regions. Muller's 



classical account, as updated by Kimura's initial version of the neutral theory, permits at 

least functional areas of the genome to be represented by a single hinctional nom. This 

means that ail genetic variation in functional areas of the genome is suspect. As updated 

by Kimura's later "effectively neutral" rnodel, the classical-neutralist account provides 

evolutionary justification for the entire genome to be represented by a single functional 

nom. This means that aii genetic variation is suspect. Since al1 mutations are deleterious 

- even if just slightiy - the "normal" or optimal genome is the original genome. with 

very few exceptions. Individuai nucleotides, as well as individual alleles, are assumed 

to have constant selective values: this justifies the notion of a consensus DNA reference 

sequence. To the extent to which the reference sequence approximates the "normal" or 

original genome, variation from it can rightly be judged to be harrnful deviation. 

Although this sequence may belong to no actual individual, and is ideal in this sense, its 

normative status fin& theoretical justification in the accounts of MuUer and Kimura, 

Although there are no obvious historical reasons that explain why molecular 

biology incorporates evolutionary assumptions sirnilar to those of Muller, 1 offered severd 

other possible reasons for this coincident set of operational precepts. I argued, also. that 

Dobzhanslq's cnticisms of Mulier's approach as "typologicai" are warranied with respect 

to Muller's treatment of intraspecific genetic variation as deviation from a single adaptive 

nom. They are not wmanted because Muller assumes that the "ideal type" actually 

exists or because his views are anti-evolutionary. Insofar as the approaches of molecular 

biology and the HGP are consistent with evolutionary assumptions found in Muller and 

Kimura, the case conceming current criticisrns of the HGP as "typological" by 

evolutionary biologists and philosophen of biology is analogous. 

Defenders of "ban bag" genetics have convincingly responded to Mayr by arguing 

that the selection coefficients of individual alleles are not absolute values that ignore 

genetic and environmental contexts; rather. they are mean values that take full account 

of the range of genetic and environmental backgrounds experienced by particular alleles 

and therefore any gene-gene and gene-environment interactions that occur. However. as 

Dobzhansky and other selectionists emphasize, selection coefficients will Vary greatly in 

smaller populations with idiosyncratic genetic compositions and specific local 

environments. Among individuals. there is even greater potential for variable allelic 
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effects due to gene-gene and geneenvironment interactions to arise. The Iegitimacy of 

a DNA reference sequence as a standard of nomai functioning and health against which 

individual DNA sequences can be judged cannot rely for its justification on the mean 

fitnesses appeaied to by defenders of "bean bag" genetics. Only if the selective values 

of individual aileles or individual nucleotides are constant and additive can one infer 

reliably from their behaviours in a population to their behaviours in a given individual. 

Insofar as human molecular genetics is concerned with the development of traits in 

individuals and moIecular medicine is concerned with interventions at the level of 

individuais and not the "gene pool." the physiological effects of variation in individual 

alleles or nucleotides cannot be "black-boxed." The foiiowing chapter focuses on how 

we are to understand the value of genetic variation with respect to the physiologies of 

individual organisms and the clinical context. 



Chapter Four 

The Clinical Context: Is Genetic Variation Deviation or Deviance? 

It seemed a very srna11 toe to cause such a degree of anxiety. But there was often a great deal of 
grown-up fuss that seemed dispropoctionate to causes. (Wyndham 1958, p. 13) 

A map of the human genome could ... lead to a more narrowIy focused view of a "normal" gene 
complement, and how much deviation we permit before considering any individuai genome 
"abnormal." deviant, or diseased. We haven't seriously begun to think about how to think about 
this issue, even though we know normalcy will be invented, not discovered. (Annas 1989. pp. 
20-2 1) 

There are many ways to represent the nature of human beings, and none of them are [sic] vdue 
neutrai. Even a genomic characterization is already always determined by Our social and 
concepnial background. What we see, therefore, in a genomic characterization of human beings 
depends on what we are accustomed to and interested in seeing, this for both the species as a 
whole and the individual in particular. There is no escaping this immersion in the social and 
conceptuai preconditions of observation, representation, science, and Ianguage; we cannot ever 
hope to achieve the position of an encireiy unconditioned, uninterested observer. (Murphy 
p. 7) 

They wrestied with the novel idea that a Deviation might not be disgusting and evil - no1 
successfully. (Wyndham 1958, p. 53) 

1994, 
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In this chapter, I further consider the normative statu of the concepts of genetic normality 

and genetic mutation. Chapter Two illustrated ways in which several concepts of 

normality found in contemporary molecular genetics - wild-type, consensus sequence, 

and reference sequence - incorporate boih descriptive and evaluative senses of the 

normal and often conflate them in confusing and misleadhg ways. Philosophical analysis 

may help to discem and to clarify these senses but it cannot, on logical grounds. proscnbe 

the slippage that occun between them. This is because, as Chapter Three showed, the 

biologist expects that due to natural selection what is statisticdy nonmi (frequent, 

cornmon, average, or usual) will coincide with what is biologicdly (functionally) normal. 

These two senses of 'normal' - the statistical and the biological - are aiike in that both 

are considered to be scientifically objective. By scientifcaily objective, 1 mean that 

judgements of whether particular genes or genomes are normal or abnormal are not 

informed by mord, aesthetic, social, or cultural values. Statistical judgements of genetic 



normality are easily recognized to be objective and value-neuual: normal genes are those 

that occur most frequently; mutant genes are unusual variants. Judgements of normal 

and abnormal function are arguably evaluative but remain objectively scientific if they 

incorporate only biological values - survivai and reproduction. for exampie. 

The scientific objectivity of the concepts of genetic normality and genetic mutation 

is a matter of considerable interest and importance because knowledge in human 

molecular gene tics is increasingly used to justiQ clinical (and social) interventions. For 

many theorists, the distinction between healthy or normal genes and disease or mutant 

genes constitutes a directive to action that resolves eugenic concerns surrounding the 

Human Genorne Project and the increasing availability of gene tic technologies. The 

purportedly scientific and objective line between genetic nomality and genetic mutation 

undenvrites boundaries between health and disease, enhancement and corrective therapy, 

and positive and negative eugenics. This permits modifications of individual genomes, 

at least on one side of the line, to be referred to as "therapy" or "intervention," 

expressions which accept the reassuring caress of the doctor's healing hand and displace 

the manipulative hand of the experimentalist.' Prenatal screening (with in vitro 

fertiiization and embryo selection or selective abortion) and genetic manipulation (whether 

somatic or germ-line) are acceptable if they aim only to restore, but not to enhance, 

normal function. Ethicists write: "The object of germ-line therapy should ... be to restore 

an 'original' healthy genetic topology to the treated individual, such that future 

procreation would proceed as if one's progenitors had never carried a genetic lesion" 

(Zimmerman 1991, p. 599) and that gem-line intervention with "bona fide therapeutic 

purpose ... merely a h  at restoring an order of things that obtained previously, but was 

dishubed by genetic mutation" (Mauron and Thévoz 1991, p. 656). 

These appeals to a genetic nom to justify genetic manipulations of human germ 

tells are consistent with hnctionalist accounts of health and disease that define the 

1 Hubbard and Wald (1993, p. 1 10) use the tenn 'gene manipulation' instead of 'gene therapy' 
because the latter takes it for granted that the intervention is in the recipient's interests insofar as 
it seeks to restore health, a positive state. Since it is the very staruses of the distinctions between 
health and disease and genetic normaiity and genetic mutation that are in question here. 1 have 
chosen to folIow them. 



concepts of health and disease in terms of normal and abnormal biologicai functions. The 

philosophical project that provides clinicd medicine with theoretical foundations in 

biology is an attempt to justiQ interventions designed to prevent and to treat disease. The 

"ought" of clinical intervention rests on the "is" of biological fact. If health is normal 

function and disease is abnormal function, the restoration of heaith and the eradication of 

disease represent no more than the preservation of what is "naturai." ALthough functionai 

accounts of health and disease have traditionaily k e n  based in physiology, they cm easily 

be extended to the level of the genome with health and disease defmed in terms of normal 

and abnomal gene structure and function. However, if George J. Annas and Timothy F. 

Murphy are correct in their views expressed in the quotations that Iead off the chapter that 

"normdcy wiil be invented, not discovered" (Annas 1989, p. 21) and that "[elven a 

genomic characterization [of human nature] is already always determined by Our social 

and conceptual background" and is not value-neutral (Murphy 1994, p. 7), there is no "is" 

of biological fact that does not also represent mord, aesthetic, social, or cultural "oughts." 

The fmt section of the chapter discusses different possible accounts of health and 

disease based in normal and abnomal biological functions. 1 begin by introducing the 

best known of these: Christopher Boorse's (1977) hinctionalist account of hedth and 

disease. 1 discuss Boorse's goaicentred conception of functions in temis of two more 

recent philosophical approaches to biological functions: dispositional (or "forward- 

looking") and etiological (or "backward-looking"). Functionalist accounts of health and 

disease supported by either of these theories of biological functions make two key 

assumptions. The fmt is that biology provides theoretical foundations for clinical 

practice. The second is that judgements of normal and abnorrnai biological function. and 

those of health and disease that they support, are scientifically objective and not 

influenced by moral, aesthetic, social, or cultural values. The middie sections of the 

chapter deal with the first assumption: that theory directs action. 1 present Georges 

Canguilhem's two-pm thesis in n e  Normal and the Pathological: fmt, that knowledge 

of nomal physiology is indebted to a prior knowledge of the pathological, and not vice 

versa; and second, that knowledge of the pathological is directed by clinical judgements 

of health and disease, and not vice versa. Taking a close look at the methodologies of 

human molecular genetics, specificaily the mapping of normal and mutant genes, I argue 



for the extension of Canguilhem's thesis from physiology to human molecdar genetics. 

In the final part of the chapter. 1 tum to the second assumption: the scientific objectivity 

of judgements of normal and abnorrnal biological hinctions and health and disease. If 

knowledge of the pathologicai is antecedent to and constitutive of knowledge of the 

normal, any standard of genetic cormality will be no more or no less value-laden than 

judgements about what counts as a disease. 1 argue that our understandings of health and 

disease are always socidly and culturaUy situated and, insofar as these are pnor to and 

underlie biological designations of genetic normality and genetic mutation. the meanings 

of individual DNA sequences are no less socially and culturally embedded. This should 

not lead us, however, to throw up our hands and to move too quickly away from what has 

been at issue in the long-standing debate in the philosophy of medicine over the concepts 

of health and disease. Functionalist conceptions of heaith and disease teach us sornething 

important: that functions are always relative to an environment. Human environments 

are social and cultural, as well as biological. Appealing to seveml examples of pseudo- 

hemaphroditic conditions, I argue for an account of health and disease and genetic 

normality and mutation that recognizes the cultural nego tiability of their meanings. 

4.1 Functionalist Accounts of Health and Disease 

Christopher Boorse bases his influentid (1977) functionalist account of heaith and disease 

in the intuition that "the nonnai is the natural" (p. 554). Boorse establishes a theoreticai 

medicine that defmes health and disease in terms of normal and abnomai biological 

functions. Insofar as health and disease receive theoretical d e f ~ t i o n s  based in empiricai 

fact, theoretical justification is provided for practical interventions that aim to eliminate 

disease and to restore what is "natural." For Boorse, "[fJunctions are, purely and simply, 

contributions to goals. Any goal pursued or intended by a goal-directed system may serve 

to generate a function statement" (1984, p. 376). Since organisms are mechanistic goal- 

directed systems, a biological hinction is a causal contribution to a goal. Boorse argues 

that the goals attributed to goal-directed systerns, and therefore the functions accorded to 

their component parts and processes, involve pragmatic choices dictated by the contextual 



features of enquiry. Physiologists, evolutionists. and ecologists who are concemed with 

different goal-directed systerns - organism, populations or species, or ecosystem - 
will assign func tions to different entities in nature. 

Boorse follows a long tradition that takes physiology to be the appropriate 

theoretical foundation for a scientific medicine. This choice fixes the contextual features 

of enquiry: "In physiology the goal-directed system S is the individual organism and the 

relevant goals its own survival and reproduction" (Boorse 1984, p. 383). Physiological 

functions are assigned to whatever parts and processes contribute "reliably" to the goals 

of survival and reproduction "throughout a species or other reference class" (ibid.). 

Memben of a given species share a "uniform functional organization" constituted by a 

"means-end hieranihy" of functions that Boorse c d s  the "species biological design" and 

which can be discemed empirically (Boorse 1977, p. 557). The theoretical concept of 

disease as deviation from "species biological design" (ibid., p. 543) includes not only 

those conditions we generaily consider to be diseases but congenital defects, functional 

losses, and injuries. Boone deems functions to be normal or abnomai in the statistical 

sense: a particular part or process hinctions normally if it makes a "typical contribution" 

to "individual survival and reproduction ... within members of a reference group" (ibid., 

p. 562): 

Health in a member of the reference class is normal fwictional abiliry: the 
readiness of each internal part to perform al1 its nomial functions on typical 
occasions with at least typical efficiency. 
A diseare is a type of internal state which impairs health, i.e., reduces one or more 
functional abilities below typical efficiency. (ibid.) 

Boorse considen these theoretical definitions of health and disease to be objective and 

value-neutral because they are empiricail y based. 

Boorse's basic account of biological functions is similar in several respects to that 

of Robert Cummins. Cummins refers to capacities rather than goals. Functions are 

identified by analyzing the capacities of a system in ternis of the contributing capacities 

of its component systems and parts. AU functions are contained within a more complex 

integrated whole (a "containing system") and can be isolated only relative to that whole, 

and, importantly, how one chooses to delineate and to analyze the system. Boone and 

Cummins also agree that "functional analysis cm properly be carried on in biology quite 
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independently of evolutionary considerations" (Cummins 1984, p. 399). Suppose, 

Cummins says. that pigeons* wings no longer contribute, and even become detrimental. 

to their fitness. We would still analyze pigeons' capacity for tlight in terms of the 

functions of their anatomical parts. Boone would likely argue that the anatomist may 

very well do so. but the physiologist. who understands the "apex goals" of the organism 

to be survival and reproduction, would not. Despite hÏs focus on cornponents of 

evolutionary fitness (swival  and reproduction), Boorse nevertheless contends that 

physiologists need only be concerneci with how a system operates at present and not with 

how it evolved. Aithough a trait's evolutionary origins may be heIpN in gaining an 

understanding of its curent hinction, the concept of biological function does not itself 

require this. 

Recent philosophicai theories of functions, function-ascribing statements, and 

fbnctional explanation are more emphaticaiiy realist. Both "fonvard-looking" dispositional 

and "backward-looking" etiologicd accounts consider functions to be natural propenies 

that exist independently of particular conceptual schemes and c m  be explicated by the 

theory of evolution by naturai selection. Where these two approaches diverge is over the 

relationships of functions to evolutionary processes. The "foward-looking" approach 

represents all biological functions as propensities for swival  and reproduction. On this 

view, functional explanations address "tbr: adaptive ~ i ~ c a n c e  of a trait obsenied in 

present individuals in a given environment" (Horan 1989, p. 135). Functions are adaptive 

but are not necessarily adaptations, that is, the products of past evolution by natural 

selection. The " backward-looking" approach is indebted to Lamy Wright's thesis that 

functional ascnptions are explanatory only insofar as functions are identifîed on the bais 

of the evolutionary history of the particular part or process. Narural selection answers the 

question, Wright says. of "how the thing with the function got there" (1984, p. 359): "the 

funcrion of the liver is that parricular thing it is good for which explains why animais 

have them" (p. 359). Functions are adaptations; in present environments, they may or 

may not be adaptive. 

J o b  Bigelow and Robert Pargetter (1987) are responsible for a "forward-looking" 

or dispositional theory of functions. "Something has a (biological) function." they argue, 

"just when it confers a swival-enhancing propensity on a creature that possesses it" (p. 
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192). Functions are dispositional properties of biological entities: where natural selection 

operates, given particular environmental conditions, functions increase the likelihood of 

their bearen' survivd. Bigelow and Pargetter stipulate that fùnctions are relative to a 

creature's "naniral habitat" aithough they admit this to be arnbiguous in the event of a 

sudden change in the environment. Functions are assigned to components of organisms 

based on their contributions to the functioning of subsystems that are hierarchically 

arranged. "Habitat" extends to internai environments - organelles of a cell, for example, 

insofar as they contribute ultimately to organismal s w i v a i  and reproduction, possess 

functions relative to the intraceilular environment. Bigelow and Pargetter believe that 

their account intersects with that of Boorse, except in their appeal to propensities where 

Boone appeais to "statisticaliy normal activities within a ciass of organisrns" (footnote, 

p. 193). Since my concem in this chapter is with functional accounts of health and 

disease, insofar as Boorse defines heaith and disease in terms of physiological functions 

and these, in turn, are defined by their contributions to the abilities of individuai 

organisms to survive and to reproduce, 1 believe that it is appropnate to include Boorse 

among those theorists who take a "forward-looking" approach to hnctions based in 

ongoing evolutionary success. 

The "backward-looking" or etiological approach asks not how a part or process 

works but why that particular part or process exists at dlO2 Along these lines, Ruth 

Garrett Millikan (1989ab) and Karen Neander (1991) propose etiologicii accounts that 

emphasize "selective" or "proper functions": "biological proper functions are effects for 

which traits were selected by naturai selection" (Neander, p. 168). Millikan (1989b) 

argues that " forward-loo king" ireamien ts of hnctions make improper appeals to natural 

selection because selection can explain a trait's presence (its origin or maintenance) in a 

population or species only if it is "temporally prior." "Forward-looking" accounts cannot 

handle traits that are universal to a species because a particular trait contributes to fitness 

only relative to other possibiiities. Millikan and Neander believe Boorse ' s statistical 

determinations of normal and abnormal functions to be misguided. Biological n o m  are 

Mayr's (1961) paper distinguishes "how" and "why" questions according to analogous 
distinctions between proximate and ultimate causation and functional and evolutionary biotogy. 
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not statistical. A "proper" or "selected" finction of a trait may be rarely hlfilled in 

acniality. "The notion of a 'proper function' is the notion of what a part is supposed to 

do" (Neander 1991, p. 180) - that is. "whatever it was selected for by natural selection" 

(ibid., p. 183) - and not what it achcally dues do. The selective history of a part or 

process determines its "proper hinction" and establishes biological (functional) n o m .  

We identiQ a part or process as "defective" only through knowledge of the "proper 

function" for which it was favoured by natucal selection in the past. The environment in 

which the organisrn fin& itself is identified as "normal" only if it coincides with that in 

which the "proper function" was selected for in the past (Millikan 1989a, p. 300). It is 

because of natural selection and the bio1ogicaVfunctional noms it establishes that 

objective judgements about health and disease are possible at al1. 

These functionalist accounts of health and disease, whether "forward-" or 

"backward-Iooking," can easily be extended to the level of the genome to found a "genetic 

medicine." Whether the concept of gene is understood functionally or defined smicnirdly 

as a stretch of DNA or a nucleic acid sequence, genes are components of organized 

systems that can be judged to be normal or abnormal in structure or function based on 

the& present or past contributions to evolutionary success. On Boone's statistical 

"forward-looking" account, the concepts of heaith and disease can be defined in terms of 

normal and abnormal genetic functions rather than normal and abnormal physiological 

functions. Genome structure can be incorporated into the "species biological design" and 

the specific functions of genes can be identified based on their contributions to the overall 

functioning of individual organisms. Genes fuaction normdly if they make typical 

contributions to survival and reproduction arnong members of a particular reference class. 

It rnight be argued that by locating biological definitions for the concepts of heaith and 

disease at the level of the genome, it is no longer necessary to consider the abilities of 

individual organisms to survive and to reproduce. In his (1993) papa titled "Do We 

Need a Concept of Disease?." Gemund Hesslow argues that, with increased emphasis on 

genic selection, the organism and its "species design" are no longer central in biology. 

But, as we saw in Chapter Three, the "bean bag" approach to genetics that attaches mean 

fitness values to single aileles in populations and ignores their interactions in specific 

individuals provides inadequate theoretical foundations to medicine. Clinical 
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interventions, at least of the son that are associated with "genetic" or "rnolecular" 

medicine and the implementation of the new genetic technologies, are directed at 

individuals and not at whole popuiations. The relevant theoretical knowledge concems 

the functions of genes and genomes in individuals. Human molecular genetics, like 

physiology. deals with "proximate" causes that contribute to the overall hinctioning of 

individual organisms: genes are just such causes. 

On Millikan's and Neander's nonstatistical "backward-looking" functionalist 

accounts of health and disease, the "proper function" of a gene is identified on the bais  

of its evolutionary history in a particular population or species. A "normal" gene 

exercises the function for which it was selected in the environment in which it was 

selected. Disease or dysfunction arises where a gene has mutated from its "normal" form 

or where the "normal" gene fin& itself in the "wrong" environment. These accounts are 

consistent with the evolutionary approach to medicine that Randolph M. Nesse and 

George C. Williams (1994) cal1 "the new science of Daminian medicine." Nesse and 

Williams argue that genuinely "defective" genes are infrequent causes of disease because 

they are rnaintained at low frequencies by negative selection in mutation-selection 

balance. Many common conditions and diseases actuaily reflect evolutionary adaptations 

confronteci with a changed environment. Such conditions as vitamin deficiencies, 

diabetes, hypertension, myopia, alcohol and dnig addiction, dental caries, and obesity are 

regarded by Nesse and Wiiiiams as "diseases of civilization." These result from the 

interactions of genes that were favoured by natural selection in our hunter-gatherer past 

with the "novel envuonments" associated with the p s t  10,000 years of civilization. From 

an evolutionary perspective, this is far too short a time for humans to have adapted to 

these "new" environmental circurnstances. Instead, we are "specificdiy adapted to Stone 

Age conditions" (p. 134) - an "ancestral environment" that is referred to by 

anthropologists as "the environment of evolutionary adaptedness" or the EEA (p. 138). 

"Susceptibility" genes reflect adaptations that are no longer adaptive in contemporary 

environments. Like Millikan and Neander who regard such genes as "normal" and 

today's environments as "abnormal," Nesse and Williams refer to "susceptibility" genes 

as "quirkstt of evolution rather than mutations. 



Up to ihis point, for purposes of explication. 1 have emphasized the differences 

between "foward-looking" and "backward-looking" accounts of biological functions. The 

rest of the chapter, however, focuses on aspects in which they are similar. Both "fonvard- 

Iooking" and "backward-looking" approaches represent disease and dysfunction in terms 

of deviation from alreadyestablished objective functionai n o m .  In this way. biology 

furnishes medicine with theoretical foundations. This not ody lends medicine scientific 

iegitimacy but serves to sanction clinical interventions that seek to restore the body (or 

the genome) to its "naniral" condition. Each of two assumptions irnplicit in this approach 

is taken up, in tum, in the remaining two sections of the chapter. 

The fmt assumption is that biology offers theoretical foundations to clinical 

medicine because knowledge of functional n o m  precedes knowledge of disease and 

dysfunction. Nineteenth-century physiologist Claude Bernard was an early proponent of 

the approach taken by Boorse, that is. the founding of a scientific medicine in physiology. 

In Introduction to the Stzuiy of Ekperimental Medicine, Bernard wntes: 

Since science can be established only by the comparative method, knowledge of 
pathological or abnomai conditions cannot be gained without previous knowledge 
of normal States, just as the therapeutic action of abnormal agents, or medicines, 
on the organism cannot be s ~ i e n ~ c a i l y  understood without fxst studying the 
physiological action of the normal agents which maintain the phenomena of life. 
( 1957, p. 2) 

Although the "new science of Danvinian medicine" represents a Iate-twentieth century 

challenge to the hegemonic authority of physiology, it likewise assumes that the normal 

is episternicaily prior to the pathological. In urging that psychiatry adopt the evolutionary 

approach of "Daminian medicine," Nesse and Williams refer to the importance of 

understanding normal functions before identiQing the "flaws that cause disease": 

The research fuidings [in psychiatty] are solid, but they are not connected in any 
coherent theory. In its attempt to emulate other medicai research by searching for 
the molecular mechanisms of disease, psychiatry has ironically depnved itself of 
precisely the concepts that provide the tacit foundation for the rest of medical 
research. By trying to fmd the flaws that cause disease without understanding 
normal hinctions of the mechanisrns, psychiatry puts the cart before the hone. (p. 
230) 



In fact, Nesse and Williams go on to justify this approach in psychiatry by anaiogy to the 

success of physiology's provision of theoretical foundations !O the study of 

pathophysiology and the practice of medicine: 

an evolutionary view is psychiatry's route to genuine integration with the rest of 
medicine. An intensive effort to understand the functions of the emotions and 
how they are nomdly regulated would provide, for psychiatry, something 
comparable to what physiology provides for the rest of medicine. It would 
provide a framework in which pathopsychology could be studied like 
pathophysiology, so we can understand what has gone wrong with the normal 
functioning of bodily systerns. (p. 232) 

In section 4.2, 1 present Georges Canguilhem's arguments in n e  Nomal and the 

Pothological that challenge the validity both of the general approach that founds the study 

and clinical treatment of disease and dysfunction in the knowledge of normal function and 

of the specifc characterizaiion of the relationships between physiology, pathology, and 

clinical medicine to which Nesse and Williams adhere. 

The second assumption shared by both functionaiist approaches to health and 

disease is that the distinctions between normal and abnormai function and health and 

disease are scientifically objective and escape the influence of nonbiologicai values, be 

they moral, aesthetic, social, or cultural. Boone takes one route to objectivity and 

MüWtan and Neander take another. Boone's representation of "normal" functions is 

statistical: a particular part or process functions normaliy if it makes a "typical" 

contribution to "individual survival and reproduction ... within memben of a reference 

group" (1977, p. 562). Functions themselves are assigned according to the "means-end 

hierarchies" that are discernible in "species biological designs" by empirical observation 

alone. In other words, Boorse believes his judgements of normal and abnormal 

physiological functioos to be not at al1 normative but merely descriptions of empirical 

fact. In contrast, Millikan and Nemder reject Boone's statistical non-normative approach. 

They distinguish between what entities a c ~ l l y  do and what they are supposed to do. 

Biologicd (functional) n o m  are objective and discoverable properties in nature that have 

been established by natural selection. Judgements conceming normal and abnormal 

functions - and, denvatively. health and disease - are therefore irreducibly normative. 

Boorse has been justly cnticized for presuming that his account avoids normativity. As 



M a d  Bunzl(1980) points out, an account that defines the concepts of heaith and disease 

in te- of wholly empVical notions of "species design" and (statistically) normal and 

abnomai biological hinctions cannot accommodate deviations from "species design" that 

do not detract from, but improve upon. function. These demand the normative judgement 

that swiva l  and reproduction are "goods" and that it is better for a trait to be associated 

with supenor than with average fitness. The concepts of health and disease are rendered 

no less scientific or objective, however, since the n o m  of reproductive success is captured 

within the theoreticai framework of evolutionary biology. George J. Agich (1983) refers 

to functionaiist accounts of health and disease based on judgements that are both 

descriptive and normative as "weakly normative" where the appeai is only to noms based 

in scientific theory (p. 29). 1 adopt this term to descnbe both "forward-" and "backward- 

looking" functionaiist accounts of heaith and disease, despite the different (epistemological 

versus ontological) grounds for their avowed scientific objectivity. A legitimate 

distinction can be drawn between normative accounts of health and disease that appeal 

only to biological n o m  and those, referred to as "strongly normative" by Agich. that 

incorporate nonbiologicai, that is, moral, aesthetic, social, or cultural, n o m .  ln  section 

4.3, 1 argue that judgements of health and disease, normal and abnormal functions, and 

normal and mutant genes are always normative in this stronger sense. Judgements of 

normal and abnormal biological hinction are always relative to an environment. Insofar 

as human enviroaments are irreducibly social and culturai, as well & physical and 

biological, so too are such judgements. 

4.2 From the Pathological to the Nomal and From Physioloav to Human Molecular - 
Genetics 

4.2.1 Georges Canguihem: From the Pathological to the N m l  

Georges Canguilhem's thesis in The N u m l  and the Pathological is that the positivist3 

' Canguilhem has in rnind nineteenth-century positivists such as Auguste Comte and Claude 
Bernard. 



adage that one "knows in order to act" is mistaken with respect to the relationship 

between rnedicine and biology. Technology is not rnerely the application of science. The 

relationship between biology and medicine is not unidirectional. consisting in medicine's 

practical application of the theoretical knowledge of biology. Canguilhem's thesis is two- 

part. He argues fmt that it is not the prior knowledge of biological n o m  that informs 

our theoretical understandings of disease processes and thereby directs medical 

intervention, but, rather. the pathologicai that is antecedent to and constitutive of the 

normal. In Canguilhem's words: "Disease reveals normal functions to us at the precise 

moment when it deprives us of their exercise" (1989. p. 101). Physiology is indebted to 

pathology, not vice versa One identifies the normal function of a part or process when 

something goes wrong. In humans, diseases offer the oppominity for what Auguste 

Comte c d e d  "spontaneous experiments" (in Canguilhem 1989, p. 5 1). In expenmental 

physiology, "artificial pathologies1' are induced in laboratory animals. Canguilhem argues 

secondly that the science of pathology, in a similar way, arises from and is indebted to 

clinical medicine. Pathologists study disease in order to find suitable ways for physicians 

to treat patients. Clinical judgements of health and disease inform the directions research 

pathologists take in the laboratory. "Anificial pathology" is created in imitation of its 

natural counterpart. For example, although Brown-Séquard has k e n  credited with 

founding endocnnology in 1856 when he caused the death of an animal by removing its 

adrenal gland, the experimental tack he chose is understandable only in view of Addison's 

1855 description of a disease condition associated with adrenal gland attack. How 

laboratory data are interpreted is also influenced by clinical judgements. Statistical 

judgements of biological normality and abnormality, taken alone, are uninformative with 

respect to health and disease. Physiologists may find that 120 is a typical systolic blood 

pressure but physiological constants are appropriate clinicai n o m  only to the extent that 

they are found to be constitutive of health. Similarly, aaatornists identify stmctural 

anomalies as irregularities or statisùcal divergences but consider them to be pathologicai 

oniy if they are fouod to disrupt function. For example, a structural anomaly like the 

sacralization of L5 (the fifth lumbar vertebra) is considered innocuous unless it is 

associated with mechanical low back pain. 



One must not interpret Canguilhem's thesis to be a historical and socioiogicai 

daim about how the scientific institutions of pathology and physiology came to be 

established. Rather, the thesis points out the historical, logicai, and material aspects of 

the scientific expianations of normal and abnormal function and of health and disease that 

are found in physiology and pathology. This is iiiustrated in Canguilhem's criticisms of 

Rudolf Virchow's ontological conception of disease, which he derisively refers to as 

"atomistic pathology." Virchow's belief that "the essence of disease is a modified part 

of the organism or a modified ceU or modified aggregate of ceils (or tissue or organ)" (in 

Canguilhem 1989, pp. 224-225) is considered by Canguilhem to involve a "selective 

forgetting." What is forgotten, Canguiihem says, is the very necessary role the organism. 

in dynamic interaction with its environment, plays with respect to the generation of 

scientific explanations conceming the normaiity or abnonnality of its parts: "we forget 

that historically, logically, and histologicdy we reached the cell by moving backward, 

starting from the total organism; and thought, if not the gaze. was always tumed toward 

it" (p. 223). What Canguilhem means by "histologically" is that the tissues studied in the 

laboratones of the physiologist or pathologist are samples taken from actual individuais 

who are known to be either healthy or diseased. "Histoncaiiy," this information about the 

source of the material is incorporated into explanations conceming normal or abnormal 

physiology: normal ce11 structure and hinction explain the health of some individuals; 

abnomai ceU structure and function explain the diseases of others. "Logicaily," this 

pattern of explanation that proceeds from the experience of individuai organisms in their 

environrnents to knowledge of the function of their parts is necessary; it does not merely 

reflect what tends to happen. 

In this section of the chapter, 1 focus on ody one aspect of Canguiihern's thesis: 

that clinical and scientific judgements conceming disease are antecedent to and 

constitutive of scientific judgements conceming physiological normality. The third 

section of the chapter, however, attends to a second aspect of Canguilhem's thesis. The 

concept of "biological normativity" is primordial in Canguilhem's account. This concept 

represents the relationship of "dynamic polarity" that exists between individual organisms 

and their environments; specificaiiy, it refers to the organism's ability to establish, on an 

ongoing basis, new vital noms in response to fluctuations in the environment. Health 



consists in the preservation of "biological nomativity" and disease is perceived by the 

organism as the onset of impairment in its ability to adapt to environmental challenges. 

Thus, judgements of health and disease are rooted in the "affective" experiences of 

individuals; medical judgements are always secondary. Physicians exist for patients, not 

vice versa: "it is Fist and foremost because men feel sick that a medicine exists. It is 

only secondarily that men know, because medicine exists, in what way they are sick" 

(1989, p. 229). In sum: were it not for individuals who get sick, there would be no 

clinical medicine; were it not for clinical medicine, there wouid be no study of 

pathology; and, were it not for the study of pathology, there would be no science of 

physiology. Ultimately. "[ilt is life itself and not medical judgment which makes the 

biological normal a concept of value and not a concept of statistical reality" (p. 13 1). The 

normativity that attaches to medical judgements of health and disease finds its source in 

the concrete biological experiences of individuals and not in the extent to which the 

beliefs of physicians have k e n  shaped by moral, aesthetic, social, or cultural values. For 

Canguilhem, disease is no? "whatever physicians in a particular society treat" (p. 33). as 

H. Tristram Engelhardt Jr. (198 1) characterizes the social consmictivist view, simply 

because the valuation of biological n o m  lies not in "the normative activity of 

therapeutics" (Canguilhem 1989, p. 131) but in the "dynamic polarity of life itself." It 

is a "facile relativism," Canguilhem contends, bat  denies any distinction between heaith 

and disease (p. 77). 

4.2.2 Can Canguilhem's Thesis be EXrended jhm Physiology to Human 
Molecular Genetics? 

Canguilhem argues that the science of physiology "stands at the crossroads of the 

laboratory and the clinic" (1989, p. 11 1) and that insofar as  it seeks to explain health and 

disease objectively in t e m  of the structures and hiactions of parts of organisms alone. 

whether these be individual organs, tissues, or celis, it forgets its debt to the clinic. Do 

explmations of health and disease in te- of normal and abnormal gene structure and 

b c t i o n  bear the same explanatory debt to the relationships between individuals and their 

environments? 1s it our experiences with disease that provide access to knowledge of 

what is geneticaliy normai? If Canguilhem's thesis that knowledge of the pathological 



is antecedent to and constitutive of knowledge of the normal is to hold for human 

molecular genetics as weli as for physiology, it must be established that our knowledge 

of normal gene structure and function depends on prior knowledge of mutant gene 

structure and hinction and that this in tum follows from clinical judgements of health and 

disease- 

Genetics is the study of the inheritance of differences - specificdly, the 

relationships between genetic differences and phenotypic differences. Genetic mutations 

have been critical to the snidy of heredity. In part, this is because, without genetic 

mutation. there would be no genetic variation and. consequently, no phenotypic variation 

of nonenvironmental origin. In the absence of genetic variation, genotypes are still 

inherited and genes are still influentid in the developrnent of organisms. Nevertheless, 

the modes of hereditary transmission and of gene action are not anywhere nearly so 

readily open to investigation. The existence of genetic variation alone, however, is 

insufficient for either of these to be investigated using the traditionai methods of genetics. 

Rather, genetic variation must be associated with phenotypic variation. In the first half 

of this century, only genetic differences associated with differences in gross organismal 

phenotype were accessible to study. This dependence of the science of heredity on 

phenotypic differences is no doubt what the early Mendeiian William Bateson had in 

rnind when. in the collecting of plant mutants, he urged that " o u  exceptions be treasured" 

(in Cooper & Krawczak 1993, p. v). Simiiarly, only when T. H. Morgan made his 

famous 19 10 discovery of a white-eyed mutant in one of his culture botties of Drosophila 

melanoguster did classical genetics receive its start. During the period now known as 

classical or transmission genetics, geneticists sought to establish the basic mechanisrns of 

hereditary transmission by tracing the patterns of inheritance of gross morphological 

difierences, such as red eyes versus white eyes in Drosophila, from generation to 

generation. In the early days, classical geneticists had to wait for mutations to occur 

spontaneously in flies and these mutations could then be maintained in laboratory stocks. 

Ln 1927, H. J. Muiler developed an experimentai technique utilizing radiation-induced 

mutagenesis, and chernical mutagens were discovered not long after. hstead of these 

gross morphological differences snidied by "the Drosophilists," biochemical geneticists 

relied on gross functional differences such as the ability or inability of microorganisms 



like Neurospora to survive and to reproduce in different nutritional media in order to 

begin to study the basic mechanisms of gene action - the one gene-one enzyme 

hypothesis originated in George Beaàle and Edward Tatum's work on Neurospora in the 

1930s. Whether questions concemed hereditary transmission or gene action, genetic 

differences and differences in gross organismal phenotypes were absolutely essential in 

seeking to answer them. 

Mid-century technological developrnenu have in some ways changed the nature 

of this dependence of genetics on phenotypic differences. In the late 1940s, it becarne 

possible to detect phenotypic variation at the molecular (protein) level. Gel 

electrophoresis allowed sorne variations in the structure and function of proteins to be 

detected by the differences in their movements in an electrically charged field. For the 

fmt t h e ,  it became possible to distinguish heterozygote carniers of recessive alleles from 

non-carrier homozygote "nomals." For example, in 1949, Harvey Itano, a student of 

Linus Pauling, àiscovered by electrophoresis that hemoglobin molecules taken from 

individuals with sickle-ceIl anemia carry a positive charge and that hemoglobin molecules 

taken from healthy individuals are negatively charged. The heterozygote status of a 

number of apparently healthy individuais was revealed when about half their hemoglobin 

was found to be positively charged and the other half negatively charged (Judson 1996, 

pp. 302-303). Once gross phenotypic differences can be explained in terms of differences 

in protein structure that are understood to be the direct consequence of differences in gene 

structure, it becomes possible to establish the genetic basis of a trait without relying just 

on its pattern of inheritance from one generation to the next. In 1956, using an enzyme 

to digest hemoglobin into smaller pieces, electrophoresis, and paper chromatography, 

Vernon Ingram found that normal and sickle-cell hemoglobin molecules differ in a single 

amino acid (ibid., pp. 301-307). With advances in protein-sequencing techniques, and the 

elucidation of the genetic code by 1967, genetic structure could be inferred from 

knowledge of protein structure alone. This meant that the nucleotide sequence of a gene, 

although not its chromosomal location, could be identified by detemining the llnear 

amino acid sequence of a single protein molecule. 

Genetic mutations have k e n  cntical to the study of heredity in an additional way. 

Geneticists, iike scientists in other fields, seek to discover fundamental laws of nature. 
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The Mendelian patterns of inhentance that are revealed through the study of genetic 

differences at single loci hold for normal (wild-type) and abnormal (mutant) alleles alike. 

The genetic code applies to codon nucleotide-triplets whether they compnse part of the 

wild-type or mutant gene. Genetic and phenotypic differences were necessary for these 

basic mechanisms to be discovered but none among these differences fdls outside the 

"law," so to speak. But much genetic and phenotypic variation is not understood simply 

as difference but rather as deviation - deviation from what is lawful, "natural," or 

"normal." Since their inception. and until very recently, genetic maps have been 

representations of the aberrant or the pathologicd. Alfred H. Sturtevant constructed the 

f ~ s t  genetic map in 19 13. Morgan had aiready discovered linkage: that white eyes and 

male sex are inhented together in Drosophila. Sturtevant, an undergraduate student at the 

time, had the brilliant insight that the relative distances between genes on the same 

chromosome could be estimated according to the kequencies with which they are 

inhented together rather than recombining. This would establish the degree of linkage 

between them and their rough proximity on the chromosome. Sturtevant's 19 13 map was 

a horizontal line representing the X-chromosome in which vertical lines marked off the 

relative positions of six diflerent genes. All of these genes represented mutant 

characteristics - white eyes. for example, instead of the wild-type red. The maps of "the 

Drosophilists" portray the relative positions of gene loci in Iinear arrangement on the 

chromosomes as revealed by the M a g e  between mutant alleles at these loci. Initially, 

classical geneticists relied on linkage between two gross organismal phenotypic traits. 

With the development of cytogenetic staining techniques, however, it becarne possible to 

map some phenotypic traits to regions of the chromosome where some gross aberration 

of the chromosome was visible under the microscope. In this way the fly's giant salivary 

chromosomes were a huge boon to "the Drosophilists." Since the inception of laboratory 

genetics, it has been mutations that have k e n  mappd. Normal genes and chromoscmes 

have been understood as  those in which these mapped mutations are absent. 

With the 1970 discovery of bacterial enzymes called restriction nucleases and their 

use in creating restriction fiagrnent location polymorphisms (RFLP) maps beginning in 

1980. linkage mapping could be carried out for a single variable phenotypic trait using 

Linkage to genetic markers located in highly variable regions of the genome instead of 



needing to rely on linkage to another phenotypic trait, whether organisrnal or molecular. 

Many mapping approaches in contemporary human rnolecular genetics remain tied, 

however, to Iinkage mapping iechniques developed in classical genetics and cytogenetics. 

One begins with a disease phenotype, uses cytogenetic or linkage analysis to isolate and 

to characterize genes and their mutations, and then seeks to establish the causal pathway 

through messenger RNA ( M A )  to protein and back to the disease phenotype (Berg 

1993). Currently used techniques that proceed from phenotype to genotype in this way 

include "functional cloning." the "candidate gene approach." "positional cloning," and the 

"positional candidate approach." "Functiooal cloning" identifies the gene through 

knowledge of the structure of a protein involved in a particula. disease by applying the 

genetic code in reverse. Its chromosomal location is revealed secondarily by synthesizing 

a DNA probe that hybridizes to a genornic DNA or complementary DNA (cDNA) library. 

The "candidate gene approach" is similar but has only partial data available on the 

molecular aspects of the disease. In "positional clooing," there is no molecular data on 

the disease available. One begins with a group of related individuals some of whom have 

the disease and some of whom are healthy. Using either cytogenetic or linkage analysis, 

the disease trait is linked to an approximate chromosomal region. Painstaking 

"chromosomal walks" are then canied out to try to locate the actual gene. The "positional 

candidate approach" fust maps the gene to a chromosomal subregion, usually by linkage 

anaiysis. Rather than trying to locate the gene directly, it accesses DNA databanks in 

order to survey the interval for possible candidate genes. This method became possible 

only as the genome map has becorne increasingly dense but is now overtaking the othen 

(Collins 1 995, pp. 347-348). 

There are two ways in which these traditional mapping techniques used in human 

rnolecular genetics are consistent with Canguilhem's thesis that knowledge of the 

pathological is antecedent to and constitutive of knowledge of the normal. First, human 

genetics has to rely on the "spontaneous expenments" made possible by disease 

phenotypes because experimenten cannot selectively breed or induce mutations by 

radiation, chernicals, or recombinant DNA technologies in humaos as they do in 

experimental organisms. Geneticists throughout the cenhiry have made ample use of the 

opportunities provided by "inbred enors of metabolism" and other hereditary diseases, 



"consanguineous" (relatively "inbred") families in which there is a statistically higher 

frequency of rare hereditary disordea. the radiation exposure sustained by the victims of 

Nagasaki and Hiroshima, and the careful family records maintained by groups Iike the 

Mormons and the Amish. Second, in human and nonhuman organisms alike, only by 

mapping mutations associated with variant phenotypes is it possible to locate the 

functional segments of DNA identified as genes. Linkage mapping moves from disease 

phenotypes to mutant genes, and, finally, to normal genes. Mendelian Inheritance in Man 

(MM) catalogues human genes - not aU human genes but rather genetic "defects" or 

"lesions." For this reason, the author of MIM, human geneticist and physician Victor A. 

McKusick, describes the catalogues as "the rnorbid anatomy of the human genome" and 

a "diagnostic biopsy of the human genome" (1992, p. xxix). Gene maps, until very 

recentiy. have been "mutant" or "morbid" maps. Normal genes are functional segments 

of DNA in which mutations are absent. 

This traditional genetic paradigrn that identifies normal genes by fmt Iocating 

mutations associated with various disease phenotypes has been supplanted to a great 

extent by the techniques of "reverse genetics." "Reverse genetics" proceeds from 

genotype to phenotype rather than h m  phenotype to genotype: 

the reverse genetics paradigm begins with the gene as a segment of DNA whose 
molecular structure is known and proceeds to explore the gene's contribution to 
the organism's phenotype; thus, the experimentd path is from the gene as a 
nucleotide sequence to the comsponding phenotypic characteristic. (Berg 1993, 
p. 263) 

In this reversal, the new techniques of "reverse genetics" appear to challenge the extension 

of Canguilhem's thesis to human molecular genetics. Because of the clues provided by 

nucleotide sequences commonly found in coding regions, it is possible to Locate genes by 

rapid ("blind) sequencing of genomic DNA. Genes can aiso be mapped and 

characterized by using polymerase chah reaction (PCR) to ampli@ mRNAs taken from 

various tissues, obtaining complementary DNA (cDNA) through reverse transciption, and 

mapping cDNAs to chromosomal locations by using DNA probes and in situ 

hybridization. This means that "normal" or "wilrl-type" genes cm be mapped and 

sequenced directly without needing fmt to Iocate their mutant variants. Even genes that 

do not Vary within a species cm be mapped and sequenced. Provided that the DNA or 



mRNA derives from sarnples taken from healthy individuais, one finds "normal" genes. 

Similarly, fùnctional DNA sequences found in "normal" or " wiid-type" expenmental 

organisms may be considered nonnal for that species and, perhaps, if they serve a basic 

cellular function, many spccies. 

But to determine what the function of a particular - presumably normal - 
segment of DNA acnially is, clinical studies or laboratory experiments are essential. 

Clinical data cm be used to identiQ normal and mutant gene structures by comparing 

DNA or M A  sequences obtained from normal and cancerous tissues or from control 

subjects and patients with diseases. Functional knowledge is achieved when the specific 

ways in which things have gone wrong in diseased individuais help to reveal normal 

functions. For "reverse" as well as "fonvard genetics," knowledge of abnomal functions 

precedes lmowledge of normal functions and genes are identified as normal or abnormal 

only as the result of antecedent clinicai judgements of health and disease at the level of 

individual phenotypes. But the "reverse genetics" approach, with its recombinant DNA 

tool-kit, is no longer dependent on the spontaneous mutations associated with human 

disease phenotypes or limited to undirected radiation- or chernical-induced mutations in 

laboratory genetics. Recombinant DNA technologies make it possible to use "highiy 

directed" modifications of DNA to attempt to discover gene function. Nucieotide bases 

can be "knocked out" or inserted into genes and nonnal functions determined by 

observing phenotypic changes at various levels: "in vitro, in cultured cells. or ... in whole 

orgaaisrns" (Berg 1993. p. 263). In the laboratory, as in the clinic, knowledge of the 

pathological is antecedent to knowledge of the normal. Gene functions are only 

uncovered in the event that noticeable phenotypic changes result from the expenmental 

production of mutations. Where a stretch of DNA or a single nucleotide base is modified 

or "knocked-out," in the absence of discemible phenotypic changes, the DNA is assumed 

to be either fuoctionless, functionally redundant. or of little limctional importance. 

Although it is necessary to create "artificial pathologies" in the laboratory in order 

to investigate normal gene functions, the explamtions of normal and pathological 

functions that are generated seem to bear no historical dependence on pnor clinical 

judgements of hedth and disease at the level of individual phenotypes. Thus, while it 

seems possible to extend the fmt  part of Canguilhem's thesis - that knowledge of the 



pathological is antecedent to and constitutive of knowledge of the normal - from 

physiology to human molecular genetics, the extension of the second part of the thesis - 
that knowledge of the pathological is directed by prior clinical judgements of health and 

disease - seerns questionable. However. as Canguilhem remarks about Bernard's 

experimental physiology, labvratory n o m  can be considered to apply to humans and to 

be relevant to the treatment of disease only to the extent to which experimental organisrns 

and humans, and experimentaliy induced and spontaneously occurring pathological States, 

are similar. That human rnolecdar genetics maintains this aim to create "artificial 

pathology" in imitation of its naturd counterpart is reflected in the curent use of various 

experimental organisms as "mode1 systems" for the study of human diseases. Due to 

common evolutionary origins, homologous genes in many "simple" species are helpful to 

uncovering basic cellular functions common to ali. Cloned human genes can also be 

inserted into the germ-lines of expenmental organisms bred for research: transgenic 

mutant strains of mice are popular models for human diseases? Taken alone, "objective" 

scientifïc n o m  do not dictate directions for chical practice; rather, such n o m  are 

accepted as guides to practicd interventions according to their correspondence with 

antecedent clinical judgements of heaith and disease. Despite initial appearances to the 

contrary, the second part of Caagrulhem's thesis - that knowledge of the pathological 

is directed by prior clinical judgements of health and disease - appean to be m e  of 

"reverse genetics" as weii as "forward genetics." 

In this way, what Canguilhem has written about physiology seerns true for human 

molecular genetics: for "forward" and "reverse" genetics aiike, "histoncaiiy, logicaUy, 

and histologicdy we reached the [gene] by moving backward, starting from the total 

organism; and thought, if not the gaze, was always tumed toward it" (p. 223). 

"Histologically." normal gene structure and function are identified by using DNA or 

mRNA samples known to originate in healthy or diseased individuals or, in the laboratory, 

by using mutant DNA or RNA sequences that have been obtained by modifying "wild- 

type" or normal sequences. "Historicaily . " howledge of material's source becomes 

incorporated into explanations conceming normal and abnormal gene structure and 

For more on transgenic animals, see Iaenisch (1988) and Rusconi (1996). 



function. In the case of clinical data, one distinguishes between nomai and abnormal 

genes on the basis of a pnor distinction between normal and abnormal phenotypes. In 

the laboratory, "thought is always turned toward the complete organism" and dinical 

States of health and disease insofar as biological knowledge is to be applied to clinical 

practice. "Logically," do clinical judgements and knowledge of the pathological tend to 

precede knowledge of nomd function or is the pathological necessorily antecedent to and 

constitutive of the normal? Might the heading in a cell biology textbook that informs 

students that "Mutant Organisms Best Reveal the Function of a Gene" (Alberts et al. 

1998, p. 339) be rewritten as "Only Mutant Organisms Reveai the Function of a Gene"? 

Even using the traditional techniques of "fonvard genetics," why can an objective 

standard of genetic n o d t y  not be established by mapping normal genes? Where there 

is no phenotypic variation in a trait, genes that influence the trait's expression cannot be 

mapped except by experimentai manipulation. It is therefore impossible, using the 

techniques of "forward genetics," to map either traits that are univend to a species or 

reference class or functionaily equivalent "normal" gene variants with indistinguishable 

phenotypic effects. Variation in some human phenotypic traits - for exarnple. eye 

colour, hair colour, or, within limits, height - is considered to be normal. Brown eyes 

and blue eyes, after di, see equally weIl. If green eyes are considered to be abnormal, 

this is only in the statistical sense that they are rare. Normal phenotypic variation is 

either quaiitative/discontinuous or quantitative/continuous. Qualitative/discontinuous 

variation is associated with differences in single genes. Quantitative/continuous variation 

is associated with differences in multiple genetic and/or nongenetic factors. Insofar as it 

is possible to map "normal" gene variants that are associated with "normal" variation in 

qualitative and/or quantitative phenotypic traits, it seems that we would be forced to 

conclude that lmowledge of the normal is not necessarily dependent on either pnor 

knowledge of the pathological or antecedent clinical judgements of health and disease. 

It is possible to map "normal" gene variants associated with "normal" variation in 

qualitative phenotypic traits using the traditional approach of " forward genetics. " Such 

"normal" qualitative/dïscontinuous traits as PTC-tasting and eye colour are often referred 

to as "neutral" or "normal" polymorphisrns. It is not because these variants are 



functionaily indifferent that they are considered to be "neuual" or "normal." There are 

physiological differences: one is able to, or not able to, taste PTC; one is able to, or not 

able to, produce melanin in large quantities. The inability to taste PTC or to produce 

rnelanin rnay even be considered to be functional losses if these abilities are known to 

have prevailed in ancesval populations. The only reason that genes associated with the 

loss of the ability to taste ETC or to produce melanin are considered to be "normal" 

variants and genes associated with the loss of the ability to hear are considered to be 

"abnormal" mutants is that these physiological functions have different meanings at the 

level of the organism. What counts as normal or abnomal genetic variation, difference 

or deviation, depends ultimately on what is judged to be normal or abnomal. healthy or 

diseased, in actual individuals in particular environments. When we cal1 a gene that lacks 

a mutation associated with congenital deafness "normal," there is an antecedent judgement 

that the inability to hear, unlike the inability to taste PTC or to produce rnelanin, 

represents an abnormal or pathological functional loss. Hence, the mapping of "normal" 

gene variants associated with qualitative phenotypic differences follows from clinical 

judgements of heaith and disease and is consistent with the second part of Canguilhem's 

thesis. As for the fmt part of Canguilhem's thesis, that knowledge of the pathologicai 

is antecedent to and constitutive of the normal, it needs to be emphasized that what has 

been identïfied is a nomial gene variant and not a n o m l  genefwtction. We rnight Say 

that the gene is involved in PTC-tasting: this ability is permitted by one allele and 

precluded by another. We would not Say that the gene's normal function, or even its 

function, Lr RC-tasting. To do so, the inability of organisms to taste PTC would have 

to be in sorne way maladaptive which, at lest  today, it is not. Knowledge of the 

pathoiogicai is indeed antecedent to knowledge of normai function. 

Apart from these polymorphisms, the traditional techniques of " forward genetics " 

have been Limited to the mapping of "mutant" traits associated with single gene 

differences because most "normal" traits have multiple genetic and nongenetic 

determinants. Although the presence of a single gene may be correlated highly with the 

presence of a trait such as congenital deafhess, the ability to hear supports no such 

correlations. Consequently, correlationdependent linkage mapping is impossible. Only 

by locating "mutant" genes associated with deafness is it possible to identie "normal" 



genes involved in hearing.' Two recent technological developments challenge the 

limitations of classical monogenic mapping. 

First, the availability of dense genetic maps in a variety of species including 

humans has resulted in the ability to map quantitative trait loci (QTLs). Mapping is no 

longer restricted to traits associated with large single gene "effects." QTLs are loci that 

are believed to have varying degrees of influence on complex traits, aithough actual genes 

have not yet been cloned (Paterson 1998). QTLs are identified by fmding associations 

in large expenmentai populations between variation at genetic marker loci and phenotypic 

vanation in the trait of interest. QTLs are labelled as "+" or "-" depending on whether 

they increase or decrease the value of the trait in question and this expression will 

presumably be modulated by different alleles at the loci. Complex traits being mapped 

in humans include "susceptibilities" to conditions such as cancer, cardiovascular disease, 

obesity , schizophrenia. diabetes, and asthma. "Normal" traits that Vary continuously 

among individuals may aiso yield to "molecular dissection": personality, intelligence, 

size, etc. It is possible, as we saw in Chapter Two, to consider the entire normal 

distribution cume of values for a continuously varying trait in a population to be the 

adaptive nom. Any individual who f d s  within the distribution's range of values is 

considered to be "normal." However, one or both tails of the distributions of many 

continuously varying traits are often associated with pathology - for exampk, body 

height, blood hormone levels, or brain neurotransmitter concentrations. Whether the 

entire distribution of values is considered to be normal and, if it is not, where the line is 

drawn between normal and abnormal variation depend on antecedent clinicai judgements 

of health and disease. More or less matters when it cornes to "normal" variation in traits 

such as shyness and intelligence. As with the PTC-tasting example, if ai l  phenotypes 

associated with variation at a particular QTL are considered to be normal or healthy. 

while we might discover the genetic mechanisms that underlie identifiable physiological 

Merences, we cannot identify normal gene functions uniess there exists genetic and 

' This is a point that is frequentiy made by cntics of genetic detefminism: "one can break a 
transistor radio by cemoving one component, but no one would seriously argue that the missing 
component alone n o d y  causes the radio to play a particular radio station" (Berkowitz 1996, 
p. 46). 



phenotypic variation that is considered to be pathological. Let us assume that there is a 

regdatory gene that contributes to quantitative variation in levels of aggression found 

among memben of a population. This regulatory gene is associated with the transcription 

of an enzyme that catalyzes a hormone Iinked to aggressive behaviour into its less potent 

substrates. The enzyme's rate of transcription depends on the particular allele that is 

present at the regulatory gene locus as well as cellular concentrations of the hormone. 

In some individuals, but not in others, increased hormonal concentrations are associated 

with elevated transcription rates and the degree of this effect is correlated with Ievels of 

aggression exhibited. However, there is no basis for concluding that the transcription 

effect is the gene's normal function if ail individuds are considered to be normal and 

healthy. even those in whom the effect is completely absent. Knowledge of the 

pathological is necessady antecedent to knowledge of normal function. 

The second technological development that challenges the limitations of classical 

monogenic mapping is "reverse genetics. " Using the techniques of "reverse genetics, " 

"normal" or "wild-type" genes, even genes that are universal to a species or reference 

class, can be mapped. Although, as we have aiready seen, the functions of mapped "wild- 

type" genes are reveaied only through spontaneous or induced pathological States, it is 

possible to map and to sequence normal genes by using DNA or mRNA that has been 

obtained from normal healthy individuals or "wild-type" experimental orgaoisms. There 

are problems with this, however. "Wild-type" laboratory strains of organisrns are quite 

atypical in that they are highly inbred and therefore genetically very homogeneous. In 

attempts to infer "consensus sequences" for given functions in the laboratory, it must be 

remembered that, in "nature," considerable genetic variation at the same and at different 

loci may be associated with performance of a hinction. Similarly, it cannot be assumed 

that a single nucleotide sequence obtained by analyzing DNA or mRNA taken from a 

small number of healthy individuals represents the only possible "normal" sequence. A 

number of fimctiondy equivalent variants often occur at the same locus. Population data 

are helpful in uncovering this variabiiity but, without accornpanying functional 

information on each member of the population. it is impossible to distinguish an allele 

that is statistically rare as the result of negative selection fiom one that is fWy hinctional 

but rare due to stochastic fluctuations of selectively neutrd alleles. Ultirnately, 



judgements of health and disease at the level of phenotype are necessary to delimit the 

range of "normal" genetic variation. And, as 1 have aiready argued, it is possible to gain 

knowledge of normal gene functions using the techniques of "reverse genetics" only with 

the help of clinical andor expenmental snidies which offer antecedent knowledge of 

actuai or "artificial" pathologies. 

In contemporary human molecular genetics, knowledge of normal and abnormal 

gene structure and hnction is obtained by cornbining the techniques of "forward" and 

"reverse" genetics. Oscillation occurs between the levels of genotype and phenotype. 

Scientific knowledge of normal gene function does not, however, precede scientific 

knowledge of abnormal gene function. Rather, the pathological is antecedent to and 

constitutive of the normal. Distinctions between nomai and abnormal genes and 

genotypes are themselves indebted to antecedent clinical judgements concerning what 

counts as health and disease at the level of individual phenotypes. This casts doubt on 

the ability of human molecular genetics to provide value-neutral theoretical foundations 

for diagnoses of health and disease in "genetic medicine" and for the propnecy of clinicai 

interventions using genetic technologies that aim to restore what is "normal" or "natural. " 

But it in no way entails that the distinctions between normal and abnorrnal genetic 

mutation and genetic nomality and genetic mutation are idly invented or are "strongly" 

normative, that is, governed by moral, aesthetic, social, or cultural values. The 

distinctions between normal and abnomal genetic variation and genetic norrnality and 

genetic mutation are neither more nor less value-laden than the clinical judgements of 

health and disease that precede and determine them. What counts as a disease matten 

because this detemiines what counts as a mutation and ultimately, therefore, what counts 

as normal. The normative stams of the clinical judgements that distinguish between 

health and disease is the topic of the fmal section of the chapter. 



4.3 Genetic Normaliw and Genetic Mutation: Negotiating Their Social and Culturai - 
Meanings 

I have argued that Canguilhem's two-part thesis cm be extended from physiology to 

human molecular genetics. First. it is not the pnor knowledge of biological noms that 

informs our theoretical understandings of disease processes and thereby directs medical 

intervention, but, rather, the pathological which is antecedent to and constitutive of the 

normal. Second, the science of pathology, in a similar way, arises from and is indebted 

to chnical medicine. In other words, clinical judgements of health and disease precede 

and determine scientific judgements of the pathologicai and the normal. This means that 

any values that attach to clinicai judgements of heaith and disease at the level of 

phenotype are imported to the level of the genome. Without the interpretations that are 

Lent them from the phenotypic level, DNA sequences are meaningiess chains of cytosine, 

guanine, thymine, and adenine bases. Unravebg the DNA "code" provides no radical 

new insights into what it is to be a normal or abnormal, healthy or diseased human being; 

rather, its rneaning will merely reflect whatever are our current understandings of health 

and disease. Recall the second assumption that underlies the functionaiist accounts of 

health and disease covered in the fust section of this chapter: judgements of health and 

disease are scientifically objective and not influenced by moral, aesthetic. social, or 

cultural values. In this final section of the chapter. I argue that we do.not and cannot 

understand heaith and disease in entirely. or even in pnrnarily, biological terms. In 

cnticism of Christopher Boorse's hnctionaiist account of heaith and disease, George J. 

Agich (1983) writes: "The language of disease necessarily involves evaluation and value 

judgement about what comprises the proper or desirable human condition" (pp. 37-38). 

Moral. aesthetic, social, and cultural values inform judgements about "what comprises the 

proper or desirable human condition" and what counts as health or disease. Consequentiy, 

the distinctions between normal and abnormal genetic variation and genetic nonnality and 

genetic mutation are sirnilady value-Iaden. 

AU of Boorse, Millikan. Neander, and Canguilhem would disagree with this 

conclusion. Booae contends that health and disease are nomormative descriptive 

concepts that have only empirical content. Recall that, for Boorse, a healthy individual 



has a capacity to survive and to reproduce that is typicai among members of a reference 

class. On this view, the concepts of genetic normality and genetic mutation are sirnilarly 

nomormative, descriptive, and empirical. Millikan, Neander, and Canguilhem are in 

agreement that Boorse's statisticai approach is mistaken. They believe that biological 

n o m  are irnplicated in determinations of health and disease. This means that the 

concepts of genetic normality and genetic mutation are "weakly" normative insofar as they 

appeai to biological - but not mord, aesthetic, social, or cultural - noms. Boorse's 

assumption of nonnormativity is also rnistaken because, as 1 argued earlier, his "forward- 

looking" functionalist account of health and disease cannot accommodate modifications 

to "species design" that improve upon function uniess it accepts that sumival and 

reproduction are n o m  (Bumi 1980). Although these theonsts alike argue that clinical 

judgements of health and disease are based in biological n o m ,  distinctly different 

approaches are taken by Boorse, Millikan, and Neander, on the one side, and Canguilhem, 

on the other. 1 will explain these differences in tenns Canguilhem sets out in his 

contention that the categories of health and disease are "biologically technical and 

subjective, not biologically scientific and objective" (p. 222). 

The accounts of Boorse, Millikan, and Neander are "biologicaily scientific and 

objective" because they are grounded in the scientific theory of evolution by natural 

selection. Although the biologicai nomis appealed to - survival and reproduction - are 

instantiated in individuals, they are populational. The extent to which given traits 

contribute to the abilities of organisrns to survive and to reproduce in present 

environrnents, or coneibuted to these abilities in past environments, is measurable only 

relative to other members of the population or species that lack the trait. Fitness - or 

relative reproductive success - is a property of individuais only as members of a 

population. On these accounts, clinicai judgernents of health and disease can be 

considered to be scientificaily objective. as 1 have been using the terms 'scientifically 

objective,' insofar as they are informed only by biological norms (survival and 

reproduction) and not by moral, aesthetic, social, or cultural norms. For Boorse, genetic 

diseases can be characterized in t e m  of statisticaily lower swival  and reproductive rates 

in uidividuals with a certain genotype. For Millikan and Neander, genetic diseases are 

present where "defects" or mutations in adapted genes aise or where the ancestral 



environment has changed (according to Nesse and Williams. the "environment of 

evolutionary adaptation" or "EEA" is the "Afncan savannah" in Stone Age tirnes). 

Canguilhem rneans something slightly different by "biologically scientific and objective," 

but these senses apply as well to the functionalist accounts of heaith and disease found 

in Boorse, Millikan, and Neander. For Canguilhem, "biologically scientific" refers to the 

theoretical grounds that clinicai judgements of health and disease find in biological 

theories of functions. "Objective" refers to basing clinicai judgements of health and 

disease on individuai differences within a population or species. 

Canguilhem agrees that clinical judgements of health and disease are based in 

biological n o m .  He argues, however, that the source of this normativity lies not in 

scientific or medical judgements but ultimately in a "biological normativity" that attaches 

to the concrete experiences of individuals in their environments. "Biological normativity" 

is the dynamic ability of organisms to establish new n o m  in response to challenges 

posed by their environments. It is this primordial concept that renders the categories of 

health and disease "biologically technical and subjective." "Subjective" dws not mean 

that individuals have the capacities freely to decide n o m :  these are determined by the 

evolutionary history of the population or species. It means, rather, that health and disease 

are properties of individuals in their immediate environments and not of individuals only 

as members of populations in cornpetition to survive and to reproduce. It means also that 

health and disease are States that individuals experience and not properties they are judged 

by others to have. "Health is a margin of tolerance for the inconstancies of the 

environment," writes Canguiihem (1989, p. 197). Disease &ses when this "margin of 

tolerance" is impaired with consequent feelings of discodort, pain, functional loss, and 

impotence. "Biologically technical" refers to how perceptions of heaith and disease arise 

out of humans using their bodies to M e r  their technological desires to dominate their 

environments. For example. myopia will be considered an abnormal or undesirable 

condition by someone who wishes to learn to fly, but not by everyone. "Perfect health" 

is an ideal: an "assurance in life to which no Iùnit is fmed" (p. 2 0 1 ) ~ ~  "Biological 

This positive conception of health coincides with the holistic defmition of health adopted by 
the World HeaIth Organization (1946) and is shared by theorists such as Nordenfelt (1993), Pom 
(1993). and Whitbeck (1981). Heaith, on the one hand, is the capacity that supports one's goals 



normativity," as the "dynamic polarity of life itself," is what anchors the individual 

perceptions of health and disease that direct the medicai judgements of health and disease 

from which theoretical knowledge of the pathologicai and, finally, the normal arises. 

I believe that al1 of these accounts of health and disease - found in Boorse, 

Millikan, Neander, and Canguilhem alike - inadequately attend to the social and cultural 

contexts in which judgements of health and disease, whether these are "objective" 

(population-based) or "subjective" (individuai-based), are made. The appeds to the 

biological nomis of survival and reproduction found in Booae, Millikan, and Neander are 

mistaken in two ways. First, reproductive success in human populations cannot be 

understood in entirely biological terms because present and ancestral human environments 

alike are social and cultural as well as physical and biological. Ail organisms interact 

with their environments and in doing so create new environments. But the capacity of 

humans to modiw their environments is huge. Humans make culturaily specific 

technological choices - for example, innovations such as tools, clothing, housing, 

farming, industry, sanitation, genetic engineering, etc. - that affect relative reproductive 

success and the frequencies of alleles that are passed on to subsequent generations. 

Human environments also include culturally-specific moral. aesthetic. and social values 

that influence reproductive success through mate choice. Many traits disvalued by 

society, treated by clinicians, and researched by molecular geneticists involve structural 

differences that affect physical appearance but do not directly impair biological capacities 

to survive and to reproduce. However, given culturally based aesthetic preferences for 

some types of appearances over others, such individuals may reproduce less successfufly 

on average than those whose appearances are held in greater aesthetic regard. Second, 

the legitimacy of adopting the biological norm of reproductive success, although not 

survival, as a medical norm must be questioned. To accept this is tantamount to saying 

that humans ought to reproduce. But humans are social and cultural, as well as 

biologicai, beings. Humans have aims, interests, and aspirations that have little to do with 

reproduction; many of us, in fact, take great care not to reproduce. Those who seek 

and aspiraiions (Whitbeck), a sense of "well-being" (Nordenfelt), or a state of "general 
adaptedness" (Porn); diseases, on the other hand, are bodiIy or mental processes that detract from 
the heaithy state. 



medical attention for infertility desire to parent biologicai offspring for diverse social 

reasons that are shaped by moral and cultural values. What infertility means to given 

individuals depends on the cultures or subcultures to which they belong and the range of 

alternative pursuits that are, and that they perceive to be, open to them. The significance 

of infertility is understood differently by those afTected, as well as others. depending on 

the social categories to which they belong - categories like gender, class, race, ethnicity. 

or religion. In short, we cannot taik about reproductive success in human populations 

without recouse to moral, aesthetic, social, and cultural values. 

Canguilhem, on the other hand, explicitly recognizes the effects of culture on 

biological n o m .  Insofar as humans construct their environments through technological 

choices. culture infiuences the course of evolution. In his later writings,' Canguilhem 

came increasingly to emphasize that human environments are social as well as physical 

and that "biological normativity" is infiuenced by the social. Psychosomatic illnesses and 

the reactions to stress studied by Hans Selye attest to this. Perhaps, Canguilhem writes, 

physiology is more an applied than a pure science, "the biological snidy of man in 

cultural situations" rather than the "the science of the hinctions of normal man. ... [as] the 

man of nature" (1989, p. 271). Notwithstanding this attention to society and culture. 

Canguilhem's account expresses a universality based in his characterization of "biological 

normativity" as the property of "life itself." Heaith and disease are "subjective" because 

the property of life belongs to individual organisrns and not because they arise out of the 

culturally-mediated phenomenological experiences of individual subjects. This is the bais  

for a cornparison Michel Foucault makes in his introduction to Canguilhem's The Normal 

and the Pnthological where he contrasts Canguilhem's "vital rationalism" - "a 

phiiosophy of knowledge, of rationality and of concept" - with its opposing strain in 

twentieth-cenhiry French thought - the philosophy "of experience, of sense and of 

subject" that is associated with Sartre and Merleau-Ponty (1989, p. 8). 

' Canguilhem (1989) indudes his ( 1943) doctoral dissertation. Essay on the N o d  and the 
Pathological, and three additional essays, one of which. h t t e n  in 1963, reflects back on the 
dissertation. 
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Without the philosophy "of experience, of sense and of subject." 1 believe rhat it 

is impossible to appreciate the extents to which sociai and cultural norms structure the 

ways in which we interpret even our biological experiences and to which such 

interpretations influence our perceptions of whether we are healthy or diseased. For 

Canguilhem, the distinction between health and disease rests ultimately in the concrete 

experiences of individuals in their environrnents. Although he recognizes these 

environments to be socid as weU as physical, he considers the concrete experiences that 

lead us to consider ourseives to be heaithy or diseased to be wholly biological. There is 

no recognition that individuals interpret their biological experiences at the level of 

consciousness and that, insofar as these interpretations are linguistic, they are rnediated 

by sociai and cultural norms. Individuais "call" on the doctor not only because 

"biological normativity" - their relationship of "dynamic polarity" with the environment 

- has been breached but because they interpret their condition to be unfavourable. The 

importance of social and cultural n o m  in individual perceptions of health and disease 

is evident in the fuzziness of the Line that separates structurai anomalies from disease. 

Recaii that, for Canguilhem. stmctural anomalies are considered pathologicai only 

if they impair "biological normativity." Since "biological normativity" is a property of 

individuals in their environments, the individual is judge of the point at which anomaly 

shades into disease: "An anomaly manifests itseif in spatial multiplicity, disease, in 

chronological succession" ( 1989, p. 138). Consider a congenital malforrhation - hands 

without fourth and fifth digits, perhaps. Acccording to Canguilhem, since there is no 

pain, the condition is anomalous but not pathological because there has been no breach 

of "biological normativity" in the individual in whom it has always existed. In someone 

who lost the same two fingers due to an accident at work, the condition is pathological 

and not anomalous because in this case the penon is aware of the limitations the injury 

poses. Canguilhem admits some grey area. Persons with congenitai malformations may 

evennially perceive their relative inabilities as they compare themselves to others. In any 

case, any disvalue that attaches to structural anomalies - whether its sources are 

individuals with congenitai malformations who recognize their loss relative to others or 

the projections of those who have lost the function of a limb through injury or accident 

or those who imagine the impact of such a loss - is imported into scientific explanations 



of the anomalies. The embryologist, in discovering by experirnent the cause of an 

anornaly and the path by which it arises, "convea[s]," Canguilhem writes, "anomaly into 

disease" (p. 139). What an anomaly means to a given indi~idual c m  only be understood, 

however, in relation to the preexisting social and cultural expectations that Canguilhem's 

account ignores. Extensive statistical variation in traits underlies human diversity: people 

corne in a variety of sizes and shapes and are more or less musical, compassionate, 

artistic, mathematical, energetic. happy. athletic, expressive, absent-minded, etc. Relative 

to othen, everyone faces limitations. We judge ourselves as well as others according to 

cultural valuations of this variability and these Limitations. As molecular techniques 

increasingly permit the identifications of genes associated with "normal" continuous 

variation, what is to stop a larger than average nose, for example, from becorning, like 

the congenitd malformation, a "defect" radier than a statistical anomaly? 

Philosophers who have abandoned functionaiist accounts of health and disease 

have gone in severai different directions. One direction has been to disclaim any need 

for a philosophical account of health and disease. This is the approach of many 

bioethicists who accept the designations of health and disease arrived at by clinicians and 

are concemed only with the ethical warrant of specific technological interventions and 

clinical practices. Philosopher of science Germund Hesslow (1993) applauds this trend 

in a papa in which he argues that the applied approach of bioethics is likely to prove 

more germane in the resolution of curent ethical dilemmas than the traditional theoretical 

approaches of philosophers of medicine. Philip Kitcher (1996), also a philosopher of 

science, agrees with Hesslow that debates between objectivists and social constmctivists 

over the concepts of health and disease are unhelpful in informing the "eugenic decisions" 

that the implementation of the new genetic technologies demands. On one side, objective 

definitions of health and disease in terms of normal and abnormal biological functions fail 

to appreciate nonreproductive human aims and aspirations. On the other side, Kitcher 

€in& "social constnictivism" entirely unpalatable because he believes that its "relativism" 

leaves us unable to recognize the difference between "eradicating Tay-Sachs in North 

Amenca and extirpahg the females of Nonhem India" (p. 216). Although 1 agree with 

him about functionalist accounts of health and disease, I believe that he is wrong about 

social constructivism; I wili retum to this point later in the chapter. Where Hesslow 
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rejects theory, however, Kitcher recommends that a theoretical account of "quality of life" 

replace the traditional attempts in philosophy of rnedicine to find theoreticai definitions 

for the concepts of heaith and disease. 

Kitcher articulates a "theoretical eugenics" that is based in a normative, but 

nevertheless objective, formulation of "quality of life." His account leaves parents free 

to choose the genetic characteristics of their offspring but urges that this freedom be 

exercised by engaging in "responsible procreation," a rational decision-making process 

that considers the qualities of lives of not only the prospective individual but othen 

implicated in the decision - whether they be members of the family or, since funds for 

social programs are limited, of society at large. Kitcher emphasizes that aithough such 

judgements are evaluative, they are still objective. Judging quality of life proceeds dong 

three dimensions. The fmt dimension assesses an individual's (or prospective 

individuai's) ability to form a conception of what rnatters in her or his life. This involves 

considering the development (or probable development) of a conception of self, the 

(probable) maturity of this conception, and the (probable) range of possible conceptions 

of self available. The second dimension assesses the extent to wtiich centrai desires are 

(or are likely to be) satisfied. For example, in prenatal screening, one concludes that 

those bom with Tay-Sachs disease wiii be unable to develop a sense of self; that those 

b o n  with trisomy-21 (Down's syndrome) will not develop a manire sense of self; and 

that those bom with myotonic dystrophy, infertility, or genital malformation will have 

limited life possibilities with central desires likely to be thwarted. Judgements dong these 

first two dimensions are objective; they are separable frorn and tmmp judgements dong 

the third dimension, the subjective expenence of pleasure and pain. Thus, neither the 

presence of pleasure nor the absence of pain is either necessary or sufficient for a life of 

acceptable quality . 
Kitcher considers the judgements of "quality of life" upon which his "theoretical 

eugenics" is based to be "objective" in two senses. First. judgements of "quality of Me" 

are univenal and aot relative to particular societies or cultures. According to Kitcher, 

"social values are only pertinent io the extent that they reflect determinants of the quality 

of lives" (1996, p. 160). If a judgement regarding quality of life "indicts the social 

milieu, not the genotype or the trait" (p. 161). we ought instead to seek to change "the 



social and environmental conditions that artificially cramp the quality of Iives that might 

have blossomed" (p. 161). Kitcher stresses the importance of ensuring that judgements 

of "quality of Iife" do not become "the arrogant judgements of an elite group" (p. 192) 

that are subject to "background social prejudices" such as the "[ellitist differentiations ... 

that favor those who are athletic, intelligent, good-looking. and well-adjusted" (p. 235). 

Second, judgements of "quaiity of life" are "objective" because they do not depend on the 

subjective experiences of affected individuals, for example, experiences of pain or 

pleasure. Kitcher believes that one can objectively assess the presence of disability or the 

acceptability of quaiiry of life in the absence of input from the individual whose life or 

disability it is. Kitcher's example here is the "devoted family man" who believes his 

central desires to be fulfded. Yet, unbeknownst to him, he is "widely regarded as a 

shallow, sentimental buffoon whose wife is routinely unfaithful and whose children are 

indifferent to him" (p. 294). While the man subjectively believes his life to be of good 

quality, objectively, we know otherwise. 

Let us look at some conditions that present unsatisfactory "quaiities of lives" dong 

Kitcher's second dimension: the tikelihood that central desires wili be satisfied. Two of 

Kitcher's examples of cases in which central desires are likely to be thwarted are 

infertility and pnital malformation. Consider two pseudo-hermaphroditic conditions.' 

Androgen insensitivity syndrome (AIS) involves a mutation in an X-linked gene that 

codes for a receptor for testosterone and dihydrotestosterone. As a result of the failure 

of target organs to respond to stimulation by testicular hormones, the extemal appearance 

of an individual with AIS, a genetic (XY) male, is fernale. htemally, testes are present, 

there is no uterus, and the vagina is shailow and blind-ending. Infertility results. 

Congenital adrenocortical hyperplasia (O involves the over-production of androgens 

by the fetal adrenal gland due to a decrease or absence of one of the enzymes involved 

in the synthesis of cortisol by the adrenal cortex. Excessive levels of androgens during 

the process of sex differentiation in the genetically female (XX) fenis result in the 

My descriptions of the pseudo-hermaphroditic conditions presented in this section rely on 
volumes edited by Iosso (1981). Forest (1989), and James (1992). 



virilization of the urogenital sinus and the extemai genitaiia, while development of the 

uterus and fallopian tubes are normal. Genitai maiformation results. 

1 believe that these exarnples illustrate the inadequacies of Kitcher's account in 

recognizing the extents to which moral, aesthetic, social, and culniral values influence 

judgements not only of health and disease but of "quality of life." Kitcher holds that 

judgernents of "quality of life" may "indict" either the "social milieu" or the genotype or 

trait and that this directs the appropnate site of intervention. 1s it really the case, though, 

that the "social milieu" is blarneless for the "limited life possibilities" faced by individuais 

with AIS or CAH - life possibilities conceived to be so limited that it would be better 

not to exist at dl? Kitcher's own language is instructive on this point. Specifically, he 

refen to conditions involving infertiiity as those that "make it impossible for wornen to 

bear children" and conditions involving genital malformation as those that "preclude 

normal sexuai relations" (1996, p. 289; my itaiics). Presumably, since he has rejected 

the validity of functionalist accounts of health and disease based in reproductive fitness, 

it is the social values of motherhood and penile-vagiiial sex that are Kitcher's concem. 

Women who do not have biological children and heterosexuals, homosexuds, and 

bisexuals who choose other forms of sexuai expression may resist the daim that their 

lives are impoverished. It is interesthg that Kitcher's exarnple singles out infertile women 

rather than men. it seems that he has hirnself incorporated the "background social 

prejudice" that it is more important for woman than for men to have children, perhaps 

because it is assumed that then are other valuable ways for men to contribute to society 

and to achieve personai hilfdment. Ignored as well by Kitcher are arguments by theorists 

such as  Michel Foucault (1990) and Judith Butler (1990) that scientificlmedical beliefs 

in sex binarism are produced by societal power/knowledge structures that function to 

reinforce and to perpetuate heterosexual and reproductive n o m .  

I do agree with Kitcher on several important points. It is certainly the case that 

practical decisions about how the new genetic technologies are to be implernented must 

explicitly be recognized to be normative and not "necessitated" by the need to restore 

what is "naturai" as in the functionalist accounts of health and disease. Biological "faci" 

cannot be the authority that determines the worth of individuai human Iives. 1 concur 

wholeheartedly aiso with the emphases his "utopian" framework for eugenic decision- 



making places on the "widespread public discussion of values and of the social 

consequences of individual decisions" and a "univeaaiiy-shared respect for difference" 

(1996, p. 202). 1 am sceptical, however, that these very worthy aims can be optimally 

facilitated by continuing to worship at the philosophical altar of "objectivity." The 

assumption that judgements of "quality of life" are universal ignores, as do functionalist 

accounts of health and disease, that al1 traits and genotypes have meanings only in social 

contexts and that these contexts Vary from culture to culture. What counts as health and 

disease or acceptable and unacceptable qualities of lives, and, by extension, genetic 

nomality and genetic mutation or acceptable and unacceptable limits of genetic variation, 

is not objective discoverable fact but a rnatter of cultural negotiation. And what is 

negotiated is negotiable, open to discussion. and amenable to change. It is a senous 

rnistake to exclude from "discussion" the voices of those who are most intirnately affected 

by genetic "diseases" out of a preference for an "objective" dispassionate rationality that 

is dismissive of "subjective" knowledge. 

Any suitable account of hedth and disease or "quality of life" must recognize that 

these are judgements of value that incorporate moral, aesthetic, social, and cultural, as 

well as biological, noms. Social constmctivist accounts of health and disease are an 

appropriate point at which to begin. A well-known "social constnictivist" is H. Tristram 

Engelhardt, Jr. For Engelhardt, the concept of disease is aiways practical as well as 

theoretical, evaluative as well as explanatory. Because a disease designahon indicates "a 

state of affairs as undesirable and to be overcome" (1981, p. 33). it not only narnes but 

also "enjoins to action." Since what may be considered an "undesirable state of affairs" 

depends on social and cultural factors as weIi as biological ones, disease categories are 

relative to particular societies and cultures: 

The concept of disease is a generd scheme for explaining, predicting. and 
controliing dimensions of the human condition. It grades into other concepts 
which are political, social, educational, and mor ai.... Disease (is] whatever 
physicians in a particular society treat. (pp. 32-33) 

One of Engelhardt's examples makes particularly evident how medical judgements cm 

be influenced by political purposes and moral values: the mid-19th century disease of 

drapetornania (the running away of slaves). Perhaps because of such extreme examples, 

the wrong mords have been drawn and lessons taken from social constnrctivist accounts 



of disease. It is a naive form of social constmctivism indeed that considers diseases to 

be socidy invented fictions without "real" physicaily instantiated signs and syrnptoms. 

To Say that d biological experiences. functions, and "facts" are culturdly interpreted as 

well as, in humans, the products of both biology and culture is in no way to efface the 

biological. Meaning is negotiated in particular social contexts. Biology and culture are 

interdependent and coconstitutive. They ought not be placed into an opposition that 

assumes that what is biological cannot be cultural and vice versa. 

This interdependence can be appreciated from the directions both of biology and 

of culture. A basic biologicai hnction like menstruation receives cultural interpretation. 

To Say that different cultures attach different meanings to menstruation - it is a secret 

to be hidden; it is a mark of power, it is to be celebrated; it is an evil curse - is not 

to deny the very real physical occurrence of monthly bleeding. From the direction of 

culture, it seems that moving to the level of the genome to expiain heaith and disease 

would make it far easier to reveal a diagnosis like drapetomania to be a fictional entity 

invented by powerful memben of a slave-owning society to serve entirely political and 

economic purposes. Finding a "genetic basis" for a particular disease would seem to 

establish its legitimacy and physical reaiity, whereas repeated failures to locate a "disease" 

gene might erode confidence in the organic basis of a condition regarded as a disease. 

However, 1 contend that since all traits have genetic detemiinants and the "molecular 

dissection" of complex traits is increasingly possible, no characteristic that varies among 

humans is immune to genetic characterization as nomal or abnormal. Although 

"drapetomania" appears to us to be a ludicrous disease ascription, the wiliingness of some 

slaves among the group to take the chance of trying to escape is not dissirnila to what 

contemporary molecular geneticists describe as "nsk-taking" behaviour. Some research 

fmdings suggest a higher proportion of individuals who line up to ûy activities like 

bungee jumping have an allele "for" "risk-taking" behaviour than those who do not. 

Locating "mutations" in no way verifies or consolidates the disease status of an entity. 

Any values - biological, moral, aesthetic. social, or cultural - that attach at the level 

of the social and culturai k ing  are irnported to the level of the genome. Were a "gay 

gene" to be identified, it would represent an aberrant or disease ailele to a society that 

regards homosexuality to be aberrant behaviour or disease; it would be just another 



"normal" variant to a society where homosexuality falls within the limits of "normal" 

variation. 

The polarized debate over whether disease is objective or culturally relative loses 

sight of what is most important to take from social constructivist accounts: that 

genotypes and traits alike have meaning for us only within some cultural context. T h i s  

cultural contingency can be appreciated by cross-culturai comparisons. In western 

societies, treatrnent for infants born with CAH has typically been sex assignment, surgical 

intervention to correct ambiguous genitalia, and the institution of hormonal therapy and 

subsequent psychological counselling. With DNA testing now available by means of 

chorionic villus sampling (CVS) at eight to ten weeks of gestation, there are additional 

options. The hormone dexamethasone - a steroid which crosses the placentai barrier to 

suppress the fetal adrenal gland - can be administered to the pregnant woman to 

coincide with the period of sex differentiation. Altematively, a fmt trimester abortion can 

be canied out. Another pseudo-hermaphroditic condition is Sa-reductase deficiency. This 

condition is associated with an abnormally low conversion rate of testosterone to 

dihydrotestosterone ( D m ,  the hormone responsible for masculinizing the extemal 

genitalia of the male fetus. The consequence is ambiguous genitalia at birth. However, 

since pubertal sexual development is mediated by testosterone rather than DHT, 

virilization occurs. Testes enlarge and descend, there is enlargement of the "phallic 

clitoris," and erections occur with ejaculation through ducts in the laterai walls of the 

vagina or the urogenital sinus. Anne Fausto-Sterling (1992) draws attention to a small 

village in the Dominican Republic in which an American research team found that Sa- 

reductase deficiency occun at a quite astounding rate - approxirnately one percent of al1 

males. M e c  ted individuais, recognized at birth due to ambiguous geni talia, are raised 

as girls until puberty whence the majority change thek gender identity to male. Whereas 

in the Dominican communi ty Sa-reduc tase de ficiency resists the pathological label and 

is culturally accommodated, in western societies. any infant born with ambiguous genitalia 

becomes a patient. a candidate for immediate medical intervention, in fact. a "medicai 

emergency ." 
To admit that clinical judgements of health and disease are informed by mord, 

aesthetic, social, and cultural, as well as biological, n o m  ought not Lead us to throw up 
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our hands in despair at the irnpossibility ever of making reasoned decisions about 

appropriate prac tical interventions. Des pite the inadequacies of func tionalist accounts of 

health and disease and the intractability of debates between objectivist and social 

constnictivist philosophers of medicine, it is important that discussions about health and 

disease continue. There needs to be a shift, however, from seeking universal and 

"objective" definitions for the concepts of health and disease (or for replacement notions 

such as "quaiity of life") to asking why specifc conditions in a specific cultural context 

are considered diseases, dysfunctions, or disabilities. Ln each case, dominant cultural 

values that lie in the background must be brought to the foreground - what is implicit 

must be made explicit. In recognizing that judgements of heaith and disease are 

irreducibly normative, and always cultural as  weil as biologicai, we are fcrced to tdce 

responsibility for interventions that reinforce and perpetuate any moral, aesthetic, social, 

or cultural n o m  that are incorporated in such judgements. Biology alone cannot be the 

arbiter for difflcult questions like whether we ought to "normaiize" hermaphroditic bodies 

or change society to accommodate diversely sexed bodies. 

In this chapter, 1 have argued that functionalist accounts of health and disease, and their 

extensions to "genetic medicine," are mistaken in two ways. First, foilowing Canguilhem, 

in human molecular genetics as well as in physiology, the pathological is epistemicaliy 

prior to the normal and not vice versa and clinical judgements of heaith and disease 

constitute distinctions between normal and abnomal biological functions and normal and 

mutant genes and not vice versa. Second, departing from Canguilhem, distinctions 

between health and disease and normal and abnormal biological functions are not 

"scientifically objective" or "weakly" normative, as 1 have defined these terms, but 

incorporate moral, aesthetic, social, and culnval n o m .  To the extent that our judgements 

of health and disease are value-laden, so too are those of genetic normality and genetic 

mutation. Genetic variation represents deviance. as well as deviation. But to recognize 

the cultural contingency of any standard of genetic normality ought not lead us to 



foresake the possibilities of making reasoned and inforrned decisions about how to 

implement the new genetic technologies. The meanings of the concepts of health and 

disease and genetic nonnality and genetic mutation are negotiated and negotiable within 

culture. To jusw clinical interventions by appealing to the presumed univenaiity of an 

objective, theoretical, dispassionately rational standard is dangerous in severai ways. For 

one, it operates to exclude some very central voices from the discussion - those who are 

immediately affected by disability - on the basis that their knowledge is "subjective." 

Another is that it le& us to expect that science and medicine will provide answers to 

problems that properly belong to everyone. And, finally, the values that tend to escape 

scrutiny in accounts that aim for universality are those most widely shared and dominant 

in a culture. As Evelyn Fox Keller (1992) writes: "Ail we have to fear today is our own 

complacency that there are some 'right hands' in which to invest this responsibility - 
above ail, the responsibility for arbitrating normality" (p. 299). 



Chapter Five 

What's in a Cause?: The Pragrnatic Dimensions of Genetic Explanationsl 

Hardly a week goes by in which we do not hear about a newly discovered gene for some 

condition or another. 'Geneticization' is a term used to describe this phenornenon marked 

by an increasing tendency to reduce human differences to genetic ones (Lipmann 1991). 

Traits which follow Mendelian patterns of inheritance have long ken  labeiled 'genetic.' 

Mendelian or "single gene" diseases represent the success thus far of the "new genetics" 

- many such genes have been mapped, their mutations identified, and screening 

programs instituted. However, a rising number of more complex traits, ones for which 

environmental contributions are known to be signifïcant, are also becorning viewed as 

'genetic.' Heart disease, cancer, schizophrenia, crime, intelligence, and alcoholism are 

a few exarnples (Edlin 1987; Duster 1990). If we are to make sense of geneticization, it 

is necessary to understand the bases upon which traits are labelled 'genetic.' The 

ramifications of such designations are not inconsequential. One of the justifications for 

spending several billion dollars on human genome research is the beiief that genes are key 

determinants of not only "single gene" but also complex traits. And insofar as theory 

directs action. 'genetic' problems call out for genetic (technological) solutions such that 

attention is tumed toward individual bodies and away from our shared environments. 

The preceding chapters have focused on distinctions between normal and abnomal 

genetic variation and normal and mutant genes. In this chapter, 1 am concemed with what 

it is to Say that genes - whether normal or abnormai - cause traits. If there is one 

incontrovertible fact about genetic causation, it is that there are, strictly speaking, no 

"single gene" effects. AU traits, no matter how simple. result from the interaction of 

many genes and the environment. It rnay seem trivia1 to assert that a trait can be deemed 

'genetic' only relative to a necessary background of genetic and nongenetic factors. Afier 

a& not only is this accepted by biologists, but conditions we single out as causes, whether 

' An article based on this chapter is forthcoming in Biology nnd Philosophy. 



in science or in everyday life, are seldom sufficient for their effecü. Causal claims 

foreground some factors and relegate others to the status of background conditions. 

However, at least since John Stuart Mill, much philosophical ink has been spilt over 

whether such distinctions are arbitrary, pragmatic, or objective. The question is not solely 

an abstract one concerning our ability to represent the causal structure of the world. 

Presentday efforts to explicate the notion of genetic causation and to define terrns such 

as 'genetic trait,' 'genetic disease,' 'genetic basis,' 'genetic predisposition.' 'genetic 

susceptibility,' and 'genes for,' seek objective grounds for pnvileging genes as causes 

motivated by a belief philosophen and scientists share: that theoreticai undentanding 

fumishes the bais  for rational action. The presumption is not only that one would 

intervene differently to prevent or to treat a disease depending on whether it is identified 

as 'genetic' or 'environmental' but that such practical concems do not at al1 impinge on 

the scientific sphere. 

In this chapter, 1 argue othenvise. Genes are singled out as causes within a 

practical, not theoretical, context. No trait c m  be said to be 'genetic' in an objective 

sense, if 'objective' is taken to exclude any pragmatic dimension. This is in no way to 

claim that genes are not "real" or that they lack causai efficacy. It is quite the opposite. 

Genes are singled out as causes not only because they are amenable to technologicai 

control but because they are perceived to be more tractable than their nongenetic 

counterparts and therefore the best means to various ends. By appreciating the pngmatic 

dimensions of genetic explanations, we corne to undentand the phenornenon of 

geneticization to be the consequence of an increased capacity to manipulate DNA in the 

laboratory and in the clinic. and not as an advancement in our theoretical understanding 

of "the way things reaily are." 

ln the fust section of the chapter, 1 look at deterministic and probabilistic accounts 

of genetic causation. both those in which genes are purported to explain the presence of 

traits themselves and those in which genes (or, more properly, genetic differences) are 

understood to explain differences in traits. 1 emphasize three senses in which genetic 

explanations are context-dependent: fmt, genetic causes are singled out relative to a 

background of necessary genetic and nongenetic conditions; second. genetic explanations 

are population-specific; and third, genetic explanations are a function of the present state 



of knowledge. In thc second section of the chapter, I defend a pragmatic account of 

genetic exphnation that draws on Bas van Fraassen (1980) and R. G. Collingwood (1938). 

1 argue that how the cause-condition distinction is drawn, what population is selected, and 

which paths of research are followed. are practicai choices that are influenced not only 

by theoretical considerations but also by the aims, interests, and orientations of those who 

make them. In the third section, I counter possible ernpirical and theoretid justifications 

for Iabelling traits and differences in traits 'genetic.' These include: causal priority, 

nonstandardness, and causal efficacy. in the fourth and final section of the chapter. 1 

leave the question "why single out genes as causes?" to return to the problem of 

geneticization and the question "why this increased singling out of causes?" 1 argue that 

geneticization reflects. not an increased theoretical knowledge fostered by the 

development of DNA technologies, but the practical perception that such technologies 

have rendered genes easier to manipulate. and thus more convenient "handles." than 

environmentai factors. 

5.1 Detenninistic and Probabilistic Looks at Causation 

5- 1 Explaining Traits 

Twentieth-century philosophers have most often analyzed causation deterministically in 

terms of the logical interrelatedness of cause and effect - that is, whether a condition is 

necessary andor sufficient for a given event to occur. Henrik R. Wulff (1984) and Philip 

Kitcher (1996) advance de f~ t ions  of 'genetic disease' dong these lines. Wulff 

emphasizes the necessity of the genetic condition. He distinguishes two senses of 'genetic 

disease': a strong sense applies where the genetic abnomality is both necessary and 

suficient for the presence of the disease "regardiess of environment"; a weak sense holds 

where the genetic abnormality is necessary but not sufficient, the disease occurring in 

most but not al1 environments. Kitcher, on the other hand, emphasizes the sufficiency of 

the genetic condition. He recognizes a strong sense of 'genetic disease' in which the 

presence of a mutation is associated with disease in "ail known environrnents." In some 

of these cases, the disease is geneticdly determined, that is, the genetic condition is both 
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necessary and sufficient for its effect; in others, the genetic condition is merely sufficient 

since the disease may arise due to other (environmental) factors. Kitcher refen also to 

a weak, and overly liberal, sense of 'genetic disease' in which there is a "genetic basis" 

for the disease, meaning that it arises in some but not ail environments given a particular 

genotype. 

Since no gene or combination of genes is sufficient for a trait to develop, and 

genes are necessary for the development of ail traits. the Wulff and Kitcher definitions 

of 'genetic disease' are forced to include ceteris paribus clauses that refer to an assumed 

background of necessary genetic and environmental factors. In this respect, the 

development of organismai traits, whether molecular, biochemical. or physiological, is no 

different fkom most other events, whether in science or in everyday life. Where there is 

no single condition that is both necessary and sufficient for an event to occur, we are 

nevertheless predisposed, it seerns, to isolate one condition as "the" cause while ignoring 

the contributions of others. When we Say that saiking a match causes it to ignite, we 

tacitly assume the presence of oxygen and a dry match. Striking the match is not 

suficient for it to ignite and neither is it necessary - holding an already lit match close 

by works even better. J. L. Macke's (1965) solution is to introduce the notion of an 

INUS condition as the minimum requirement for designating causes. An INUS condition 

is "an insuficient but necessary part of a condition which is itself unnecessary but 

su.cieni for the result" (p. 245) relative to a causal field of background conditions. 

Hence, necessary ceteris paribus content is made explicit: to single out an INUS 

condition as cause assumes that there is some basis for distinguishing it not only from the 

other necessary conditions that belong to its jointly sufficient set of conditions, but from 

the elements that belong to other sufficient sets of conditions as weU as to the causal 

field. 

To iiiustrate: take the example of phenylketonuria (PKU). PKU symptorns 

develop given the presence of phenylalanine in the diet and a mutation in the gene that 

codes for the enzyme that metabolizes the amino acid. PKU conforms to Wulff' s weaker 

sense of a 'genetic disease': the mutation is necessary. and in most but not dl 

environments sufficient, for the trait. For Kitcher, PKU is a genetic disease in that it has 



a "genetic basis": given a particular genotype, it will arise in some, but not dl, known 

environments. Mackie would Say that the genetic mutation as well as a diet with 

phenylalanine are potential causes of PKU since both are INUS conditions belonging to 

the same suficient set of conditions. For Wulff, Kitcher, and Mackie aiike, if the gene 

mutation is to be singled out as the cause of PKU, this will be relative to a causal 

background that includes not only a diet comprising phenylalanine, but al1 of the genetic 

and nongenetic factors necessacy for the development of an othenvise "properly 

hinctioning" individual. However, most diseases, even many Mendelian ones. are unlike 

PKU in that their presence in individuals cannot be predicted with near-certainty. Even 

though predictions based on DNA sequence are overwheimingly statistical, very few 

philosophers have advanced accounts of genes as probabilistic causes. An exception is 

Kitcher's (1996) d e f ~ t i o n  of the term 'genetic susceptibility' as an increased probability 

of disease in al l  known (strong sense) or some (weak sense) environments. An individual 

who possesses a particdar mutation is, ceteris paribus, more likely to sufier the disease 

with which it is associated than someone who lacks the mutation. For example, a wornan 

who inherits a copy of the BRCAl gene has an increased chance of suffenng breast 

cancer compared to one who has not. 

5.1.2 Explaining Differences in Traits 

Insofar as genetic and environmental factors alike piay causal roles in the development 

of traits. the anachment of either a 'genetic' or 'environmental' label seems capricious. 

An alternate strategy is to emphasize bat. while genes may not explain the development 

of traits in individual organisms other than by an arbitmy or pragmatic relegation of 

nongenetic factors to the causal background, genetic differences c m  be held responsible 

for phenotypic ciifferences among members of a given population. Indeed, Richard 

Dawkins (1982) argues that differences in traits that develop via quite complex pathways 

(Es  example is reading ability) can be explained by single gene differences: "However 

complex a given state of the world may be, the difference between that state of the world 

and some alternative state of the world may be caused by something extremely simple" 

(p. 23). This is consistent with the approaches of evolutionary and classical geneticists 

who "blackbox" development in their respective studies of adaptation and heredity. It 



seerns a tall order to demand from such scientists. as "proper" explanations. ontogenetic 

ones. As a leading behavioural genetics textbook emphasizes, "the task of behavioral 

genetics is to determine the extent to which genetic variability accounts for behavioral 

differences among individuals" (Plomin, DeFries, and McLearn 1990, p. 104). and not to 

explain how be havioural traits develop in individuals. 

Germund Hesslow (1983. 1984) adopts a populational approach to defining 

'genetic trait' that is also deterministic. Hesslow argues that genetic explanations are 

always contextuai. One never explains a property of an object tout court but only in 

relation to a reference class of an object or objects that lack the property. in effect, 

Hesslow's account incorporates al1 ceteris paribus assumptions into the explanandum, for 

these are the conditions shared by the object of investigation and the reference ciass 

object(s). 'Explanatory' causes are defined as the subset of 'determining' causes which 

the object of investigation does not share with the reference class object(s) and that were 

necessary for the actual effect and would have been suficient for the effect in any 

member of the reference class.' According to Hesslow. which condition is singled out 

as cause depends on the composition of the reference class. He would Say that in 

referring to PKU as 'genetic,' one explains why individuals with a specific genetic 

abnomality present with syrnptoms, while their reference class counterparts, who also 

ingest phenylalanine in their diet but lack the mutation. do not. However, should one 

wish to explain why symptoms are present in oniy one of two individuals. both of whorn 

have the mutation, the "explanatory cause" will be environmental, that is, one's failure 

to follow the prescribed diet. Identicaily caused traits may be 'genetic' or 

'environmental' depending on who is compared to whom. No trait is 'genetic' in any 

absolute sense, but only relative to a population. 

Biologists similarly emphasize that to claim that a trait is 'genetic' is to do so 

relative to a specifc population, and to the genetic and environmental factors shared by 

* Gifford (1990) takes an approach similar to Hesslow's in seeking to describe the usage of 
the term 'genetic trait' in biology. He proposes two criteria, the major one of which, the 
"differentiating factorn (DF), is relative always to a particular population: "A trait is genetic (with 
respect to population P) if it is genetic factors wbich 'make the difference' between those 
individuals with the trait and the rest of population P" (p. 333). 



memben of that population. Their approaches, however. tend to be probabilistic. in cases 

both of qualitative and quantitative traits. For "qualitative" traits, Dawkins' ( 1982) 

account is much like Hesslow's. except that it is probabilistic rather than deterministic. 

For Hesslow. the presence or absence of a panicular phenotype corresponds with the 

presence or absence of an identifiable genotype, relative to a reference class of 

individuals. For Dawkins, the presence or absence of a particular phenotype correlates 

positively with the presence or absence of an identifiable genotype. relative to a specified 

population and environment. Dawkins argues that t e m  like 'genetic trait,' 'genetic 

cause,' and 'a gene for' commit us o d y  to the daim that, ceteris paribus, in sorne 

specified population and in some specified environment, a statistically more accurate 

prediction of phenotype is possible given knowledge of genotype. To Say that there is 

'a gene for' a trait. whether one as simple as eye colour in Drosophila or as complex as 

reading ability in humans. just means that, ceteris paribus, an individual with the gene 

is more likely to possess the trait than one without the gene. 

Qualitative variation in a trait in a population may be associated with variation in 

more than one causal factor. For example, epidemiological smdies report positive 

correiations between cardiovascular disease and factors such as smoking, heredity, stress, 

obesity, and high cholesterol levels. While recognizing that both genetic and 

environmental factors contribute to complex traits like cardiovascular disease. molecular 

geneticists seek to identify single gene loci of causal significance through segregation and 

linkage anaiysis. The identification of "positive (or negative) causal factors" at the level 

of populations is consistent with the probabilistic accounts of causation proposed by many 

philosophes of science which serve to update Cari Hempel's mode1 of inductive-s tatis ticai 

(ES) explanation. The basic idea is that statistical relevance - a difference between 

conditional and unconditional or posterior and pnor probabilities - is a better indication 

of a causai relation than are high probabilities (Suppes 1970. Salmon 1984). Wesley C. 

Salmon's (1984) approach is to identiQ those statistically relevant facton which partition 

a reference class of individuals into a number of homogeneous ceiis each with a different 

likelihood of sustaining a given effect. For Elliott Sober (1984a). a "causal factor must 



raise the probability of the effect in at least one background context and must not lower 

it in any" (p. 294). 

Quantitative geneticists are concemed with traits such as height, weight, 

intelligence, or fecundity, that Vary continuously between individuals and are therefore 

likely to be modulated by multiple causai factors, both genetic and environmental. 

Recently, molecular techniques have k e n  developed to identiQ quantitative trait loci, 

known as QTLs (Plomin, DeFries. and McClearn 1990; Kearsey and Pooni 1996). This 

is done by screening polymorphic marken, singly and in combination, for their 

contributions to variance in quantitative traits. The traditionai quantitative genetics 

approach uses statistical methods such as analysis of variance (ANOVA), analysis of 

covariance (ANCOVA), and path analysis to estimate the relative contributions of genes 

and environment to continuously varying traits. ANOVA of suitable groups c m  partition 

phenotypic variance into additive and nonadditive variance. Additive components include 

genetic and environmental variance; nonadditive components include dominance, epistasis 

(gene-gene interaction), gene-environment covariance, and gene-environment interaction. 

Heritability expresses the percentage of total phenotypic variance that is due to genetic 

variance: "broad-sense heritability" comprises both additive and nonadditive genetic 

variance: "narrow-sense hentability" includes additive genetic variance only. Any 

heritability coefficient is relative to a specific population. its value dependent on the 

particular distribution of genotypes and environments in this population. A trait's 

heritability will be zero, not oniy where genetic variation does not contribute to 

phenotypic variation in the trait, but where the trait itself or the genes that contribute to 

the trait do not Vary in the population. 

On population-based accounts of genetic causation, where genetic differences are 

understood to explain differences in traits and not traits themselves. it seems possible to 

escape the problem of arbitrarily or pragmaticaily singling out some necessary conditions 

over others as causes. Causes are differences among memben of the population that are 

associated with variation of the mit  in question. Background conditions are either shared 

by members of the population or, where they differ, do not contribute to variation of the 

trait. The result, of course, is that no trait is 'genetic' except relative to a particular 

population. The same uait may be considered to be 'genetic' in one population and 



'environmental' in another. For example, a disease such as lactose intolerance is 

considered to be a genetic disease in Northem European populations where ingestion of 

milk products is common and lactase deficiency rare. In African populations, where 

ingestion of mik products is rare and lactase deficiency common, it is considered an 

environmental disease (Hesslow 1984, p. 189). It is the composition of the reference 

class or population that determines which factors are singled out as causes. Therefore, 

the choice of reference class or population requires an objective, nonarbitrary and 

nonpragmatic, basis. 

5.1.3 Genetic Causafion 

There are severai reasons to prefer a probabilistic account of genetic causation to a 

deterministic one. Even relative to a background of those genetic and nongenetic 

conditions consistent with the organism's "normal" development and fbnction, there is 

seldom one-one correspondence berneen genes and traits. Epistasis (the interaction of 

many genes to produce a single trait) and pleiotropy (the effects on many traits by a 

single gene) are widespread. The probabilistic approach also more effectively manages 

the genetic, causal, and phenotypic heterogeneity that presents problems for the one-one 

mapping of causes and effects, or genes and traits, deterministic accounts expect and 

r e q ~ i r e . ~  Adopting the probabilistic approach not only accommodates these facts but it 

prevents the reification of the distinction between simple Mendelian and complex non- 

Mendelian, and qualitative and quantitative, traits that occurs when the fmt of each pair 

is treated detenninistically and the second probabilisticaily. Those traits considered to be 

"genetically determined," since they arise in al i  environrnents given the presence of a 

panicular genotype and the necessary genetic and environmental causal background, serve 

as limiting cases where postenor probabilities of the trait given the gene are close to 1. 

Genetic heterogeneity is of two sorts: a particular set of symptoms classifieci as a single 
disease rnay be associated with mutations of different dieles or with different mutations of the 
same allele. Causal heterogeneity refers to the fact that the same disease may arise for either 
predominantly genetic or predominantly environmental reasons. Phenotypic heterogeneity refers 
to the wide range of syrnptoms that may be associated wirh identical mutations, even in "single 
gene" diseases; geneticists also use the t m  'penetrance' and 'expressivity' to refer to such 
p henotypic variability . 



Also advantageous is the probabilistic approach's explicit recognition that reference class 

partitions depend both on the causal strucnue of the world and our knowledge of it; the 

homogeneity of ceils may be either objective or epistemic. This better accommodates the 

fact that traits are "genetically determined" relative to known environments. 

However, my main concem in outlining both detemiinistic and probabilistic 

approaches to genetic causation is to point not to their differences but to an important 

similarïty they share. Genetic explanations. whether understood determinis ticall y or 

probabilistically, are context-dependent. To label a trait 'genetic' is to make a claim that 

is relative in three ways. First, genes can be considered causdy efficacious only relative 

to a causal background of also necessary genetic and nongenetic conditions. Second, 

isolating genes as causes is a fùnction of the composition of a particular reference class 

or population. Third, singling out genes as causes is contingently dependent on the 

current state of knowledge and does not necessarily reflect the causal structure of the 

world. This is m e  whether a reference class is effectively paaitioned by a single genetic 

factor (as for soîalled "genetically determined" traits where genes are both necessary and 

sufficient conditions relative to a causal background) or by multiple genetic and 

nongenetic factors (as for so-cailed complex or "multifactorial" traits where genes are 

neither necessary nor sufficient conditions relative to a causal background) in cases of 

qualitative traits. It is true, also, for estimates of heritabiiity in cases of quantitative traits. 

In the following section, 1 argue that pragmatic factors are infiuential in deterrnining such 

choices: the distinction between causes and conditions; the target population or reference 

class; and research directions, hence, the state of knowledge conceming various traits. 

It might be argued that, by treating genes as explanatory of differences in traits 

and not of traits themselves, we can f o ~ g o  wonying, at least directly, about the 

possibility that one cannot objectively distinguish between causes and conditions. The 

distinction would merely be the indirect consequence of the properties of the population 

one chooses. This would leave us onIy to worry about genetic explanations king 

population-specific and epistemically relative. However, at l e s t  two factors mitigate 

against this. Fust, it is beiieved that genes do "directly cause" at least some traits. 

Dawkins (1982), a prominent biologist and advocate of the populational approach, 

explicitly singles out protein production as an example of genes determining traits 



thernselves, and not just differences in traits: "Other than at the molecular level, where 

one gene is seen directiy to produce one protein chah. geneticists never deal with units 

of phenotype as such. Rather, they always deal with diaerences" (p. 21). But, even in 

protein synthesis, genes are not sufficient for their effects. Genes aione do not make 

peptides, proteins, gross organismal traits, or organisms thernselves. The environment, 

considered in iü widest sense to include al1 epigenetic factors, interna1 as well as external 

to the organism, plays a causal role in protein synthesis - through the avdability of the 

necessary amino acids, enzymes, temperature, etc. In the words of Kelly C. Smith 

(1992): "Only a complex system containing genes as one of its (necessary but 

insufficient) components is capable of protein production" (p. 338). This is one reason 

to examine possible objective bases for privileging genes over nongenetic conditions in 

the determination of traits themselves, and not just differences in traits. 

The other reason is that it is not at al1 clear how well identifying causes of 

phenotypic differences among membea of a population serves to provide theoretical 

justification for how best to intervene in individuals. And. after all, this is why 

philosophes are preoccupied with the identification of objective (nonarbitrary and 

nonpragmatic) bases for calling certain traits 'genetic.' Explainhg trait differences in 

tenns of genetic differences may suffice for predictive or diagnostic purposes where 

intemention takes the form of abortion or embryo selection, or mate selection. However, 

should the desire be to intervene in an existing individual, the 'genetic' label in no way 

legitirnizes that this take place at the level of DNA - other fomis of intervention may 

be equally or even more effective. Take, for example, an individual with PKU or lactose 

intolerance. For the purposes of treatment, there is no reason to discriminate between 

someone for whom the disease is 'genetic' relative to a reference class of individual(s) 

who lack the relevant mutation and ingest phenylalanine or lactose and someone for 

whom the disease is 'environmental' relative to a reference class of individual(s) who 

share the relevant mutation but do not ingest phenylaianine or lactose. In both cases, 

manipulation of the genome or the diet may prove effective. What matters is the 

interaction of causal factors in the development of disease symptoms in individuals, and 

not the source of differences between individuals. This means that, if the goal in labelling 

traits 'genetic' is to provide objective grounds to intervene, we cannot escape the 



problems posed in the privileging of genes as causes in the genesis of traits by stipulating 

that genes explain differences in traits and not traits themselves. 

5.2 The Pramatic Dimensions of Genetic Explanations 

Philosophers who seek objective (nonarbitrary, nonpragmatic) bases for labelling traits 

'genetic' are often interested in providing theoretical justifications for practical 

interventions. In this section. 1 argue that genetic explanations are pragmatic, or. in other 

words, that practical, not theoretical, considerations direct the singiing out of genes as 

causes. This means that explanatory context maners. In the case of genetic explanations. 

there is a plurality of relevant explanatory contexts - scientific, experimental, clinical. 

social, and economic - and each is shaped by various interests. 

R. G. Collingwood (1938) and Bas van Fraassen (1980) argue that causal 

explanations, unlike theoretical structures. are context-dependent. Coliingwood relies on 

a distinction between the theoretical and "practical natural sciences," contrasting the 

notion of 'cause* as it appears in each. Theoreticai causes are necessary; they are 

replaceable by reference to laws and their instances. Where conuol over nature is sought, 

on the other hand, causal language expresses the finding of "certain means usehl to 

certain ends": "In this [practical] sense, the 'cause' of an event in nature is the handle, 

so to speak, by which we can manipulate it" (p. 89). Hence, for Coilingwood, practical 

causes are contingent in two ways: one. they are relative to specific human purposes; 

and two, their effects are fulfdled ody  in combination with other necessary conditions. 

Van Fraassen's contention in The Scienfific Image that explanations conform directly to 

the airns, interests, and orientations of different scientists or groups of scientists and only 

indirectly to the nature of the phenomena rests on his distinction between theory and 

explanation. According to van Fraassen, theories are context-independent; they describe 

or "save" the phenomena and permit accurate predictions to be made. Explanations, on 

the other hand, are context-dependent; they are responses to "why-questions" explanation- 

seekers fmd meaningful. Although there is a "causal net," defined by van Fraassen as 

"whatever structure of relations science describes," "which could in principle be described 



in detail," causal explanations are partial insofar as they draw attention only to "certain 

feaiures of the causal net" (pp. 124- 125). 

Insofar as expianations are answen to " w hy-questions," van Fraassen argues that 

pragmatic considerations structure the questions that are asked, and, in so doing, 

determine the range of possible responses. Questions assume a relevance relation: our 

aims, interests, and orientations dictate whether we seek information about causai 

mechanisms, goals, desires, etc.' As expenmentalists, molecular biologists seek control 

over nature and the phenornena they generate in their Iaboratories. The aims of 

technological control associated with laboratory research lead to questions that assume a 

causal relevance relation which is linear and unidirectional, since experirnentation 

proceeds by measuring perturbations in a system subsequent to the isolation and 

manipulation of its parts. This mechanistic conception of the experimental system is 

consistent with, at least methodological, commitments to deterrninism and reductionism. 

Abraham Kaplan (1965) goes so far as to suggest that causal concepts arise in science out 

of the desire to exert technological control over nature and that the cause-condition 

distinction makes sense only "by reference to the possibility, or desirability, of 

intervention by the experimenter" (p. 147). In other words, identifying some necessary 

conditions - Say genes - as causes, and relegating others - Say environmental factors 

- to the causal background, is a product of the laboratory and a function of the 

technological power to intervene. What we isolate as "the cause" is. in Collingwood's 

words, the "means" most useful to "certain endst' or the "hande" by which it is possible 

to "manipulate" an outcome. 

The discovery of recombinant DNA technologies in the early 1970s permitted a 

precision of experirnentd control over the hereditary material that was not possible with 

radiation-induced mutation. Genes became manipulable and, as Kaplan would have it, 

bonafide causes. Certainly, given the interventionist ;rims of a laboratory science, DNA 

is less unwieldy than large-scaie entities of causal significance like electromagnetic 

4 Aristotle's typology of four causes is a good example of different devance relations. Also 
farniliar to biologists and philosophers of biology is Mayr's (1961) distinction between the 
proximate causation sought by functionai biologists such as physiologists, funceional anatomists, 
and molecular biologists, and the ultirnate causation sought by evolutionary biologists. 



radiation, air pollution, or poverty. However, many other nongenetic factors both interna1 

and extemal to the organisrn are amenable to experimental manipulation. Why focus on 

genes? Van Fraassen argues that pragrnatic aims determine not only the relevance 

relation but, both directly and indirectly, the specific way in which the cause-condition 

distinction is drawn. It is impossible to describe the entire causal net that surrounds an 

event. That we find some facton rather than others salient, and identie these as causes, 

is a direct reflection of our particular set of interests. Who asks questions matters. Only 

certain questions Xe iikely to arke within a group that shares a particular set of 

theoretical and factuai cornmitments. Just as the lawyer, engineer, and mechanic are 

likely to ident@ different causes of a motor vehicle accident, so might the surgeon. 

epidemiologist, and molecular geneticist focus on different facton associated with disease. 

Questions about genes as causes tend to aise in molecular biology because of its 

cornmitments to Weismannism and the Centrai Dogma and its acceptance of metaphors 

that characterize DNA as "master molecule" or the "program that cornputes the organism." 

Focusing on genes makes perfect sense if assumptions that only germ ceIl nuclei are 

inherited from one generation to the next and that information flows unidirectionally from 

nucleic acid to protein are unquestioned. Along these lines, Evelyn Fox Keller (1992) 

argues that the concept of 'genetic disease' has been extended beyond what can be 

justified empirically due to biologists' beiiefs in gene tic deterrninism. S imilariy, Ruth 

Hubbard (1990, with Elijah Wald 1993) contends that scientists focus on genetic causes 

while ignoring environmental ones because of their cornmitment to a reductionist 

approach that attempts to explain the functioning of a complex system only in terms of 

its srnailest constituent parts. 

According to van Fraassen, pragrnatic goals aiso indirectly influence how the 

cause-condition distinction is drawn because they determine the contrast-class of 

propositions that delimits the topic of the question and therefore the appropriate range of 

responses. Recall the several difTerent meanings van Fraassen's well-known example 

"Why did Adam eat the apple?" can have depending on what we understand the contrast- 



class to include.' Since genes exen their effects only in the presence of other genes and 

environmental factors, singling them out as causes requires the enclosure of this necessary 

backdrop within an assumed ceteris paribus clause, the content of which is fixed by that 

of the contrast-ciass. However, in no way do contrast-classes unwittingly impose ceteris 

paribus content upon us; they are chosen pragmatically, in conformity with ceteris 

paribus assumptions that fu1fil.I specific theoretical, methodological, and experimental 

a-. Choices are made about what to Vary and what to keep constant, what to 

foreground and what to relegate to the background. By electing to control for 

environmental factors in the laboratory, genes are rendered the target of causal 

investigation. 

Given that explanations are contexniaiiy detemiined by the aims, interests, and 

orientations of those who seek them, it is h d y  surprising that any number of conditions 

rnight be selected as "the cause" of a given event. Nor is it surprising that where aims, 

interests, and orientations intersect, similar explanations will be found. Following on 

Kaplan's words, the focus on genetic causes reflects not only the "possibility" bom of 

technological imovation, but the "desirability" bom of professional interest. Molecular 

geneticists obviously have a professional stake in maintaining a focus on the causal 

efficacy of genes. The rise of molecular genetics as a subdiscipiine of molecular biology 

was fuahered by the development of recombinant genetic technologies and the pnvileging 

of DNA by the theories and metaphors of molecular biology. However, it is interesting 

to note that in areas of molecular biology other than molecular genetics there is rnovement 

away from the Central Dogma's simple Iinearly causal mode1 and toward an appreciation 

of the organism as a complex system of which genes are necessary. but not the sole. 

components (Keiler 1994, 1995; Strohman 1993). The professional self-interest of 

molecular geneticists is only part of the reason for this divergence. The other is the 

clinical context in which, particularly human, molecular genetics research is carried out. 

- -- - 

' We understand the question to mean 'Why was it A h  who ate the apple?,' when we take 
the contmt-class to include others who were pnsent such as Eve or the serpent; to mean 'Why 
was it the apple Adam ate?.' as opposed to a pear or some other h i r ;  to mean 'Why did Adam 
ent the apple?,' when the contrast-class includes otkr possible options nich as throwing or 
stepping on the apple. 



Here, the goal of intervention is not just experimentation, but the prevention. treatment, 

and eradication of disease. As Collingwood notes, causes are singled out from among 

other necessary conditions according to a practical criterion of "what c m  be put right." 

Richard C. Strohman (1993) observes that researchers in biomedicine and behaviour, the 

"applied medical sciences." maintain fast hold on the "genetic paradigm" that "basic 

research biology " is abandoning (p. 1 17). If "producing or preventing" one factor "puts 

things right," why worry about the othen? That it is genes that are singled out as the 

rnost tractable factors in clinical research fits well with the traditionai North American 

approach to medicine which, in its assumption of a biological and reductionist mode1 of 

disease, focuses on intemal, rather than extemal, factors in pathogenesis. 

However, the practical context for the "rnolecularization" and geneticization of 

disease extends far beyond making individual patients better and furthering disciplinarian 

professional interests. It incorporates the wider social and economic interests of 

molecular geneticists, other investon in the biotechnology industry, university and private 

patent-holden, and government. As legal scholar Philippe Ducor writes: "The advent of 

bioiechnology has ... virtudly eliminat[edJ the traditional distinction between 'basic' and 

'applied' research" (p. 13). Patents can be held on stretches of DNA that prove to have 

applications; hence, financial r e m s  will depend ultimately on successful marketing of 

applications such as screening tests. genetically engineered pharmaceuticals, pene 

"therapies," etc. Many molecular biologists have economic interests in biotechnology 

companies - as ownen, directors, or shareholders. This intersection of interests began 

with the invention of recombinant DNA technologies and the ability to generate huge 

quantities of human proteins using bacterial cloning for commercial retail. OnIy in the 

past five years has genomics - the construction of genetic and physicai maps, gene 

mapping, and genome sequencing - seemed a viable investment for venture capitalists 

and the large pharmaceutical companies. "[Glenome research has become a veritable 

hotbed of capitalism" (Anderson 1993, p. 300), wrote one science reporter in 1993. He 

noted that thirty Ieading genome scientists had made commercial deals with venture 

capitalists. These scientists included Leroy Hood and James D. Watson in the area of 

high-speed sequencing technology, Craig Venter in the area of cDNA sequencing, and 

Daniel Cohen, Walter Gilbert, and Eric Lander in the areas of disease gene identification 



and the development of gene-based therapeutics. Shorily after this, genornics companies 

begaa to attract financial backing from pharmaceutical giants looking for a new 

investment course after the industry's downturn in the early 1990s due to the faiiure of 

conventionai in-house research programs to produce enough new medicines (Abelson 

1996). In 1995, pharmaceutical companies spent $3.5 billion to acquire biotechnology 

companies, $1.6 billion on research and development licensing agreements, and $700 

million to obtain access to genome databases maintained by biotechnology companies 

(ibid.). For example: pl?armaceutical giant Eli Lilly is backing a commercial venture by 

Gilbert and Mark Skolnick to develop gene-based cancer therapies (Anderson 1993); 

Novartis, the second Iargest pharmaceutical Company in 1996 following a rnerger between 

pharmaceuticai giants Ciba-Geigy and Sandoz. contributed one million dollars to Lander's 

gene-mapping efforts at Whitehead Institute-MIT Center for Genome Research (Koenig 

1996); aiso at Whitehead-MIT, a consortium of companies led by pharmaceutical giant 

Bristol-Myers Squibb has invested $40 million in a 5-year initiative to find more efficient 

ways to gather and to compare genetic data (Roush 1997). Although this intersection of 

knowledge and profit may suggest troublesome conflicts of interest. it should be noted 

that the United States goveniment has been motivated to fund the Human Genome Project 

for the sake of the health, not only of the Amencan people, but of its developing 

biotec hnology industry . 

5.3 Possible Objective Criteria for Singling Out Genes as  Causes 

Although numerous empiricist phiiosophen have followed Miii in holding that the cause- 

condition distinction is invariably an arbitrary or pragmatic one, this is by no means a 

majority view. Many cnteria have k e n  advaoced for objectively selecting causes from 

among possible contendhg conditions. While the diversity of these criteria 

(manipulability, fkquency of occurrence, irreplaceability, nonstandardness, causal 

efficacy. blameworthiness, causal pnority) is taken by van Fraassen to indicate the 

contextdependence of what we take to be explanatorily relevant and the wide variety of 

interests that motivate us to seek explanations, these claims nevertheless need to be 
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evaluated. Some of the criteria are relevant to genetic causation: they purpon to offer 

nonarbitrary, nonpragmatic grounds for distinguishing behveen the genetic condition 

singled out as the cause and the genetic and nongenetic conditions relegated to the 

necessary causal background. I consider three such cntena in this section: causal 

priority, nonstandardness, and causai efficacy. Causal priority c m  be conceived solely 

in t e m  of the explanation of traits in individuals; nonstandardness applies both to 

populations differentiated by a single causal factor and to individuais who are members 

of such populations; and, causal efficacy is a consideration for the explanation of 

differences in traits in populations only. 

5.3.1 Causal Prioriv 

There are several ways in which causal pnority may be established. First, the causally 

prior condition is sometirnes identified as the one that initiates chains of events that occur 

within the body (Nordenfelt 1981). From the standpoint of theory, however. it is 

completely arbitrary to restrict causal chains leading up to some end event to those that 

lie irside the body. Take, for example, the "two-hit" hypothesis that dominates cancer 

research. It explicitiy recognkes the roles of both heredity and the environment in 

predisposing individuals to cancer. Nevertheless, even though environmental carcinogens 

are recognized by researchers to be causdy effkacious agents associated with mutations 

in somatic ce11 DNA, the boundaq between body and extemal environment is used to 

focus attention on these DNA changes as the "foundation" and "starting point" for cancer: 

"If we had not been able to study cancer at the level of the change in DNA that starts it, 

the disease wodd stili be a hopeless field .... Not until the genetic foundation for cancer 

was identified could you redy  begin to Say what goes wrong to make this terrible human 

aftliction" (Watson 1992, p. 166). Cancer is now considered by some prominent 

molecular biologists, whether associated with inhented mutation or not, to be a genetic 

disease - even when necessary, and prior, environmental causes are recognized: 

"Cancer, scientists have discovered, is a genetic condition in which cells spread 

uncontrollably, and cigarette smoke contains chernicals which stimulate those molecular 

changes" (Bodmer and McKie 1994, p. 89). Although there is no theoretical bais for 

restricting causal candidacy to conditions that lie within the body, this approach does 



fuIfiiI a couple of pragmatic airns. One is that some cause must be singled out, the 

potentially inf i te  regress of possible causes arrested, if there is to be a "handle" by 

means of which to intervene. Another is that inating the body as a closed system serves 

spatially to confine potentid causes of disease so that they c m  be more readily locaiized. 

This not only ensures a "handle" which is convenient, but represents, from the outset, a 

practical cornmitment to disregard interventions that address the individual's physical and 

socid environment, 

From the restriction of the causally prior condition to that which lies inside the 

body, it need not follow that this condition be genetic. Genetic causes are pnvileged 

because molecular biology's central tenets accord DNA both temporal and ontological - 
and, hence, causal - priority. By temporal priority, 1 mean that DNA (as at least a near 

proxy for what we mean by 'gene') in some sense exists before other cellular components 

and the organism itself. Weismannism accords DNA temporal priority as a physical 

entity that is present, at least as part of what will become the embryo, before al1 the other 

physical elements aiso necessary for development to ensue. This is because the doctrine 

assumes that oniy genn ce11 nuclei are continuous from generation to generation, and that 

somatic cells and germ cell cytoplasm are discontinuous across the generations, arising 

anew in each. The Central Dogrna of molecular biology represents a 1950s reformulation 

of Weismannism in terms of information theory. It asserts that information travels 

unidirectionally from nucleic acids to protein, and never vice versa. Here, DNA is no 

longer temporally prior in the physical sense; rather, it is the point of ongin for the 

transfer of information. The chief difficulty with the Weismannïsm-Central Dogma 

daims of temporal priority, whether physical or informational. is of the chicken-and-egg 

variety. It is questionable whether DNA can be considered to be temporally pnor to other 

molecules in the body's intemal milieu. As Smith (1992) argues, since nucleic acids need 

proteins and other cellular components to make proteins, DNA cannot be accorded 

temporal pnority whethcr we are attempting to explain the ongin of life on earth or 

embryogenesis (the development of the individual). Whiie theones about life's ongins 

rernain entirely conjechiral, it is fully accepted that the fertilized ovum contains the 

cytoplasmic contribution of at least the matemal germ cell. Yet, there persists, in 



developmental genetics, a tendency to focus on cytoplasmic (mitochondrial) DNA and to 

ignore the role of cytoplasmic proteins. 

Finally, the Central Dogma, dong with other informational metaphors so prevalent 

in molecular biology such as the genetic "code," and DNA as "master molecule" or the 

"program that cornputes the organism," attribute ontological priority to DNA. By 

ontological priority. I mean the pnvileging of DNA over other molecules based on its 

essentid nature - as per James D. Watson's description of DNA as "the most golden of 

molecules" (in Bodmer and McKie, p. 10). There are good reasons to be sceptical of 

appeals to "information" in molecuiar biology that attribute ontological pnority to DNA. 

There is, undeniably, a forma1 relationship between the sequence of amino acids in a 

polypeptide or protein molecule and the sequence of nucleotides in the segment of DNA 

that "codes" for it. We might look at this in two different ways. The fust is to treat 

DNA sequence data as the axiomatic foundation of a deductive structure. This represents 

Walter Gilbert's (1992) dream to achieve one day a fully theoreticai biology in which 

accurate predictions about the linear and three dimensionai configuration of proteins, 

protein hinction, and the structure and hinction of the organism as a whole would flow 

from knowledge of DNA sequence alone. Of course, while it seems unlikely, should this 

happen, there would be no longer any need to t a k  about causation. One could just as 

readily predict DNA sequence from the level of protein or organism, as vice versa. 

However, even a< the lowest levels of organization, Gilbert's drearn faces formidable 

obstacles. Sahotra Sarkar (1996) points out that, notwithstanding the protein folding 

problem and the need to consider gene regulation in order to proceed beyond the level of 

protein structure, one faces significant difficulties in attempting even to predict the linear 

structure of proteins from sequence data alone: specificaily, the ability to recognize 

transcription initiation sites and, in the presence of extensive RNA editing, the boundaries 

between introns and exons and coding and noncoding segments of DNA. Sarkar 

concludes: "the code ... is of little predictive value in novel contexts" (p. 201). 

This relationship between DNA and protein sequences can also be regarded in a 

second way, in tenns of Aristotie's notion of a fomal cause. What Francis Crick meant 

by information was "the specification of the amino acid sequence of the protein" (in 

Sarkar, p. 196). and the cornparison of the DNA "code" to the idea of the statue's form 



that precedes and guides the artisan's sculpting of the statue seems a good one. As 

opposed to a fully deductive biology, here. the relationship between DNA and protein 

sequences is one of causal asymmetry. Provided that al1 of the ce11 components necessary 

for protein synthesis are present, modification of the DNA sequence may be followed by 

a predictable and specifiable change in protein sequence. The opposite will not occur. 

Fred Gifford (1990) conveys this idea in his "proper individuation (PT)" criterion for a 

definition of 'genetic trait': "For a trait to be genetic, the gene (or set of genes) must 

cause that trait ns described. The trait must be individuated in such a way that it matches 

what some genetic factors cause specifically" (p. 343). Gifford uses protein structure as 

an exarnple of a trait that "genetic factors cause specificaily." Smith is correct in his 

response to Gifford that "[oldy a compiex system containhg genes as one of its 

(necessary but insufficient) components is capable of protein production (and thus of 

structural and catalytic activity)" (p. 338). Nevertheless, this ignores the distinction 

between formai and efficient causation. It is iegitimate to argue that, while there is no 

nonpragmatic or nonarbitrary way to single out genes as efficient causes of protein 

synthesis over other, also necessary. cellular components, gene sequences are uniquely 

forma1 causes. 

Even if we accept the notion of formai causation (and oniy in the resuicted sense 

in which protein sequence is detemiined by DNA sequence and not vice versa), this need 

not privilege the causal contributions of genes or DNA. Informational metaphors have 

accorded genes, u d k e  other cellular components, directive agency, as illustrated in this 

quote from Watson: "Ignoring genes is like aying to solve a murder without finding the 

murderer. AU we have are victims" (1992, p. 167). Keller (1995) notes the "two-sided 

image of the gene, part physicist's atom and part Platonic soul" (p. xv) that has penisted 

since Schrodinger's "'law-code and executive power- ... architect's plan and builder's 

craft-in one"' (p. xv), resulting in a "discourse of gene action" that attributes "agency, 

autonomy, and causal primacy to genes" (p. 8). However, contingent historical and social 

forces lie behind this "causai primacy of genes." First, and foremost, it is supported by 

a metaphysicai preference for fonn over matter and mind over body that has more than 

2000 years of history in western civilizations. R. C. Lewontin (1993) suggests that it is 

also a more contemporary manifestation of capitalist ideology - r ~ d s  elevated to the 



boardroom and bodies confined to the factory floor below. Keiler (1995) cites severai 

other social and political factors that contributed to the priviieging of DNA over protein 

and nucleus over cytoplasm in the fmt hdf of this century: the gap between genetics and 

embryology. the identification of the nucleus with Arnencan interests and the cytoplasm 

with European. especiaily German, interests, and the treatment of the nucleus as male and 

the cytoplasm as fernale! 

5.3.2 Nonstandardness 

For qualitative traits, nonstandardness is proposed as an objective cntenon for designating 

a trait 'genetic' where genetic factors either provide necessary andor suffcient conditions 

for the trait's development given the necessary genetic and nongenetic background 

conditions or increase the iikelihood that the trait will arise given these background 

conditions. Causes and background conditions are distinguished on the bais  of what is 

abnormal or n o d ,  unusual or usual, or nonstanding or standing. Recall that Wulff and 

Kitcher take this approach in defining 'genetic disease': Wulff s definitions refer to 

"rnost or dl environrnents"; Kitcher's robust definition refers to "al1 known 

environments." In other words, in a given Uidividual, a h a s e  is 'genetic' if genetic 

factors are necessary andor sufficient for the disease given the presence of nonnally 

occurring genetic and nongenetic factors. Unlike the criterion of causal priority. the 

criterion of nonstandardness applies to the presence of traits in individuals only as 

membea of a population or in cornparison to a reference class. What is taken to be 

nonstandard or standard. and therefore foregrounded as cause or relegated to the causal 

I argue here that it is legitirnate to understand the specification of protein sequence by DNA 
(exon) sequence in t e m  of formal causation but that from this need not follow the privileging 
of genes as causes. Some contend that we ought to dispense with informationai metaphon and 
formal causes altogether. For instance, Sarkar (1996) suggests that the concept of biologicd 
specificity in Linus Pauling's sense in which the shape of a molecule detennines its behaviour be 
resurrected and updated to obviate the need for informational metaphors that Schrodinger's focus 
on the arrangement of a molecule's units requires. In place of genetic reductionism, one could 
achieve a "thoroughly physicalist reductionist account of the interactions between DNA, RNA and 
protein" (p. 218) in which "[c]oding will be retained only as a short-hand description of the usual 
triplet specification of amino acid residues, but it will not be assumed to have any explanatory 
value" (p. 222). If Sarkar is right, then, even if legitirnate, it might be unnecessary to treat DNA 
sequence as  the formai cause of protein sequence. 



background as the case may be, depends on the frequency of properties across a number 

of individuals. A uait is 'genetic' only relative to a specific population or reference class 

and the properties that belong to members of that population or reference class. 

The choice of population or reference class therefore determines how the cause- 

condition distinction is drawn. Kim Sterelny and Phiiip Kitcher (1988) formalize 

Dawkins' probabilistic explication of the concept of 'a gene for' in temis of the 

"standard" environment of genetic and nongenetic factors shared by members of a 

population. "Nonstandard" genetic and nongenetic factors are ruled to be those facton 

which are unlikely or infkequent, or would. more precisely, interfere with development 

so as to preclude any expression of the trait the aiiele in question is said to cause. 

hdividuals are excluded ffom membership in the population should any such 

"nonstandard" properties belong to them. Hesslow similady emphasizes that the choice 

of reference class is neither arbitrary nor pragmatic, but objective. It is the fact that 

certain reguluities exist - what is empKicaily normal or standard or what is theoreticaiiy 

or mordy ideai - that perrnits us to secure the " m e  explanandum," in most cases these 

"regularly" occurring objects being the obvious candidates for reference class membership. 

The causal background of "normaiiy" occurring genetic and nongenetic factors that is 

incorporateci into the explanandum includes those factors the object of investigation shares 

with reference class objects. Hence, the cause-condition distinction is not at ail arbitrary: 

"explanatory" causes explain the locaiIy abnormal, the locally unusuai, and the locally 

deviant. 

Van Fraassen's contrat-class is smicturally similar to Hesslow's reference class. 

Both van Fraassen and Hesslow contend that explanations are contextuaily àependent on 

the choice of contrast-ciass or reference class. Context is provided for van Fraassen by 

the propositional content of the contrast-class and for Hesslow by the properties of 

reference class objects. Counter to Hesslow, however, van Fraassen argues that the choice 

of contrast-class is pragmatic, not objective. If causes are singkd out because they are 

"abnomai" or "unusuai," this merely reflecu a particular set of practical explanatory aims. 

in this way, van Fraassen's pragmatic account better accommodates the experimental 

context in which molecular genetics research is canied out. Hesslow's approach, as well 

as that of Sterelny and Kitcher, assumes that populations and reference classes t h s t  



themselves upon passive observers of nature who exercise no choice regarding w hat is to 

be explained relative to what. In experimental biology, practical decisions are involved 

in choosing the subject population of organisms (or cells, etc.), as well as the 

environmental conditions under which they are to be studied. Experimentai geneticists 

choose what to Vary and what to keep constant depending on their aims, interests, and 

orientations: whether to induce genetic variation through breeding, radiation-induced 

mutation, or gene insertions and "knock-outs,' or to manipulate nongenetic factors either 

internai or extemal to the organism. Quantitative geneticists make similar decisions in 

selective breeding and crossing experiments. Experimentalists are usually well aware of 

the context-dependence of their research and the need to question its applicability to the 

world outside of idealized laboratory conditions. However. since causal knowledge is 

often discovered through expriment by varying laboratory conditions beyond the limits 

"nonnaliy" found in the world, what is "normal" or "standard" cannot provide the 

objective b a i s  for foregrounding some (genetic) conditions and relegating other 

(nongenetic) ones to the causal background. 

It is easy to see how pragrnatic aims guide experimental research; after ail. in 

such settings. practical decisions about how to intervene are inevitable. Outside the 

laboratory, however, nonstandardness represents a serious challenge to a pragmatic 

account of genetic explanation. In cases like Huntington's disease or sickle cell 

hemoglobin, a single genetic mutation is necessary, and arguably sufficient given 

necessary (and standard) background conditions, for the trait's development. While 

counter-examples like the individuai who dies in a motor vehicle accident prior to the 

onset of Hunhgton's, or the excessive temperatures that preclude the synthesis of 

hemoglobin polypeptides of any son, are surely stretchings of a logical point, their value 

is to emphasize that a sequence of events, to which nongenetic factors are necessary 

contributen, precedes the appearance of any recognizable phcnotype. To assert that a trait 

is "geneticdy detennined" is to make an epistemicaiiy relative daim that. given the 

presence of the genetic abnormality, the trait appears in ali hown environments. In 

probabilistic t e m .  one says that the homogeneity of the cells created by the effective 

partitionhg of any possible reference class by the genetic factor is epistemic, not 

objective. There may exist an alternate genetic and/or environment ai bac kground - 



whether to be discovered or created - in which the trait will not appear. The removal 

of phenyalanine from the diet of those bom with the mutant gene associated with PKU 

provides such an example. 

However, attaining knowledge of the mechanisrns by which genes and environment 

interact in the production of disease, so to make possible altemate means of intervention, 

is a functioa less of nature's intrinsic properties than of pragmatic choices about how 

research efforts ought to be expended. in human molecular genetics, such choices are 

influenced by clioical and social, as well as scientific, contexts. Research into individuai 

diseases tends to fall by the wayside as soon as a socially accepted means for their control 

is attained. Consider Down's syndrome. Trisomy-2 1 is an infrequently occumng genetic 

condition that is both necessary and suficient for Down's to occur. given a standard 

causai background of genetic and environmental conditions that excludes any conditions 

incompatible with otherwise "normal" development. It seems, given what appears to be 

an entirely objective bais for designating the trait 'genetic,' there is no room left for 

arbitrary or pragmatic choices. But this is not the case. Since accurate predictions of 

Down's can be made on the basis of prenatal tests, if abortion is an acceptable means of 

intervention and there is widespread agreement that individuals who are affected to any 

degree ought not knowingly to be brought into the world, there is no practicai incentive 

to continue research into the condition. Identiwing the chromosomal abnonnality as "the" 

cause suffices. But if some prospective parents want to know what the nature and 

severity of symptoms are likely to be in order to decide whether to abort the fetus or 

bring it to tenn, the explanandum changes, from that of Down's syndrome simpliciter to 

the nature and severity of Down's-related symptoms. The presence of an extra 

chromosome-21 no longer serves as a suitable explmation. Additional genetic and 

nongenetic causal factors wiil need to be identified to make accurate predictions of this 

order.' Research direction may even be motivated by an individual scientist's moral 

7 Clinicians face difficulties, even in the most researched of "single gene" diseases, in 
predicting the form, severity, and age of onset of symptoms fiom knowledge of the genetic defect 
alone. Although research efforts are k ing  directed to discovering the impact that mutational 
characteristics such as locatinn, length of CT repeat, and parent of ongin have on the symptomatic 
presentation of the disease, it is Iikely that relevant environmental factors will have to become part 
of the equation if genetic screening is to yield helpful and accurate predictions. This becomes 



beliefs. Because of his opposition to abortion, Jêrome Lejeune, the French geneticist who 

discovered in 1958 that an extra chromosome causes Down's syndrome, has continued 

research into the biochernical causes of the condition. While "most geneticists regard 

[this] as a quixotic attempt to understand why a third 21-chromosome yields such 

debilitating results" (Kevles 1995, p. 288), it is rnotivated by Lejeune's goal to find some 

other "handle" by means of which to intervene in the treatment or prevention of the 

symptoms associated with Down's syndrome. 

5.3.3 Cuu.sa1 EDcacy 

Where variation in a trait in a population cannot be explained solely by genetic variation, 

causai effïcacy provides a possible objective cntenon for, nevertheless. designating the 

trait 'genetic.' Whether a "complex" qualitative trait like cardiovascular disease or a 

quantitative trait like I.Q. is involved, causal efficacy is gauged by efforts to quanti@ the 

relative contributions of various detennining factors so as to identify the more "potent" 

cause or the cause with greater effect. Various approaches, both experimental and 

nonexperimental, are undertaken in the attempt to disentangle the genetic and nongenetic 

contributions to a particular trait and to estimate their relative importance. Experimentai 

methods are best for estabiishing causai efficacy but obviously have limited applicability 

to humans. The goal is to quanti@ relations of functional dependence by measuring the 

effects of varying some properties while keeping others constant (Macke 1980). In 

nonhuman organisrns, molecular bioiogists exert technological control in the laboratory 

and quantitative geneticists exercise control over breeding. In human subjects, controlled 

clinical trials may be undertaken. Nonexperimental approac hes. w he ther in human 

molecular genetics, epidemiology, or population genetics. measure variables of interest 

within a population and then attempt to estimate causal relations through detemiining the 

statistical significance of various correlations. For qualitative Vaits. where multiple 

factors are identified as staîisticaily relevant to the outcorne, one may be singled out as 

more important than the othen because it confers the highest probability of sustaining a 

even more criticd as disease heterogeneity and the relative contribution of non-genetic factors 
increase. 



given effect or because it is associated with the greatest proportion of cases in the 

population. Sirnilarly, where estimates of hentability exceed the percentage of phenotypic 

variance attributed to the environment for a given quantitative trait, the trait may be 

labeiied 'genetic.' In both experimental and nonexpenmentai settings and for qualitative 

and quantitative traits alike, whether or not various causes are additive in their effects is 

an important consideration in establishing causal relations and ailocating causal 

responsibility. 

Heritability coefficients are frequently appealed to in order to support daims for 

the causal efficacy of genes. For example, it is claimed that genes are more important 

than environment in deterrnining behavioural characteristics because some recent twin 

studies have found 60% of phenotypic variation to be due to geneîic variation and 40% 

to be due to environmental variation. Caution must be exercised, however, in making or 

accepthg any generalizations about the causal effects of genes on a trait or a set of traits 

based on estimates of heritability. Besides the difficulties involved in obtaining accurate 

heritability measures in humans because of the inability to Vary genetic and environmentai 

backgrounds at will. heritability is a local statistical rneasure. The percentage of the total 

phenotypic variance that is due to genetic variance depends on the particular distribution 

of genotypes and environments in the population studied and it will fluctuate greatly 

between populations where there is significant gene-environment interaction. This is the 

basis of Lewontin's contention in his classic 1974 paper that it is impossible to infer 

causal relations from the analysis of variance. The only legitimate exception is where 

there is "perfect or nearly perfect additivity between genorypic and envuonmental effects 

so that the differences among genotypes are the same in al1 environmenu and the 

differences between environments are the same for ail genotypes" (p. 408). Pointing to 

experimental evidence in nonhuman organisms, Lewontin argues that the effects of 

genetic and nongenetic causes are, more often than not, nonlinear. The question referred 

to as "Plornids paradox" summxizes the responses of many behavioural genetkists: "If 

interactions are so ubiquitous in nature, why are they so difficult to fmd in behavioral 

research studies?" (Wachs 199 1, p. 180). It may be that the focus on genetic main effects 

reflects the newness of the discipline and its lack, thus far, of the conceptual and 

methodological tools that will enable the effects of gene-environment interactions to be 
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detected (Plomin and Hershberger 1991, p. 29). However, there are also pragmatic 

considerations. While the lack of such tools may force researchers to concentrate on main 

(additive) effects and ignore interactions, behavioural geneticists pay little attention to 

main effects due to the environment. The failure to develop the necessary research 

protocols and statistical methods to measure interactions has a great deal to do with lack 

of interest, not only in interactionism. but in the environment as  a whole. 

Molecula. geneticists have argued that the HGP does not ignore environmentai 

influences on disease and behaviour; rather, after irnplicating as many relevant genetic 

factors as possible, it wili be possible to delineate, and then to snidy, the causal role of 

the environment (Bodmer and McKie 1994). This assumes that we c m  understand the 

whole by partitioning its causal bits into those that are genetic and those that are 

environmental. But interactionism says that the whole is more (or less) than the sum of 

its parts. The question of whether the eKects of individual causes are nonlinear and 

context-dependent or additive and context-independent is not just a feature unique to the 

statistical sampling of populations. If any attempt is to be made to quantify effects and 

to determine the relative contributions of different causai factors, the possible interactions 

of these factors must be considered in the experimentai design. In the presence of 

significant gene-environment interaction, the magnitude and direction of the effects of 

manipuiating the independent variable wiii depend on the specific values at which the 

dependent variables have k e n  maintained constant. Any causal account of the 

development of traits will be partial, unless accompanied by a theoretical cornmitment to 

determining the full range of causal interactions. 

5 -4 Geneticization: Contexts and Choices 

So far I have focused on the question "why single out genes as causes?" If we are to 

address the phenornenon of geneticization, that is. the increased frequency with which 

genetic explmations are offered for an expanding number of hurnan conditions, it is 

necessary to ask a different, but related, question: "Why this increased singiing out of 

genes as causes?" Many scientists explain geneticization by appeal to objective features 



of the world. Watson and other rnolecular biologists believe that the development of 

genetic technologies has enabled the pivotal role of genes finally to be gleaned. for 

Mendelian and complex traits alike - recdl the quotation concerning "the genetic 

foundation for cancer" referred to eariier. P. A. Baird (1990) argues that preventive 

efforts ought better be directed toward interna1 (genetic) factors in disease and away from 

extemal (environmental) ones on the basis of the increased relative importance of genes 

in morbidity as the incidence of infectious and nutritional diseases has dropped in 

developed countries. David Weatherall (1994) identifies widespread genetic 

susceptibilities to cornrnon diseases such as hypercholesteremia, diabetes. and obesity, 

borne of a hunter-gatherer genome unable to keep evolutionary Pace with industrialization. 

In accepting that al1 traits are the product of gene-environment interaction and that the 

cause-condition distinction is always in part pragmatic, we are led to reject the 

epidemiological and evolutionary justifications of geneticization offered by Baird and 

Weatherall. "Handles" that promote successful intervention may be either genetic or 

environmental, not only in the cornrnon diseases referred to by Baird and Weatherail, but 

even in those considered to be caused by "single genes." Watson is right to focus on how 

the development of genetic technologies has changed our relationship with the worid. 

This change, however, lies not in using newly acquired technological prowess to confirm 

the truth of long standing suspicions about the primacy of genes. 1 suggest, instead, that 

we understand geneticization in pragmatic terms: the increasing focus on genes as causes 

&ors the increasing ability to manipulate DNA in the laboratory and in the clinic in 

furtherance of what are perceived to be desirable ends. 

In effect, taking the pragmatic route bypasses interminable debates between realists 

and social constnictivists. Explaining geneticization in terms of the "possibility and 

desirability" of manipulating genes does not deny, and in fact assumes, the materiality of 

DNA and the existence of an objective nexus of detennining factors to which genes 

belong. It recognizes, no less, the paramount importance of the many contexts that shape 

explanatory aims in biology - the scientific. the clinical, the social, the economic, and 

the political - without the accompaniment of concomitant social constructivist clairns 

that genes are invented fictions. Several theonsts have explained geneticization in terms 

of changes in the social context. Edward Yoxen (1984) refers to the redefinition of 



causes of disease that occun as members of different medicai specialties renegotiate their 

spheres of influence within institutional and professional structures. Hubbard ( 1990, with 

Wald 1993) cites wider social influences: the need to create and expand markets for the 

products of biotechnology; a preference for explanations of social inequities in terms of 

"innate" differences due to the conservative backlash to gains made by the civil rights and 

feminist movements; corporate and govenunent disinclination to tackle the unhealthy 

environments associated with tobacco use. industrial poliutants, poverty, racism, etc. 

It is not surprising that from laboratory contexts that treat genes as active causes 

and nongenetic factors as background conditions emerge theories that increasingly 

understand traits and diseases as 'genetic.' The result is to shifi responsibility for disease 

from society to individual and to foster the belief that medical interventions would most 

successfully be directed at the level of the genome. But theory not only directs practice; 

it is directed by it. Causes, in this practical sense. are rneans to ends. Where there is a 

need for clinicai intervention, the causal story must be appropnately simple - there must 

be some broken or rnissing part that c m  be replaced or substituted for by another. The 

contexts in which genes are chosen as the best "handles" among these parts are not just 

scientifc and clinical, but economic and political. Geneticization finds a fnendly home 

in a society less and less willing to commit resources to solving complex social problems. 

The perceived unwieldiness of items like poverty and pollution supports the molecular 

treatment of the environment as fixed and genes as active agents that cm be localized and 

readily subdued by technological means. The search for quick and easy biotechnological 

fixes to complex problems is consonant with curent economic prionties of governments 

motivated to reduce deficits by cutting spending. Genetically eogineered solutions make 

private investon money; wars on dnigs, poverty, environmentai degradation just cost 

taxpayers money. An appreciation of the pragmatic dimensions of genetic explanations. 

and hence their contingency. not only provides good reason to be sceptical of what 

geneticization has to offer, but, by forcing attention to context, asks us to examine the 

aims, interests, and orientations that lie behind the choices that are being made. In this 

way, the debate between hereditarians and environmentalists is recast: the focus moves 

from questions concerning the veracity of different representations of reality to questions 

concenùng preferences for certain kinds of interventions over others. 



To argue, as 1 have, that traits are designated 'genetic' for pragmatic reasons is not to 

deny that genes are causdy efficacious agents. We can speak sensibly about genetic 

causes and their effects, using either deterministic or probabilistic language, provided we 

recognize that we do so only relative to a particular set of background conditions, a 

specific population, and the present state of knowledge. What I do deny is that terms 

such as 'genetic trait,' 'genetic disease,' and 'genes for,' are objective, if we understand 

'objective' to mean devoid of pragmatic content. I contend that how the causetondition 

distinction is drawn, what population is selected, and which paths of research are 

followed, are choices that are influenced by the aims, interests, and orientations of those 

who make them. By appreciating the pragmatic dimensions of genetic explanations, we 

are forced to recognize their contingency and the need to interrogate the desires that shape 

the focus on genetic causes. 

In van Fraassen's words: "scientific explanation is not (pure) science but an 

application of science. It is a use of science to satisv certain of our desires; and these 

desires are quite specific in a specific context" (1980, p. 156). Opening the door onto 

context, we find that the focus on genetic causes satisfies many desires: scientific, 

technological, clinical, social, economic, and politicai. These coalesce in a single aim - 
that of control. Direct control over the hereditary matenal is now possible and the more 

cumbersorne, unpredictable, and, for humans, unpalatable methods of control through 

selective breeding can be abandoned. On the horizon Lies the potential for a plethora of 

desires to be satisfied: the eradication of human disease, control over human evolution, 

the genetic engineering of more appealing h i t s  and vegetables, the births of children 

with desirable qualities, etc. We cannot, however, look to a purely theoretical justification 

of such interventions in the designations of certain traits as 'genetic,' since it is these 

desires that Iead us to focus on genes as causes in the fmt place. 
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Concluding Remarks: What is a "Normal" Genome and Dws Anyone Have One? 

The Human Genome Project is expected to culminate in the next seven years or so in the 

production of a single DNA sequence of over three billion nucleotide bases that is in 

some way supposed to represent the species. There are several ways in which this 

sequence might be conceived to be representative. As a composite of DNA sequences 

sampled from a small number of individuais, the reference sequence, aithough it 

represents no actual individual, could conceivably belong to some individual. In this way, 

it might be regarded as an "average" or "typical" human genome because, aithough it is 

likely that it never has existed and never will exist, it feasibly couid exist. The sequence 

represents the species insofar as anything that is true of ai l  human DNA sequences wouid 

be tme of this one. If, as Walter Gilbert believes, there are genes that belong to ati 

humans and oniy to humans, the nucleotides that comprise these genes would be 

contained in the reference sequence. If obtaining some such arbitrary DNA sequence is 

indeed the aim of the HGP, then my DNA sequence or your DNA sequence could equally 

be regarded as "the reality of our species" or as "the essentid information that dermes the 

type organisrn and hence the species." In fact, the genorne of any individuai whom we 

recognize to belong to Homo sapiens would suffke. Whether this person is healthy, 

diseased, or deformed should not matter. 

This does not seem to be the HGP's intention, however. The goal to obtain the 

DNA sequence of a "type" organism is not to distinguish humans from noohumans - we 

do this weil at the gross phenotypic level already. Rather, the "type" organism defines 

a standard for intraspecific cornparison. In this way, the reference sequence may 

represent either a statistical or a hctional nom. A composite sequence compiled by 

stringing together sequences taken from a s rnd  number of individuals is an unLikely 

candidate to serve as a standard of statistical nonnality, however, given that it is Likely 

that aii humans who have ever lived, except in cases of monozygotic multiple births, have 

had unique DNA sequences. The composite DNA reference sequence that wiIi be 

produced by the HGP wiIl not even belong to an actual individual. Quite possibly, 

thougb, portions of the reference sequence that represent regions of the genome that are 

under hinctional constra.int may be commonly shared by members of a population. 



Whether this is indeed the case can only be established by the statisticai sampling of 

populations. The status of a DNA reference sequence as a statisticai norm wouid be 

strengthened by population studies to ensure that it represents at each locus and at each 

nucleotide position the most frequentiy occwing ailele and nucleotide base, respectively. 

But even if molecular geneticists were prepared to cary out the extensive population 

research that this wouid require, the availabïiity of a statisticai standard of genetic 

n o d i t y  is of questionable benefit. The reference sequence could represent Homo 

sapiens oniy by obliterating al1 genetic differences between populations and between 

individuals, whether these are adaptive or nonadaptive. The validity of a consensus 

sequence as a statisticd representation of even a specSc population is vulnerable to the 

same criticisms levelled at Quetelet's statistical conception of " 1 'homme moyen" or 

Galton's racial type. There is no guarantee that by joining together the most fkequently 

occurring parts one obtains a whole that is itself common. The consensus sequence for 

a variant at a locus may not represent the most prevdent allele in the population. A 

genome that comprises the most fiequently occurring aiieles or nucleotides is  even less 

iikely to prevail in the population. In fact, it may not even exist. 

It is mcult, in any case, to see what the purpose of a wholly statistical nom 

might be unless it is presumed that what is cornmon also works well or is right and good 

in some other way. Ceaainly, it appears that the airn of producing a DNA reference 

sequence is to provide a genetic standard of normal functioning and hedth. As John 

Maddox wntes in an article in Nature that makes "the case for the human genome": "The 

rapid and sure identification of genetic diseases by cornparison between DNA sequences 

from the tissues of an affected person and some reference sequence in a databank is the 

most obvious benefit" (1991, p. 12). It is unlikely, however, that the individuals from 

whom the composite DNA reference sequence wiil be obtained carry not even a single 

d e l e  that can be linked to disease or dysfunction in some genetic or environmental 

context. If the composite DNA reference sequence is to serve as a functional norm, it 

will need to undergo modification. One possible approach that, as we bave seen, has been 

suggested with respect to the mtDNA reference sequence is to obtain a consensus 

sequence. Alternately, in the course of using the reference sequence in clinicai studies 
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to identify disease mutations, polymorphisms associated with susceptibiiity to disease, and 

neutrai variants. it wili be possible to assess its validity as a standard of nomal 

functioning on an ongoing bais and to replace any of its portions that are found to be 

associated with disease or dysfunction. Although, for both of these options, having a 

single standard of genetic nomality seems to render al l  variation fiom the sequence 

suspect, it is not necessary that there be only one permissable "optimal" allele at each 

locus or nucleotide at each nucleotide position. Consensus sequences may include 

altemate nucleotides at positions dong the sequence if these occur with adequate 

frequency in the relevant population. In the case of a composite sequence. data bases can 

be maintained on sequence variants which keep track of observed neutral polymorphisms. 

If either of these approaches are to be successful, however, it is necessary that 

certain evolutionary assumptions be m e .  For a statisticai norm (for example, a consensus 

sequence) to serve as a functional norm, there must be a constant relationship between 

an dele's or a nucleotide's frequency and its adaptive value. Accordhg to the classical 

account of the genetic structure of populations that is associated with H. J. Muller, there 

is a single optimaUy fit de le  at each locus. Since it is assumed that stabilizing 

("purifying") selection prevails and acts efficiently to eliminate even slightly inferior 

mutant alleles, the opha l ly  fit allele will almost always be the allele that is found most 

frequently in the population. This is evidently not m e  where chance mechanisms in 

evolution predominate - for example, in areas of the genome that are of Little functional 

importance and in smaU isolated populations. However, if we consider only functionaily 

important regions of the genome and assume a large population. Motoo Kimura's neutral 

theory of molecuiar evolution supports the premise that frequendy occurring de l e s  and 

nucleotides are fit although there is no reciprocal guarantee that infiequently occurring 

aileles and nucleotides are detrimental as they may be in mutation-drift, not mutation- 

selection, balance. If gene effects are almost always additive. as the classical and 

neutralist accounts purport, a composite of frequently occurring and therefore presumably 

fit alleles or nucleotides provides a suitable representation of a functionaiiy normal 

genome. The second approach that uses clinical data to establish a suitable composite 

DNA reference sequence (with permissable functionally equivalent variants) similarly 

assumes that gene-gene and gene-environment interactions are overwhelmingly additive. 
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It is believed that an de l e  that is found to contribute to disease or dysfunction in one 

genetic andor environmentai context wiil do so in aH genetic and/or environmental 

contexu. Certainly, as we bave seen, the vaiidity of these assumptions is in question. 

But, even according to Muller's and Kimura's own accounts, it is unlikely thar a 

hinctionally normal genome exists in any actual individual due to the retention of 

deleterious mutant alleles where the effects of culture have led to a relaxation of natural 

selection or where effective population sizes have histoncally been relatively small. 

Today 's human molecular geneticists assume that we are a i l  more or less susceptible to 

various diseases and dysfunctions and that "virtuaiîy all human degenerative and 

infectious diseases are influenced by the genetic make-up of the individuai" (Gottesman 

and Coliins 1994, p. 59 1). 

Hence, whether we take the "ultirnate" DNA reference sequence to be the 

composite DNA sequence in which the HGP culminates or a subsequent modification that 

is based on population studies of the frequency and/or functionality of specific aileles or 

nucleotides, it is doubdul that the eatire sequence will be found to be instantiated in any 

actual individual. Whether the reference sequence is conceived as an arbitrary human 

genorne, a statistical nom, or a functional nom, it could feasibly exist, but Iikely does 

not. Although Cournot attacked Quetelet's concept of 1 'homme moyen and Dobzhansky 

attacked Muller's "dl-normal man" on these grounds, this seerns hadequate reason to 

dismiss entirely the validity of the DNA reference sequence's representational status since 

many representations are, after ali, ideaiizations. A statistical nom that consists of the 

most frequently o c c e g  ailele at each locus or nucleotide at eacb nucleotide position, 

or a functional nom that excludes di aileles that are known to be associated with disease 

or dysfunction, rnight stiU serve as a valid standard for cornparison even if there is no 

actual genome that corresponds with either in tom. The concept of the "normal" genome 

as ideal genome receives theoreticai content from two sources - evolutionary and 

clinicai. 

From the evolutionary perspective, the "normal" genome is the unblemished 

"original." In Chapter Three. 1 argued that Muller's classicd and Kirnura's neutralist 

accounts of the genetic structure of populations support a conception of the "normal" 

genome as the "original" genome. Muller believed that the optima for physicai traits are 
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to be found in our hunter-gatherer p s t  and it seems that KUnura goes back even fumer 

than this. Mutations are not simply changes to a preexisting genetic structure. Rather, 

since the "original" genome is considered be optimally adaptive, mutations constinite 

damage. However, there is no "normal" genome as "original" genome without several 

accompanying assumptions. For both Muller and Kimura, naniral selection is mostiy a 

negative stabilizing force that preserves phenotypic fomi and function by eliminating 

deviates. Population size is large, environments are relatively constant over evolutionary 

time, and homeostatic physiologicd mec hanisms buffer organisms from short- terni 

fluctuations in the environment. Alleles have absolute selective values: they are good, 

bad or indifferent in perpetuity. For Muller, hunter-gatherer environments provided 

conditions that were ideai for natural selection to shape and to preserve a species-adaptive 

nom. Env~onmental chauges associated with the cultural progress that has occurred over 

the past few millenia mean that some "deleterious" alleles are no longer detrimental to 

fitness and are consequently retained in the population. Similarly, for Kimura, smaii 

effective population sizes mean that "deleterious" deles accumulate in frequency because 

chance prevails over selec tion. 

From the clinicd perspective, the "normal" genome lacks al1 mutations that are 

associated with conditions that are disvalued - whether, as I argued in Chapter Four, for 

biological or sociocuiturd reasons. According to the etiological account of biological 

functions, the "normal" environment is the histoncal one in which a panicular allele was 

selected whereas, according to the dispositional account, the "normal" environment is the 

present one. In the event of environmental change, the same allele may be considered to 

be normal fiom one perspective and abnormal from another. Civilization may be viewed 

a threat to the biological health of the species or evolution by nanual selection may be 

regarded as too slow of an accommodation of cultural progress. But, in either case, 

reproductive success is an inadequate critenon for upon which to base judgements of 

health and disease because humans are cultural, as weil as biological, beings who 

experience environments that are both social and physical. Any values - aesthetic, 

moral, social, or cultural, as weU as biological - that attach to clinical judgements of 

health and disease at the levels of individuais in their environments are incorporated into 

judgements of normal and abnormai gene function. The "normal" genome is not the 



unblemished "original," as it is undeatood fiom the evolutionary perspectives of Muller 

and Kimura. but the envisioned future creation. 

Hence. either from an evolutionary or a ciinical perspective, the concept of the 

"normal" genorne as the ideal geaome can be given theoretical content in support of the 

reference sequence 's use in directing and sanctioning genetic interventions. The "normal" 

genorne is a desideratum. Aithough no actual individuai may have a "normal" genome, 

today, with the availabiLity of cut-and-paste recombinant DNA technologies, it has become 

possible to close the gap between idea and reaiity. The "ultimate" map, the DNA 

reference sequence, potentially provides a set of instructions for the technological 

modification of existing genomes. As the 1988 U.S. Congress' Office of Technoiogy 

Assessrnent report on the HGP notes, "new technologies for idenming traits and aitering 

genes rnake it possible for eugenic goals to be achieved through technologicai as opposed 

to social control" (in Keller 1992. p. 295). The report refers favourably to a new 

"eugenics of normalcy" that ensures the "paramount right" of each individual to be bom 

with "at least a modicum of normal genes" (ibid.). This "modicum of nomal genes" c m  

be understood in either of the two senses of the "normal" genome as the ideai genome. 

As we saw in Chapter Four, some bioethicists argue that gem-iine manipulation has 

ethical warrant if it aims oniy to "restore" an "'original' healthy genetic topology" that 

has k e n  "disnirbed by genetic mutation." Appeal is made also to the possible fashioning 

of entirely new genes and traits. Recall Robert Sinsheimer's 1969 forecast, just as the 

technologicai revolution in molecular biology was beginning, of the promise of a "new 

eugenics" that would, in theory, permit al1 individuais to be converted to "the highest 

technological level. " 

A potentiaily dangerous combination of factors presents: the gap between the idea 

of the "normal" genome and reality, the intersection of multiple senses of 'normal* in the 

concept of the "normal" genome, the eugenic aims associated with the HGP, and the 

power of the new genetic technologies. This calis to mind a passage from lan Hacking's 

The Taming of Chance: 

On the one hand there is the thought that the normal is what is right, so that tallc 
of the normal is a splendid way of preserving or rehirning to the status quo .... On 
the other hand is the idea that the normal is oniy average, and so is something to 
be improved upon .... The normal stands indîfferently for what is typical, the 
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unenthsiastic objective average. but it also stands for what has been, good heaith, 
and for what shall be, our chosen destiny. That is why the benign and sterile- 
sounding word 'nonnal' has become one of the most powerful ideological tools 
of the twentieth century. (1990, pp. 168- 169)' 

The HGP's aim to produce a DNA reference sequence does receive theoreticai support 

from the concept of the "normal" genome as the ideal genome. However, the validity of 

the assumptions that suppon Muller's and Kimura's accounts of the genetic structure of 

populations and the evolutionary concept of the "normal" genome as the "original" 

genome is in doubt. Even if these assurnptions were true, it would be a near-impossible 

task to pick out the "original" allele from among all the variants observed to segregate at 

a given locus in order to establish a reference sequence. Muller's belief that the 

environment has deteriorated as a result of civilization and Kimura's view that chance 

rnechanisms have prevailed in evolution due to relatively smali population sizes alike 

entail that the allele that occurs most frequently in human populations is not necessarily 

the most fit and/or the oldest. Instead, we are dependent on determinations of how alleles 

function in present environments. As we have seen, clinical judgements of health and 

disease and the identification of mutant or abnomal genes are prior to, and constitutive 

of, judgements of normal gene function. The designation of a parcicuiar allele as normal 

or abnormal depends on what we take to be a nomial or abnormal phenotype and a 

normal or abnormal environment. Since human enviroments are social as well as 

physical, such judgements incorporate both biological and nonbiological values and will 

vary from one culture to another. 

Hence, aithough the concept of the "normal" genome as the ideai genome has 

theoretical content, it is v imidy  impossible to establish a definitive human DNA 

reference sequence. This impossibility supports the substitution of an engineering n o m  

for an empiricai (or scientific) nom. Nothing circumvents proceeding from interventions 

that repair malfunctioning machines to ones that build "better" functioning ones. Any 

judgement of what constitutes a "better" genotype is entirely dependent on what we take 

to be desirable phenotypes and environments and these desires 

' Keller (1992) has already drawn this connection between the 
vision, and Hacking's account. 

wiii be shaped by social 

OTA report, Sinsheimer's 



and cultural, as weil as biologicd, values. The result is a concept of a "normal" genome 

that is aiways able to accommodate changing human desires. As Sinsheimer predicted, 

the technological capacity to close the gap between idea and reaiity, "to bring everyone 

to the highest technological levei," now exists. The elasticity of the concept of a 

"normal" genome combined with the forces of market econornies driven by "for-profit" 

health care. biotechology investments. and consumer demands for "better living" and 

"better babies" may weli guarantee the maintenance of such a gap. 

A DNA reference sequence need not be considered to be authoritative. It is 

possible to regard departures from the sequence as only potential candidates for 

classification as harmful deviates, the judgement of which requises additionai functional 

information. While this nonauthoritative use of the reference sequence suffices where 

genetic screening is carried out for diagnostic purposes in existing individuals, practical 

decisions based on DNA sequence data that concem not-yet-existing individuals for whom 

this additional hinctionai information is unavailable - for example, in genn-line 

manipulation, IVF embryo selection, or selective abortion - rnust necessariiy treat the 

reference sequence as authontative. And, yet, there is real difficulty in establishing any 

such definitive standard of genetic nomality. The challenge that faces us is to develop 

new and different ways of undentanding human genetic variation. Aithough the HGP has 

k e n  criticized from the start for ignoring genetic variation, ody recently has any attempt 

been made to begh io collect data on variation. However, these attempts lie firrnly 

within the biomedical framework that understands human variation as deviation or 

deviance. A "Mutation Database Initiative" was started in 1994 and became part of 

HUGO in 1997. Locus-specific mutations are named according to the nucleotide 

"change" that has occurred; in other words, mutations are regarded as departures from 

some "onginai" normal allele (Cotton er al. 1998). In another initiative, Francis Collins 

suggests that a genetic map composed of SNP marken obtained by sampling 100-500 

Afncan-Amencans, Asian-Amencans, European-Americans, and Native Americans wiii 

not only help to locate new genes but will identify variant fonns of known genes and 

maybe even help the HGDP to get started. Although the HGDP seeks to uncover 

knowledge of human evolutionary history, its proponents have also presented it as a 

panacea for the lack of attention paid by the HGP to the study of human genetic variation. 
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As biological anthropologist Kenneth M. Weiss (1996) writes, the HGDP will contribute 

to "our understanding of nonnal human variation and its origins, a subject too often 

omitted in biomedical research" (p. 293). But, as 1 argued in Chapter Three, a 

populations approach is no guarantee that genetic variation will be conceived as difference 

rather han as deviation. In addition, it is no easier to draw a line between normal and 

abnormal genetic variation than it is to draw one between normal and abnormai genes. 

Multifactorid diseases and complex behavioural traits are likely to yield to "molecular 

dissection." There is no reason why what is considered to be "normal" variation today 

wiIl not become parcelled into "acceptable" and "unacceptable" components tomorrow. 

The April 1998 cover of Life magazine catches the eye of the newstand browser. 

A brightly coloured double helix is accompanied by the headline's question: "WERE 

YOU BORN THAT WAY? Personality, temperament, even life choices. New studies 

show it's mostly in your genes." Pomayed in the photographs that Life is famous for are 

a sby four-year-old girl and her once-shy mother, a thrill-seeking TV snintman, a rnother 

and daughter who are both obese, an active five-year-old boy refened to in the caption 

as "testosterone-driven" by his mother, a gay couple, and a male smoker who is aiso a 

recovering heroin-addict and alcohoiic. If people beiieve that "solutions" to their 

"problerns" are technological and pharmaceutical, the trend to medicalize human 

characteristics that were previously considered to be moral or social - aicoholism and 

drug abuse, for example - will continue. Genetic variation cm be altemately undentood 

as difference, deviation. or deviance, and there is no incontrovertible principled distinction 

that might nile between these. 
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